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FOREWORD

The criminal justice system is a labor-intensive enterprise, vital to
the nation and beset with manpower problems. One of the most recent attempts
to help alleviate some of the problems was the National Manpower Survey.
The Congressional mandate for this survey was written in 1973, the survey
was begun in 1974 and completed last year.

This volume is intended for educators in the field of law
enforcement and criminal justice and for persons who manage or make
decisions about training programs. It covers .a wide variety of
education and training programs, including those fdr management.

The survey results do not provide final answers to all of the manpower
issues. In particular, the assumptions built into the model. for projecting
manpower requirements may have to.be modtfied in light of additional
experience. Nevertheless, the Institute believes the study represent
a significant advance in the tools available to deal with manpower
problems. We hope ii will be of value to the many hundreds of
state and local officials who must plan for manpower needs.

G.Blair G. Ewing
Acting Director
National Institute of Law Enforcement`

and Criminal Justice

to
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PREFACE

. .

The National Manpower Survey of the Criminal Justice System is an Lnaa-\.,

funded study conducted in response to a Congressional requirement, under the

197.3.Crime COntrol Act, for a survey oUpersOnneltrainingond education needs

in.the'fields of law enforcement- and criminal justice,. and.of the.adeqUacy.of

federal, state, and local programa to meet these. needs.

This volume on the assessment of criminal juatia education and. training

programs is one' of a series of eight volumes (listed. below) which comprise thd

full report of the National,Manpower.Survey. The overall,scope of the study,
.

including-descriptions-of, methodolOgy and:data sourced, is dontained id. the

Summary Report (Volume I) and--in more detail - -in Volumes VI, VII, and VIII.

,

Separate assessments of the education and training needs of the personnel in-

the three sectors of the-criminal justice systemlaw.enforcement, corrections,
.

.. . .
. .

and Czoulid--are contained in Volumes II, III, and IV respectively.

The six Volumes published on the studTarel.
,

e Volume I (Summary Report)..

Volume II (Law Enforcement)

Volume III (Corrections)

VoluMe IV (dOurts),

0 toluMe V.(Education and Training)

Volume.VI (Manpower Planning)

fi
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INTRODUCTION

,;

This volume discusses and assesses institutional training and educe-

tionprograms and the federal support and
\

Other resources available to assist

An the groWth and development of the skills and knowledge of personnel in the
\

three sectors of the criminal justice system:

Training and education is.aiso'discussed in Volumes II, III and IV of

this report. The approach in these three VolUmesiS'pAmarily one based upon
.

agency needs and agency programs, espeOially entry7level and in- service,

signed to provide for occupational growth in key positions from the agency

'perspective. Thus Volume II addressed law enfor eMent officers and Volalme III

covers correctional personnel.. Volume IV focuses on prosecutors, defenders,

judges, and court administrators. All these volumes. discuss thegroWth in

education and training of these criminal justice perSonnel, but assess future

needs'. from the point of:view of the agencies\Ift.which\they are employed.

This volUme directs its attention to institutional and governmental rer.

sources which can help to fulfill agency needs. It assesses tbe institutional

support provided from outside activities such as the FBI. academy and the'Cone

munity colleges,,4;-yearcOileges and universities and graduate .schools.

It disdussese andfassessesthe LE program and the resources it provides.,

It includes a separate chapter on management education and training program

development for law enforcement and corrections mid -level managers and execu-

tives.

Additionally,.it-assesses the activities of local regional, and State

training academies as institutions Which provide entry-level training princi-

pally to law. nforceMent personnel.
..



Finally, Volume V assesses the educational programs in the following

Selected group of prOfessiOnal and graduate schools or activities which sup-.

port the courts and correctiGnal systems: law schools, contirming legal edu-

cation, social work, psychology, sociology/criminology, and rehabilitation

counseling.
.

In summary, Volumes II, III, IV assess manpower, Education, and training

needs from the agency perspeCtiVe. This volume assesses the institutional

programs and resources in terms of meeting agency reqUirements for appropriate'

educational and training support.

J.
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CHAPTER I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

. A. OVERVIEW OF FEDERAL PROGRAMS

Federal government financial

education of employees--or potential

tice agencies is provided in several

assistance fer specialized training and

employeesof state and local criminal jus-
,

different forms. These inclUde: (1) dir-

ect LEAA financial assistance to training and educatii;nal programs, including.

LEEP, the Educational Development Program, internship programs, and discretion7.
.$

ary grants; (2) expenditures by state agencies funded'by LEAA bloCk.grdnEs;

:(3). direct provision of training to state and local employees, mainly by the

FBI Academy; and (4) veteranslreadjustment benefits fOr education and training
,

.of students enrolled

grams.

in criminal justitwzrelated-education and training pro!'..
. .

'LEAA direct and indirect expenditures for training and educati.on ore

-Wtimated at about $80 million in FY Z975, or 9 percent of total LEAA oUtlays

in FY 1975. These include both expenditures for LEEP.and other assistance.

programs directly funded-by LEAA:and estimates of:the amount of LEAA block

. -

grants expended for these purposes by state agencies.

FBI expenditures for training of state and ZocaZ Zoo enforcement offi.-

cere totaled $16 million in FY Z975. This estimate includes training at the

National Academy and special FBI schools and field training programs for
.

stag and local police personnel:
S - 4'

Veterans' readjustment benefits to students enrolled in criAinal justice

education and tra nirg programs aro 'estimated at $128 million in FY 1975.



This is a necessarily rough approximation since only partial data eie

available on the fields of specialization of ratiplents,of veterans' educe-

. .

educe-

tjonal benefits. 'Alternative estimates cited range froth $73 million to $147
..:

.

Million.

Aggregate expenditures by all_federal agencies, for these progrcm;s, are

estimated atabout $225 million., The MIS estimate, is higher than an unpublished

OMB estimate of about $150 million, mainly because the OMB estimate understates

the number of, criminal justice majors receiving veterans' allt%ances and ex,
4

cludesoutlays for training and education :ay states frOm LEAA block grant

funds. This estimate, moreover excludes any allowance for expenditures by-
, .-

6
'state and local governments'fOr c4minal justice training or education from

general revenue sharing funds, which could add $25'to $40 million to

total.

B. CRIMINAL JUSTICE EDUCATION

There, has been a ten;lald.incraese in criminallustiCe educational

grams of.thin-a single. decade. The first directory of higher educational.

programs-(IACP) in 1965 reported the existence of 125 such-prograMawhiab

include each associate, bachelor's, master's, and doctorate degree' as "one".
e

program. 'In 1975, the directory reported 1,245.prOgrams.

This 2,4.4 expansion,bas brought substantial problems, associated with

the absence in criminal, justice higher education of a clearly defined body. of

knowledge or a set of goals or perspectives. Program Auality has suffered

from a rapid proliferation of piograms without an established system of goals

and objectives. Lack of articnlation between the-goals.of community C011eges.
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and four -year colleges, and lack of differentiation between training courses

and educational programs have been additional major problem areas.

Bachelor degree prOgramslave accounted for a growing share of all MEP-
.

funded criminal justice programs in the past five years. The proportion of

four-year degree programs rose from 24 percent in 1972 to 32 percept in 1976.

However, 50 percent of all programs in 1976 were-still at the associate Degree

level. Only .2 peNent of programs, in both 1972 and 1970, were at the docto-

rate leveL

CoMMunity college programs, which have experienced rapid growth, are

stilt centered; predominantly on the law enPrcemer4 curriculum. The two-
.

V
year:schools have attradtedlarge enrqllments of in-service police officers,

especially ,from city departments, as well as. amarked growth. in ,p re-serviae

students.' Móre criminal and correctiona courses are beginning to ap-

pear in curriculum offerings, but the basicrarientation to law enforcement

continues; Thieis'also reflected in the stiff qualification:.'

The four-year ZeveZ criminal justice programs give some .evidence of

curriculum maturation, but variations among institutions indicate that the ,

problem still, has not been_resolved.. The core of the probleW Is whether an
. .

institution has made a. true cbmmitment to criminal justice higher education
4

through adequate resources and faculty, and with a true interdisciplinary ap-:

proach wftichl supports the professional criminal jUstice.courses' Criminak

joUstice'programs appear only to have begun to define'their real academic terri7,

tOry. t,

Graduate programs need increaSed eMphaiii. Theehallenge to graduate

programs in criminal-justice will be to prepaie students fot,management planning,

V-3



policy-making, and research positions within criminal justice organizations,

and for teaching positions in academic institutions. The-Complexities of

modern/management in criminal justice, particularly among larger organizations,

compel current and future managers to have a technical working knowledge of

budget management, systems analysis, labor relations, personnel management,

race relations, and other functional areas. A balance is needed between the
.

practitioner-oriented instructor and the instructor with substantial criminal

justice research background. Graduate programs will also need to reflect

.changes in criminal justice programs and strategies, to ensure that tumor-
,

row's needs will be recognized in timely graduate program offerings.

A variety of institutional arrangements have been made to facilitate

student participation in criminal justice education, and to better adapt

programs to student needs. Community colleges have Offered more courses on

alternating time schedules and off-campus. Four-year institutions have been

less flexible in this respect but offer more independent-study course optioas.

PolicieS for awarding credit for training and career experience have been

libe lized. Most institutions offer some internship programs but these often

suffer from inadequate agency supervision and in proper intern evaluation pro-

cedur s

Criminal justice educators are moving toward the adoption of a system

of acer ditation to raise the quality of criminal justice higher education and

assure ticulation and cooperation among training academies, community coZ-

Zeges, and\universitieri. Currently the Accreditation and Standards Committee

of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences is engaged in proposing accredi-

tation guidelines.for postsecondary'institutions with criminal justice programs.

The approach has a systems orientation which attempts to delineate.responsi-

C
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bilities Of various institutions, program offerings, and academic administra

tion through standards. aimed at increasing the quality of all criminal justice-
.

programs.'

Formal accreditation could also improve faculty standards. The Academy

'of Criminal Justice Sciences recommends a minimum of a law or master's degree

for undergraduate faculty and a doctorate for graduate faculty. Acadethic

institutions give higher orders of priority in faculty procurement to academic

credentials and rglevalice of academic field to criminal justice than to prior

teaching or research experience. FUll-time faculty are generally rated su

perior to part-time, in level of academic degree, teaching ability, student

,advising/Counseling,'and program knowledge. Part-time faculty are considered

better in knowledge of the criminal justice system and criminalAustice-experi-

ence.

C. THE LEEP PROGRAM

The Law Enforcement Education Programs (LEEP) was initiated in 1968 as

a means of raising the educational level of Zaw enforcement and other criminal

justice personnel, through provision of financial assistance in the form of

student grants and loans. Assistance is limited to students enrolled in de-
,

gree programs in criminal justice or a related field. Through FY 1976, LEEP

appropriations totaling $234 million, have.provided-assistaride to about 250,000-

students enrolled in about 1,800 edUcational institutions..

The LEEP prograMappears to have contributed significintly to the, rapid

improvement in educational level of police officers in the period 1970=74, as

caripared with the trend of the preceding decade. The proportion of. police
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officers who had completed at least one year of college rose from 20 percent.

in 1960 and 32 percent in 1970 to 46 nercent in 1974. Over-40,000 more police

officers had completed some college by 1974 than would have. been expected

based on continuatio.. of the 1960-70 trend. An analysis of the proportions

of police and correctional officers who had earned degrees during the preceding

10-year period also indicates a sharp increase in the proportion who received

such degrees during 1970-74, as compared with 1965-69, after controlling for

length of service. Although these data clearly suggest a significant cOntri-
,-

butiOn Sy LEEP to educational upgrading, these analyses could not fully con-'

trol for such related factors as-the increase in educational level of new

recruits into police departmenti during 1970-74 (some of whom may also have

been LEEP assisted), and for the concurrent rapid growth of veterans readjust-
. .,

,,,0

,ment benefits for education and training, which was also available to many

'criminal justice personnel.

The quality ofmany LEEP- funded criminal justice progrums.oppears to

be seriously deficient in a number of respects. Although LEAA guidelines have

emphasized."education" rather than specialized skill training'as the primary

Igoal of these programs, nearly 15 percent of all criminal justice- related

courses in LEEP supported institutions, and 35 percent of those in laW en-

,.
forcement, were found to be specialized training-type courses. About 23 per-

; -

cent of all faculty members in criminal justice programs had no advanced de-

rees as contrasted to only 7 percent.in all'highereducation institutions.

'ly 42 percent of faculty members in-LEEP--supported programs 'wire full time,

a compared with 76 peroint-in all institutions.-- Finally, only
i

out 40

:

_I . : .

Of LEER- supported programs met the LEEP guidelines providing for a
f

q

atio of '60 students per faculty member, in full-time equi4alents.

V76
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Police officers -,-4 probation and parole officers have utilized LEEP

assistant' to a much greater extent than employees of correctional institutions.

About 26 petcent of probation/parole employees and 24 percent of police eler

ployees had received some LEEP assistance as compared with only 14 percent.

of correctional employees. The relatively low proportion of correctional

employees utilizing LEEP Is probably due to a number of factors, including

the larger proportion of non-high school graduates among correctional Offi-

cers, their higher average age, the isolated location of many correctional

institutions, the lesser incentives offered by correctional agencies for con-

.tinuing education and the fact that most criminal justice programs are police-

oriented.

Minority employees have participated in LEEP in about the.same prOpor

tionb in each major agency or occupational category as have other employees.

Women employees, however, have had consistently lower LEEP utilization, partly

due to their concentration in non -line occupations.

Major NMS recommendations of LEEP include more vigorous enforcement

of qualitative standards fbr institutional qualification and reallocation of

LEEP funds for use in several priority areas. The latter Include graduate

education, doctoral dissertation grants,"increased emphasis on management

education, increased emphasis on educational programs for correctional offi-

cers, and selective easing of current policies Precluding use of. LEEP for pre-
.

service studente, where local needs--including needs for more minority em-

ployees-7can clearly justify such assistance.
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D. MANAGEMENT TRAINING

About 50,000 managerial-level personnel were employed in state and

local law. enforcement and correctional agencies (including probation and

parole) in 1974. These personnel collectively were responsible for expendi-

tures in excess of $10 billion in FY 1974, an'i for supervision of

over 800,000 personnel. The increased size and complexity of these organi-

zations, and mounting pressures for accountability, have increased the need

for management training.

2-Management training needs vary widely depending upon agency size, func-

tion, and jurisdiction. While 20 percent of managerial-level personnel in

law enforcement were in agencies with 1,000 OT more employees, an additioo4L.

24 percent supervised very small agencies with less than 10 employees. Among

correctional executives and administrators, over 50 percent were in state

institutions and agencies, 34 percent in county agencies, and 14 percent in

municipal agencies.

Personnel management and budget management were among the highest priori-

ties reported by law enforcement and correctional executives for functional

management training.. Other areas emphasized in NMS surveys include community

relations, legal subjects, labor relations, and race relations. Probation

and parole officers,.reflecting their different job demands, gave highest priority

'.to courses in community resource development, counseling, community relations,

and Personnel-management.

Productivity and performance evaluation is a major emerging concern.in

law enforcement. lecent budgetary pressures have resuleed'in increased emphasis

'on productivity improvement, and the need for management knowledge and.applica

tion of productivity measurement techniques.
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The rapid th of unionism among police employees and--to a lesser

extent--among correcti naZ employees requires expanded training in public sec-

tor collective bargainihg for police and correctional managers. About one-

half of police executives, in agencies with 10or more employees, and of

executives of adult correctional institutions reported that additional train-

ing in this subject was needed. The need is for programs combining both the

pre-negotiation and negotiation process, and for the conduct of employee

relations under a collective bargaining agreement.

New approaches to management training developed by large corporate

enterprises may have applicability to training of criminal justice executives.

Emphasis has beer placed on programs focusiag on the organization's own poll-

'.

cieS, programs and procedures, rather than oremore generalized course content. -

Increased recognition has also been given to the concept of participatory

management, in contrast to traditional hierarchical management concepts.

The critical r of management training, in upgrading performance of

criminal justice agencies, points to the need for federal eupport of new in-

stitutional arrangements to provide such training as part of an integrated,

comprehensive program. Regional criminal justice management training centers

or-institutes appear to be vreferable for this purpose, to either a national

institute or localized centers. These centers should be initially funded by.'

the federal government, but with provisions for increased support.by.state'

or local agencies. Integrated programs and curricula should be developed'

meeting needs of both mid-level and executive personnel.



E. FBI TRAINING PROGRAMS

The FBI makes a major contribution to training of police officeks of

state and local agencies through four programs. These include the 11-week

National Academy course for mid-level police officers, short police training

courses at the National Academy in special subjects, field training programs,

and a recently organized National Executive Institute.

The standard National Academy Course has trained about Z,000 police

officers per year in the past several years. Course content has been modified

since 1968 to include greater emphasis on social science and management sub-

fjetts Enrollees are drawn disproportionately from smaller agencies, and from

the more rural regions of the country. The total direct cost of training pro-

vided at the Academy to state and local personnel ie estimated at $5.3 million

in.FY 1975. The aggregate cost, including Background investigations and trans-.

portation, was near7 $8 million.

Special, short-courses offered at the FBI Academy provide advanced
0

training in traditional police field's:, as well as numerous specialized courses

in topical problem. Subjects covered include such topics as white collar

crime, forensic science, instructor development, hostage negotiations, crisis

intervention, management, and major case investigation. The total cost of

special courses was $2.7 million in fiscal year 1975.

Field training services are provided to state and local agencies,

utilizing FBI special agents of whom about 2,000 are certified as instructora.

Attendees at these courses totalled 320,000 in fiscal year 1975, at over 10,500

locations and at an estimated cost of'$5.3 million.

The National Executive Institute program was initiated in Z976 to pro-

vide training for top management of Zaw enforcement agencies. The first Oro-

y-10
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gramgeared to major management and policy issuescon of

four-day sessions, scheduled to minimize executives' time away from their

agencies. Four programs are planned per year.

The FBI programs have made a unique contribution to meeting training

needs of mid-level Zaw enforcement personnel in the smaller and medium-sized

agencies. The new National Executive- Institute can complement the broader

management training programs proposed elsewhere in. this report for all categor-

ies of criminal justice personnel.

F. LAW ENFORCEMENT ACADEMIES

About 800 academies provide
/

recruit training and in-service training

.

to police officers in state and toca agencies. The three major categories

of academies are (1) agency affiliated academies; (2) state or regional aca-

demies, and (3) academies-affiliated with academic institutions, such as

community colleges.

Whereas most large police departments operate their own academies,

smaller departments mainly rely on other sources of training, including aca-

demies of other departments, state or regional academies or academically-

affiliated academies.

Average course lengths for recruit training vary by atze and type of

academy. As compared to a minimum standard of 400 hours recommended by the

National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards.and GOals (NAC),

course lengths .averaged 494 hours for agency-affiliated academies, 382 hours ._

for.state and regional'. academies,.and 292 hours in academically-affiliated
4

academies. These are weighted averages, based on a survey of 236 'academies,

conducted by .the National Association of State Directors ofLaW Enforcement-

Training (NASDLETY, in cooperation with the NMS.



Course coverage in recruit training emphasizes procedural aspects

orpalice-officr,duriez-__MAjor priority areas, in terms of course lengths,

include patrol procedures, investigative methods, legal subjects, and criminal

evidence., Subjects such as the officer role in the community and problems

of juveniles are given less emphasis than recommended in studies.by National

Commissions.

In- service training courses are also offered by nine out often of the

academies surveyed. Courses most frequently offered are criminal law Criminal

investigation, and weapons training.

Academies rely predominantly on part -time instructors. Clay 21 per-

cent of all instructors in the academies surveyed held full-time training po -°

sitions. Length of instructor training is limited and normal y does riot in

elude subject matter dealing with broader crime-related communi y or social

problems.

Although field training has been strongly recommended as a supplement

to classroom academy instruction, such training vas only provide by 35 percent

of the academies surveyed. Many of the programs offered, moreov r, appeared

to require better organization and better trained field instruct &r personnel.

Class sizes exceeded the recommended standard of 25 train es per

class in about half of the acaemiee surveyed. State and regions academies

reported the largest cla ss sizes among the three major categories of, academies;

The lecture method\ as the predominant teaching method in, ore than

90 percent of the academies surveyed.. Use of more advanced teachtn methods,

providing for more active student participation and self-paced inst ction

is sti21 infrequent.

In view of the projected reductIAT in overall requirements f new

police recruits, NM recommends that major program emphasis in LEAA. an, state

V -12
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support.of acadamies be placed upon qualitative iMpiovements. These include

provisions to upgrade training provided for officers of the smaller agencies,

increased course'ewh-asi-s-on--j-uvenile problems and related community =4%lartions----,--

issues, provision for regional instructor training centers, and other approaches

.

Ao broadening and modernizing course content and training methods.

LAW SCHOOLS

Law schools are virtually the sole source ofbasic professional edu-

cation for judges, prosecutors, defenders and other legal personnel in -criminal

justice agencies."-HURever,.ofHinstimated total of 385,000 lawyers in 1974,

probably only about 15 percent were engaged in criminal law practice, as private

(Wenders, or in public agencies, on either a part -time or full -time. basis.

, Law school educational goals are designed to equip graduates with

basic legal skills and knowledge required for legal practice. Emphasis is

placed on legal analytical skills and processes, rather than procedural aspects

of legal p ctice or on specialized knowledge'of particular subject areas.

Thus limited attention is given to ?retrial procedures,

dence or inter-personnel skills.

development Of evi-

Criminal law and relatea crminal justice courses occountedffor only

about six percent of non - seminar law school courses, and for about /2 percent

. of im.Minar coces in 1975. Despite recent increases in cpverage-of such

subjects as juvenile justice and corrections, advanced law, school courses
.

continue to be strongly orientedsto civil practice. Thus business'law courses

'account for 25,percent of all courses in 1975.

. Criminal justicd courses accounted, however, for. almost 65 percent

of all clinical courseS in 125 of the lace schdoli studied. This appears to

V -13
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reflect greater readiness of criminal justice agencies to accept criminal jus-

tice-students. Clinical faculty members tend to have a stronger criminal

justice orientation.- However, they are not normally part of the tenure

7faculty of law schools.

Major deficiencies of existing Law school programs i meeting the

needs of criminal justice practice include inadequate coverage of criminal pro-

cedhres and of the institutional context of criminal Zaw practice. A "model"

curriculum,'designed to illustrate a desirable sequence of courses, has been

outlined. This would begin with a first-year course in criminal process,

followed by courses in criminal law and by more specialized third-year

courses or clinical programs.

Increasing manpower ne rig.- and the limited in-house training capabilities

of most small agencies indicate e need for continued efforts to strengthen

law school Curicula for those planni tenter criminal justice practice. _

The relativey rapid growth in supply gf new lawyers, in relation to projected

loyment needs in the private sector, is likely to attract more students

iminal:law field, if.adaquate course offerings are provided.

H., %CONTINUING. LEGAL EDUCATION .

.ar Continuing ZegaZ education programs are designed to assure the con-
es

g competence of lawyers; in both criminal justice and civil practice,

ell as to provide certain skills and :knowledge not adequately covered in

law,schools. Based on available, limited data it is estimated that between,

10 and 25 percent of lawyers attend CLE programs, which are offered through

various nations or by:region or state and local providers, Such as

. .

bar associations or law schools.



About ZO percent of.the-:co:Ifirses provided in continuing legal education
1

are In the area of criminal law. Primary emphasis is on needs of private de-

fenders. Inadequate emphasis is provided to juvenile justice and tactical

skills.

In-service contin ing legal education prog;eams are provided to a

limited proportion of atto eye in prosecutors' and public defenders' offices.

Agency-level training is pr vided to only about 15 percent of all prosecutors

and 20 percent of public defnders. In addition, state level training is

available to prosecutors and
1

efenders through state training coordinatorst

-offices or professional sabodations.

CLE is mandatory at present in only two states, with limited progress in

other states. Iowa and Mtanesota require attorneys to attend CLE courses;

'Wisconsin will do so in January 191iThe mandatory-rdqUirement in these

,states is 15 hours per year. Generally, adoption in other states will be

influenced by an evaluation of experience of the states where it is now in

effect.

A continued expansion of CLE appare desirable, in combination with

expandedlagency-Zevel programs, to meet existing and prospective needs for

such training of criminal justice personnel. A major issue in CLE is the

c
fundi4 of such prograns. More than one-fourth of all criminal law CLUEiiiffies

in 1975 .received LEAA funding.' Subsidized courses enjoy large attenance;

tae whos-e-fees-wefe-high (up to $250) attracted fewer students. Inadequate

nndiag has resulted in lower quality programs, and reliance on services of

1'
volunteer lecturers. Law ithools also have given low priority to CLE to

. .



I. PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION FOR CORRECTIONS

Severe disciplines, including social work, sociology,'- and psychology,

have seen traditionally considered as the sources of profeesionalt,treatment

and case work personnel for correctional activities. Correctional speciali-

zation has, hcaever, been given a low priority in all of these,disciplines,.-

reflecting many of the undesirable aspects of employmen:. in correctional

agencies (see Volume III, Chapter IV).

Alth4gh one-third of approved graduate programs in social k offer

a concentration in corrections or *criminal justice only about 6'percent of

all social work placements are with such agencies. This low rate, which has

remained relatively constaat'since 1971, probably results from a,nutgoer of

factors, including preferences of social work graduates for dirett inaivi.dual

client services case work and group work, and dislike'for the correctional:'

environment.

A relativesmall proportion of correctional case workers have had
.4#

professional social work eduCation. Only 7.5 percent of probation and parole

executives held MEW: degrees in 1975; only 4.1 percent indicated tbat-sucb,-.

,degrees should be required fot advancement to supervisory positions in their

agencies.

Graduate degree programs in sociology and psychology also have -very

limited provision for correctional specialization. Only 140 M.A. degrees and

'19 Ph.D. degrees were awarded in criminology in 1973-74--a Moderate increase

over the number awarded in 1971-72. Dais .are not available on. the number
0

sociology or psychologY graduates with. advanced degrees who have.enteted

torrectional work. However, the low proportions of such personnel employed

.



"of

in correctionagencies indicate that few advanced degree graduates have

entered this -field. -.

Alternative forms of professional education for correctional case work

and counseling rotes neec ;. careful exploration. Consideration should be given

.to development of an interdisciplinary curriclum designed for probation and

,patqle, and for related counseling and case work functions in correctional

Trained volunteers can provide an important' supplement to the, limited

re ources of professional stieciaZista in many correctional and' probat4on/

pareZe agencies. Volunteers have assisted in counseling of offenders, in work-

rel ase activities, in tutoring of illiterates and educational marginala, in

family services, and related activities. They.have been particularly active

in the field of juvenile probations. Improved training of volunteers, clearer

rOleddefinitiOns, and improved volunteer recruitment anti/
/

screening procedures

are pleeded for:their effective utilization.
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CHAPTER II. AN OVERVIEW OF FEDERAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE TRAINING AND EDUCATION

A primary objective of the National ManpoWer Survey-is development of a

comprehensive picture of the''nature and Extent of the training and education

currently'beingrOvided to.the state and local employees of the criminal jus

.tice system.- Detailed analyses' of the incidence and substantive aspecta of

the training and education programs of the criminaljustice'aystem appear in

VoluMes II, II, IV and elsewhere'in this volUme. Unfortunately,.too little

information is available on the financial'aspects of state and 'local activities

ta.permit development of estiMates of theoverall.costevof the training and',

education being provided. Hawever, it is possible to estimate the Federal
. .

_

Government's outlays for thisimrpotie. The results of the NMS effort'to do

so are-presented.in this chapter,4 The estimeesAihould be-usefuljn proVi&

.ing perspective on the particular federal efforts. that are the subjects of

Aetailid disCuSsion elsewhere in this volume-- specifically, the Law Enforce-

,ment EdUcatiOn Program .and the programs of,the Federal BUreau Of InVestigation.
.

The Office_ofilanagement and Budget estimates that the Federal Government

'spent nearly.S150 million in fiacalyear 1975 for the training and education

of:state andl.ocal employees of-the criminal justice system.' Data compiled

by the National Manpower Survey suggest that the OMB estimate significantly

Understatetithe trOse l of the federal investment. TheThe NMS estimates
.

.

.

indicate that total direct and indirect federal spending for this purpose
. .

. . .
.

exceeded $225 million in .fiscal 1975..



Thid chapter discusses the 0MB and NMS estimates, and pro7ideS

brief descriptions of the major federal programs involved. Section A

considers the OMB estimates. Section B discusses the role of the Law

Enforcement Assistance Administration in this area. Section C presents

an overview of-the program and outlays of the Veterans Administration,

which_ is the largest single source of support for the education and

training of state-local criminal justice employees. The other federal

agencies with significant' activities in this field--with the exception

of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, which is separately discussed.

in Chapter VI--are considered briefly in Section D. The final section

of this chapteT summarizes the results and compares them with the OMB

estimates.

The.general strategy of the analysis was to begin'withthe estimates

published by the Office of Management and Budget in the 1977 budget docu-

ment.
1

Consultation with those in OMB responsible for preparing the

estimates prOduce&additional, unpublished detail and a listof the names

of the indiv:: :halls in the federal agencies who were-responsible for pro-_

viding the data on which the 0MB estimates are based. The allency officials

were thenAmterviewed, as were other agency personnel with additional infor-

nation to provide on the fiscal and substantive program operations. On

the basis of the information developed in these interviews, new estimates

were developed and general descriptions of the agency programs were prepared..

Although'the budget estimates were, in nearly every case, discussed with

agency,afficials, as were the methods used to arrive at the estimates, the.

results should not be understood to have the formal approval of the

agencies involved.

V719
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A. THE OMB ESTIMATES

In January 1976, the Office of Management and Budget estimated that

total federal outlays for. programs directed at the reduction of crime

.\ amounted to $2.8 billion in fiscal year 1975. A detailed breakdown of

this'estimate, classified by type of activity and the level. of government

Ultimately benefiting from the funds, appears in Table II -1. The specific.

o\utlays Of interest to. this analysis are shown in the linetitled

.-"Education and training of enfordement officers" under-the major program'

heading "Law enforcement support.". Of the $105 million estimated,for total

outlays for training and education, OMB attributes $149 million, '90 percent:

of the total, to the supportof training and education for state and local

government employees in the criminal justice system.

Table II-2 shows a-breakdown of the estimated $149 million by

federal agency. The OMB data show outlays by the Veterans AdMinistration
..---t, .

-, far the training and education of state and local criminal justice personnel
.. . \

roughly equal to those of the Department Of JUStiCe. AboUt-two7thirds

. of the JustiCe.Department total is accounted for,by LFAA, With the FBI

\
spending.most of the balance. The Drug Enforcement AdmInistration.spent

$71,,000 and two other agencies had relatiVely modest programs in

terms of costs.

LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION

The primary vehicle for the Channeling of federal funds directly into.

the training arCeducation of:state-local criminal justice employees is the

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. LEAA funds are allocated to this

purpose fin two general ways. The first involves direct expenditures, by

V-20
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TABLE II-1

FEDERAL OUTLAY5'FOR THE REDUCTION OF CRIME, BY MAJOR PROGRAMS,
BY ACTIVITY, AND BY LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT,. FISCAL YEAR 1975

(thousand dollars)

Major Program and Activity
Total

Outlays

Outlays in Support of
Federal ; ,State and
Programs 1 Local Programs'

Total'

CriMe research and statistics, total
Statistics on crime.and justice'ssystem

.

Research on behavior and uocioloiy of crime
Supporting research and ddevelopment

..Reorm of criminal laws, total ,

Reformof-federal .Criminal laws
, Support of state and local criminal law

SerVice for prevention"of crime, total
Public education
Special programs for.narcotic addicts
Prevention 1=1 Control of juvenile
delinquency'

Development of community services

Criminal law enforcement, total
Enforcement activities...
Federal police.
Assistance to state and local governments

Jaw Enforcement suppurt,..total
Criminal Intelligence and information:
-Education and trainingof snfdrCement
officers
Laboratories and criminalistics
International prOgraMs

Administration of criminal justice, total
\ Preparation of federal criminal cases
,Operation of federal court system
Assistancetostate and local governments
Federal assistance programs for the.pOor

Rehabilitation ofoffenders, total
Federal correctional institutions

$2,821,400,

106,890
32,373
11,918
62,579
3,891
1;518
2,373

A19,574
14,311
258,776

110,577
35,910

1,116,287
821,109
50,842
244;336

57,413

165054
48,311 ,

31,806

259,451
82 4

,973

59,712
18,295

. 528,593
182,797.

$1,679,103

'39.,586

16,058
4,979
18,549
1,518
1 518a

218,359
694

21°5,144

1,412
1,109

871,951
821,109
50,842

82,745
18,608

15,888
16,443
31,806

.199;739
,471 ,

98,973

18,295

$1,142,297

.16,315

6,959 .1

44,030
2,373

2,373

201,215
13,617
43,632

109,165
34,t01

244,136'

- -
244,336

219,839 ,

38,805

149,166 ''

31,868

264,522
182,797

=

39,412

264,071

Federal community treatment programs.
. Education programs for federal inmates
Vocational training for federal inmate-
Assistance to state and kcal correctional.

47,940 47

5,736
. 5,086

programs 264,071 264,071
Training of federal correctional personnel 1,152 1,152
Medical treatment programs 21,600 . 21,600
Pardon of criminals 217 217

Planning and coordination of programs
. 84,130 683 83,447

Source: Unpublished OMB tabulations.
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TABLE 11-2

FEDERAL OUTLAYS FOR THE EDUCATION
,AND TRAINIWOF.STATE-LOCALEMPLOYEES

OF 7mt.clumIN4 -JUSTICE SYSTEM,
FISCAL YEAR 1975

(In Thousands of Dollars).
i

Agency . Total
.Outlays

:/otal $149,166

Veterans AdminiStration 73,513
. I

..I.SwEnforcement Assistance
AdMinistration, Department
of. JuStiCe

.

49,638

.
i,..

FederaLftmeau of Investigation,4"
Department of JUstice 25,210

brugEnforceMent Administration,
Department of Justice

Fioh andlaIdlife Service,----
Departmentofthe.Interior

Offide of Education,"
Department ,of Health;

re

715

85:

Source: Unpublished OMB tabulations.



`,::CangresSiOnal mandate or a discretionary decision bylLEAA, for training or

education. The second occurs when the states and local gOii4rOments allotate

portions oftheir block grants to training and education programs.

This section provides a summary destriptiOn of the LEAA programs that

inmolve direct allocations of funds to training and education, and Outlines

.-,briefly the method used to estimate the shares of state biock grants that

are:used to fundthe training or education of state-locallmrsonnel.-

1. Continuing Education and Training Programs

.LEAA allocates resources to state-local training and-education through

five specific programs mandated by the Congress: the-Law Enforcement

Education Program, the Educational Development Program, the Internship

Program, the Section 402 Training Program, and the Section-,407 Training

Program.

The Law Enforcement Education Program (LEEP) provides grants to

institutions of higher education to be allocated as grants or loans to. pay

for the tuition,:fees,anci books. of:their 'students who Ore etp1oyed. bY

the criminal justice system or who .anticipate being-employed by the system-

Uponcompletion of their education. As LEEP is discussed in detail in

.Chapter IV ;.of volume, no further attention is devoted to it here.

The'Educational Development- Program is designed to provide support

for the developmentand-etrengthening of the criminal justce graduate

programs and research activities n colleges and' universities. Since.

1973.all of the funds buigeted fo7 this program have been allocated to the

.seven universities participating in the National Criminal JUstice

Educational-Consortium. The institutionsare: Arizona State Univer4iii,
.

Eastern Kentucky University, Michigan State Universtiy,. Northeastern-

University, Portland State University %the.University of Maryland and the
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University of Nebraska at Omaha. The uses

program include nurriculum development and

of tfie-funds prat.Ae - thiss

evaluatioa, collaborative re-

search.effotts with the National InstitUte for Law Enforcement and

Criminal. Justice, and the provision of fellowship -support to sraduate

studeuts'for work. on doctoral dissertations related to criminal:justice.-

-Problems.

The Internship Program funds college-students Whoare working in criminal

justice agencies during. vacations or academic. leaves of abseuce. The pro-

gram is .designed to stimulate -the students' interest.in careers in the

criminal justice system through actual work experience. in the field. The

basic salaries of the students are paid by LEAA, and the .agencies involved

are encouraged to supplement the basic payment. During fiscal year 1974

approximately 770 interns participated in the program, each for a minimum

-peridd of. eight weeks.

The Section 402Training_lelmmil is the National Training Program of

the_National Institute 'of Law Enforcement (NILE), the research avm of

LEAA.- The purpose of this .program is to transmit and,siimulate the adoption'.

of 'practices established by research to criminal justice practitioners..

At:the request of a state or loca1 goveintent, NILE is authorized to assist.

the -development.and support of supplementary training programs for

criminal justice. personnel. Under this program NILE also SuppOrts Graduate

Research Fellowships, which are administered by the Office nf Education.

and Manpower Assistance.

The Section 407 Training Program provides grants to strengthen the-

: training of state and local prosecutors involved in dealing with organized.

crime. Expenditures under. Section 407 were first anthorized at,a level

of a quarter.million-dollars per year in fiscal year 1973, a level
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sustained through fiscal 1976. Grants have been.funded for the development

Or improvement of techniques, systems, manuals, and other devices designed

to strengthen the prosecutor's capabilities in fighting organized crime.

Training has been supported in investigative practices, prosecution tech-

niques, and corruption control. Funds have also been allocated under this ''

program for. the development of organized crime prevention councils.

2. Discretionary Grants for Training and Education

Major proportions of the funds appropriated under Parts C and 'E of

the Crime Control Act of 1973 are reserved-tb-provide difect support for

demonstration and'eperimental projects selected by LEAA. Although most

discretionary grants are channeled through State Planning Agencies, some

projects are funded directly by LEAA. It is impossible to generalize

about the nature of the hundreds of projects that receive discretionary

grants each year. The experience with such grants in particular sectors

of the criminal justice system is discussed in context eliewhere in this

report.
2

3. Part C and Part E Block Grants

The cornerstone of LEAA's activity from the time of its ftunding

has been the block grant--funds awarded directly to each state on the

oasis of:population for use by the state,-.in. accordance with itS. compre--

hensive plan, for whatever purposes it may determine to be desirable.

Part C block grants may be used for virtually any purpose by any sector

,

of the criminal justice system. Part E !Ad& grants are restricted to use

in the corrections sector. Although not funded until fiscal year 1976,

and hence beyond the immediate focus of this chapter,.a third category

of block. grants WdS authorized by the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency .
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:Prevention Act of 1974 to fund programsfinvolVing the prevention of. j'

crime. As in the case of discretionary grants, it is'impossible to generali e .

about the allocations of. the blOckgrants.

4. Allocation of LEAH Funds to Training and Education

On. the premise thatall or nearly all of the outlaysfor the five

training and educatiomprograms directly adMinistered by LEAA are attributable

to state-local personnel, the essential. problem is determination of the' ,

dhares of bloak.and discretionary grants that are spent for training Or

education. Attribution'of the entire outlays of the five direat pro `rams. 9.
. .

to the state-local sector sutel5v overstates the allocation to some extent..

SOme of the students benefiting from LEAA support of the Educational

Consortium, for example, will not make their ,ers in St local

sector. Unfortunately; the evidence that would be required to justify

..a less-tham-400=percent allocationof the funding for-the .programs is not

available. Thus this analysis .b£ the LEAA budget assigns.de fulkamounp

of the outlays' for the five programs to state4Ocal training and edutation./
.

P

The anly'source of.infotmatiOn on'the allocations ofbloCk.and

discretionary fUnding--shott of an impossibly expensive 'and time - consuming

evaluationof evety'project or program7-0 LEAA'a-Grants Management

Information System (GMIS). The system is designed to provide ready

-a .

access'tO inforMatien relating to such issues -as the purposes of grants,

the'criminal justice sector to whidh they are assigned, ;and the types of
.

::goods and services purchased. in practice, the system suffers from two

major disabilities:

;;

First, the'recotds on file ,.re seriously incomplete: Information
.

regarding the specific sUbgrants made by the states from their block k

grants is:not always submitted to LEAA in Washington. The states are not
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required to supply theinformAtion, and even wheu they do there are often

/..long delays between the awards and the reports .to Washington. For example,

Peri E sUhgrants awataed in fiscal year.1972; and accounted for by GMIS,

in. June 1976, had a total value equivalent to 82 percent of the total

Part E block-grant appropriation for that year. Subgrants awarded in

fiscal 1975 and.reported'to OMIS by June 1976 amounted. to only 48 percent

of the 1975 Part'E:block-grant appropriation. The reported percentages

of discretionary grants in the system are usually higher than is the

caae' with .block subgrants - -84 and 78 percent, respectively, for Part.E

disCretionary grants in 1972' and 1975--but GMIS nan hardly be considered.

to:have a. complete or nearly complete. accounting.

Second, the usefulness of the information retrievable from GMIS is

compromised by weaknesses in the coding process. When a report on a

subgrent or discretionary. grant is received by LEAA, a contractor assigns

computer codes to selected attributes of the project and the information

...is entered into the computer system. Among the'aspects that. are ifseignid'

codes arefth type of criminaljustiei agency involved in the project
.

hethera report will.be filed as &result of the project, eudithe\primary

u ose of the'grant or dubgrant.
1

t least,twO problems arise in the coding process:. wrl'ciple Coding

Iand fai ores to code.. For example, in a set of 5,000 grants examined, by

NMS in MA ch 1976; an average-of slightly more than two agency'codes were

assigned to\each. That is, 54 percent of the grants were coded law enforce-
\

ment-agencies,\\57 percent courts, 99 percent corrections, and 3 percent ---
.

non- criminal justice system agencies. On the other hand, only 3,954

protect - purpose codes were assigned ro the ,,000 grants. In the likely.

event that some of th.'projects were assigned multiple purpose-codes, this
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means that as many as a quarter or more of the grantswere never assigned

such dodes. The focus of the present analysis is on training, Which happens

to be 'one of the "primary-purpose codes. It is interesting to note that a
_ .

training code was assigned to 22 percent of the 5,000 grants--to what extent

in combination with other codes is not known.

Another problem in compiling information of the sort required for thi

analysii arisesfrOm the complex timing associated with the blodk_grant-

subgrant process. As is well known, a block' grant awarded to a state in

a given fiscal year may be obligated by subgrants at any time. during. that

or the 'succeeding two fiscal years. This beans that subgrants awarded by

-a state during a particularffisdal year may be funded from block -grant awarde

, .

of any one f three fiscal years.. In addition, a subgrant awarded during

,; one fiscal year may. not actually be spent until the next year.

. -In view of the problemsof timing and ,incompleieness of.reporting and

6

coding,_;. three key assumptions are necessary to comge h present analysis

First, as to timing, the analysis assumes that the total value of the sub-

grants Awarded in fiscal year 1975, is an acceptable
i

proxy for.adtual..'
,

expenditures in that_year. Second, it assumes that the discretionary
-,

.., -gtatiti7i44 subgrants for which infOrMAtion.Ap'obtainable from GMIS con-.-,
. .

.

,..- . l-
r

,

-sritute a random sample of all grants awarded. Third the analysis assumes

1

that the full .-ount;Of every grant or subgrant,ASsigned a HprimarY7 .

t.

-purpose" code of training is in fact fully allocable to training.

"Given the:conrinuipg,flow of the grant process and the absence of

major shifts in policies froM year to year, the first assumption is plausi.ble

The Information that would be-required to assess the reasonableness Of the .

second'assumption issimply,not available. The third assumption almost

certainly-tesults in an overstatement of the 'dollar meignitude of funds



, T

'7 allocated to training. Consider, for-example, a grant to purchase commil4

nications equipment and train personnel in its use. Suche project may well

UN dMitipied tWo "primary-purpose" codes: one for training ane one for

:equipment purchase, even though only a pqrtion of the funds actudlly finance

training. The possible bias shOuld be taken into account in interpreting

the results of the analysis.

In summary, GMIS was asked to tabulate the value of all grants coded as

training awarded in fiscal 1975, and the total amowtt of all grants however

coded, awarded in the same year. The tabulations were prepared separately

for subgrants and. discretionary grants and for Part C and Part E funds.
.

The tabulated data provide a basis for calculating the ratio Of training to

total gra:a awarded in the year. The resulting percentages. of grantsnf

each type awarded for training purposes are then applied to LEAA's reported

total expeudituresin each categOry in fiscal 1975 to arrive at estimates

of the dollar. magnitude of training. grants awarded..3

The result's are reported in -Table which shows actual DgAA.

expenditures in fiscal year 1975 in the first column and the NMS estimates.

of the amounts allocated to state -local training in the second. ''Approximately'

$80.million of LEAA's total program costs of $875 million are estimated

to have 'een allocated to-training. It is interesting to note that this

7amount is-60:percent. larger than that ($50 million) reported in.1975 to

.4

OMB.as having been _spent by,LEAA for the training and education of state-

local employees of the criminal. justice syStem.

C. OUTLAYS-BY- THE VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION

EeadjUstmentbenefitsfor education and training haVe been available
-.

to qualified veterans since June 1944. The VeteranS Administration has



TABLE 11-3

?

'ESTIMATED LEAA EXPENDITURES. FOR THE EDUCATION AND TRAILING
OFSTATE\AND LOCAL,CRIHINAL JUSTICE PERSONNEL,

\* FISCAL YEAR 197;

(In Thousands ofDOilars)

\

Activity \

ExpenditUres

Total .

StateLocal
Training

and Edudation.

Planning Grants

.:1Eart C Grants:.
BIOdk
Discretionary

Part E arants:
Block
Discretionary

Technical ASsistance-

,Ratiearch,d4Valuation, and Technology Transfer

ii:ludational'ASSistande and
LEEP

litducaticinal-DevelopMent
Internships
Aidtion 402 Training
.,Section:407 Iraining

Special,Training Programa:

ta'Sysiems..idul StaiistiddlAsgiatance

Mangy agement
7*

anci Operations

ital PiOgram Costs

cted Reiources

Otal'Obl

Adjustments

TOtalputlays,.

$:f64413

476,862 $'18012
82,196 , 10,505

(120,011)
--60,006*
60,005* 4,680

8,700

39,64,6

'(45,810-
41,185*
1.044*

515*
2,317*

257* ,..

23,888

21,045

874:079

-13;258

861,493

_852,863

41;185
-1,544.

. 515
2,317
2571

i*Subprogram amount

NA: Not Available.

estimated oullasis otallocation:of,..apPxOpilatione.

Source 71kkitget.of the United States.GovernmentAjiscal Year :1977 -- Appendix
(1976); ii..504:unpUb14ShedLEAA,tablaltitled "Appropriations - History" (ca. ;March 1976)..
410115:estimates bieed,On'unpublishedtabulations prepared bY LEAA's Granta

Management nInformation, SysteM.
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disbursed about $34 billion to'16 mi lion veterans through fiscal 1975 udder

this program, popularly known .as the GI Bill. This total is comprised of

$14.5 billion for World War II veterans, $4.5 billion for veterans of the

Korean conflict, and $14.9 billion for post-Korean veterans. Table 11-4

shows the participation rate and the relative incidence of different types

of.educatiOn and training for each of the four classes of veterans. Perhaps

the most striking aspects of the table are the significantly-higher propor-

tion.of Vietnam era veterans taking advantage of the'benefits and-the'high

percentage using the benefits for college education.

AC
TABLE 11-4

NUMBER OF VETERANS ANUNETERANS RECEIVING EDUCATION
OR TRAINING BENEFITS UNDER THE GI BILL, BY SERVICE PERIOD
AND BY TYPE OF TRAINING, JUNE 1974,THROUGH JUNE 1975

Service Period

Number
of

Veterans
(millions)

Veterans Trained
.Total
Number
million

Percent of All Veterans I

Total, College
Other

School
On-Job
Trainin

Farm
Training.

-Total 31.6 16.0 50.5 20.7 20.6 6.6 2.6

WW II 15.4 7..8 50.5 14.4 22.5 9.1 4.5

\ .
Korean Conflict 5.5 2.4 43.4 22.0 15.6 4.0 ' 1.7

Post-Korean
Peacetime 3.1 .1.3 41.4 - 21.1 17.9 2.0 0.5

Vietnam Era 7..6 4.5 59.3 32.2 21.6 5.3 0.3

a
Includes correspondence schoo

.
. _ .

Source: Department of Veterans Benefits, Veterans Administration, Infor-
mation Bulletin.(Jnne 1975), p. 49.



During fiscal 1975, 2.4 million veterans received regular (non-aisability)

educational benefits worth a total of $4.1 billion.
4

The veterans were en-

rolled in three main types of programs: education in institutions of higher

learning, education in schools below the college level, and on-the-job

training. Table 11-5 shows the number of veterans enrolled in each type of

program and the corresponding total and average VA benefits received. About

--two-thIrchr-of the veterans receiving benefits in fiscal 1975 were enrolled

5
in institutions of higher learning. Of these, 51 percent were attending

junior colleges, 37 percent were in four-year programs, and 12 percent

were graduate students.

It is impossible to determine directly fro, V. data the number of veterans

attending college under the GI Bill who were employed by or preparing for

poAtions in the criminal justice system. The VA has no record of the major

field of study of two-thirds of those receiving benefits for college

atten0ance during fiscal 1975. This is hardly surprising, as there is no

requirement for the veteran to indicate more than his educational objective,

such a "Bachelor of Science Degree." Those who did specify a major were

either enrolled in a program where the field of study is part of the edu-

cations objective, such as "Associate of Science in Medical Technology,"

or simpl furnished more information than was required. VA officials

indicate t no special studies have been conducted, and that there is
.,\

(7/

no exact way t determine occupational objectives except in instances where

I / \
--the-aUtTaidnal institution offers only a singly occupation-related program,

I

/ \

such as lawIor medicine. Of the 570,202 veterans receiving benefits for
I

attending o/ llege during fiscal 1975 who did specify a major field of
/

study, 26,653 (4.6 percent) indicated "police sAence, criminology, or fire

protectio technology. A crude estimate of the benefits paid in fiscal

V-32
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TABLE 11-5

NUMBER OF VETERANS RECEIVING EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS
AND TOTAL AND AVERAGE BENEFITS PAID, BY TYPE,

FISCAL YEAR. 1975

Type/of Training
Number

Percent

(t1Total
of/Eduoation

Total
Benefits
Paid

(thousand)

Average
Annual

Benefits
Paid

Total
(1)

2,,424,671
(2)

100.0 $4,058,050 $1 674

Institutions of
Higher Learning,. 1,599,629 66.0 3,162,023 1,977 .

Programs Below
College Level, Total 633,422 26.1 644,989 1,018

Correspondence
Training 297,840 12.3 102,691 345

Flighi'Training . 38,355 1.6 47,640 1,242.

Other 297,227 12.3 494,652 1,664

On-the-job Training 191,620 7.9 245,202 1;280

Source: Unpublished data from Verans Administration.



1975 to these veterans is $51.5 million.6 However, this estimate is cer-

tainly an understatement of the benefits attributable to present or future

state -local employees in the criminal justice system. Many of the.slightly

over-1 million students who did not specify a major field are without doubt

pursuing studies directly related to a crminal justice occupation. Moreover,

other veterans--for example, those majoring in psychology, social work, soci-

ology, and public administration--will undoubtedly follow careers in the

criminal justice system.

An alternative estimate of the amount of VA benefits attributable to

veterans pursuing criminal justice-related studies can be developed.by attri-

buting objectives to all of the students on the basis of the limited infor-

mation available from those who have reported the objectives of their VA-

financed education or training. This approach, separately applied to two.-

year and four-year college students, results in an estimate of about 69,500

veterans receiving benefits in Criminal justice education programs,. at an
7

estimated cost of $119 million in FY 1975. This is probably a maximum esti-

mate,'however, since it is reasonable to assume that those veterans who were

"enrolled for specialized criminal justice or law enforcement degrees were more

likely to identify these degrees in their statement of educational objectives

than those who had more general educational objeCtives. A more conservative

approximation of about $100 million is therefore adopted for purpoaPa of

the present analysis. The latter total is consistent with an estimated enT-

rollment of about 50,000- 55,000 veterans in criminal justice-related programs,

as compared with the estimate of 69,5nn derived by the assumption that veterans--

who did not identify specific educational objectives on their applications

included the same proportion of criminal juatide majors as those who did.
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Benefits. paid to students attending colleges and universities constitute,

of course, a passive program for subsidizing education for specific occupations.

Veterans receiving these benefits are not required to pursue criminal justice

or any other major, only chat they make Satisfactory progress towards an

educational objective. The estimated amounts, then, are not expenditures by

the Federal Government whose objective is producing additional education for-

criminal justice careers. Rather, the amounts are an ex post facto estimate

of the expenditures going to eligible students who chose. to major in criminal

justice-related programs from the whole range of major fields availablle to

students, but they are no less federal subsidies of criminal justice training

and education for this fact.

Programs below the college level were utilized by 633,422 Veterans\for

\

edUcation and training in fiscal year 1975. About 298,000 of'these were

taking correspondenCe courses, 38,000 were in flight training, and 297,000

were attending other schools, mainly technical and vocational institutions.

Included in the latter category are public schools as well as proprietary

institutions approved by the VA or tae certifying agencicF. Veterans, taking

correspondence courses were eligible for.reimbursement-of established contract

changes, and those attending educational institutions were eligible for the

same benefits as college-level students.

--Because of the requirement for approval of specific courses of study, the

data for below- college -level training and-education are more completethan

those for college-level-studies. In fiScal 1975, approved courses in protective

services accounted for 1.6 percent of benefit recipients below the college

level, while an 'additional 0.2 percent were studying to be legal technicians.

Since "protective services" includes fire' technology students and those pre-,
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paring for jobs with private security firms, the percentage must be adjusted

downward. As a conservative estimate, it seems reasonable to assume that two-

. , \

thirds of the students in protective services courses are training for the

state-local criminal justice system, and that all those in legal technician

courses are. To account fora reasonable mix of correspondence school students

and those attending cladses, it is further assumed that legal technician trainees

are correspondence students while those studying protective services are not.

Applying these:revised percentages to the number of veterans shown in

Table 11-4 yields roughly.1,500-correspondence students and 6,700 attending

/

classes. Multiplication of these numbers by the average-benefits information

frowcolumn 4 of Table 1174 yields a total estimate of $11.6 million fOr

veterans studying in criminal justice-related areas below the college /level

in fiscal year 1975.
\

During =fiscal 1975, 191,620 veterans participated in VA-approved on7the-
/

\

job training programs. Theseveterans were eligible for full. belief ts during

the first six'monihs of training, with reductions at sixmonth intervals

during the first 18 months of the program. In fiscal 1975, the

average on-the-job benefit received was $1,280 per year.
8

- VA. occupational, data for on-the-is htrainees-is-available in-mars-
k

detail than for other-veterans. During fiscal year 1975, about 12,765

were training in.occupationa directly related to the criminal justice

system: 10,357. as policemen and detectives, 1,118 as sheriffs and. bail-

iffs, and an assumed on-half the 2,580 guards and watchmen. 'Thus the

fiscal year 1975 benefits for on- the -job trainees total $16.3 million.9
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The estimates derived in this section are summarized in Table 11-6,

which shows that VA benefits attributable to the training.or education or

likely employees of the state-local criminal justice systemin.fiscal 1975

totaled $12R miAlion, as compared with the OmY% estimate of $74 million.

TABLE 11-6

ESTIMATED VA BENEFITS PAID TO VETERANS FOR
CRIMINAL JUSTICE EDUCATION AND.TRAINING,

FISCAL YEAR 1975

(In Millions of Dollars)

Type of Education or Training Amount.

Total $127.9

Colleges and Universities 100.0*

Other School 11.6

Oi rhe-Job Training 16.3

* Rough approximation. See text.



OUTLAYS OF OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES

Relatively minor amounts of federal outlays for the training and education

of state and local criminal justice personnel are accounted for by three other

agencies. The report-filed-with OMB by the Fish and Wildlife Service of the

Department of Intcrior shoWs $85,000. for the training of state. conservation

officers; the Office of Education, Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare reports $5,000 for the training -of local, enforcement officers; and the

DTug.Edforcement Administration (DEA) estimates its spending in fiscal,

1975 at $715,000 for the training and educatiO of state and local enforcement

officers.

Included in the DEA expenditures are those for their 10-week drug-training

program for enforcement (-facers, one-week forensic chemist seminars, a pro-

gram of one to two weeks for drug investigators, and. special seminars.

Table 11-7 shows the costs and number of state and local personnel trained

under these"programs'in fiscal year 1975. The figures in the table include.

TABLE 11-7

NUMBER OF TRAINEES AND ESTIMATED DIRECT EXPENSES

OF THE DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION FOR THE
...-ThAntING-ANDnUGA-TION-OF-STATE-AND-LOCAL-ENFOICEMENT OFFICERS,

FISCAL YEAR 1975

Thousands of Dollars)

Program NuMber of
Trainees

Estimated
Cost

Total 3,4'960 .
Drug enforcement academy 101 304

Law enforce:lent officers school -3,040 332

Forensic Chemist seminars 81 30

Drug investigators unit 190 9

780 33Sper4.al_semialars
Other. 7

Source: Controller's office; Drug Enforcement Administration.



TABLE If-8

EXPENDITURES FOR EDUCATION. AND TRAINING OF
STATE AND LOCAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE PERSONNEL
AS ESTIMATED BY OMB AND NMS, BY AGENCY,

FISCAL YEAR 1975

(In Thousands of Dollars)

Agency Office of Management
and Budget

National Manpower
Survey.

Total

Veterans Administration, total

College level education

Othei,Schools

On-the-job training

LawEnforcement.Aasistance
Administration 49,638 79,633

yederal Bureau of Investigation 25,210 16,012

National Academy-. NA 7060

Special schools NA_ _2,711

Field training NA 54341

_. Drug-Enforcemenr"Administration o 715 715

Fish:and-Wildlife Service 85 85 ..

Office of Education 5. 5

$149,166

.73,513'

NA

NA

NA

$224,350.

127,900

100,000*

11,600

16,300

. Ai. Not Available.

*Rough approximation. See text.
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only the direct costs of the program and are therefore understated by sa

unknown amount. DEA officials interviec,sd.stated that thaq have no records

' that would enable them to estimate the indirect costs, even in the aggregate.

Since the DEA total is of relatively minor importance, no attempt-to impute

these ammounts appears-warranted.:

E. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
it

Table 11-8 shows the amounts-rePerted by ma in the Special Analysis of

__---the-bUdget and the estimates developed in this chapter. The results provide

grounds for raising the 0MB estimates by $75 million, from $149 million to

about $224 million. The major difference between the estimates involves the

Case of the Veterans Mnistration. The data furnished-by.the.VA. for the-

Specialnalysis of the budget are based exclusively on the students Who can

4.Wdirectly:associated with the criminal justice system from the limited

formation available on career. objectives. The larger estimate by NMS makes

an allowance for this understatment. The estimates for the FBI, discussed

in detail in Chapter VI,-are significantly lower than those furnished to.

0MB because of a major. revision since last January in the way the FBI acCounta-

forits training costs.

It should be noted that one possibly major source. of. federally funded.'

Spending for state-local training and education is not comprehended in the

estimates presented in-Table II-8. Since 1972 the Federal Government has

distributed more than'.$25 billion to state and local governments, in the form

Of..general revenue Sharing. Reports filed by recipients of these grants.with

the'Department of Treasury indicate that between 10 and 20 percent of the

tOtal4evenue'Sharing grants have been allocated to operating and maintenance-



for public safety. If.these figures are accurate, the financial support pro-

vided each year by the sharing exceeds that provided by IEAA's block grants.

Unfortunately, no studies have attempted to determine what proportion of this

support may be allocated to training or education, and such an effort would

have been far beyond the resources of the National Manpower Survey. However,

the - analysis earlier in this chapter of the-disposition of the LEAA block

grants in fiscal year 1975.suggest that approximately 3.5 percent of the funds

were used for training and education. If a similar proportion of-the general

revenue sharing funds assigned to operating and maintenance purposes for public

safety went into training and education, another $25-40 million would be added

to the...$224 million in outlays shoWn in Table II-8.

It is thus reasonable to conclude that the Federal- GoverOmenr-contributed

significantly in excess of $225 million in fiscal 1975.to the costs of train-

ing and education for the state and local employees of the criminal justice-

system. 1.



CHAPTER II
NOTES AND REFERENCES

1. Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year 1977: Special Analyses
(1976), Special Analysis N, p. 245.

2. See, for example, analysis-of dtscretionary grants awarded for projects
telating to the:courts sector that appears in Valume'IV.

3. The data on total grants actually awarded in each category7/are _LEAA
budgetary data published in The Budget of the United States Wirernment,
Fiscal Year 1977--Appendix (1976), p. 508. The total grant awards .n .

the IGMIS data base for fiscal 1975 account for 94 percent ofthe valUe
of the total discretionary grants awarded in that year and 65. percent Of
the block grants.

I

4. Under presnt law, three groups beneficiaries are eligible for educa-
tion payments. Those who Serve in'the armed forces are generally
gible for up to n6 months of full7time, approved schooling or on,-the-job
training. The other two groups are handicapped veterans and the survping
spouses or dependents of diaabled, deceased, or missing servicemen.

1/

Students with no dependents attending an educational institution
full time are eligible for benefits amounting to $270 per month. For
those enrolled in correspondence courses and certain types of training, \

benefits for eligible programs are computed in money equivalents. In
general, one monthofthe 36-month education#1. eligibility isoconsidered
to be used for each $270 of the VA pays in benefits.

5. Veterans attending colleges or universities full time were entitled-to
a monthly stipend of $270 during the school year if.they had no dependants,
$321 iftheyhad one dependent; $355 ifyatey had two dependents, snd $22
per month for each ad1ditional dependent. (Reduced amounts were payable.
for.part-time study.) In Apri1.1975, 62 percent of the veterans attending
college under the GI Bill-were classified as full-time students and 65
percent -had oae or more dependents.

26,053 students multipled by the average annual\benefiV paid college
enrollees ($1,977). -This understated estimate ia,thone provided.by
the VA to OME,:for purposes ;of the Special Analysia\of federal programs
for the reduction of rime.

7. The'VA reports that 8400 veterans receiving benefits. were enrolled in
jUnior.collegea in 1975.. Of-these, 408,000- reported s: talor field of
study.. If two-thirdslof the 26,000,college students-who indiCated criml
nal justice majors were attending junior colleges, than 17,340 junior

rcollege enrollees criminal justice majors-(4.15 percent of the`
408,000 students). Ifthe same pttcentage of thoSe Who did:nof repott,:'
a major wereenrolledlin criminal justice-related programs, the total '

-,:number of veterans im!funior colleges who were majoring in criminal justice
0
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CHAPTER, II
(continued)

-in 1975 was 36,890. If the typical criminal justice student in junior
college receives 75 percent of the average benefit of $1,977, then the'/
GI benefits.paid to junior-college students: enrolled in 'criminal justice
programs totaled.$54.7 million in fiscal 1975.

VA data show that 627,380 veterans receiving benefits were attending
four-year schools in 1975. Using the same reasoning outlined above for
the case of junior colleges, the total number of undergraduate criminal
justice majors in four-year colleges add universities in 1975 may be
eozimated to have been 32,621.0

The 460,790 veterans attending four-year colleges and universities
in 1975 did not report a major. If one-third of those who reported cri-
,minal justice majors were attending four -year colleges and universities,
these 8,660 students amount to 5.2 percent of the 166,590 students who
reported majors. The same proportion of those who did not report:: a major
As 23,961 students. If these students, through the average mix of-full
and part-time attendees, each received $1,977 in benefits, the VA benefits-
attributable to four-year studepts majoring in criminal justice-related
programs totaled $64.5 million in 1975.

'
,

I

_Rip Aifficult to-fudgel-the probable accuracy of this estimate or
1

of that developed for students in two-year colleges. As noted earlier,
they do'not af/ow for students not majoringlin subjects directly re-
lat*d to criminal justice but who w1.11,..be epployed in the state-local
criminal justice system. On the other han 1, some students who major'in
criminal justice subjects Will not become mployees of the state -local

.

criminal justice system. Some of these may pursue careers related'to
their education but outside the state-locaX systems such as, with the
Federal Government or private security firms. On balance, however, it
seems reasonable to suppose that those not specifically majoring ii.
criminal justice programs but who will end up in criminal justice careers
will predominate. In addition, the analysis does not attempt to determine
the benefits paid to those among the more than 100,000 recipients of VA
benefits enrolled in post- graduate studies who may be employed by or ,

preparing for employment'in,state-local Criminal justice agencies. Thhs,
it appears appropriate to label the est Aiites as conservative. .

Full benefits were $196 per month for v terans with no dependents, $220
for those with one dependent,$240 for hose with two, and $10 per.
month, for each additional dependent.

12,765 times the average benefit of 280.



CRAFTER III. CRIMINAL J TSTICE EDUCATION

This chapter examines the criminal justice education system'as it operates

today. Section A traces briefly its historical development and the progress it,

.\has made in Meeting. some of the critical demands of the c iminal justice sy tem,
.

particularly ,law enforcement and, corrections. Section 4 assesses the various`

types of programs available to the crimitialjusticeslystem from Certificate

to graduate courses. This assessment considers some of .the issues,"problems,

and...trends. Section C.3.3 an4,inalysis-of the actual Orogram offerings 'wanly

of LEE? inetitutios. The observations in.this section are baaed principally

upon review of tho_LEEP ApplicatiOns File assembled by. NMS. It attempts to

look internally at x,ihit institutions report that they are doing in the way' of

Ourricultim offerings and Student and faculty administration. Section C pre;

seats the results Of afield analysis of 26 selected institutions; inclUding

an of p ogram offerings and the problems related to student ser-

vices and acuity idininistration. In a limited manner this pection covers

some of the same topics as Section B, but it is a commentary and analysis by

program directors and field observers on sort.,?..-of the programs-as they actually

operate at these selected institution's.

The asseSemade in.SeCtions C and D logically precede CIapter'Ill,
ch. is a general assesamenyftf SectiOns C and D describe land ssiess,

t institutions aredoing iternally in furtherance of their.obligaiion

to criminal justice eduCation. Thus, some observations-and findings made

chapter.fOrn.. a!backgronad for the .discussions in Chapter IF. 'SOMe .o

recommendations - in 'this Chapter may also be. reflected in ohaPter. IV

mt.,egdk



A. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

As recently as the early Twentieth Century, formal law pri:orcement train-

ing was rare, and higher education in law enforcement was nonexistert. The

initial impetus for the deVelopment of crime-related studies in the early 1900s_

,came primarily from Chief August Vollmer of Berkeley, California:1 During the

late 1920's ard the early 1930's, Vollmer's pioneering influence spread through

California, as post secondary institutions of higher education began-to incor7

porate criminology and police science curricula into their academic offerings.,,

The trend. S0an to spread to the East via Michigan State University's\police

ad4in: aVttie...; in the early.-194C` , and by 1958 over 50 institutions

of higher education offered crime-related degrees.2 (It should be noted, how-

aver,-that "crime-related" includes sociology-associated criminology programs

as well as those identified as police science.) The wide variety pf depart-

meats administering these programs was symptomatic of the early confusion re-

garding the new field's appropriate academic base--an 'issue which is still

being debated today.

The years between 1930 and 1945 repreSented a period of gradual. expansion

for law enforcement education. In 1931, the Wickersham Commission proposed

the application* of science to police work in the hope of better coping with

the problem of crime 3 Universities and.colleges responded to this recommenda-

tion by establishing a considerable number of new police education programs

and expanding existing ones. After 17 years of offering crime- related nurses,

the University of California, Berkeley, authorized a bachelor's degree pro-

gram imcriminology. Michigan State University'a'baccalauAate degree-pro-

/-

gram in Police Administration,_begun in 1935, was characterized by a 4-year

course of academicenyfollowed by 18 months of supervised field instruction.

Such institutions as Northwestern, Texas A&M, Harvard, Ohio State, and-the
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Universlities of Alabama, Michigan, Minnesota, Toledo, Wisconsin,

.

/
/-Hawaii, Florida, Wisconsin, and Texas all offered some couisework for police;

Most prjograms established (17,7ing this period were

I ,
personnel.'"

Alter World-War;II, veterans entering the law

_-_-b-y-finaiicial-assistance from the GI bill,_ prompted

designed entirely for police

enford.ment field, aided

cation to expand poliee-orien ed programs tomeet veterans' needs. -The most

significant expanSion during this period. occurred at the community college

! -

level, .Whielh focuSed on the :n- service education of personne1.5
/

4.1 1949, Boolsen identified 26 institutions .as offering postsecondary

degree programs in Criminal/ justice (criminology); .Of these, 11 had.programs

concentrating on law enfor/pement, 5 on "corrections; 4 on other criminal jus-
1

tice and 6 on more genera]., related topicsi6 By 1959, A. C. Germann

reporter the existence TA 77-t?l-he-related programs among'56 different insti-7

tutionl in 19 ,states. These included 26 assobiate, 21 baccalnureate,21 mas-
. ;

ter'S, and 9 doEtoral pro rams,741though it sh dlbe.noted again-that "crime-a
_

c phrase incorporatini4 number of types of programs,

se programs experienced a tremendous growth accel-',

relatel" is a broad gener

During the 1960's, th

:erationI perhaps unparallel d in the history of higher education in. this coun-

try. Aa,result of this pr gram expansion, in 1965 the International Asso--

[

elation lof Chiefs of Police ( CP) began publishing an annual directory of

police science programs. That first

programs\° (counting each assoc ate,
0'

gree as o

increase

Also

directory reported the existence of 125

bachelor's, master's, and doctorate de-

"program"); the 1975directory reported 1,245--an 890

n a single decade.9

during the 1960's, promi ent groups such as the IACP and the Inter-

national Association of Police Prof ssors(now the Academy of Criminal Justice



\ciences) began to issue, public statements in support of higher education for

law enforcement personnel.
10 Further impetus was provided by the President'

Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice; which recommended

in 1967 that all future police officers should be required to have completed

at least two years of college education and that all such personnel should

ultimately be required to possess a baccalaureate degree.11 More recently

(1973), Another national body--the National Advisory Commission on. Criminal

Justice Standards and Goalsspecifically recommended requiting a baccalaureate

degree for all police officeis by 1982.12

In 1976, The Police Chief Executive Report, recommended that each state

or local jurisdiction require that new chiefs of agencies with fewer than.75

individuals have completed at least 60 semester units at an accredited college

or university, to be followed by an achievement of 90 semester units by 1978

and 4 yeatsof higher education by 1982. For chiefs of' agencies with more

than. 75 employees, the entry standard would be 120 semester units or a bacca-

laureate degree.
13

One of the single-most important factors in the proliferation of criminal

justice higher education programs has been the increased federal-funding 'first

\

`,made available by the Law Enforcement Assistance Act in 1965 (Public Law 89-

--10) and then by the Omnibus Crime Control and"Safe Streets Act of 1968 (Public.

Law 90-351). The Law Enforcement Assistance Act created the Office of Law.

Enforcement Assistance (OLEA) that started a_program of small_granta_to_help

develop and implement police science degree programs.

The Omnibus Crite Control and Safe Streets Act then created the Law

Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA), which was authorized to under-

write programs of academic financial .assistance (Sec. 406). This effort,

t.1.0
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entitled the Law-Enforcement Education Program (see Chapter IV), was designed

to upgrade existing personnel and to prepare others for entrance into the 'criMi-

nal justicasystem.- The initial legislation authorized grants of up to $300

.per semester for in-service personnel and loans up to $1,800 per year for pre-

-service Stvdents. In 1973, the amounts were increased to $400 and $2,000 re-

spectively. Two other LEAA programs of academic assistance deserve mention.

The Graduate Research Fellowship Program- pr vides grants to institutions to

support. dissertation research incriminal j tice, and the Internship Program

is designed to give college students the opportunity to work in criminal jus-

tice agencies.

Although the substantial growth of criminal justice education programs

has enabled many pre-service and in-service personnel to attend college, the

rapid expansion has brought substantial problems. The research that has

been done suggests that the field still does not have a clearly defined body

of knowledge or set of goals and perspectives, and that programquality some-

-times. has suffered because of the lack of definition.

At the two-year level,-- attempts have been made to properly aim lower di-

vision programs through the development of national curriculum guidelines.

/The American-Assc.ciation of.- Community and Junior Colleges in 1968 ptiblished

an-d disseminated' its Guidelines for Law-Enforcement Education Programs in

Community and Junior Colleges.14 These were followed in 1975 by an updated

version of two-year program guidelines published by the U.S. Office of Educe --

tion.15

In an analysis of the curriculum development projects funded by.the.

Office of Law Enforcement Administration between 1966 and 1968, Charles Tenney

found three general curricula types, which he labeled "training," "profess -

ional," and "social science." "Training" curricula were defined as those

aimed at direct rule application, mechanical skills, equipment operation, and
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skill development were no discretion was involved. PPrnfpgRionall!-currieiaa

.were defined as directed toward the internalization of standards of goals-

- oriented behavior and the development of expertise in particular subject areas.

"Social science" curricula were defined as being composed of significant-numbers

f theoretical,-background courses Tenney found that 10 of the 13 two-year

programs and 4 of the 15 four -year programs were of the training variety. There

were 3 two-year programs and 11 of the four-year programs were classified as

either professional,. social science, or a mixture of both. While.it is evident'

that-different levels of degree programs would:have different educational ob-

jectives, there seems to be a confusion of objectives even within levels.

Tenney concludes that:

Unless and-until we are able to achieve some common ground of
agreement concerning this performance and these goals, it is
likely that highereducation which purports to provide personnel
in the.field will-continue to wallow.16

In 1972-73, J. Price Foster also discovered evidence of confusion in the

field in an examination of the placement prbgrama and the diversity of program

titles. Many criminal justice programs were found to be located in depart-

ments with simiiat-titles, but nearly as many were housed in socir-logy depart.;..

ments. In addition, criminal justice programs were alio found in departments

of.business administration, political science, public service, and education

(see- Table III-1). Foster-also found that more: than 100 degree titles were-
_

_used to descri1e crime-related studies and saw this lack f uniforinity as

symptomaticof the problems of higher eduCation in defining the'field.17

It may-be concluded that criminal justice educationis still in a state

Of flux. There are certain trends evident. There is some movement toward

assuring articulation and coogeration among training academies, community

colleges, and universities via . a -system of accreditation. The Academy of

Criminal Justice Sciences' Accreditation and Standards Committee has accepted
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TABLE III 1

INSTITUTIONS WITH CRIME - RELATED DEGREE-PROGRAMS'
AMONG LEEN. PARTICIPANTS, 1972-73

Total

All' CJ Related.-

107.,:Enforcement/Police Science/
Police Administration

Criminal:Justice -

Administration of Justice/
Social. Science '

:Criminology .

All. Social Science
.- Sociology/Anthropology. :

Social and Behavioral Science
Psychology -
Social-,Work/Social Welfare

- '.

All:Politida1:SCience
Political Science/ Public
Administration -;_

PnbliCHervice/Public Affairs/:
rubli4,84fety/UitAn Affairs/
Human Services

: Arts and Sciences/Liberal Arts
. .

-BUsiness/Busineeis Administration

-Vocational/Continuing Education

Education
_

Chemistry

Other

z.NO.Response.

Total
N.2683

University
Nim158

Other
N -125

foo.oz 100. 0% 100.0%

'. 26.8 27.4. 24.1

13.4- '9.5 10.1
8.6 13.3 1.0

;3.2 2.3 2,8
1.6 2.3 2.2

27.4 26.0 41.0
9.9 16..0 20.2

14.6 3.2 19.1
.6 ....3:: la

2.3 6.3 0

. 8.6: 12.7 3.9

.. 4.5 11.0' -2.2

4.1 1.7. -1.7

.8 1.2 1.2

1.7 .9 1.7

8.6 2.6 2.8

.6 .9 .6

.5 1.4 0.

13.2 15.0 10.7

11.8 11.0 14.0

2- Year

N-400

100.0%

27.3

-- 17.6
4.9

3.6
.8

23.3
'1.3
21.4 .:-

.2

7.4

..6

6.8

.4-

2.3

15.3

.4

0

12.3

11.7

Source: Foster, "A.Descriptive Analysis ofCrime-Related Programs in
Higher Education," Table 23.
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responsibility,for developing accreditation guidelines for criminal justice

programs in postsecondary institutions (See Appendilt E).

The fact thslt ACJS rzcognized the interdisciplinary charaCter_of'the

t'
minal Austice..field has been interpreted as a trend away from ezIriik . jaw en-

_

t
forcemeat - centered programs and toward criminal justice programs that aresiore

comprehensive in theit.approach.18 This "systems" orientation analyzes the

interrelationships and-functions of the components of the oriminaljustice

sYstem and:has resulted in the creation of "a more viable field in which pro

grams are integrated, inter-disciplinary programs of research and teaching

scholarship oriented toward a problem area, the problem of crime."19

In summary, the growth oriminal justice education in the past half-

century has been overwhelming. Stimulated by the recommendations of national

commissions and federal fundingprograMS, criminal justice educational oppor-

tuaities have been made available to numerous pre-servicsand in-service

.personnel, As an example of the' degree, status reAdhed by law enforcement and
_ .... -

.._.

corrections, Table 111-2. compares a Selected numbat of major fields of study,.Selected

other. than criminal` justice, with the bachelor's degtees in law enforcement,-

corrections, and criminology. It may be noted that degrees in these. criminal

justice components are now more than half of the degrees.earned in two major

:fields such as social work and secondary education,-and are comparable with

industrial and management engineering, and computer:. and information science

degrees. Not shown: in'the table are the total number of degrees awarded-in

all areas of public affairs .and public. serf -.9 (17,843), over 25 percent of

Which'are in the.ciimitial justice components listed in Table III -2.'
,

Growth, hoWever; has not been without its.problems. There is'still some

confusion concerning the roles, objectives, and perspectives of criminal jus-

tice education. This, in turn, has created considerable diversity in program

4
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TABLE 111-2

BACHELOR'S DEGREES CONFERRED BY.INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION
BY SEX OF STUDENT AND BY FIELD OF STUDY, 1971-72

Nhjor Field of. Study

Law .Enforcement Corrections
and CriMinology

Social Work and Helping
Services

Computer and Information
Sciences I

\Secondary Education, General

jfidustrial and VAnagement
.A4ngineering:

General

Geology

International Relations

rhanStUdies

,'...jnterdisciPlinary-Studies/
Social Sciences

''BaCheldesi'Delted'ReOUitin = 4,;.5-Years
-Total .Men .WOmen

3,714 3,225

6,090_ 1,539 4 551.

4.89,

3,402 2,941 . 461

-6,125 :2,692 3,433

3,680 ,3,642 .. 38

.4,583 4,262 1 3'19.
I

24513 2,194.1 319
i

1,227 6511 376

603 339.

1,929 1,073

264

556

r._ Source: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
_center for Education Statistics. .Earned-Degiees Conferred:..

H(Ed4atianTStatistics 1975'Edition, see Toole 104 for complete listit/.O4.
major fields of'study..). ,



administration, titles, and-content. ,Probleme involving recruitment of qualified
- . .

faculty and cooperation between the different levels of postsecondary inititu-
..

tions.are not yet resolved. :If it can be said that the 1960!s was a period

of.growth. for Criminaljustice education, then it remains for the 1970's to be.

0

a period of development and clarification of objectives,and attention to the

quality of services provided students at all levels.of higher education..

B. CURRENT PROGRAMS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE
.

EDUCATION:

The Natioinal-Manpower Survey through its analysis of LEEP forms, field

interviews at colleges and universities, surveys of current educational liter-
.

ature, and conferences with educational consultants, has identified some im-

portant program issues in.crimital justice education. These issues provide

'a setting for the development of further program. modifications or. changes

that will be recommended in this report. Special reference in thin chapter is

MaJleto program objeCtives, curricula, and, Student and faculty administration.

1. Introduction..

Within functional roles' of lower diVisiOni.upper division,'ind graduate

criminal justice studies at colleges and universities it is possible to state,

the objectives of law. enforcement and criminal justice curricula. The follow-

ing list is not meant to be definitive.but rather. to suggest, on the basis of

the NMS survey of criminal justice education programs, what respondents be-

lieved to be some of the most important purposes of their offerings.

To analyze the process of crime and delinquency prevention and inter-7

vention as well-as the:philosophical and historical evolution of social con-

trol

.

mechanisms whicare designed to deal With.crime, delinquency, social

crisis, and citizen safety.
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To develap a thorough understanding of the justice enterprise as_a

:singleyet' highly complex -- system, and the ability to analyze theystrensths and

.weaknesses of its component operations.

o. To provide occupational preparation for pre - service careerists in con-

unction with postsecondary higher education.

TO_provide educational Upgrading to adatS-AlteAdy emberked.upon-their

criminal justice careers.

fv. To encourage and pursue research, through training in research and

-evaluation techniqUei, to test and assess effectivenes0 and progress in crimi-

justice and'thms provide Avehicle for transmitting new knowledge between

the:university and the praCtitioner.

,

To offer specialized criminal justice information to students who.are

majoring in programs related to the delivery of human services (e.g., social.

welfare, urban studies).

. To instruct students in the necessary technical- skills and concepts

_J2JJ that later specialized training and job:experience is more meaningful,'per-._

ormane-e-isenhanced, and students can perform as agents of Change.

To proviae regularly scheduled, long -term educational opportunities.

torTalleAreerists through. programs of. continuing education.

To accomplish these objectives, critinallUdrice programs have been de-,

veloped at 'various academiC levels, geared to specific goals but frequently

overlapping in the courses or programs offered, Thelollowing programs are

discussed in terms of their.purposes and-the issues involved in their admini,-

Atrationp
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2. Certification

The 307cre4iteducational certificates available in the field of criminal

justice are generally "career-Oriented. The NN i field interviews indicated,

a

however4

\

that thisyehiclefor educational achievement, although popular at its

inception, has'declined in use over'recent years as atsociate degrees in this

field evo4.ved. When it iS'Util4ed, it serves as thas.loncluding award for the
00.

.
,

completion .of a 1.-year Course of study. In other instances, the certifftate
\ 1 t

.. \
.

6 : ,

may compr4e the first'half of the heavily career-oriented portion of the two-.
...._

year associate program. '
.

The typical law enforcement 30-credit certificate :includes at least 21,

and often24, credits of the basic associate specializedcoui:sei (e.g., criminal
u

law, criminal investigation, court/legal procedures, evidence, and patrol ad-

At-ministration). These (An be supplemented by two or three directly-related iower

division courses that meet the curriculum requirements or cold be counted .as

electives (e.g., business/technical. report-writing, sociologi/criMinoloy,

supervision, psychology, or even sociak,problems).. The concept isitha*'the

certificate student, having gained self-confidence end been assured of'suc-

needing in college-leVe/ study, .:.ill_progress toward thafibal half the

associate degree. Law enforcement certifiCAIiaa have tendedtherefore to be

/
ma4enp of transferrable coursework. Thia is not common throughout most such.

technical/career fields.

\Thirty-credit certifications have proven useful in a field searching fcr:

credentials, and they can be me: while pers ns are employeg full-time. Further,

certificates are quite popular with community college administrators, since they '

do not necessitate serious commitment of resources until the user group has proven

interest. A part-time, or liery-S011-full-tilda, staff can provide a

certificate and allow the institution ample time to analyze and project 4e-
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PerhAgg7the "04C ;,r the law enforcement certificate will increase for

agency employees in rural and le s populated areas that are not directly ser,

viced by the/community college. 4el1so, many agencies may benefit from using

the cert4fiOate to introdUceIthei personnel intOformalized. study.and up-

grading.

In the related.fieldof Corrections, the case for the certificate is still'

:perauasive. It is .a way foran isolated correctional institUtionto begin

a:regularl)rogram for correctional:officers who possess no college experi-

ence. One purpose oft a job-related, technical .certificate would be tcrencourage.
I

, i
,

Hand . support custodial officerwon their way toward the new role of correctional
1 . , r

1

counselor. Such courses are offered by many community collegei now; often they
,

are outgrowths of earlier law enforcement courses, and they are most likely.
,i.

_ . .

1

to be.found in close Proximity-tO. major correctional institutional- Iii. the same

,
,

manner,. certificate programs tAiUld provide executives of. small agencies or in

. i
. . ,.

,:.atitlitions with a means for gaining ,ormal academic training in administration
. : LL

.tlid umagement. Chapter V Of!this volume demonstrates the need for adminis-
/

. .

-:trators of small agencies to absorb Specialized training tailored to the'.
.

management tasks of their particUlar \Jobe.
1 i

'Vhatever the final deciiion,mayIbe about'long-range credentials for practi-
I .I I /

t 1

tit:mitre in the criMinaljustilee System the certificate will continue to appeal
1

I

\
,

to many as'the most non-threlltening device for entry into higher education,

. ,

with a tangible for completing I one ,
s 7flieshman.year.,

.

-it1
.

,

Since .certificstes.often delielopinto:associate-degrees, they are vital

:.:to:curriCulumdevelopMentispecially A.Jong heretofore untested Cliente(e.'
.,. ,

.

.. ....
. I

iL'Where---aaMbiCiate degrees hive become. transferrable in such a way Onetab yinA

law enforcement), the cert4icate;migh't well be expected to decline iii-popU7

I

larity (but only after the group .rigrbupa needingit most have decided that.
,

i

I

, ,

. .

.
.

it is no longer the wedge'into higher education). In other words, if a county



/

or metropollY;en area were to est lish an associate (60-credit) entry-level

standard; the certificate would e/reduced significantl, in value. To expect

I
it 'o be eliminated is not entirely realistic, since there may be employees,

general education diploma - h ders and the like, who will continue

grading through this mechanism.
A

3.
Associate Degree PrI, aos

The role of_the community colleges in criminal justice education emerged

/'

Report,the work of the International 'Association of Chief of

American AisociaaOn Of Community and Junior COlieges, and the

LEAA and LEEP tunding.
1

. . ,

From the NMS discussions-With-educators, it appears that-the associate

o require up-.

I%
in the mid-1960's. It was stimulated by the President's Crime COMMiSSi011

Police and the ,

availability cf

.
programs that started with f1.111-time coordinators were most likely to be

successful,. measured by cont nuing enrollment,

24, nd itanEferwent,; program/course expans

'addition, they were less.

quel;tAi curricuicm, job Place-

relationship to universities. In

ikel.y to duplicate potlicl,academy programs, have

i

or use.their partttime faculty inadequately-6r
1

internal academic hostilities,

Inappropri4Z5dy..

I.

Relations with the otal criminal justice system rarely existed in the
1

early stages of an associate degree program, since the practitioner-turned-co-
1

ordinstor'waa f -r closer to the law enfcrcement segment of the systemvand has

oun .prior work experience was generally reT1RcteS'in the direction of the

curricul m. This 1:Ilatibuship ofeen'was too clOse, so that some two-

year programs betame'whollyoowned sOsidieries of a police agency. But it

must also be recOnized that without clear evidence of in-service student.
/



credeniialing system was at work, as there,was in the case of such allied

health fields as nursing; nor were there sp,cific occupational entrance re-

out7,ements, such as were found in the industrial/technical world (e.F;., engineer-

'ing/technician or ccmputer/prograMMing)..

a. Issues. Since community colleges are strongly oriented

local career.needs, and since law enforcement personnel are found. 4i:al
/' ,

leiffeli:.A,...,

51.of governMent, it .is.not too difficult to ascertain why so many two-10 16:411

. .

4

identified this ocpatIonsl-grouping as one that deactvea.apacial otention.'..

.

. .

. I

a
' ''. : : .... . ; rreie..r. '..19`' , .P -`e

!

Mao', the-cotmunity college res naive to local nee46.'w8U1d,be4ikelYrAear
N i .

the Rucckot.its door when twas initiated by a state police offiCial( local:I
sheriff, city police chle:f, judge, prosecuting attorney, or possibly several .,'

I

.

2-4
representatives of federal enforcement agencies assignedzotlite area. .

. 1
.

, .

.

, . .

.

.(See the diseusi1on on academically affiliated.training aqademies in Ch tet. VI .,

'Of this VOltaie).

, I -

As localpressure mounted,and associate level.. enrollments in. criminak.'

. _,. ,
-1

..justite.courseeapproachedthoae in the most'populaz'OrOgrams,'. such as
I .

secretarial science and data processing, there were growihg painsthAt con7

tinued into the 1970's.' So
\

me'of them are described here' to, helpdetermine
9.

to what extent present efforts are..meeting,themanpoWer needs of criminal justice
-

agencies.,

The.abee. C of avell-pr
I

. .
,

epared::feculty-was the single:greatest:impediment

d!to rapid curt ulum development and:piOgram quality contra, he practitioner-_-..-,

turned-edUcators had-to plan \coordinate' teach, and advise;ofteri alone. end:

'.- .

unaided by college administritorai- Often.the'coordinatot and the faCulty,had...
I

, 6

to make choices among objectives, for example, whether to prepare Yoitttg

.people fora vocational Career in heavily' technical Subjects; tO eqUip. students
.

(including ,those-already employed) with a broadly based academic approach to
.



the specialized body of knowledge that could serve as a foundation for further

education.

Dean Vincent O'Leary has delineated the problem faced,by both the two-year

and the four -year colleges in this wayi

A program that defines the relevant body of knoWledge in fairly narrow
and technical terms may increase a student's immediate vocational cap-
abili4es, but it may also limit his ability to deal with basic assump-
tions and may narrow the array'of responses he can bring to new problems
and changing definitions.21

J

Other probleMs faced the faculties. New teaching techn:Aues and emphases

had to be developed, as most law enforcement instructors faced two groups of

students--inexperienced youths and seasoned veterans--in the same class. Lit-

erature sources and textbooks were being developed nationally' during the period .7

from1968, but only in the past two or three years have all course directors

enjoyed. they luxury of being able to make choices among an increasing number

of basi- textbooks, some of which, as NMS noted in its text book review, are

incorporating.research findings and relate .tudies into their presentations,

reflecting a growth in the scholarship of their preparation. Class scheduling,

often quite flekible in the community college,' needed special attention to adapt

to personnel rotation, Changing work shifts, and frequent requests for on-site.

agency courses.

Standards for qualityassessment-in criminal justice have,not been totally

agreed upon. 'SomeSome argue that the best of the two -year programs are those

that transfer'most satisfactorily to the university,. Others, equallyAuality-

cOnscious- argue that technical carver education does not necessarily always

transfer (e.g.,-nursing, engineering technology, -X -ray technician). Some

haidetable.overlap and confusion oUroles has . exisced,'for example, among

star law enforcement triliaing councils whichdetertine minimum standards;.

aity'colleges; and other institutions, suCh_as police departments or

xeglonal training academies..



Not all states have made twoyears of postsecondary education available in

tbe,same\manner or with equal speed. If a state has developed its two -year

educational system in the past three to five years, it probably has not made the

__same_progress in offering law enforcementeducation as a state-with a,long-time,

tested, and publicly accepted community college system. In the NMS review of

two-year colleges it was shown. that ladk pf careful geographical planning has

meant that some large communities have active programson several campuses and

other locales still have no program or a modest part-time effort. This spotty

development suggests that a serious long -range needs study and cost assessment

might well have resulted, or could in the future'result,A.n a more equitable

distribution of programs and a more efficient use of the 'limited resources,

-especially faculty.

P%.47 major alterations have been made in the typical associate curriculum

as it was initially recommended and impleMented. As a matter of fact, some

states (e.g., California, Texas, Florida), have formally adopted core curriculum

courses that are reasonably common throughout the state and must be included'

in all two-year degiee programs in.law eicorcement. These may number..aa few as

five or as many as seven courses covering.the areas-of knowledge suggested

in national guideline pablications, that is, introduction to law enforcement,

criminal law, criminal investigation, organization/adz_nistration, community

relations, evidence, and juvenile/youth and-deviant/criminalbehavior (see

.

Appendix B). With such standardization 'Vansfer of credits has been

comparatively eady, but many programs have lacked experimehta ion and'intellec-

tual stimulation.

To-be sure, the instructional emphasis has changed, increasing in depth

And level of-sophistiCation as instructors and resources haveexppmded.
. .

. 1

and equally predictable, thexe.hae been an'expansion into -another segment

a.
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of the criminal justice system with the addition of a few correctionally

oriented courses. The most likely initial offerings in corrections, as re-

flected by the NMS catalog reviews, are introduction to corrections, treatment

of the offender, community-based corrections, rehabilitative procedures/

techniques (probation/parole), and jail operations/management. However, far

more programs seem to have altered their names to include corrections than

have actually altered their curricula (see Appendix C).

Specific courses in the two -year curriculdm that were not typical initially,

but have been added as the momentum grew, include'traffic administration, or-

ganized crime, supervisory techniques, industrial/commercial security, and more

)-

courses reflecting the behavioral (analytical) approaches to criminal and

delinquent behavior.

In the area of technical legal information, little change has occurred in

most -law enforcement education programs. Courtiies have continued to-emphaSize

basid substantive criminal law, courtroom procedures, and evidence. If there

was any notable alteration in the early 1970's, it was in providing more course
.

'0

content and focusing upon the courts themselves (e.g., court.syStems, variations

and comparisons, court reform, and impact of rulings). After several basic'

corrections courses are introduced, one is generally added that deals with

appliCations of the legal system to corrections, Including sentencing, inmate

rights, and recent court decisions affecting correctional ¶,olicy. Some years

a

ago,- as paralegal education emergedit.was assumed.that these new programs .

.

would have a formal.relationship with law enforcement programs, but-theyhave

more frequently been.inCluded in the business education prOgraMs.

Asstaffing patterns change toward employment of fewer retired practi-

a different approach to community tollege program, admini5.tration will

likely,follow. Their-Successors will have less career investment in.a single
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type of agency, such as law enforcement, with significantly differing

perceptions of both the real educational needs of the total career field and

their own role in higher education.

For example,. the responses to the NMS field studies suggest that cor7

rections, juvenile/youth services,, private sector security, and an expanded -,

definition of public safety might appear as course supplements and even options

in acad dc programs and departments that limited themselves to law enforcement/

police science aot many years ago. Corrections courses, on the basis of task

requirements identified in the NMS field job analysis, might well encompass not
f -

only correctional (custodial) officer upgrading, but else-the client-oriented,

semiprofessional aspect of correctional rehabilitation/treatment as well. The

juvenile services may prepare 2-year probation/parole assistants andaides.as

a manpower resource to relieve prafessional officers from many administrative..

/and other tasks. As the court administration programs impact upon the system,

as Identified in Volume IV, a more clearly defined role for paraprofessionals
. _

may emerge (see Volume V. for related job ihforEItion)-.

BaSed on the NMS field-interviews and conferences with criminal justice

educators would appear that,. as a significant number of these interrelated

topics are offetM, the title of "criminal justice" would more realistically

describe the substance.of the programs than it does today and should, be sub-

stituted for the title "law enforcement."

b, Observations.. A comprehensive overview of the community

college and its relations with law-enforcement'during.the past decade would

--summarize the situation as follows:

a heavy curriculum: reliance upon the field of lawenforcement with

little inpUt from,,or.eVen recognition of, criminal justice as systemi:
_ .
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few faculty members. actually prepared formally for college teaching,

but a responsive reservoir Of experienced operational personnel who iossess

°sufficient academic strengthi-to initiate the efforts;

particularly strong administrative support from the community college,

although not necessarily equally strong college resource allocations in the

early years;

unpredictably largo turnouts of in-service police officers, especially

from city departments;

a rapid growth of preservice enrollments;

teaching/instructional improvement es faculties expanded and broadened;

few curriculum changes from the initiai4 recommended guidelines pro-

duced by national committees;

continuing academic concern over duplication between the role Of the

community college in 1..-,o-year degree education and its role as a-vocational

training center for law enforcement skills.

The two -fold objectives of the community college will probably remain,

but there is little doubt that program expansion and healthy growth depend

upon. achieving- a planned academic balance between meet-ag the actual career

educational needs of those already emplOyed and projecting and delivering to

entry -level personnel the prescribA information (as indiclted in Volumes II

and III) they require to compet. and perform at a verified two-year educational

competente. This would ruggestthat.the criminal justice system needs to take

.full advantage ca the accessibility of the nation's community college network.

.

and establish a formalizechcareer plan, with proper credentialing, in much the.

same manner as has theftliied health industry. The resulting 7oundations of
.

lower division studies `would help shape. .he interdisciplinary nature. Jf "dc-

tredited" academiclitUdies_andequallycrucialWouid-prodce r. oaSeline-knou--

Xedge that cOuld.be demanded and expected of all-antry-ipeal.ti, helpThi

to solve alsotharemaining.probitms of articulation."'



4. Bache].or's Degree Program

While the community colleges have responded to agency requirements. for

course. support with alacrity, the 4 -year schools have been more cautious

because of more traditionil academic policies. Progress, howeyer, toward

more diversified curriculum offerings has been substantial.

From an examination of the four-year programs undertaken by the NMS, it is

apparent that the academic community has not challenged-the recent expansion

of bachelor's-level program titles to include criminal justice or administr:AM2

of justice. Yet, some would argue that such programs have an obligation to

devote identifiableeblocks of coursework to each aspect of the system (i.e.

poLi :C ai.uu cuLLecL4uutio adthl-'-`---'-- -----7, trUlDLC[1.14.44 A.UA&G.0

ment, and perhaps basic issues in planning and research), before being legiti-

mately labeled "criminal justice."

a. ISsues. Indeed, in dealing with the curriculum identity dilemma,

the NMS found, in its field visits and catalog. reviews, that most universities

are extending the criminal justice student's access to various-traditional

courses in other departments; hence, the - common inclusion of required courses

from sociology, political science, psychology, vasiness, and public adminis-

tration. This suggests that the subtle test :riminal justice program legi-

tiMaty is.whether an institution has made a commitment to specialized higher

education in criminal justice, with true interdisciplinary approaches, or

whether it has merely grouped together a sufficient number of inf-g.trelated,

already available study areas, and labeled this list of.electives as "criminal
r.-

justice."

4
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A sign of curriculum maturation at the four-year level, then, might be the

extent to which other departments' academic courses are included as supportive

of the specialized iminal justice prograM, rather than how many existing

courses haVe teen recycled with a law enforcement- or corrections-oriented

label.(e.g., "psychology foi law enforcement officers," "Constitutional law

for police," or "sociology of corrections "). In no way is this mesa to deny

the validity of such long-standing courses as "crime ancLsocietY;" "sociology

Of law," or ."deviant behavior and corrections," which, the NMS found in many

school catalogs. 'It is merely to point out that these. courses can and do

exist apart from any criminal justice program, and:are not the area of

nettistA of moat- rriminal f.0^111+.4m8 TU.te

and not the core of professional study that would appear to be needed'to addrcas,

the criminal justice system. The NMS field study

is no need to pregent a single curriculum or to suggest.

the actual requirements of

rebults suggest that, there,

that all four -year schools

obserV.itiona indicatethat

shopld follow a.prototype. However, the NMS field

a criminal justice bachelor's degree curriculum

should not be a composite of courses that have previously existed and have merely

been renamed or reorganized to embrace 'a new field of academic concern.

The degree of specialization of coursework in a four -year program appearf.

.to be somewhat problematical. Since courses offered at the community colleges

are usually expected to be general and broadly based, as a curriculum progresses

to a four-year specialty (option), many of, the additional courses would

logically be expected to be more--intensive. Yct-ithis is often not the case.
c.

For example, upper-divisio*content addressing planning, program prioritization,

organizational d.e:elOpment, budgeting, and decision-making often is included

in courses whose' titles are unclear aad even intentionally vague. Likese,

while'the development of skills in research-ana evalUation techniques meyAbe

.regarded as aMuch-needed aspedt of.university offerings, the initiation of
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criminal justice- courses on these subjects is often hampered by the lack of

literature, instructors, and interested students. Other areas that also appear

to be in need of upper-division academic consideration include crime (offende)

analysis, physical security, architectural planning (defensible space), or

decriminalization. Bht the NMS field observatiOns and consultant reports

indicate that criminal justice bachelor's .programs have only begun to identify

and label their real academic territory. The resulting confusion, duplication

of two-year offerings, and leek of clarity are part of the 'current stage of curri-

-colum development in this field.

A. very important difference between two-,and four-year programa is the

relationship to the career fields of practice. Curriculum matters, or other.pro-
,

gram content issues, have seldom been regarded as the province of the practi-

tioners in .criminal justice. While there are instances:1x universities where

practitioner/instructars greatly-influence whu is taught as in schools of

.

business or medicine, they do so,,through classrdpm andclinic.rather than by

.actual curriculum design. In four -year. criminal justice studies, for'the most

part, any influence that may have-existed heti lessened. The reasons for this

condition include academic administrators who had a broader vision of the

meaning ofuniveiaity education,:fewer.pvasdures upon universities from local

,
.

-

criminal justice officials, less Airect involvement of in-service personnel in cur-

riculum issues, the inelosiov of students with other majors in undergraduate cr4m-

inal justice courses, and:!ch??.fact that universities do not often reward inter.

relationships.With.the worldbrwostk: "While this situation varies with the mission

of the institution, it is.here being compared with the community college Cur-

ridulum: .wheie clearly a strong relationship eacists with the field.

The foregoing diecussion is not meantj:o imply,-howgver, that universitites

never attempt .t.ci accommodate the specific needs "of in-service t...Its.: On,



the contrary, many 4-year criminal justice programs opeI4-zte two separate (although

not al;:al equal) parts: the day program, taught by the full-time faculty and

largely composed of high schorl graduates and community college transfers, and

the evening program, composed of working adults, many of whom are practitioners. It

is maintaining a foundation of quality throughout that presents serious admin-

istrative concern. The NMS has pointed out elsewhere the need for added quali-

ty appraisals. While the NMS interviews did not indicate any easy solutions,'

methods of dealing with this dilemma might include rotation-Of full-time

faculty between day and evening courses, offering of late- afternoon-courses

taught by-full-time faculty to appeal to employed groups, and limiting the

part-time faculty to teaching electives, highly specialized subiect-matter, or

. those course's for which no instructional expertise is available among the full-

time staff.

Partly as aresult of their inrservice studentclientele, special funding

sources (e.g., LEEP),' media attention, and political support, criminal justice

programs often enjoy considerable visibility in their academic surroUndings.

As a result, such administrators of programs often .find thetselves in an ad-

vgntageous position for stimulating internal committents. Moreover, the NMS

field studies indicated that the sttonger7the ability of the program director

..to Communicate needs'and goals upward within the academic institution, the more --

return is realized on the initial investment. With the added good fortune of

a curriculum that is unique in comparison to the more traditional academic

subjeCts, and with a, location in a school encompassing applied social science

endeavors, some criminal justice directors have solved a potentially serious

problem--that of explaining the governmental process and.complex realities of
A

Career programming to their own'administrators.'
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b. Observations. After a review of curriculum deielopment, course

content, end the adm!.nisi...rative issues involved in four-year criminal just.!,le

programs, Ale questic,u of the rule of such programs in servicing the needs of the

career fields arises. Naturally, it is expected that a flow of motivated

graduates with reasonable awareness of the criminal justice process and its per-.

formance will be produced. The acquisition'of the skill and knOwledge to perform

some of the tasks identified by the NMS at-all-levels of the criminal justice

career structure clearly requires university tourte6. (These teaks and their

associated skill and knowledge requirements are identified in Volumes II, III,

and especially VIII of this study).

Undoubtedly, new or refined approaches to preVention, rehabilitation,

treatment, and various operational functions as theyrelate to human problems

demand uarversity education for all levels of employees. Entirely new

.professional roles, as ditcussed in.Volume VIII, such as planner, police agent,

and diversion Specialist will evolve. from iiniversity-programs. Whatever they

may be'talled,_thosecareerists assigned to environmental proteCtion consumer

fraud or victim restitution offices, regional jail and detention centera,,investi-
.

gative staffs of public defenders, and regional crime laboratories and ma'le,
o

units will, for the most part, have! university backgrounds.

Inaddition, the need for a more-complete understanding of the human

factor in'criminal justice activities is pinpointed in the following obser-

vitionhy Calvin Swank on the future of police work:.

Because of this phenomenonjthe danger of.teohnologyAictating goals]

And optchangingtocial values:leis prOicted that as.1980 approaches,
Ponce organizations well as society in'general will place greater
emphatiiis:Aon the "human dimensinn," show increased concern for
individuargrowth and needs and de-emphasize our present strong attach-

meat to technological advanCement.?3

In light OfthesP. anticipatedAevelopments,.and.looking even more,broadly

,at the role%of-higher-e,lucation, it -can be expected that research and evaluative
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'processes will be improved; that ,-he abilities of management and supervisory

perionnel to lead and direct will be enhanced; the importances of experi-

ence will. diminish as a factor in selection of Specialists and leaders; and that,

ultiMately,the public will be served by persons who have demonstrated a

prOfessional.commitment through academic siudy\in addition to their basic

interest in working with people. This should bring careers in criminal justice
o

closer into line with other established professions, particularly &Olio

School teaching, social nork, nursing, journalism, planning, and others that

only z-c.ently have formalized their university credentialling procedures.

5.. Graduate Degree Programs

This chapter has identified so far the current.issues in certificate,

associate, and baccalaureate programs .in criminal justice, It has outlined

the intensive dareer relationship of theassociate program and the movement to

change the baccalaureate to a more-professional degree, shaped by the normal

standards of .a university for its academic programs. In this section, graduate

programs and their relationship to undergraduate CJ offerings are discussed.24

a. Issues. Given the NMS identification ol the tasks of individuals
_

in higher-level professional and managerial positions and the knowledge discussed.

in Volume VIII, it is apparent that the mission of graduate programs must expand

to- accommodate the increased demands of new jobs, or jobs that' are to be re-

developed'to accommodate changes in the system itself: Thus, among the objectives-,.

/f graduate programs must be expansion of the availability of personnel aspiring .

to planningepolicy-making, adganistration, and management: positions inhe

, . criminal justice, system. Additionally, the NMS found the demand rUnninZ through

task requirements of all sector for further preParation in research and evaluation

methods, not only4oincrease current knowledge,' but to develop techni4ues for the

--.--SCquiSitionancianalysis of new data-on whiCh to ba e institUtional-,-agency,.

and program changes..
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This function of the graduate programs may well be the most important object-

ive in the period:1975-1985. The heated cuntrovetsey over the effectiveness

of law enforcement and correctional programs and the impact-of the vast decision--

making powers of prosecutors makes the development of a core of adequately trained

research personnel skilled in evaluation teChniqUes appear imperative.

1, Dean Norval Morris raised the research problem in the4ftllowing statement:

%

possibly\ our lick of knowledge is to be attributed.tb intellectual /
sloth combined with the scarcity of/people interested in criminological
research and of sufficientJunds for such work to be pursued. After

all many people became interested in the crime problem for huianitarian

reasons, and this applies as much to the trained social workers as to

the lay volunteer. Others are interested only to the extent that they

find employment in this field which, if not-highly profitable'ia
reasonabli! secure. It is mot aensible to.look to such people for
critical, methodologically sophisticated.-assessments of their Own work.

.
But.no/such excuse can: be. offeredforiseniOr officiala in police and

prison' departments who use substantial community tuncls and considerable
resources-of personnel without insisting upon research that evaluates

what they are doing. /

/-

Given the will to ?do this in the future the question remains, I.

will there be%a sufficient number of highly trained research cad 7,:e to

both design and evaluate such effortsg

Volumes II and III.of this report - identify the need fOr raising. the

quality of instructors in law- enforcement and corrections. 'Among their other

functions, the graduate programs prepare graduatea qualified t; teach and
/

administer programs in institutions of higher learning and training centers.

This approaCh in graduate 7,-level ttaininould_also be aimed at prodUcing,An-

dividuals qualified to direct staff developient in the differing types of

qervices within the criminal justice system in.order to meet' ndiyidual needs..

. . .

'Aathe system becomes increasingly professionalized, the graduate progt s
. .

. .. . .

, .
.

11:_must.'beengaged-in preparing to. meet state licensing or profesgional
.

, .

.

.

I credentialing requirementa., The NMSMS field interviews and discussions found a

. :A .

quickening trend in the mOve'toWard more credentialing which graduate programs
. .

.

.
.

will need to address.



Not all graduate programs provide for all of the above needs, and the

very specialized ones may be only partially concerned with several of them.

. Consider, for example, the master's program in criminalistics (laboratory

scientific detection) or in regional planning (comprehensive public safety

planning) as designeek,to meet specific occupational goals and professional

credentialing'a

Dmonstrable difficulty with.many graduate courses is that they have ,

\

. emerged without benefit of strong undergraduate foundationsi hence, they

Auplicate, as the NMS found on examination -of catalogs and through panel dia-'..

culasions with_ educators, similar offerings somewhere else at the bachelor's

11Vel. This is not unlike the process which is encountered between some tim+/'

ala C4rtnt. thm,a arm met calomsallm maaatimamA ravlaml-!ama FnY

at is to be incorporated within bachelor-level,study, it is easy' to see he+

ncertainty arises at a !:,gher level.

In addition, many applicants for graduate crimital_justice studies:do not
.\

eve appropriate...undergraduate preparation. The temptation is to-start at he
I /

leginning, duplicating undergraduate coursework, and perhaps (depending el:oathe
I

adeMic. exPertise of the staff) not even recognizing -thia overlap./ Many ore
,

-

+ , .

tab7.5shed disciplines would not be as free to admit to.graduate Work these

o Clearly had little pr no priot academic preparation. A foreign language or
. \

/ r
althematics department would be adamant; sociology or philosophy would demand

!
/

/
that lack_of undeigiaduateprerequisitea be tOated as deficiencies. ,

,i
.

1 : 1

.
Another potential for doplication_exis s in the relation/ship to other;

h / , '

.. ,
urses , other academie departmeats. This her unquesti fiably led.to many

...,

irctioiiii-lisputes between' emerging criminal justice programs
I

an social
\'. . '

. ,

, ,

rkor aand, lsociology an, tuesr-te _c, public admini trationiabilitatiofi.

rvices, or psychology.. While -someOf'theze eituationa will becC4:resolved
,

i

aildI del neated,-thereican.beno cS/allenge to. the argument's that sopliology courses..
'

7 -

//
, V41 n 2.
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taught treatment of the offender and public administration taught orgarizational.

theory applied to government, as well as management.,coucepts in public agencies,

long before criminal justice came of age. A fundamental course in advanced

theories cf criminology may belong to tilt criminal justice depariment in one

institution "and to the sociology- department IP another.

b. Obsetvat*a. Mere are. cooperative as wed14 as competitive

nitrations, as the I iS fount' in examining some graduate programs. Some courses
d'

and areas of.atej that have been iacorporated into criMiffaijustice graduate

studies include:' researchmethoOs, interviewing apd Social group work,

psychological teats and reaaureientsltheories of/Anti-social deviant bele ior,
06." ;

planning and budgeting, and reinibil:ttation counseling techniqUes..

Severalt,apProaches'to the implementation of law enforcement/criminal

justice graduate'education are readily categor zed by descriptive title;

Public administratim
. .\

--J. one of the original approaches toi'the study of applied admipis-

trative- concepts:.

developed identity with police largely through the University

of Southern California- and several New,Yorleuniversities.

i
SAP..-illE9AUL02.242:11220 thearq.U.S&q..SLITTJAlittl.

must likely to have research facultieS and.a history of education

at the doctoral level;
q.

-- ;likely to have evolved frOm the -stature (f a scholar who 4/3.13

within sociology but identiflA as'a criminologist;.
!

i actually leas "interested in the `criminal justice sYAtem than with

crime as a.tiocial/cultUral. phenomenon;.

adopt, a criminal justice .antphasis.



Police administration (management)

- - easily identifiable as an extension of earlier undergraduate poliCe

administration programs that stressed organization and administration;

-- probably most likely to include planning and organizational develop-

ment courses.

e Correctional administration/management

-- emphasis primarily on middle-level correctional administrators;

-- actually producing probation/parole agents and some institutional

directors.

Correctional lteatment

- - specifically designed to prepare graduates with rehabilitation

skills;

includes heavy course load in clinical skills, social case.work,

and, often, therapy techniques;

- - may be using course labels reflecting case management and client-

oriented skills;

may be identified with social work schools or rehabilitation.

counseling.

Of these categories, policeand correctional administration most

comfortably fit into a structure coming to be known as a criminal justice or

administration of justice program, defined by Richard Myren as:

An integrated, interdisciplinary program of teaching and research in
the behavioral and social sciences focused on the problem of crime.

It may be observed, how. the concept of graduate education in criminal justice-.

has had to'evolve.through many of the approaches listed-and to be able_to_prove

and maintain its own identity and status. Beyond that, and most importantly, it

could not afford to.duplicate well-establiShed traditional disciplines nor

could it appear to_be embraCing so much content that its:traduates would be
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superficially aware of everything and masters of nothing.

What priorities are, then, emerging at the graduate level?

' Change and standards

Since most police and correctional systems are being changed to make

their services more effective, consideration and effort are being given to creating

a "strategy of change" so, that sound programs do not fail because of poor'imple-

mentation, lack of leadership, untrained technical staffs, or administrative

'shortcomings. In addition, operational standards for justice/safety services

are being created and emphasized at the-national and state levels, promoting a

need for adaptation and self-evaluation bas,A on the standards. As a result,

long-range emerging needs include dealing with the costs, productivity, and

effectiveness of the existing system.

Rehabilitation

In initiating graduate studies, perhaps the most direct focus has been

on developing course concentrations for correctional employees engaged in the

rehabilitative process, who are not clinicians or intensive treatment special-

ists (e.g.,probation and parole officers, offender supervisors, and juvenile

after-care writers). Given the anticipated continuing emphasis on functions

performed by\euch employees, it can be projected that this initial focus will

be further expanded and developed.

Administration/management

Another need is the provision of graduate Courses for systemwide executive,

management, and administrative personnel, discussed in detail in Chapter'V of this

`volume. Moreover, federal projects and'grants areprodUcingAmmerous new

activities that must,be administered and _directed. Field experience is a re-

Auisite for nearly all of these position ',ut little relatpd gradliti2 sr-xly has

been available to augment the experience of current employes.
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C4 Planning and Research

An existing and likely to continue goal of many graduate programs is to

prepare planning, evaluation, and applied research personnel. Although con-.

siderable demand exists for those with skills in evaluating programs and

applying research techniques to justice operational fields, such individuals

are not often being prepared, and rarely do'graduate degree recipients from

sociology or psychology enter into long-term careers in police, courts, or

correctional agencies. In addition, an examination of the majority

of State Plans for 1976, which attempt to respond to demanding manpower and

other data requirements promulgated by LRAA, would most certainly require sophis-

ticated data-based planning. Such new planning demands for both federal and

state needs would appear to necessitate new graduate training for criminal

27
justice planners.

Juvenile Justice

A deliberate attempt is underway nationally to encourage diversion of

juveniles and youthful offenders from traditional methods of processing, as

discussed in other volumes of this study. Toward that objective, it is anti-

cipated that advanced academic emphasis will be devoted to studies of juvenile

and youthful offenders. In many areas of the country, different types of ex-

perimental.programs are already being tested, but an objective'analysis of

the new developments is essential in planning improvements. GradLate educa-

tion can prepare personnel for,-such analysis, evaluation, and leadership.

The necessity for such preparation can be specifically related to the

recent Senate findings regarding the need for new juvenile juatice legislation:

State and local communities which experience directly the devastating
failures of the juvenile justice system do not presently have suffi-
cient technical expertise or adequate resources to deal comprehensive'
'Wriththis. problems of juvenile 28
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Faciilty and Instructors

Also, as mentioned earlier, there is a serious need to provide colleg

instructors, as well as agency personnel in job training. In order to "cope.with

academic degree expansion and new staff requirements, a new system must he

designed forlaculty preparation.

The foregoing assessment may not be all-inclusive. But through an inter-

disciplinary curriculum incorporating. the behavioral and social sciences and

reinforced by selected electives, graduate criminal justice degree programs can

develop an integrated approach--focusing on the issue of crime, especially in

terms of intervention/prevention, legal and social justice, offender rehabili-

tation, juvenile diversion, productive public -4afety delivery systems, and more

efficient management. In summary, at a time when academia is confronted with

demands for accountability and when many traditional degrees have suffered cut-

backs, criminal justice graduate education appears to enjoy a unique identity

and a relatively strong administrative position.

C. LEEP PARTICIPANT EDUCATION PROGRAM OFFERINGS

The preceding section identified and described some of the practices,

problems and issues,and possible' future directions of the principal criminal

justice program offerings. It dealt generally with five categories of programs:

certificates, associate, bachelor's, master's and doctoral programs. this

section examines the internal program offerings and student and faculty ad-

ministration of institutions. The enelysia is based upon data supplied through

1

the LEEP application forms submitted to LEAA for use in making LEEP funding

- -

'allocations. The purpoie of the form itself places some limitations on the
wool

use of the data.- However, NMS established a LEEP data file from the LEEP.application
,

forms and has used the data selectively for assessments made in the section



as well as a general assessment of LEEP itself in Chapter IV. This section

restricts itself in looking at institutions under LEEP f,tading from the point

of view of what institutions say they are doing internally in program emphasis and

fa::alty and student management.

1. Anglyalp of Partici ant Institutions

The NMS assessment of LEEP application forms for FY 1976 reveals that 28.5

percent of all institttiona of higher education are recipients of LEEP funds

(Table 111-3). The ,clear evidence that LEEP-recipients are predominantly public

institutions (79.8 percent) is no surprise. Perhaps more deserving of comment is

the fact that such a relatively siseable proportion-of LEEP schools are private

(20.2 percent). Typically, private institutions offer liberal arts and well-

established majors for their students. While private school involvement is

partially ,explained by the fact,that major city in-service personnel are often

in close'promixity to a private institution that agrees to meet their needs,

another explanation may well be the recent competition for students among private

institutions. Also, the availability of LEEP funds with few institutional-

eligibility restrictions has undoubtedly played a major role. In addition, the

kinship among popular social sciences such as criminology, deviant behavior,

and criminal justice may account for some movement of the private institution

into this applied field, much as may have occurred in social welfare, recreation,
w

and other public services.

Table 111-4 indicates the growth of LEEP recipient schools offering at

least one criminal justice program. It should be noted that these figures re-

41ect colleges' self-definitions of a criminal justice program; specific criteria

related -to- courses and7-faCulty:are probably not utilized in-theAetermination,

Thitli is perhaps reflected to some extent in the slight decline in schools_: ffering

such programs between 1975 and 1976, :ter a three-year period of steady growth.



TABLE III-3

NUMBER OF PUBLIC. AND PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS
RECEIVING LEEP FUNDING, 1975-76

Total RecefVing;LEEP Percent of
Total Receiv
ing LEEPNumber Percent Number Percent

All Institutions 3,0550 100.0% 871 100.0% 28,.5

Public '1,454 47.6 695 79.8 47.8

Private, 1,01 52.4 176 20.2 11.0

Source: NMS LEEP Institutional Data File (1976).

TABLE 1117.4

NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS OFFERING AT LEAST ONE
.CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROGRAM, 1972-76

Yet Number of Schools

1972 429

1973 731

1974 792

1975. 880

.1976- 878

a
Among LEEP recipients.

Source: NMS LEEP Institutional Data File (1976).



If LELP guidelines fOr program.content And faculty tighten, and if the

1,..:ademy of Criminal Justice Sciences is successful In its effort to make program

definition clear and precise, the likelihood of a further decrease seems apparent.

2. Types of Criminal Justice Programs Covered

"LEEP file data reveal (Table 111-5) that the largest number of criminal

justice prograth are operating at the associate level (804) and are law

enforcement-oriented (425). A more detailed analysis of these data by degree

level and program emphasis follows:

Law Enforcement

The sizable number of programs labeled "law enforcement" is, in.large

part, accozped for by the fact that. most of the associate degrees are in laV

enforcement. This title drops rapidly in popularity at the bachelor's and

master's degree levels.

Corrections

At first glance, the fact that corrections has almost half as mony pro--

gram titles as law enforcement would suggest that there is an increased

effort to identify corrections as a major topiCal area. However, one is re

minded that t-mAlly TAtWeArlier-Tav ---el-Itare-Eftentprograms are now titled crim-

inal justice, so the corrections figure may not be entirely reflective of new

growth.

Judicial

The Judicial area has received little attention at any level of study.

\* Criminal justice

The significant number of programs with a."criminal. jusitge" title:(494)'

_-

suggests that at lem_i_t_ithe_concepeof 4-system-wide. approaeh is beComing pdpular.

This is most pronounced months universities and four-Tear collegei, as these.

\
1 ,

. .

institutions drop the law. enforcement title.40Whild this is not happening in
(,11,,,

.

,



\ TABLE III-5
k

CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROGRAMS BY SUBJECT MATTER AND DEGREE LEVEL

ACADEMIC YEAR: 1975-76

Program Type
Levels'

All
Degree

Associate'
Degree
Programs

Bachelor's Master's DorttOrate

AlrPrOgramS 1,546 804 4 512. 200 30

Law Enforcement 580 425 i93 21

Corrections 247 ' 130 75 39 3

JUdicial 11 .2 6 3 0

Criminal Justice 494
.e--

192 223 73 6,

Juvenile'Justice 7 2 2 3 0

Criminology 45 12 20 11 2

Other Crilpinal
Justice IiIated. 162 41 53 50 18

Source: NMS LEEP Institutional Data File (1976). r-



the two-year colleges t( the same extent, it has not been ignored. In fact, it

0 si

is very difficult to imagine how almost one-fourth of all associate degrees

in this, field can be labeled "system-wide." Moreover, if it is true that

qualified full-time facUlty are in short supply, and that many programs have

little or no relationship with courts and corrections, the availability of true

system -wide programs seems exaggerated it indeed the program title is intended

'to .emphasize this system approach.

Juvenile justice

Juvenile justice as a program title is virtually nonexistent. In

the face of new juvenile legislation, a fiscal commitment to new efforts aimed

at juveniles and youth, and strong,national statements about discretion in

juvenile services, it may seem odd that so few colleges have identified this dis-

tinct area of concentration, particularly since the-juvenile field has long

employed college graduatgs. It may be that this area of study is receiving

attention in program course work or in the form of options, in programs with the

more encompassing title of "criminal justice:"

'Criminology

,Probably as a result of its long-standing identification with sociology

aid its heavy research involvement in past decades, criminology is largely

absent at the two-year 1 l. In fact, the academic community might vigorously

question whether it is feasible--or even possible--t8 award an associate degree

in criminology, as 12 institutions repott-thei do. Although the LEEP data

indicate a university emphasis for this area of study, even there Criminology

is not particularly stegritficant as a program,title. This is not to suggest

that the course by that label has. disappeared; but rather, that criminology

has not expanded into a prograM title, particularly during the recent develop-

ment of new crime-related programs and new system-wide degrees:



Other.criminal justice related progiams
, -

While "criminal justice" is the predominant label at the -Master's degree

level the second mosi: frequently listed program title at that level was

"other,". iollowed by "corrections" and "laW enforcement." The "other" category

nearly totals the combined law enforcement/corrections titles (50 listed as

"other"; 60 as "law enforcement" and."corrections" combined). This suggests

considerable difference of opinion on program name, even at the master's level. t

One final note is the surprisingly. large numbers of four-yesr col1eges-

add'universities offering associate degrees in this field. Of the 804 associate

degree programs reported,. 148 were listed as located in four-year institutions.

In summary, the data reflect 'vividly a confusion in terminology and call

for a consensus on definitions cf programs, emphases, and majors, so that certain

terms begin to take on more universal meaning. Further an institution should

be obligated to demonstrate a system -wide capability before offering a "criminal

justice" program.

3. Current Trends in Criminal Justice

Ober the past five years, it appears that changes in'emphasis have

been in two categories: law enforcement as a 1peciality and criminal justice

as a comprehensive field of study Glee Table 111-6). Law enforcement showed. a

steady decline as a program title over the fiim-year 'period, while criminal

justice increased rather steadily. The categories of rorrections,. judicial
t

administration, and juvenile justice evide d some fActuationsloverfthe five

.

. . ,

yearsOmit no strong trends; criminology prd ams appzqentlydropped off4elightly:

Among changes in -degree level; Table IV -6 also /indicates that the 'on*

significant decrease_ was in certificate programs (declining from 16 percent of
. , . .

all programs in 1972 to 3 percent in 1976). As higher education in this field

.continues to move away from the more voCatIvenAlly oriented, practical studies
. \



0-
.toward a more comprehensive, professional focus, this trend undoubtedly will

continue. Among associate degrees, a small relative decliiie,has been experienced

singe 1973 (from-54 percent to 50 rercent). The number of bachelor's degree

programs rose throughout the period. The number of bachelor's degree is

increasing gradually (from 9- percent in 1972 to 13 percent in 1976) indizating a

still upward trend. The doctoral programs appear to hn'Qe remained fairly stable
,/

1 g

over the pa t five years, reflecting a general immobi44.7 in an area of .criminal
_ .

P .,---

.

justice wh re the preparation of research and kaaAring personnel appears essential.

')4. Types of Courses CIffered

Table III-7 shows the typical course offerings at the _two-year and four-

year'edhools. 7As"would be expected from the previous table's indications of

prograMomphasis,.law enforcement courses dominate the two-year schotpls)twhere

they exceed Over half the offering. Again, the more broadly defined criminal

justice courses which probably include midi introductory material and some

systems Approaches are more emphasized in the tour-year school:. Considering

the total criminal justice syscems"concern for the juvenile problems, the pro-

gram offerings in this area offer some encouragement_but.not as strong as would .

a

be expected at the four-year level when compared with the two -year level.

5. Academic Course Offerings Within Degree Programs $

Table III-8 presents the academic courses that are normally included

within the degree programs offered by criminal justice schools. These,pro-

grams include degrees from the associate through the doctorate. The high 417_

cidence of sociology /psychology courses in all criminal justice degree*programs

is perhaps Indicative of"the.broad: nature of the material with labels that,

reflect the_ entire fields of behavior and society and that are the major,diar..,

Ciplines of criminal justica.,programe:- '

V-83
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TABLE 111-6

DISTRIBUTION OP MAJOR AREAS OF EMPHASIS AND TYPES OF DEGREES

IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROGRAMS (1971-1972 to 1975-1976)

1,1

,..............

1912 1973 1974 1175 1976

Number Ncent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

-A11 Degree Programs

Major Areas of Currf-

culumEmphasi!

1,233 100r 0 1,235 100.0 '1 333 100.0 1,509, 100.0 1,633 1100,0

0

'Law Enforcement 7121 57,7 618 50.0 612 46.0 641 42.5 .602 36.9 !'2;

Corrections 186 15.0 189 15,3 192 "14.4 210 13.9 256 15.7' "

3udicial Administration 12 1,0 10 .8 12 .9 11 .T: -12 ..7..

Criminal Justice -133 10,8 197 16.0 280 21,0 273 243 516 4.6

Juvenile Justice ,8 6 9 .7 11 .8 .11 ;7 , 3 .4

'Crilinology .62 4,2 .58' 4.7 57 4.3 57 3.8 48 2.9

Other Criminal

Justice Related 430! 10.5 154 12.5 169 12.7 206: 13.7 165 10,1,

TIpe of De&ree

,.1

..1,

Certificatiprograms ' 199 16.1 55 4.5 51 1,8 47 . 3.1 r41 2,5.
,

Associatelegree 602 '48.8 , 665 53,8 716 53.7 795 52.7 .820 50,2

Bachelor's Degrees '302 24.5 358 29.0, 390" 31,7 463. 30.7 526 32.2,1

Master's Degrees 105 8.5 132 10.1 152 11.4 '179 11.8 214 .13..1'

Doctorates . 25 2.0 25 , 2 0 24 1.8 25 1.7 32 4 2,P

Source: NMS LEEP Institutional' Data File (1916),

r.

,



TABLE 111-7

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION' OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE COURSES OFFERED
BY TYPE OF 'SCHOOL, ACADEMIC YEAR 1975-76

Type of Course 2-Year

All Courses 100.0

Law Enforcement 53.7

.Corrections 9.5

Judicial .5

Probation/Parole 1.7

Juvenile Justice 5.2

Sociology/Psychology .4

Secuiity 2.2.

Criminal Justice 8.7

Other 18.5

4-Year

100.0

19.7

7.3

.9

1.2

14.1

51.5

Source: NMS LEEP Institutional Data File (1976).

110
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TABLE III-8

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OP ACADEMIC COURSES WITHIN DEGREE PROGRAMS,

ACADENIolE4R 1915-76

Degree.

Programs

Total All

Discipline) Basic

Academic Courses Offered

0 8' !Sociology J IPoliricel.Sci

ration. IPs tho1o3 I ence Histo
ore*

Practical

Technical

social

Service

!chp4ii th

1"08011j.tioial 1004

:.:LawlafOrC nt:44000.0'.

cori04684. lOolo

Judicial.

Aminiatiation

anal

Jevenile

hstice 100.0

'16,0 9 12.8 -22.2 4,6

16.2 11.8c. 16.0

13.1 1216 21,5 2,8 2,7 ' 16,9 124

1.3'15.4 9.7

2.6 4.3 21.0 9.2'

100.0 20,9 17.4 1 20,9 1.2

err

100.0 16.8 17.1 12.2 23.9 6.0 !.

1.

1:2 14.0 9.3°

(

3.1 12.7 8.3

21.7 10.1 17,4

4

100.0 X8,8, 14,8

23.2, 1,5 . 2 9 13,0

22.8 4.4 134 6,

Other Criminal

Justice 'Related 100,0

OS 410

OteOttl: 11
,4$04,m'V'44

08 l'cAl:PrOr 14 0

co3oursesAa

50
it

0A7,;,

ens. ct. a

it



Perhaps thethe most revealing in terms of course content is the high concen-

tratiOn of basic and practical courses. They involve approximately one-third

of the content in all major areas of program emphasis. While these conditions may

mean either a lack of program definition or an attempt to stress practical

,application Of-the theory and essential knowledge within the formal courses,

theYdo- also. seem to indicate problems of -course labeling and of course im-

msturity.. .NMS field interviews with course direCtors indicated. that as new

approaches to ALfield of study emerge, they.logically begin With titles Such .gs-

,.._"a survey of" or "introduction to."' In.time some of this contenrgives .way to.

more advanced courses. However,-directors caution. that sinct\there till always be

.more'beginning students than advanced there, may. alwaysbe a's4nificant basic

content especially in the associate and bachelor degree progrAMs.

The veryl.ow-incidence of political science and history in'the curriculum.
7"-

/appears to reflect the fact that these departments do not seem to See much re-

lationship in their normal course offeringd to,the criminal justiceprograms at

Present.

6. Course Enrollments

Table III =9 shovs.the total2school population enrolled in degree programs

'as reported in the LEEP apPlications submitted.for.1976.. This table must be used

with caution since there may be wide variations in the way's institutions report

enrollments. 'It may be viewed as a, general cebsus of student enrollments as

institutions reported such enrollments for LEEP application purposes.

Several general observations can be made-within these limitations. First

the total student popUlation of Associate degree programs is almost dOnble th'

of-the bachelor's. This indicates.boththe heavy reliance of criminal justice p

4

sonnel on the community college and,the necessity for ensuring :communitcommuai

college offerings maintain a high level. of quality. -%SeConi, 20 states (includin

V -87
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TABLE

. NUMBER OF STUDENTS-ENROLLED, BY STATE AND BY DEGREE, PROGRAM,

ACADEMIC YEAR 1975-76

State

TStates.
Alabama
AIäSka

rkansas
California

i''COnnecticut
§011Ware

istrict of Columbia

Georgia
Iwail
Idaho-

413.itiois

:40ka

ge1#uqkY

.3

aryland
ittOlichusetts
Mich gan

sots'
ssippi

purl
na

a

-$1 ilanipshire
e Jersey

Mexico
,York

I /

Students Certificates

179,806

3,416

0

3,306

729

25,548

1,805.

2,7.54

3,096

848

9,816

3,727

1,318

454

9,406

1,397

1,612

1,125

878

1,677

993.

4,154
9,327
7,317

1,976

1 091

4,683

350

659.

770

487

6,294'
807,

11,439

3,427

0

0

0

0

845-'

- 0

O.

0

319

T.:33

221,

0'

16'.

,0

1

0

0

Associate

Degrees
,

105,653

1,248

0

2,280

539'

I7,943'

1,238

661

232

. 7,983

1,613

364

.193

6057
894

' 967

830

248

599

693,

3,595 ,*

4,932

1,253

667

21,12

Bachelor

Degrees

59,308.

2,025

0

, 632

190

5;434

14237.,

2,435

.29.7.

1,524

1,825

585

' 261

Master

Degrees

10,683,.

143

0

394

14420

279

0

01.

276

250

258

0

2,826 . 207

478 25

324 300

295 0

427 ., 203

0 1,0.78 0

11 360 188

0 4,,086 09')

31 2,027 355

I 671 52 .

0 1,633 263

0 0

.0 18 ,400

.0, 65.5 115- ...

0 23 ,460
130 ..\ 3,441 2,723 . .

01
.

.0. 366,. .424,
4 ..-

.231

7,

4

'I,
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TABLE 111-9

(continued)

State. Student Certificates
Associate Bachelor
Deiieep Degrees.

Master
n Degrees

0E8

Cir$Pen' nsylvan a

2,059
311

6,555 20

1,913 15

4458 I 0

7,274 2 848

'` South Carolina
oath Dakota

essee
Rr

K'Oik VerMant

ti# ir gir4a

Washington
Virginia

sgons10

A

a. .
406 37

56 0

1371,371,- 249
757 238

1,A50 210

2,205 22e

77-665
27.8 .418

268 '496

1 701
5,213 L' 1,976
1,893 0

164 0

25.

796v
0

924

l35 0
1,

2,491
2,939

175

4465 0 1,169
775 0.- 19

3,653 0 1,949
..-.:13429 0 ..' '. 5,901.

11.,393---:_ 0 .':'k -0.
438' .. 0:____ . ' .274.

3,42 ..,.! 133 ''..-----------2.510

1,3834 '0 .1,69
' I, 042. 0 7516

..2,078'. 0 1;131,
39: 0 '4'.



1,0*-DistriCt of Columbia) rePort more criminal justice students in their bachelor's

programs than in their associate programs. Very logically this includes some

states- hat have not developed extensive networks of community colleges (e.g.,

.

,11tah-i-/New Hampshire, New Mexico) as well as states where the state university

V
prOVIdes the sole. major, and most convenient educational opportunity (e4.,

Delaware, Mississippi, Idaho). Third, the table indicates the heavy commitment of

__California to the community college and the resultant accessibility of criminal

justice prOgrama to in- service personnel. The associate degree availability.t,

likewise reflected in the probable commitment to move on to enrollment in

bachelor's programs.

t-
Third, the reported figures ind',cate very little activity in the certificate

, . A
,..

area 45ccept in about five states, especially Pennsylvania. Fourth, enrollment in,y
.

masters' degree programs are less than one7fifth of total bachelors degree enrollments..-

Considering the:level of barhelor''s enrollment in Massachusetts', the mastertd

enrollments are small by coMpard.son.

7. Conclusions'

-Twenty-eight percent of all institutions of higher education in the country,

are recipients of LEEP funds. The largest number of criminal justice programs are

at the associate level and are still heavily lawenfiircement_nrientedAi_the

.hacheleils level law enforcement-and criminalAuitice appear to be;themost

frequently used program titles. However there:seems to be no .consensus -ith

N;sgard:tio program terminology These changewhave.occnris4 in types of degrees

- clfer 'it, certificates are declining, associate degrees have remained relatiVely

stable,.ba elor's and master's degrees are increasing steadilYi- and doctorates.

have 'remained y stable.''

.SUbject matter:, vered.in the.undergraduate programs is ,primarily law

enforceMent-oriented, followed by-corrections in the two-year programs'and



criminal justice in the four -year programs, perhaps refledting a tendency

to move toward a systems approach. The heavy dominance of basic and practical

applied courses points to the need for, more advanCed, upper-division curricaluM

development.

The large number of criminal justice,students studying. at the associate

degree level indicates a need to concentrate quality evaluations of curriculum

offerings, student services, and fadulty preparation on schools offering:associate

degrees.

D. FIELD 'ANALYSIS OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROGAAMS

The previous section indicates, the curriculum activities and student

participation in criminal justice programs as reported by institutions submitting

LEEP application forms. This section is an assessment of 26 schools (13 community

colleges and 13 four-year institutions) visitedby NMS during 1975. (The methods

Used in conduCting these field interviews are described and the schools visited

are listed in Appendix D.

Z'he purpose af the in-dcApth interviews with program.direCtors was to obtain

first-hand information about some of the issues-.-and problemS raised about schools

offering criminal, uStice programs and...to compare. the sChoOlis visited 77in terms

of,their course administration, student enrollment,..andjaculty'administration -7

otherjriformation .available from LEEP forms analysis and expert panel judgment.

.Theresults of the fiild surveY.supOy information only about the 26 institutions

visited and cannot be.tonsidered as representative of all\colleges and universities

.`-.:with` CriminalAnstice programs. They are, therefore, a summary- profile of how 26 s.

:.'institutions administer their programs.

The `following subheadings correspond generally to the majOi.areas of inquiry.

Of the fiele survey.



1. Advisory Bogard:

Perhaps one of the most visible, direct links between academic institutions

and the criminal justice field is the...advisory'board.,-a group of criminal justice

practitioners serving the, educational program. In view of their greater interest

in responding to the lower-division educational needs ofin-service personnel;

it is not surprising to find that community. colleges are more heavily committed

to the use of advisory boards than four-year institutions: All of the community

college respondents to the NHS on-site survey indicated that an advisory board

. exists at their institutions; about half of the responding- four -year universities-
/

Treported having such a board.- In addition, community colleges repOrted,pore

frequent use of their advisory boards--over 75 percent indicating that board

meetings occur at.least,annually, whereas only 30 percent of universities with

advisory boards reported such-frequent_meetings. In,describing the represents-

,tion on the board, community colleges and universities gave almost identical
4-

`responses, with the most frequently mentioned representation being from law

enforcement and corrections agencies

,

2."110s Scheduling,

in. view or the shift-work common to employees in the

field, Class scheduling-1ms been a ,problem throughout he

criminal justice

years of criminal

justice prograd devele,ment. Alternating time schedules (i.e., offering :a course

twice during the day so that either class may be attended, to accommodate swing

shifts) and off-camptis courses are two methods used for coping with scheduling.

problems.

'Among survey respondents, 75 percent of the community colleges anci

\

percent,ofthe universities reported offering courses' on alternating time

-schedules; the community colleges reported more off-CampuS courses thin univer-

,\
cities did. The differences between these types of institutions are not

V -92
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surprising, since they have different missions and serve different audiences.

The Community college can afford to introduce courses more quickly, especially

through the use of part-time instructors, as a result of its greater institutional
4

-.flexibility. Universities, on the other hand, usually need longer planning time

for course scheduling, use fewer part-time faculty members, and typically incur

far greater instructional costs--all mitigating against scheduling flexibility

aid course mobility.

All the four-year institutions surveyed did, howev r, tend to offer directed

individual study and independent Study course options (co ared with less than
-

50 percent of community colleges). --Subh-teurses_are general y -considered upper-

'level, requiring relatively sophisticated, motiVated, and self- tarting students,

for successful coMpletion..
\

3. Credit for Training and Experience in Criminal Justice Degree-Prograus

An often critical issue among educators has been the differentiation be-4

tween training and education. There is an overlapping of these types of

learning opportunities in criminal- justice,programs.
0

As training academies

seek to upgrade their offerings through enhanced instructional and other re-

souices,:*many turn to' local educational institutions, This is reflected in

the. fact that almost three-fourths ofthe communitycolleges and less than

.-

one-half of universities reported administering some training for criminal

justice, agencies (most frequently for police; second, for corrections). More-
.

over, as efforts to upgrade Lraining academies improve them to ihe'point that

the quality Of instruction approaches that offered by educational ins ons,

---
the issue'of credit for training emerges. The NMS foUnd that this issue had

--been-discussed thoroughly enough that, in law enforcement at least, the

cies On'giving credit-for training are increasingly acceptable to both academ-_

a

Jams and practitioners (e.g., direct affiliation and formal liaison of train-

ing activities with an academic institvtion).

1 9
p. 7 N
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The criteria used by community colleges and universities for. certifying

such training programs for college credit were: course length and content,

teachers' credentials, testing and grading procedures, and required.ioursework.

.Seventy-five percent of the community colleges and 30 percent ofthe Univer-'

sitiesaurveyed reported awarding credit for training that an agency.provides

for its personnel.

In addition to an individuil college or university award oforedit
\

ja\\

programs and-courses sponsored by noncollegiate organizations, the American
, \

Council on Education and the University of the State of New York-jointly sponsor

a program.of formal review of educational programs and courses conducted in nal--

collegiate settings. Such programs and courses are normally evaluated and

credit recommendations are developed to guide colleges and universiti s

.
'as they Lonaider awarding credit to individuals who.have completed noneol giate

instruqion. The endeavor is to provide academic recognition and to motivate

students to enroll in forMal postseCondary programs of study. The Police .;

Recruit Training Program of Suffolk County, New York is an example of this

!effort.
29

,
.

On the h orizon in-criminal_ ustice, as well as in many other fields,

the issue of creUt for career experience. In the NMS-

the community colleges and universities reported involvement with Certifying

50 percent of

experience, either for credit, to substitute for a course, or both., Thl

criteria normally used are student's type of experience, performance, written

test, and interview adequacy. As this concept becomes more aCceptible and

measurable, 'It is likely to play an important role in a field of study such as

criminal justice which has so many adult students with prior work' experienCe.

V-94
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4. Placement Servicee
ti

In ka aroa.of Academic study as career- oriented as- criminal justice,

placement of stUdenteuponsraduation becomes a far More critical issue than

.may be the case in traditional liberal arts endeavors.

. .

Results of tt'W acadeiiic institution survey

1 '

shown in Table III-10.tended
°

,
.."

.

to, show greatest placement success with private security and law enforcement

agenCies, and greatest difficulty with_placement in criminal justice planning

and correctional agencies... Itaight seem surprising thatuniversities would.

report placement concerns over the planning field, since planning agencies,

traditionally require a-minimum-of a bachelor's degree. But this is an en-

deavor,ney-to Criminal justice, and it may be that few new graduates are suf=,

ticien4y skilled to,represeit themselves as competent Planners.

a

-
I

In corrections, many universities haVe been teaching. treatment and there-.

peutic skills through sociology: and Social 'Work. But current criminal justice

students may well be aspiring more to administrative and managerial roles 'than

,

to treatment, and day may be adverse to starting gut "at the bottom "` in the

czrrectidnal officer role, as is so often recommended by correctional leaders:

Success in dealing with private security and lemienforcement'agenCies,epeciall
--....

On the part.ofthe community college, could have: been antiCipated,'siinCS'ihtit::
.,:..

.. . . v. -,t, 1..\'.

-4v.hae.been the strength of-the community college -movement in this field for o, er a'.,:-
ft

decade. Involvement with these types of agencies",has likely been promotedaltio,

by physical Proximity,'whereas in the case of corrections, employing agencies

may be quite ila.distance froM educational. inetitutiois.

.

5. Internshios

Close1y related to the operation-Of Placement services within criminal

justice educational programs is the aVailability of field experience for pre-

service students--sometyPe of'ariangement for on -the -job experience related



TABLE

COLLEGE SUCCESSES IN PLACEMENT EFFORTS IN THE LAST TWO YEARS 41973-75)
WITH CRIMINAL JUSTICE AGENCIES

Types of Agencies -Communily Colleges Universities Total

Law. Enforcement

Not applicable 19% 19%

Successful 50 55' 53

Marginally successful 25 24 25

Considerable. difficulty 5 3 .4

COrrectione

.

Not applicable 60 20 40

Sutcessf41.- 48 37

Marginally successful 8 13 .

Considerable' difficulty 6 14 10.°

Courts

.Not applicable 83
SUcCessful 13

Marginallpsuccessful .. 0

Considerable difficulty 4

Criminal, Justice Planning

Not applicable . 83

SucCessful
.Marginally- successful
:Considerable difficulty

, .

8

8
0

'.

liriv,5

.

.,:ate Security
-.-

Norapplicable : 17

SuCsissful 50.

.: Marginally aUccepsf01- ; '33

. .56onsiderable'diffieUlty 0

:.;.?

sz,

64
23
9

74'

17

It.

5 5

36 60
27 18.

18 , 9
18 sk 13

18 18

82 66

0 ' 17,

= 0 0

Source: NMS Field Survey of Educational Institutions (1975)..



to,,the stuient's occupational goals. Through careful selection of agencies,

an internship c-n provide the student with a variety of experiences of signi-

ficant educational value.

. Table III-41 indicates that almost all of the universities surveyed had -

internship programs, and Table 111 -12 indicates the agencies most likely to
w.

receive interns for training. The police and corrections agency receptivity is

somewhat to be expected. The high incidence of juvenile agency participation,

'in view of the rising juvenile problems,' is encouraging.

There are,'however, difficulties inherent in the internship activity.31

. Many youthful college students have never before had to accept the structure

and regulated procedures that they encounter in their placement experience.

The temptation to question intensely and even challenge their new surroundings

is' ever-present; the situation can become awkward unless the agency and,

/specifically, internship supervisors are accustomed to outsiders in their

// midst.

Eftqatora reported to NES interviewers that many interns also indicate

that little official time is devoted to looking after them and, in fact,

they were figuratively taught to swim by being thrown in. Despite careful Uni-

versity/J., ncy planning, it is nonetheless likely thattime allotted to the

care,am! nurturing of.college-seniorscan beminimal at best, particularly in

some of the biggest, busiest organizations. Fortunately, thereare some

exceptions (e.g., Los Angeles Sheriff's Department and the Dade County,,

Florida,Department of Public Safety), where formal internship arrangements are set

into Motif= each Summer with full-time coordinators for nationally.selicte4

and screened-university seniors.

Another academic dilemma is how to evaluate or .grade internships: The

college faculty member may F-now the agency well, may visit it on a sCheduled



TABLE III-11

EXISTENCE OF AN INTERNSHIP PROGRAM THAT PLACES STUDENTS
IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE AGENCIES

Community Colleges Universities Total

IVIN

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

_

Yes 8 62 11 92 12 . 76

No 5 , 38 1 8 6 *24

Total 13 100 12 100 18 100

Source: NMS Field Survey of Educational Institutions (1975).

TABLE III-12

TYPES OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE AGENCIES IN WHICTINTERNS,ARE PLACEDa

Agencies Community Colleges Universities Total

Police 7 11 18

Corrections 5 11. ,16

Courts
_,

0 7 7

Juvenile 3 ',10 13

Other governmental agency 1 8 9

Private (industrial/retail
security)

2 5 7

Other 5

aMultiple responses prohibit calculation of percentages.

N =.8 community colleges; 11 universities.

Source: MS Field Suiiiey of Educational Institutions (1975).



'basis, and may even meet the intern in the agency setting. But 'there is always

the possibility of a scholastically unsuccessful field experience in spite

of efforts to insure variety of assignments and necessary organization feed-

back. Too often, the 'gency evaluates the student in the extremes: very

positively because he or she paid attention, was little trouble, and complied

well with all menial tasks; or negatively because he or she did not perform-

in the traditional manner expected of all "employees," did not accept a dress'

code as prescribed, or challenged standard operating procedure instead of

conforming to it

Following the student's field experience, there is a need to interpret

that experience objectively. This is perhaps the greatest shortcoming of

today's Criminal justice internship. It is Often not. feasible to return students

to a formal debriefing course, since their schedules have other priorities.

The addition and much-needed-extra benefit of fordal college/agency sessions

following internships might become the ultimate means for improving college

courses 1y, reflecting the realities of the field.

Fin lly internshipseducators pointed out inteships can and do-frequently lead

El\

to employment in the agencies where the students originally worked. Volume. IV

of this r'port also shows that internships in'prosecutors.and defenders'offiCes

frequently become a priority Means for employment for aspiring lawyers.

6: I elationships with Criminal Justice Agencies,rind Other Academic. In-
-., -.titutions

-
Tablet III -l2 showed that academic`cademi institutions had their best relation-

\

ships with,law enforcement Agencie6 in,the placeMent of interns. Tahle.III-13

shows this
\
same relatiOnsmaintained with respect to acceptance of college

I

course off rings:\

V-49
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TABLE III-13

RESPONDENTS' EVALUATIONS OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEiNTHEIR PROGRAM OFFERINGS
AND LOCAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE AGENCIES

College Course
Community Colleges 1.1niversities --' Total

OfferingS
Number 'Percent Number IPercent Number 1 Perwnt

Law EnforCement

Mutually beneficial 13 100.0 10 77.0 23 88.0

Problems exist 0 - .2 15.0 2 11.0

Not applicable 0 1 8.0 1 4.0

Total 13 100.0 13 100.0 26 100.0

Corrections

Mututlly beneficial 7 54.0 9 75.0 16 64.0

Problems. exist 0 - .2 17.0 2 8.0

Not applicable 6 46.0 1 8.0 7 28.0

Total 13 100.0 12 100.0 25 -F3CT.TC

Courts

Mutual': beneficial 3 23.0 6 50.0 9 36.0

Problems exist .0 - 0 0

Not applicable 10 77.0 6 50.0 16 64.0

Total 13 100.0 12 100.0 25 100.0

Source: NMS Field Survey of Educational Institutions (1975).



Such relationships.coulu be expected since criminal justice programs most

often originated with heavy law enforcement program emphasis. These programs

generally have a rather lengthy history of dealing-with law enforcement agencies

and, hence, more time to resolve differences and develop-meaningful, amiable

relationships.

In general, few problems in dealing with corrections agencies were re-

ported, although educational institutions appeared ambivalent as to whether

to classify relations with corrections as "mu,ually beneficial" or "not appli-

cable."-This seems to indicate that among those institutions that have devel-

oped such liaisons, things appear to be running smoothly, but that not all

institutions have made positive efforts to establish the same type of relation-

ships with corrections agencies as they have with law enforcement agencies.I

As for relationships with the courts, these are not yet well-developed,

Since the courts would traditionally, be expected to have educational liaisons

with the established law schools rather than with the relatively new criminal

justice'programs, this is not surprising.

a. Articulation. Beyond relationships. with the criminal justice

agencies themselves,-the establishment of coordinating mechanisms between

the two distinct types of institutions offering criminal justice programs

(two- and four-year) is essential to the avoidance of transferability and

duPlitation problems. The articulation issue was not created by law enforce- -

ment/criminaljustice programs and, in fact, is not now serious, but it is
, .

still an issue
.32

The two-year schp01 engaged in career-oriented, occupational. education

intends, to prepare someone for work and, thus, must deliver saleable skills-.

Transferability was simply not-a high ptioriiy. Yet the community college



does not vial: to see the associo-_,! degree recipient penalized when he or she

pursues further educational opport

Based upon the limited on-site :.r.vey, it appears that the transfer issue

may not be as controversial as it may have been in the past. With three-fourths

of the community colleges reporting that all of their criminal juatice associate

degree curriculum is designed to be transferable, and about the same reporting

no difficulty-in the past two years (1973 -75) with the transfer of credits ±-..rom

their programs to four - year - institutions, the community collegei surveyed appear

to be working out acceptable transfer arranguieuts for their students.

Although'almost three-fifths-of-the universities surveyed indicated that

theyjiad rejected cc.Irses from two - year-' institutions for credit within the last

two years (1973-75),the rejected courses were primarily described as being',

vocational skill .training and,, therefore, presUMably not rejected arbitrarily.

Most universities indicate that'the two-year credit transfer issue virtually

dpes not exist or entails only a few problems.-

The type of articulation agreement reported by'both as currently in existence

and recommended by respondents as workable for future transferability and dupli-

cation problems involved Some, informal understending or coordination. Respondents

in the NMS interviews suggested the following solutions for transferability

and duplication patterns:

Informally coordinate between schools (preferred solution)

Make written agreements betweenschools

Change community college courses to make them more acceptable

Reduce CJ coursework at the community college level

Establish a system for .program accreditatiOn

Institutions appear-unwillingto enterintcand' be:bound by state - imposed

- .
. ,

restrictions. .But-As. more:students enroll in'low-coat.community colleges and



desire to continue beyond the associate level, there may be more pressure to

formalize and expedite the process, possibly at the state level.

a. Accreditation. There are various definitions and explanations of

the process and the functions of accreditation. the Council on Postsecondary

Accreditation (COPA) explains the function and process in the following manner:

Accreditation denotes,that there has been a third-party examination
and evaluation, usually by peers, through some mutually agreed -upon
process in order to arrive at A quality dete.krmination of that which
is being examined. The results of that asseament are then made
publicly available as an indication to all inerestecLparties'of the

33
quality that was perceived and,attested to by, disinterested parties.

As criminal justice agencies haVeztecoie'inereasingly aware of the need

to upgrade the qualifications of their personnel, the implementation of

criminal justice academic prOgrams at institutions of higher education has

proliferated throughout the country. Incentive for the establishment and

expansion of such programs'has been provided by several sources: pre - service

students demanding more relevant career -o'4 ented educational curricula; in-

service studentsencouraged by agency supervisors and/or incentive pay pro-

grams; and-the availability Of federal tuition funds through the Law Enforce-.

)

ment Education Program (LEEP).

The navl.onal association Of criminal justice academicians,. the Academy

of Criminal Justice Scienees, recently (1976) published.Accreditation Guide-

lines. for Postsecondary Criminal Justice Education Programs inan.attempt,to
.

, .

distinguish betwep,qualitiTcrininal jUstice academic. programs and ,those that

are merely taking advantage of extensive student interest, federal tuition.
. .

fundi, anda.absenCe of accreditation requirements in this field. Appendix E-

contains'an analysis' of the accreditation problem by the President

of the AdademY,Goidon Misner, and treats in detail the Academy's proposals.'

TheACJSetandarda-ftre also'discussed in Chapter IV of this volume.

V-.1010f1
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7. Student Enrollment

There are a number of reasons for pursuing higher education in criminal

justice. Students may enroll in anticipation of future educational require-

ments.being adopted. More often, enrollment is due to continuing education

momentum that exists in many agencies, often encouraged by one particular

administrator. Incentive pay plans and LEEP assistance have increased

enrollments. Subtle or not-so-subtle promotion influences may accrue to those

-known to be improving themselves. Then too, enrollment could be the result

of a desire for greater job satisfaction and, perhaps, the hope of providing

a. Admissions Requirements. In the \950's police science programs

typically had admission requirements ranling*om successful completion of a

physical examinati.on to criminal record clearances, making entollment.similar .

to joining a law enforcement agency. 'Opposition to'thie grew,especially-with
o

better service.

tlecTOlovepment positions that do not necessarily involve sworn dutiei.

Also, the lack of atandard entrance requirements among law enforcement agencies

aided the departure from these common but not universal standards..

Today there are few enrollment restrictions in criminal justice education,

and, unlike certain health career fields of study, access is' not even limited-

by enrollment quotas resulting from faculty and equipment restrictions. This

is largely'reflected in the data obtained by the VMS from institutions of

higher eduCation:- Student acceptance rates, for criminal justice programe,,cal

Culated on the basi6.4of 1975 applications and acceptances in each type of degree

program for the 26 institutions visited, are as follows: associate, 80 percent

(265 a plications, 211 acceptances); bachelor's, 88 percent (97 applicants, 85

accep nces); and graduate, 91 percent (34.applicants, 31 acceptances).



When asked to compare the entrance requirements for the criminal justice

program with those of other programs at their institutions, community college

respondents unanimously agreed that their standards are the same as those of

other programs. While acceptance of four-fifths of all bachelors' applicants

may seem to be a high rate, the survey included state colleges under defini-

tion of "university," which may have tended to increase the rate slightly.

In addition, the effect of community college transfers into four-year programs

must be considered in reviewing the acceptance rate. It is likely that success-

fll two-year graduates are viewed more favorably than entering freshMen whe

-have not yet proven college -level ability, thus tending to inflate the college

.admission rate. Most surprising may be the high acceptance rate at.the graduate::

'"level (91 percent). The exceedingly small number of institutions and students

involved in Calculating this figure leaves it open to considerable question.

HOWever the universities included--in this study generally had a short history,

of experience:with graduate education and were, therefore, likely giving it

extra attention. In fact, since they probably. had not had sufficient numbers

of applicants yet to determine the beat method for..assessing later succets in

a graduate program, it is possible:that'they were admitting most appliCants in

an attempt to gain experience for use in determining future rejections. Finally

the high-acceptance figures at both the bachelor's and graduate level at

universities may also reflecttheir entrance standards, since somewhat over

three-fourths reported the same atandards.for the criminal justice program as, for

entrance into other programs at their institutions. They may alsovhowever, he!

a result of heavy in-service,.part7time evening student enrollmentsi.since such

'individuals. can be admitted as "special,sttidents," affecting admission statistics

for the whole criminal Justice program.. .

v-1415131



b. Student Population-Characteristics. The largest concentrations

of part-time students were reported at the associate and graduate level. This

is to be eXpecteds since the community college addresses the initial educational

demands of in-service personnel, whereas universities largely attract students

entering directly from high school, and by the time the student is ready to

embark on graduate studies, he or she has usually obtained employment.

Few difference were perceived between in-service and pre - service' students,

except that in-service students were more likely than pre-service to be

rated as superior to the general student body in "level of maturity," "likeli-

hood of graduating," and "career motivation." Since in-service students are

usually older, it is natural'that they should have received higher maturity

rankings. Apparently, age also denotes dedication and motivation, which are re-

flected in thehigher rating for "likelihood of graduating."

Tables 111-14 and 111-15 address .the question of women and minorities.

Educators were asked how the percentages of pre- service female and minority

TABLE,III-14

COMPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGE OF 1974-75 PRE- SERVICE WOMEN
,CRIMINAL JUSTICE MAJORS WITH THE 1972-73 ACADEMIC YEAR

1

Communiti Colleges.

Number 1-f--percent

Universities

Number Percent

Total

Number I Percent
dIN1=1. f

-Current percentage
higher 10 83% 10 83% 20 83%

,Current pet'centage
lower .

Both percentages the
same 2 17 2 17 4 17

Total 12 100 12 100 24 100

Source:. NMS Field Survey. of EdUCatiOnal Institutions (1975).
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students have changed since the 1972-73 school year. An increase in.female

enrollments was reported by 83 percent of community colleges and universities;

an increase in minority enrollments was indicated by 5.8 percent of the community

colleges and 33 percent of the universities.

Without comparable data on student characteristics in other types of

professional programs, it is difficult to aSsess the increases in enrollments.

In general,.it is possible that the considerable recent increases in career

opportunities and conditions have attracted larger numbers of pre-service

women and minority students. As juvenile services, including decentralized

1,eprrectional activities, receive increasing attention, it is.likely that the

appeal of this field.to women is enhinced. The-pendulum has swung from

_discouraging women majors to actively_ancouraging-themall largely-due-to

programs administrators' and faculties' perceptions of women's_employability,

'Likewise, minority group increases can perhaps be traced to the considerable

Attention that 61101 potential criminal justice students are receiving through

career promotion efforts in; the various criminal justice agencies.

'TABLE III -15

COMPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGE OF 1974-75 PRE-SERVICE MINORITY
CRIMINAL JUSTICE MAJORS WITH THE 1972-73 ACADEIMIC YEAR

Community
Collezes

Universities
.

Total

Number Percent Number I Percent Number 1 Percent

Cprrent percentage
higher 7 58% 33% 11 46%

Current percentage.
lower 17 0 2

Botherceniages
the same- 3 25 8 67 11 46

Total 12 -10.0 12 100 24 100

Source: NMS Field Survey'of Educational Iistitutions (1975).



c. Student Services. Among institutions surveyed by the NMS, all

community colleges and all but two universities indidated that career counsel-

ing i6 available for their criminal justice students, with over half of the

community colleges and universities offering suCh'services within the criminal

justice program (rather than through an institution-wide counseling office).

When indicating how academic counseling was provided, both two- and four-year

institutions mentionedoaRsignment of criminal justice instructors es counselors

most frequently, closely followed by provision of counseling through a college-

wide office.

d. Conclusions. Basmi upon the NMS ,interviews with criminal justice

educators, the following observaAnns are made. Expansion of criminal justice

program enrollments will be inevitably linked to increases in entrance ;and pro-

motion standards in criminal. justice agencies. As more departments demand one

or two years e higher education for entrance, the institutions that produce a

Oility applicant will become more secure. This ha's already happened in nursing,

-sOcial services dental hygiene, medical technology, and other fields in which

credentials depend,on two years of academic ::reparation. When one considers the

potential for academic involVement in cOrrectional officer upgrading-rparticu-
_

7Iiily in counseling and treatment functions; jail staff improvement, and the

.,.

,
, .

gradual evolution of probation /parole assistants--there seem to be many program
r,..n

and enrollment expansion possibilities,

A student mix will continue, with in- service personnel participating 'to

the extent that they are encouraged by LEEEand rewarded by pay.increments or

i
. 8 .-

promotion prerequisites. Since standards and salaries are no remaining at a'
, .

t-
/

standstill, tht younger present'employees will-remaill in the eduCational,pipe-
. ,: . / .

. .

line
!'

:The even younger, pre-service studentsehould be. encouraged by new entranceeven

.

requirements, or because they arh women or minority,group members whO can in-



crease their potential, or bedause agency leadership ,strongly endorses continuing

education after high school. This encouragement may come formally, through a

cadet program and care development plan, or informally, through counselors,

media, and career guidance.

8. Program .Faculty

a. Faculty Credentials aneSalary Levels. Amor s, the institutions

included iu theNAS academic survey, there appears to be substantial agreement

between existing faculty credentials'and those recommended by the guidelines

of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences: ACJS recommends a minimum of a

law or master's degree for undergraduate faculty and a doctorate for graduate
*-')

_faculty. The majority of both two -year (83 percent) and four4iir (62 iiercenp

'institutions agreed in the NES survey that a master's degree would be the

academic level which would be required for. arAncoming Criminal justice faculty

tember at the rank of assistant professor. It must be noted,'however that.

17 eicent of responding community collegesJndicated that they were willing to-

'require only the bachelor's degree, and 38 percent of the universities listed

tlke doctorate as required at their institution: A Ph.Du is commonly required '

.

for the rank f assistant professor at a university in many'other fields.

The mean starting salary for such an individualyas ieported as $12,836

by community colleges and $13,227 by universities. Comparing criminal justice'

staving.salaries with those o

75 percent:of-the WPM

the criminal justice facat

cent' of theuniversitiesand
.

fered by other departments in their schools,

colleies and 46 percent of the.universities,ranked
- . ,

s starting figure .1aboutthi:same," while 54 pert
. .

'programs figure as "higher-than

ercent of tho community colleges ranked th

artmenta."



Se/ectiOnTriteria and Degree Preferences. -012.:i scale of cone
. ,

to five, participants were reqUested to rate the order'of,desirability of

certain faculty criteria. Two- and four-year institutions were senerally in

agreementWith'regard_to ther perspective of the value of the factors listed:

Academic credentials were considered high,in ihe rankings of

bOth community colleges (5epercent)'and universities.(83.percent

. Relevance cf an appliCant'ls academic field to criminal justice

was likewise rated.bigh'by both'communIty Colleges (75 percent).

;and universities (67 'percent)"

Prior research experience wearated,:46Why both Community colleges

(100 percent) and univers*ties(83 percent).

o
Opinion regarding the desirability of prior criminal lustice

occupational experience was relatiVely evenly divided, with 50 L

percent of the community colleges and 33 percent of the oniVersii ea
\ \ .I i

rating it'high,-and 25 percent:Of the Community. .colleges andl13-perent

.'(

of the universities rating it low.

: The loW rating given teaching experience is somewhat'surprising; perhaps it\

reflects the backgrounds of those. interviewed most of whom /ere prior.
\\

criminal justice practitioners and not products of prwious teaching or re- \1

search-cirientedositicam.Althoughcommunitcolleges m/ght'have been ;-)-c:
.

___

pected.to give prior research experience-a Iow priority, tin view of the fact

that two-year programs rarely are research oriented, the university-rejection of

this factor is surprising.' It may be a result of the, fact that criminal justiCe-

..related research programs are a fairly recent dimeloiment in universities covered

by the survey, or it may again be due to the backgrOunds of those interviewed.

Eyen when asked what they believed to be the illinimumfdegree level fUli-'

time.criminal justice faculty members should, poss6ss, the majority of community'

36
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.,
.

colleges ( 5 percent) and universities (62 percent) were in agreement that

it should be the master's level. However, opinions weresharply divided on

the issue of whether or not a shortage of candidates exists at this levell
,.;

77. Percent of the community colleges did not perceive such a shortage; 69'

percent of.the universities did., Likewise, when sliced to' assess whether there

is a short4e of. candidgtes,with appropriate academic specialization at the

minimum degree level, opinions were again diverse 69 percent of the community

colleges did not perceive such a shortage; 85 percent cE the universities did.

Responses were soitiewhat more in agreement on the question. of whether there is
.

a shortage of candidates at the master'sdegree level with relevant crimigal,

justice occupational: experience: 54 perCent.of the.community colleges and

77 percent of the universities noted the existence of such a shortage..

In discussing faculty shortages, it must be recognized that perception

vary with geographic areas arid depend upon theperspeCtive from which the,..
. .

respondent views the field:aftd its heeds .. Moreover, it is logical for two-

.

year'institutions:to believe that they could obtain parsons with a'iaster's to

teach technical subjdcts, and for universitie3 to perceive ,greater difficulities

in locating suitable candidates with appropriate degrees to teach higher level,

more complex, iosues-and-analysis types of courses.

c. Full-time/Part-time Comparisons-. In comparing full-time with

part-time facultymembers according to specified criteria, full-tidiefacqlty'

were.generally rated superior to part-time.

On level of academic degree held: a majority of community colleges

(54 percent) rated-them about the same; .the majority of universities°

(62 percent> rated full-rilme as superior.'

On knowledge-of the criminal justice syetem,-a majority of.
/---,". . .

community colleges (62 percent) rated them about the saMe; 46 percent

of universities agreed.

v-334 0,
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On criminal justice occupational experience, a majoritY of community

colleges (69 percent) rated them about the same; the majority of

universities A62 percent) ratedjoart-time'is superior.

fOn teaching ability; a majority of both community colleges (69

percent) and iiniversities-(547percent) rated full-time as superior,
-

On advising and counseling students,,, of both types-of institutions,

85 percent ratedfull=time am:superior.

On knowledgeofthe program, community colleges (92 percent) and.

universities (85percent) rated full.,,time'is superior.

On assisting students with job placement, community colleges (46
.

percent) and universities.(62'percent) .indicated that full-time

faculty membeta are superior.

A:composite assessment of these ratings reveals,that.full-timefaculty
e

--members were tore likely to be rated aersupetiOt to parttime in level of
.

, ..

academic degree, ieschingability,StudentadviSing/COUnseling, program .

knowledge, and job.Olacement.aseistancei-while the most favorable ratings

receivea.for 79rt-time were in-knowledge of the criminal justice s# temsnd

14minaijustice,occupational experience. In these: respects; they we

:-generSlly rated about theseMe.as fuil-time. Perhaps the Most °Alurkil4pg
. .

result ii the low rating givem the teaching ability of adjuncts. since two--

:year.iustitutionS'are.often dependent on part-time:inetrUctors, it was not

expected that such a sizeable proportiop OftheM.(over.two-thirds) would

rate full -time" faculty.as superior in teaching ability..

..
.

d. Faculty'OeureMAssignMents and-Student/Facultv Ratios. The

mean number of full -time facOlty'eembers assigned solely-or primarily-toithe.

criminal justice program was 4.0among community:cOlieges and 4..8 among



universities. When grantfunded positions aka eliminated from this figure, the

mean remains at 4.0 in two-year schools, but decreases to 4.6 in four-year--

institutions, among the institutions visited.
, .

'17U11-tiMe gaculty members teach an average of 54 percent of the criminal

justice courses at community colleges; at universities, they teach an average.

of 63'pereentof such courses. The mean ratio of, criminal justice students

(in full-time equivalents) to full-time criminal justice facultYmembers is

90:1 among community college respondents and 63:1 among uniVersities. When

the ratio of full-time equiValent criminal jUstice students is considered in.

terms of the total number of criminal justice faculty. members (also` calculated

in full-time equivalents), the mean for community colleges is 67:1; for

universities, 40:1.

The ACJS guidelines recommend that no fewer than 50 percent of the credit

41ours offered by associate programs and 70 percent of'the credit hours offered

by baccalaureate programs be taught by.full-time faculty members:- On this

very limited, and not necessarily representative sample the
\

community colleges.

Visited -appearedto adhere to the standard while the universities fell elightly_beloW.

Oh the other hand universities. do better with student/faculty ratio,

which the ACJS guidelines define as 1:60 for undergraduate and 1:20 for

graduate programs, calculated on a full-time equivalentsis.

e. Conclusions. Some of the'concluaions reache from the personal
\

interviews with'course directors,on faculty trends are as follows. Perhaps

one of the changes. most likely to occur'in "typical" law enforcement programs,

already perceptible, ;1.11 be gradually reduced reliance upon the retired, singler.

vagencY practitioner for faculty instructional responsibilities. The choice of

such individuals was not necessarily the result of any Conscious. effort to

::change course emphasis, but reflected to:a nature of the early hiring process

V-1131 39



"(particularly among community,coileges), when agency retirees from law enforce-

ment joined most facOlties as the logical first -#.oup to inaugUrate the many .

new .programs.

-r;

Experienced faculty ,in second ca0ers will-continue in community college.-

instructional positions for some time.' Inthe future,Aidwever, instruction will,.

increasingly become the responsibility of-recent graduate degree recipients who

possess only .:a few years of ectUal'field experience. A recent limited study

of the insider and outsider in criminal justice education in LEAPOtegion VII

concludes-. that despite differeacea &Wong thede.groups.an aPpropriate:mix between

the .two'Will emerge as the prObable faCulty composition for the future.34

Thus, a-balance will begin to evolve, with field experience and recent graduate'

study_still present, but differently weighted. The younger instructor may
.

.

envision community college teaching as a first'step in a career, rather than

as a second career, and it will be this rearranging of personnel strengths that/

is most likely .to influence.cOurse objectives and ual content. The newer

instructor may also be.more inclined.to mak L.e impact upon newer issues

confronting, the criminal justice system that were regarded as less critical

diring.the start-upfast-growth era, when faculty needed to respond to themodt

dramatically-stated demands of the law enforcement agencies that had-held:higher

-_.(111c440n_as._i_low-7priority for so long.

Finances

Because of traditionally full teaching loads and the frequent use of

part -time instructors, an extensive investment is not normally required to

finance a. prograth in this field. But a college criminal justice department

may well incur costs that are not actual* .budgeted These costs are

usually met... through a school- or university-wide fund source controlled by'

a dean or vice president. Nonetheless, they'represent sizeable resource out-

V-114
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lays, even th4Ogh the college may not separately identify each program or

department,by each specific expenditure item.

Beyond the well-known costs associated_ with CJ programs (e.g., faculty,

'equipment, etc.), there exist a number of "hidden education costs that are.

notnecessarily cited in4.4 institutions departmental budget. Among these

are clerical peisonne ';counselorsguest lecturers,.highet level adminiStrators

occupatiOnal advisory cOmMitteemembers, evalUatioU/teacher-improvement

-.instructors, consultants, adMinistration of large weekend/eveftingprogram:offer-

ings,'and other administrative coats. While these expenditures are largely

indirect costs that the criminal justice program itself could not heexpected

to cover, they. nevertheless 'must be taken into Consideration when planning-the

program.

For comparative purposes, criminal justice programs surveyed by NMS in

its,field,activities were requested' to provide figures for their total criM-

inal justice program .,budget in both.fiecal 1973 and 1975.. The mean total:.
1

hildget-figUteerepOrted are as-follows: (Table

TABLE III-16

AVERibE TOTAL. COST OF A CRIMINAL JUSTICE FIELD PROGRAM,
1973-75 .

Community'Colleges Universities
Total.

(combined mean)

1973 $66,833 $127,979. $100,803

1975 78,622 184,730

Ar,

134,468

Percent Chauge +17 +44 +33

Source: NMS Field Survey of Educational Institutions, 1975.



It is difficult to interpret budget figures for - criminal justide\programd

without comparable data fromother academic prograMs in the same institutions.

However, it is apparent that budgets increased between 1973 and. 1975 in most

participating criminal justice prograMs,,' The largest percentage increases were

.

reported at the university level, with'community colleges reporting slight

.increases overall. ,While inflation must.be cOnsidered.a factor in assessing.

these figures, it is nonetheless notable that, some i0 years after initiation,

these programs are continuing.. to enjoy increasing internal fiscal supportl

especially in times when' many higher educational.Programs are suffering -cutbacks.

a.. Funding Recommendations'. Based on their:experience, criminal'

justice program administrators participating, in the survey were asked what

recommendations they would make to federal, state, and LEEP funding agencies.

In Chart III-1 the two most frequently-cited recommendations of both community

colleges and universities regarding federal funding were to weigh program.

qUality more heavily in,making grant decisions.and,tO more actively evaluate

execution of-the grant. In terms of state planning agencies (Chart

universities' most frequentWcited recommendations were' to weigh prograM qual7_

ity-mere heavily in making grant decisions, to more actively evaluate the

proposal. before` giving grants, and to more.actively evaluate execution of the

.grant. With regard to the funding of-LEEF (Chart III-3), the most frequently

cited recommendations were to reinstitute-the funding of pre-service students

and to discourage piograms that do not receive substantial support from the'

school administration.

b. Faculty Compensation. The most obvious fiscal commitment that

the academic institution can, make to anyprogram is the tenuiable full-time

faculty academic position: Thus, each state has a formula for calculating



CHART III -1

CJ ACADEMIC PROGRAM ADMINISTRATORS' RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FEDERAL FUNDING` AGENCIES

(in order of priority)_

Weigh program quality more heavily in ,making grant. decisions

'1' More actively evaluate 'execution. of the grant.

More actively evaluatepropos41 before giving grants_

Allocate a greater percentage. of money at the federal level

CI Allow greater leverage in utilization of grant funds

Make greater' percentage of money available in block grants for
states, to allocate

Put more emphasis on. funding for facilities

Distribute funds more evenly..

,Ic

Source:` NMS Field SurVey of Educational Institutions 1975.
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CHART 111-2

-.CJ ACADEMIC PROGRAM ADMINISTRATORE'.RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
STATE FUNDING AGENCIES AND FOR THE FUNDING OF LEEP

(in order of priority)

b-Weigh.progra6 quality more teavily in making grant decisions

o More activairivaluate proposal hefOre giving grants,

o mbre actively-evaluate execution of the grant
ti

-e Allow greater leverage in utilization of grant funds

o Distribute funds more evenly.,

more emphasis on-funding for facilities

. Sourcet NMS Field Survey of Educational Institutions, 1975.

CHART 111-3

'CJ ACADEMIC PROGRAM ADMINISTRATORS! RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR THE FUNDING OF LEEP

(in order of priority)

o Reinstitute the funding of pre-service. students

o DitCourage'programs that do not receive saistar.tial-fitancial
support from their. school

o Put emphasis on program quality-in making funding decisions

o Discourage schooli that have not developed criminal
justice programs

o Consider tuition'. costs in making funding decisions

o Distribute lunda evenly (according to student population.'
among eligible schools)

Sburcet NMSField Survey of Educational Institutiona,L1975.___L
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the total number of positions available in its public institutions. The

council on higher education generally decides how these are divided state-

Wide. How they are divided within an institution is generally decided by

an academic affairs vice ptesident. 'Externally funded pOsitions for special

purptises can come and go almost at departmental discretion, but state-

supported; so-called permanent institutional instructional, positions exist

at the discretion of legislatures and state councils, budget offices, and

educational-officials. Hence, it is vital for an institution to obtain these

tenUrable positions for criminal justice. If they are not present,. the

likelihood of internal. losses through reassignmenti appears greater,'curricUlum

.'development is-limited, and,-ultimately, student course enrollments ate:in

.jeopardy..

Thus, unless, the criminal justice program ham bLbun, with such positions

and, perhaps, succeeded in increasing. its internal allotment, it might be

regarded by the institutional administration as not being a permanent program.

Eiven-if it were remaining steady after several yeart of growth, one cnuld

question the future potential of.the program; especially if it has not become

---

:-Ai 'department. /
-/:

In general,- academidallY and organisationally'speaking, centers, institutes,.
. . .

and such programs are externally supported and-nondegree granting, and, hence,

, Iv,
::their faculties arenot'officially collated in the same permanent manner as:those:.

in departments and schools. Therifore,' in the faculty peeking-order, it would,

suggest that criminal justice.programsmUit'incorPorate allocated state- supported

:positions if they are to achieve status, recognition, and stability that the NMS

field interviews-identified as a troublesome issue,'among criminal justice educators.

0

..c. Conclusions. ,-There,are a number of "hidden" educational costs
. .

. .

. ....---.

-.'.7rin.eriminal-justice programs, Some characteristic of many university courses,
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utherapecUliar to. criMineljustice. Amongthem.are (1).theSpecialadvisory

\OmmitteeO. heeded to aseist:agendyschOol joint determination of course needs,.

(2) instructor improvement programs in an area that typically does not. produce

instructors from graduate students; (3) extensive evening and other uniquely

scheduled coursesAnreepond to the needs of in- service personnel; and (4)

-outsidefunding for program deVelopient and faculty expansion (such funds' in.

this'field are minimal, outside of LEEP, when compared with those for.other

federally supportesilields.) In order to have more balanced LEEP funding,

T:adlinistratoredesire the reinstitution of funding for pre-service students..

Thty also discouragejunding.from outside sources for schdo/s that hive no:

maternal financial commitment to the criminal justice prograMe. They also re

'commend weighing heavily current program qualities before making. grants; then

properly evaivating results after grants areade. The. commitment of a school

' to a. criminal justice: program should include allocating ienurable positions to

hieve stability and appropriate recognition within the university as a uaole...

This concludes the assessment of the education program offerings, issued

and p blems of the community colleges and universities/Institutions. The

chapter raced the historical developmUnts of criminal justice: education an

delineated the program offerings and issues in the five categories: certi-

ficates, asso tate, baccalaureate and master's degrees and graduate programs.

It examined the course offerings and student and faculty administration as

reported by instirrions submitting LEEP applications. It further reported

theiindings.of a li&ted on-the-spot survey and interviews with the program

directors of 26 select institutions in 'icier to determine how courses were

administered, students s iced and faculty developed, paid and utilized.

Certain conclusions Were reached as the suit of 'those varied assessments
/

-

and the, following reCommendet ons are made in reference to the most critical
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'issues. identified. Some of.these recommendations are directly related:to'tfie:

LEO program. °Indeed, Chapter III 's findings, conclusiOns and renommendations

leadAireCtly to and furnish a detailed background for the.o4erall assessment

of LEEP in the ,following chapter.

De RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Curriculum Development

It is recommended that curriculum development begin to delineate more

clearly the course offerings at the associate, baccalaureate, and master's degree

leve131 Perhaps the ACJS accreditation procedures can, be a vehicle to-

assist in this effort:

. ,

This curriculum deVelopment should recognize the need fOr more'in,depth,

analytIcalvadvanceA, and con2entrated courses rather than general, basic, and

survey-oriented courses especially at; the baccalaureate level.

\/ In order,to stimulate these new, upper division course:developments
.

)

Immediately it is recommended that LEAkfund several pilot curriculum develop-

.

-.-ment efforts, addressing'each:of the criminal justice-sectors boliCe. cOurts,

.and Corrections). This 'curriculuM effort would be to appraise n developments

in:criMinai-juiiice and concentrate on several pilot"- courses fhai7MightOlearly

aassistin fulfilling projected:agency'needs for ocCupationI 7.:equiring.new skirls

4

and knowledge.-

2. RecognitionOf Training and ExPerience.

It is recommended that. the Federal GoVerdment assume iLe initiative for

facilitating the development of national guidelines for the accreditation of

training and related experience. The American Council on
T"'

ducation's Project

of Noncollegiate instruCtion is alreadyninvolved with criminal justice train-

.ing programs in such a'capacity, and further relationship seems justified.
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In order to eliminate the need*to resolve aapreditationissuAs.

at the local level, it is further recommended that the Academy of Criminal.

Justice Sciencei, in codperation with the' Amer .cen Council on Education, Ce

considered as.the authority to prepare national accreditation guideline.

3. 'Internship Programs

Iv is recommended that national guideli es be established through the

Academy of 'Criminal Justice Sciences and /or Advisory_Board set up by LEA&

for-the operation of internship programs in all three se,:rors of the crimi-
.

naljustice-eystem, taking into account bo the college and agency perspec-.

tives.. o.

Upon the issuance-of such qualifying ruidelines, it is further recommended.

that LEAA fund a program of university internships for the career recruitment,

of."prOmiting" individuals into the criminal justice system.

,

It is alsOrecommended that federal support be providedion.a pilOt basis

Within the three:criminal justice sectors for full -time faculty supervisOrs

';'7tO provide needed guidance of,interne, facilitate effective learning of cri

iiCal tasks, conduct internihip "debriefineseminars, and serve as career

plaCeMentedvidors'.-

4:. Instructional Personnel

-0e shortage of faculty with the appropriate level and tipeof academic

preparation, as well as a background oft\ztent criminal justice experience,

is clearly demonstrated. Our recommendations for federal action on this pro-

.blem appear in the next, chapter. '

S. Course' Administration

It is recommended that LEAA establish a system for clOser and more systa-

matic evaluation of institutional dommitment.to criminal justice programs,.
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A3Mulatinsrmonitorship.methoda pursued by other professional programs, such'..

.asthe health scienCes'and soCiS1worki in restricting the range dtcourses
,

and.curricula to be inoluhil.in purstit of the profeasional degree.
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CHAPTER IV. THE LAW ENFORCEMENT EDUCATION PROGRAM

During the.eight years following its authcfrization by the Congress in

.June 1960 by the OMnibus Crime Control and Safe. Streets Act, the Law. Enforce-

ment Education Program (LEEP) is estiMatedtoTheve provided financial assist-

s

ante to a quarter of a million college'students who were, or who were Planning

to become, employees of the criminal justice system.- Total aPproPriationalor

the program by the-end of fiscal year 1976 amounted'to $234 million, approxi-

-mately $940 per student assisted.,. This chapter summarizes the basic findings

and:recommendations of the.National Manpower Survey's review of LEEP.

Section A pravidds an overview of the Law-Enforcement Edutation Program,

including a discusdIon ofJts objectives its le isl z , " restive

history, and its current status.

The educational attainment .of the employees of the criminal justice. sys-
,

iemhas increased' dramatically dUring the _past 15 years. Section B outlines

the-dimensions of this trend and presents estimates of the contribution of

LEE' tothe surge in edutational'attainMent at the college level since 1970.

Critics have charged that the quality. of the education. offered by many--

but byHno means all -- criminal justice-programsia in serious need of strengthen-

idg and that strong measures are called for to restore confidence in. the qual-
,

ity of the services in which. so. many federal dollars'are,beingvinliested, Sec

tion C addressed this issue. Criteria for evaluating, program quality'are Out-

lined, f011Owed:hy an applicatiOn'of-these criteria to the criminal justice' edu-

cation programd.whose-ptimary source of'financing in recent years. has been LEEP:
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Section D. considers the allocation of LEEP fUnds among LEAA regions,

:Mates, and institutions of higher education. This section also discusses

the allocation of LEEP funds among criminal justice personnel in the various

Sectors of. the system. Finally, Section E outlines the conclusions-and recomr

.0

Mendations of the National Manpower Survey's study of the Law Enforcement Ed-

ucationProgram.

-1

A. OVERVIEW OF. THE LAW ENFORCEMENT EDUCATION PROGRAM

This section provides a general review of the essential characteristics

of LEEP, beginning with a brief discussion of the objectives of the program,

proceeding to a discussion of its legislative and administrative history, and

concluding with a review of the current status_of the progrim.

1. Objectives of the Program

The Law Enforcement Education Program.was initiated'on June 19, 1968, when

President Johnson signed. the Omnibus Crime Control-and Safe Streets Act. The

most authoritative sourceof informaticr. on the objectives of a program is the

legislation itself. Surprisingly, the caly reference to. the #.,bjecfives of

LEEP appearing in the Act ispassing mention in Section 406 (a):

. . the Administration-(LEAA] is authorized, after appropriate
consultation with the Commissioner"of Education, to carry out
programs of academic educational assistanca to improve and
strengthen law enforcement. (Emphasis added). I

In the absence of a specific statement of
\ the objectives of a program

V

in aeauthorizing.legislation, guidance must be Sbught from committee reporti.

The report by the Senate-Committee on the Judiciary is relatively specific

regarding the objectives of LEEP.

The President's ComMission on-Law Enforcement recogniZed
that the education and training needed for effective police
work cadbest be acquired. through college work. For. this
.reason, it recommended that our goal be 2 years of-college
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for officers and that a bachelor's degree:ht set as the
standard for all major administrative and 'supervisory per-
sonnel.

The amended bill takes a long stride'toward the goal. . .

This will provide an opportunity for policemen and correctional
personnel throughout the nation to improve their knowledge and
skills, and should lead'to greater public awareness of tie
policeman's task and increased respect for hiM and his job.

The bill authorizes the Administration to establish a
major program of educational assistance'to institutions of
higher education in'subjects related to law enforceient.2

In sum, the objective of the Law Enforcement Education Program is rela- /

timely general, taking its meaning from the report Of the President's Com-

mission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice. Specifically the
/

objective is to increase the educational attainment of personnelof:the law

enforcement and corrections. sectors at the college level.

2. Legislative and Administrative

i

In 1967, law_and-order was the issue of the day. Crime first SurfaCeld as

-smajor policy issue during theOresidential,cimpaign of 1964, whin,the major

eMphasis was "crime in the streets." By 1967* the concern had broadened'io

include racial and political rioting and unrest. The Federal-Government a

initial. response to the issue was the establishment of the Office of, Law

Enforcement Assiitanne in 1965and the appointment in the same year of the

Presidentls'CommiSsion on Law Enforcement'and Administration of Justice.

In 1967', legislatioii:Was introduced in:the Rouse by:Congressman William

.

.Anderson, "designed to improve the quality of law enforcement. personnel. The

strategy chosen was a program that would provide assistance in payment of the

coats of higher education for personnel of the sysiem_rather thannan approach
.

that would have involved federal subsidization of'pair incentives fOrhighly



V

qualified recruits and in-service-personnel with higher levels of education.

Thus the approach selected was an indirect onesubsidization of the costs of

higher education. The acknowledged model was the National Defense Education

Loan program.

Representatives of the International Association of Chiefs of Police, the

American Association of Community and Junior Colleges and the Academy of Cri-

minal Justice Sciences all advised that several hundred college programs in

'eXistence offered course work suitable for law enforcement personnel, and that

sttidents could be funded:.in thoSe programs relatively inexpensively.

Congressman Anderson and other supporters of-the legislation were con-

cerned throughout the ensuing Congressional review of the prOposalthat it

would not obtain sufficient support from police chiefs. Most of the chiefs

with whom the Congressman and his aides discussed the issue, emphasized their

interest in ensuring that'the educatiOn provided be clearly relevant to law

enforcement functions.

The progress of the bill through Congress received powerful impetus from

the fortyttOus timing of the publication of the reports of the President's

Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice. The CommisSion

was a strong proponent of education as a method of. improving the effectiveness-

of the criminal justice system. One of its reports concludes, for example,

that the "quality of police service will not improve until higher 'education

requirements are established for its personnel. 113-

LEEP provides loans and grants to individuals. Loans (initially of up

to $14800 per year) are available to full -time students enrolled in programs

directly related to law enforcement who are either-preparing:for employment in

law enforcement or corrections or on academic leave from a law enforcement or

corrections agency. The loans are to be cancelled in full atthe rate of 25
I

percent:for each complete year of subsequent. service _in the'criminal.

,
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justice system.

,Grants are authorized exclusively for in-service personnel eartilled in

a full -time or part-time degree program in an area related to law enforce-

. mentorauitable for law enforcement personnel. liefore it was amended, the

Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets. Act authorized the grantee to receive

up.to $200 per academic cluarer or $300 per semester. The grantee is expected

to remain in his or her agency for at least two years after the termination

of the grant, or it must be repaid.

The 1968 Act has been amended by Public Law 91-644 (The Omnibus Crime

,Control Act of 1970) and by.Public Law 93-83 (The Crime Control Act of 1973).

The chief consequences of these revisions were to expand LEEP coverage to all

criminalljustice personnel, including teachers, and to increLae the maximum

loan and grant levels. The i973 revision authorizes loans up to $2,200 per

year and grants up to $250 per academic quartet, or $400 per semester.

The law states that LEEP loans may be offered foi study "dir-

edtly_related to law enforcement." The only guidance that the'administrators

had in.defining directly related course work came from the suggestionUf the

President's Commission that the social sciences are relevant for criminal

justice education. A 'sample list of 17 "directly related" courses drafted'

early in the program by LEEP officials includes 6 relating to law enforcement,

5 to corrections, and 4 to the social sciences.

The requirements for institutions offering grants are less 'stringent.

The legislation provides.that zolleges and universities accepting LEEP funds
.

for grants to-in-aervice students, are to have degree progr&ms "re ated to law

enforcement Or fin] anarea sUitable.forpersons-employed-in-law e forcemeat.

The advisory panel and the-first administrators interpreted these erns broadly
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to include accounting, business administration, economics, English, compUter

Science, political science, government, history, urban planning, public Ad-

ministration, psychology, and sociology.

The distinction between "directly related" and "related" coursewotk'led

to a distinction between recipient schools. Some schdols met the requirement

of directly related course work and were eligible to award loans and grants.

The other schools could only give grants and were therefore restricted to

accepting part-time, in-service students.

Although Congressman Anderson was concertmd'about the. distinction between

"training" and "education" and intended that the LEEP legislation support

education and not training, this stipulation does not appear in the7legis-
z.

lation. The.exclusiOn of "training" was, nevertheless, the early policy of

LEEP. As the 1971 annual report of LEAA. states,

7
. . . ideally; criminal justice courses should teach broad.
principles and probleM solving techniqued.- Academic courses
should develop the student's powers of judgment as prepari-
?tion,for. a Variety, of employment experiences. "How to"
skills, on the other hand, will be'learned on the job, or,
-sometimes, in recruit training.4

The distinction that the administrators intended to make is further

clarified by reference to the aforementioned list of directly related courses.
v

'Courses on such matters as fingerprinting, police phOtography, self defense,
1 .

patrol preceduieli, correctional procedures, and firearms are missing from the

list.

&.b

It appears thatJthe President's CommissiOn washe source of the .admini

-trstion'srequirement that courses be educational in nature. Although the

Commiasph acllowledged the need for vocational training, it.siated that "it

. V-132
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is not and cannot be a substitute for a liberal arts educatiou."5 The Com-

mission felt that college credit shoUldnot be given for technical training

and that undergraduate' programs. should emphasize the scsial sciences and

liberal arts.
6

Although the 1966 Att mentions-both:pia-Service and in-service personnel,

-*)
it does not specify what proportion of funds should go to each group. Con-

gressman Ande,-son was at least as interested in preservice Students as in-

service students, since his primary concern was to assist agencies with their.

recruitment efforts. The Pileeidenes CommissiOn likewise gave equal weight

to.increasing the qualifications of entrants and developing the abilities of

gin- service personnel.

In the first year of the progiSm,,:LEEP officials decided that,. since only

$6.5 million was available, funding shbuld be restricted to in- service per-
,

sonnel: However, after awards had been tentatively assigned.it was found.,

that the k As available would be undercommitted by more than $1 million.

When the,award letters were-finally.mailed, institutions:were instructed to

award 80 percent of the funds te in-service personnel and 20 percent to pre-

service .personnel.
7

In succeeding years until 1973 an 60/20 ratio was' applied

to in-service and pre-servicefstudents.

In 1973, LEAA established a list of priorItLes.that had the effect of

virtually cutting. off funding for new pre-serVice students.. The new system

!: 1_

provided that students are to be funded in the following order:

reci cents,ts,

criminal Justice personpel on aCadeMic leave,

local criminal justice personnel,

- all returning LEEP

- new-locair state

other hew state or

criminal Justice teachers,

federal. criminal Justice personne

)7-133
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- new pre - service students, and

- criminal justice personnel working toward a Jaw degree.

o
According to-LEEP administtators,-this decision did nt..t represent a

change in the program's objectives, but rather a pragmatic reaction to the

fact that the demand for funds was growing while the-level-of funding was

expected to remain constant 40 million after 1973.- -Moreover, as the

numuer of new applicants was increasing, so was the number of returning appli-

cants. Pull-time students generally continue to request funds, and four-

year and part-time students may remain on the LEEP roster for up to eight

years, By 1973, LEEP was faded with numerous applicants who had first re-

ceived funding one to four years previously. The expansion of the occupations

eligible for funding put further pressure on the limited resources-.

After the effective elimination of new pre-service funding, the distinC-
.

tion 'between related and directly related course work was dropped. However,

a similar distinction applying.to majors rather thanYcourses appears in the

guidelines for acadonic year 1975-76. Any student who receives pre-service

funding must be enrolled in a "crime - related degree program," as defined in

the current guidelines. This includes majors that are crime - related and other

majors that have criminal,justice concentrations.

Although there is no current requirement regarding programs.that are

offered to the in- service. students constitute the bulk of LEEP-funded
I -

students and 100 percent of the new students, Institutions are inforially en-

N;cOurageLtoAevelo_p-Ctime-related programs, -.7

As noted,eatlierLEEP.was initiated' in fiscal year 1969 with an appro-
.

priation.of, $6.5 million. The funding was. raised in fiscal 1970 to $18



Minion, in 1971 to $21 million, in 1972 to $29 million, and in 1973 to $40

million. Since. then the' appropriation has been maintained at the level of

$40 million a year. Through the end of fiscal year 1976, appropriations for

the program have totaled $234 million.

3. Current Status of the Program

This section provides summary details on the administration of the program
IOW

at the .present time and on the status of the legislation currently before the

Congress.

'LEEP is administered primarily by the r gional offices of LEAA, under

the ggneral supervision of the Office :of q initial Justice Training and EdUca-

tion in Washington." This method of administration-was prompted by the philr

osophy of the New Federalism" in the early 1970's.

TUNfunding each year is Allocated.among LEAA regions, states, institu-
'

tions, and itt.zdZ..nts in `the following general ways. The ;funds are allocated

among the LEAA regions on the basis of a formula that gives equal weight to

population and the number of criminal justice personnel in each region. The /

/

allocation of funds among the states varies depending upon the region. In

tome, the formula used to allocate among the regions is also applied to sub-

allocate among the states. Other regions rely upon different methods. Within

s,..tes,'funds are allocated amoni institutions by the region' 1 offices of LEAA

in cooperation with the state planning agencies. Typically, th most emphasii

is placed on the number of on institution's applicants for funding and on the

---geographic and population diStribiition within the region.

,
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Funds are allocated to individual students -by the- educational institutions

that have received grants from the regional offices of LEAA. Essentially,

the process involves application by the individual student to an institutiop,

which in turn submits the application to the regional office. In theyend it

is basically the individual institution that decides whether a student's appli-
,

cation i.741 funded. Whether this occurs or not is primarily determined by the

priority ranking assigned to the application. At the present time, only in-

service students are funded, and priority among them is given to those w o

have received-LEEP-assi-stanee-in -the-pa . Lice e-program-vas-inaugurated

in 1969, aid has been provided to roughly 1,200 educational institutions and,

as noted earlier, to approximately one quarter of a million students.

The President's budget for 1977 included an appropriation of $40 million

for the transition quarter, July-September 1976 but did not provide for any

funds for FY 1977. This amount would have been sufficient to finance the

program at its present level during academic year 1976-77', but it would have

required termination of LEEP at the end of the year.

However, the Congress voted, and the President signed, an appropriation

of $40 million for the transitidn quarter and another $40 million for fiscal

year 1977. With the transitir-quarter appropriation to finance LEEP during

the 1976-77 acade4C year, the fiscal 1977 7appropriatiOn will provide advance

funding for academic year 1977.48.

B. IMPACT OF LEE? ON EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT

This section provides a partial analysis of th quantitative impact of ",. ---,N !.

;.

LEEP on the number of criminal justice system.perso fiel who have completed
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work at the college level. As noted earlier, the primary objective of the

program is to increase the number of individuals who have completed college

work. The basic.issue is whether LEEP has, in fact; resulted in a net increase

in the number of employees_of the -criminal ,Isfice system who have completed

-college work since 1969.

Available Census data permit an analysis of trends in educational attain-

. meat for only "policemen and detectives." These however, were the priMary

target of, the LEEP Program and as noted later in the chapter, the principal

benefiCiaries. Since 1960 (the period for which data are available for

analysis), the educational attainment of criminal justice persolanel has in-

creased very rapidly. The hypothesis to be tested is that the rate.of growth
A

att.the college level has been pore rapid-during the years LEEP has been in

effect than it would have been had there been no program. Two analytical ap-

proaches are used'totestthis hypothesis. The first invokvestemparison of

the.actual growth in educational- attainment during the period 1970-74 with a...

projection of the trend implicit...4n the actual experience during:ehe 19.60'S

The. second approach is an analysis of the rates at which college degrees were

earned by two cohorts of personnel during two periods'before and after! LEEP

was instituted.

1. Recent Trends in Educational. Attainment

Table IV-1 presents Census data on recent trend:4 in the educational

attainment of sworn police. Officers,'in state and local agencies, -for the

'years 1960,'..1970, ands1974. Over this period the proportion of police
, 1

officers with less than a high schooyeduca oudedline om:17Percent',

;

in 1960 to 10 percent-in 1974. The proportio of officers with.-no pore.

than a high!bchool diploma fiUctuated ewhdt over the!peOod--in'1974 the

proportion Was roughly the'same as n 1960: !approxiMatSly:3 percent of all



..TABLE IV-1

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF SWORN
POLICE PERSONNEL, 1960-74

-
.

.

Educational
AttainMent

.

. 1960 1920 1974

Number Percent. Number- Percent Number Percent'

Totals -,271,000 100.0% 392,0C( 100.0% 444,100 100.0%

Less Than High School 100,000 36.9 73,300 18,7 45,740 10.3

High School Graduate 116,300 42.9 193,600 49.4 193,180 43.5

College:
Less Than 2 Ye 27,100 10.0 67,400 17.2 70,17.0 15.8
2-3 1,7e-. :19,80C 7.3 42,7G3 10.9 95,480 21.5
4 Years :' 7,300 2.7 14,500. 3,7 39,520 8.9

Subtotal: Some College 54,200 20.0 124,600 31.8 205,170 46.2/-°

. Detail may not add t totals because of rounding.

Sources.: -U.S. 'Bureau of the Census, Criminal Justice Employee Chjracteristica
tur4e1975); 1960 and 1970.Ce sus of Population.Public.,Use Sample tapes;, U.S.
Bureau of the Census, Census o Governments, 1972; Federal HureaU of Investigation,
Uniforth Crime Reports data tape.- J_

personnel. ,At the same time, the proportion of police.Officers who had completed.
.

--at least one year of college rose sharply, from 20 percent in 1960 to 46 percent

in 1974. In absolute terms, the number of sworn officers who had completed a

year or more, of college'virtually quadrupled between 1960 and 1974: from

54,000 to 205,000.

2. Estimation of the Net Impact of LEEP * ---,

..)

. . s
The first approach used by NMSto estimate the;net quantitativel.mpact of

_. .

, 0
NMS.to

//

LEEP on:higher eduCational attainment' among sworn police officers involves

projection to 1974 of the tre011; the number of individuelsat each level.

.

4*44.4.0.
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..

1

.i/ F-
a educational attainment that occurred during the years 1960 to_1970.- /Table

"/
IV -2 shows. the results of these calculations.

a

The average annual rates r.f growth'-or 'decline during the 1960's are

shown in the first colutoef Table IV-2.., They show that the total number of
I

4 ,

i

sworn n-police peisonnel.increased by 3.8 percent in each year duringlthe
/'. .

period_.___Those_with_less than a:high.school diploma declined by an-annual

average of sliAtly more than 3.percentibetween 1960 and 1970. lihe number of.

1

/
high school graduatec,increased approximately 5 percent each year, and the

number of sworn officers with some'cO lege education increased /nearly 9 percent

,per.year during tae period.

i

I

The Pecond'column-of Table IV-2 shows the NMS projections ofthe educational

level's. that you d have been attain4 in 1974 had the trends of the 1960's con-

tinued.
9

The third column reprodu ea the last column of Table IV-1 for
0 c

1 ,

reference. Theifine column of_TableLIV..-2 shows the differnces between the
i

projected and actual numbers of pa ice personnel at each level of educational

attainment. A negative sign in th a cOluanindicates that /

the actual growth

wasin the categorywas less between 1 70 and 1974 than was projected or that the

`decline 'in the umber of individual /in that categ"-xy was

/

more rapid than,pro-

(jectedon the basis of the experienc -of-the 1960's. Thus, the, fourth column

of.Table IV -2 shows that (1) the act 1 decline in the number of those without,

/high school dipl'mas exceeded what would have been expected, (2) the rate of

c\

v

4

---

increase in the nutber:of high school g aduatt was slower during the early

1
,:1

\i

1970's 0than expeC ed.(there actually was a decline between1970 and 197,

and (3) the numbe of individuals with le p than two years of college education
.;

:also increased les rapidly than would hay been expected had the trend of the

7Sixties continued.

On the other hand, the number of ,individuals with two or more years of

college increased significantly more rapidly han Would have been expected

\
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TABLE IV- 2

THE EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF SWORN POLICE PERSONNEL IN 1974
COMPARED WITH THE ATTAINMENT THAT WOULD'HAVE BEEN EXPECTED-

ON THE BASIS OF 1960770.TRENDS

Educational
Attainment

.1960-70.

Average
Annual

Growth Rate
Projected

1974

Actual

Actual
Minus

Projected

..Total; 3.8% 444,100 ,444,100' .0

Leas!Than High SChool -3:1 60,400 45,74.0 _ -14;660

'High School Graduate 5.2 221,200 193,180 -28,020

College:
Less Than 2 Years 9.5. 90,600 70,170 - 20,430

2 --3 Years. 8.0 54,200 95,480 41,280
4 Years. or More 7.1 17,800 . 39,520 ° 21,720

Subtotal: Some College .8:7 162,600 205,170 424570

Source: See. Table IV-1.

on the basis of the trend of the 1960's. Indeed; nearly twice as many

police officers-had two or three years of college in 1970 than would have

been_.expected and the number with four yearg.or more of college was more

than twice as large as-projected.

One apparent peculiarity of the results deserves comment. This is the

fact that the. number of indiViduals with less than two years of college in-

creased less rapidly than would have been expected on the basis of the expel:J.7.

ence of the 1960's. The mechanics of LEEP may account for this. As noted

earlier, the regulations of the program provide'that those who have received
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LEEP assistance receive first priority for refunding in subsequent years.

This means thationce an individual has embarked upon a program of 864 in

college, he or, she is very likely to continue to receive LEEP funding. By

1973 the financial requirements of continued funding for individuals who were

already enrolled in college programs had virtually exhausted the available

_appropriation. As a result, since 1973 very little LEEP money has been used

to support students just beginning college work, and it may be presumed that

\most of the funds since then haVe been allocated t personnel with more than

:one year of college. This is quite consistent with the results of Table 1V-2,

which show a greatly accelerated.rate of growth inthe number of officers who

have completed two or more years of college, and a--decline in the rate of-

growthin the number. of those who have completed only one year of college.

Although the above analysis would tend to support the hypothesis that

LEEP significantly contributed.. to an increase' in the number of college-educated

police officers, the extent:of the LEEP contribution cannot be directly as-
,

-sessed from the trends for two reasons. During the period 1970-74--a period
.

of rapid-expansion.in pollee employment--tna proportion of new entrants into

police officer positions who had completed at least one year of college rose

.sharply, as compared with the preceding period.. This is'illustrated by the

fact that among those employed in 1974, at the time of the Census survey, 39

percent of law enforcement officers who had entered between 1970 and 1974 had

. already. completed at least one year of college prior to entry, as compared with

only 23 percent of those who entered in the years 1965-69, and whO were still

employed in 1974. A rough estimate of the effect of the increased. influx of

personnel with some college education suggests that at least one-half of the

greater-than-expected growth of police officers with some college. education
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between 1970 and 1974, shown in Table IV-2, may be attributable tb this factor.

Secondly, the period 1970-74 was also marked by a very rapid expansion in
-

veterans' readjustment benefits for education and training, from $1.4 billion

in 1965-69 to $10.2 billion In 1970-74.' As indicated in./Chaptet II, the

amount of such benefits paid to students enrolled in criminal justice.programs:

substantially exceeded LEEP outlays during FY 1975. Thus, to the extent -that

federal financial assistance contributed to the overall i provement in educa-

tional attainment of police officets during this per d, it must be attributed

to the. combined effect of both of these:educationai assistance programs.

Thus fat, our analysis has beenfbased on/the growth in educational at-

tainment of police officers, irrespective -of whether, this improvement resulted

from increases in pre-service educational attainment or from participation in

continuing education programs after entry into service. The Census Employee

CharacteristiCs Survey of 1974 also, provides a measure of the extent to which

.pOlice officers and other criminal justice employees attained college degrees ,

follOWing.entiy into service, since it included questions on degrees'held at

time of entry,.as-well as on additional degrees earned, and the yeat in.which

such degrees were achieved.' Based on these responses, our analysis has been

made of the rate of attainment of. college degrees in the five year period

following the period of entry. into service for .two cohorts of police- officers:

those who entered police employment during-the years 1960764, and those who

entered in the years 197 4.

The,resUlts of this analysis, presented in. Table IV-3, indicate sharp

increases in the proportion of police officers who-attained college degrees,

fot the-cohort'whieh originally entered service during the years 1965-69, as

-compared with the gtoup who entered'in 1960-64, and were still employed in

1974. Thus, among,those who originally entered in the years 1960-64, .only
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1.7 perterif had earned associate degrees. and 0.3 percent, bachelor-degrees

in the following-five year period,.1965=69. In contrast, among those who..

entered between 1965-69, 8.3 percent earned associate degrees and 3.6 percent

-
bachelor degrees in the years 197074. At the same time,.the rate of degree

achievement among those who originally entered between 1960-64, also increased

sharply during the 1970-74 period, as compared with the preceding five years.

The results of asimilar cohort analysis for custodial offiders are

presented in Table IV4..The findings closely parallel those for police

officers,. indicating a very sharr:increase in. the proportion of custodial

officers earning college degrees during the 1970-74 period.

. Since a large proportion of all LEEP funds has been allocatedro in-service

personnel the above findings tend to reinforce those based on our trend analy-

sis for police officers that LEEP, in 'combination with other educa-

tional assistance programs, such as veterans adjustment allowances, had

Contributed to the recent edUcational upgrading. of criminal justice

personnel.

The latter data are, however, also subject to potential bias...The cohort,

..,analyses of degree attainment were necesaarily limited to those officers WhOJ.
.

-wereatill employed in their agencies in 1974. Since attVition was higher

to 1974, among tthose ,who were drawn from :the' earlier.) cohort, i.e., thcise

. ___.

entering. between 1960-64, the.educatio al experience of those still remaining

I

in service in 1974 may not be represen ative of the entire group of employees.

who entered during thin period.

The pOtentia1 seriousness of this exclusion is illustrated by the data in:

Table IV-7, which. shows the estimated total:number of sworn law enfordemenX `

officers who were actually_ in service during'the.early years, in comparison
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With the number still in service in 1974 from each of. the periods. Thus,

based on these estimates, less than one half of all those who were,in service.

in 1964 are included in the data derived from.the,1974 Census survey, as

ompared with 70 percentof those who were in service in 1969.

The exclusion of those who left police employment piior to the 1974

survey would significantly bias the resul,ts only if employees who had separated

were significantly different, i'n,terms of their post-entry educational accomr-

;plighMests.then those Who remained. Such a bias would exist,.for example,

if police officers who haciearned college degrees were more likely to leave
-,-

police. employment than those who did: not. Regrettably, evidence that would

permitsystematic evaluation of the possible effects of,any,such bias is not

available.

: Despite these. reservations, the overall evidence available supports an

inference that LEEP, In'combination with veterans readjustment al.owancei,

contributed signift cantly tocthe educatiOnel upgrading; of police Officers

and other eligible criminal justice employees during the period 1970-74.

However, for the reasons noted, it is not possible to isolate_the_separate
\

`impact of the LEEP:prOgram in any precise way.



TABLE IV -3

COLLEGE DEGREES EARNED BY TWO ENTRY' COHORTS OF SWORN LAW ENFORCEMENT

OFFICERS DURING maim 'PERIODS FOLLOW G THEIR ENTRY

Degrees

Ear led

Entrants in

1960-64 Who Earned

Degrees During 1965-69

Entrants in

196064 Who Earned

Degrees During 1970-74

Entrants in

1965-69 Who Earned

Degrees During 1970-74

Number Percent

Total Entrants Still

In Service in 1974. 60,507 100.0%'

Associate Degree 1,040 1.7

Bachelor Degree 170 .J

Master Degree

ten

24

Number

5

Percent Number Percent

60,507 100.0%4 127,912 100.0%

6

3,509 5,9 10,676 8.3.

2,413 4,0 4;629 3,6

349 .6 171 .1

Imiamela.01.mmrgimma1011.0111110IrmilInlomionommi

*Less than 0.05 percent.
0

Source: U.S. Bureau of the CensUs, Criminai 'Justice Employee Characteristics SurVey (1974).

tl



. TABLE IV-4!;,
(

COLLEGE DEGREES EARNED BY TWO ENTRY CORORT,SOF

CUSTODIAL PERSONNEL IN CORRECTIONS DURING COMPARiBLE PERIODS

' 'FOLLOWING THEIR ENTRY

ssociate Degree

a,chelorl s Deg' ae 24

A 22

S,. Buriall of the Census Criminal Justice Employee Charator1s4cs Super '(1974).
1,1



TABLE IV-5

ESTIMATED ATTRITION FOR POLICE OFFICERS
FOR SELECTED YEARS, 1959-1974

(ekciusands)

1959 1964 1969 1970 1971 1972 "1973 19748

Total Employment: ..

,

Police Protection 336.0 378.0 487.0 508.6 524.0 547.0 581.0 599.1e
\

Civilian Employees 29.6 39.3 60.9 67.1 71.8 72.8 84.9 93.9e

Sworn OffiCersf
, , 306.4 338:7 426.1 440.9 ' 452.2 474.2 496.2 505.2

SWorn Officerr Still k

In C....1.7ice in Octo-

ber 1974g 100.' 41.8 290.8 328.6 362 2 401.5 455.5 505.2

Sqorn Terminees:
Cumulative to
October 1974h 206.2 176.9 135.3 12.3 90.0 72,7 40.7

In Year' 5.9i 8.2k 23.0 22.3 17.3 32.6 40.7

a
Census EC Survey data,

b
Estimates of Governments Division, U.S. Bureau of the CensUs.

c
GavernmentsDivision figure is 597 thousand.

dEatimated-on basis of ratio in'each Year of civilian empIoYees to total city
pOlice employees reported by tfie FBIts Uniform Crime Reports.' /

.

!Figure implied by 1974 UCR ratio is 90i5 thousand.
. .

Police Prvecti'.1n pampioyeSs less Civilian Briployees.
.

g
Census EC Survey data, distributing the`-non- respondents (1.2 percent cf total

:inithe.same proportions ak,respon6es.

hLine 3. less line 4.

Tsfminees 41stweeriy r inecated and Oct per cf the next year. That is, cu7.
mulative terminees shown for year less cumulative terminees Shown for the next year,'

j
Average foranuh year 1959-64.

kAverage fort each year, 1964 -69.

Note:' 1959 total Police Protection emplyment (full-time equivalent) estimated
by extrapolation backward to 1959 of the growt, rate from 1960-61. .Total Police
Protection - employment in 1939 and 13 estimate: from Census full -time equivalent
figures on basis of the ratio of total mploymen to full-time equivalent employ- ,

ment in 1962 (1.126). Total Police Protection employment in. 1964 estimated using
4he mean.(1.132) of the name ratio in 1962 and 1966 (1.1'38)e
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C. THE QUALITY OF CRIMINAL JUSTICS EDUCATION PROGRAMS
1

When the Law Enforcement EducatiOn \Program'was initiated, the decision

1

was made to Channel:the funding through educational institutions rather than

directly to the individual personnel of criminal justice system. The latter

approach could have been implemented either by direct grants or loans to the

indiViduaIs_concernedoor by'providing for\administration-of the prOgram by

criminal justice agencies.

Given the faCt that the;funding'has been.adiainistered by educational in

stitutions, there is assurance' that the data base the National ManpOwer survey

.

has put together from the complete set, of LEEP applications made available

by.LEAA is representative of:the institutions involved in theprogram. this
!

means:that this sect.kon's appraisal of the-quality of the criminal-justice

'education programs sponsored by the LEEP - supported institutions is in fact

areasonably aceviate.charactetizationOf the quality-ofthe education. provided
. .. , : \

,10to.the individuals who have been the recipients bf LEEP assistance.:
k ,

it should.be noted that the approaCh necessitated by the data available
! //

isAinferior to direct measurement cf.the quality of the'education received
.

.

1
rz;

measurementby individuals themselves. Such direct Meaaurement is exceedingly difficult
I H

e_, v en..under the. best of circumstances,. and inIthe present case'itAs not a

feasible alternative, for no, informatlioni.s ,available on the subitantive
, ..

r
,

--,

educational:attainment of the indiviluala who!have been recipients of LEEP

\

i

funding. Coniequently, reliance must be placed upon indirect measurement of
n

'the quality of the education by examining various indicators of the quality of

the criminal justice education prog ams cf the institutions that are responsible

I

for channeling LEEP funds to the individual
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1. Criteria for Evaluating Program alit

The'objectiveLof this:section is an praisal of the g.:;neral quality of.
.

the criminallustice education provided by the institutions thatare-the'conduit,
. /

for LEEP funds to Criminal justice pertonnel. For purposes of this eiraluatio

two general sits of standards are available.

developed by those charged with administering

The first, contains of the standards

LEFP; these appear in the L EP

guidelines. The second set of standards is that developed bythn Aced

Criminal ,:iustice Sciences (ACJS) in the course of[Lts efforts to develop a

basis for the accreciitstion of institutions offering programs In criminal juatice.

education. The ACJS accreditation guidelines have :recently been published,

althpugh the effort to complete arrangements for the establishment of an

accreditation process are still in prOgess. A detailed disoussion:of,the

activit:es of the JOYS in this area appears in Appendix E.

The two sets of standards, especially' that prepared by, the Academy of

CriMinal v-sticaSciences,'relate to a wide range Of couslie ations associa

with the quality of criminal justice programs.. Some of the uidelines are

quantitative in nature, and can easily be applied am criteri for -evaluation of

a program's quality 6 Others are more qualitative, and elleir use in eValtating

a program would require thejtidgmentlif experts intimately familiar witki an

ted

institution's progr
/

. The anal sis undertaken in this sec ion is lihitedto..,
. .

an appraisal of the extent to which\LEEP-supported criminaljustice pr-4rams
I."'; ' --_,- 5.

satisfy the most important of the quantitztive videlineb.f
I .

Four specific issues susceptible to quantitative analYSis are considered

in the following Pages. The first is the general content/of the criminal justiCe
..

education programa; the second is tht acadeptic qualifications of the faculty
/

members who are associated With the programs; ihe,third/is the pert-time versus.

full-time status of thejacylty members; and the fourth is. the student4aculty

.
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/ \, k
ratio. The specific standards proposed ,by the two sets of guidelines, to which

/
:

reference is made in the f4,11owing discusaloc, are outlined in comparative format
r

do Table )

2. eview Of Pro

The f flawing pages of :this chapter, provide i.summarTreview of the infor-
. --..

Amaloh compiled by the' National. Manpower/ Survey .witk.'respect to the various
I

criteria of erhicational program 4 itrmehtioned above. .In each case the
.

.

discussion of a particular:it:Sue. ispreteded:by a.-biief sUmmary of the LEEP

and AC.TS criteria.

Tho first general. critcrionjfor judging the, of criminal justice9
. ,

education -programs relates to the 'nothre .6f- the 1611re:ids:provided: The isSue

1

.is whether the courses are raining in nature or. genuinely educational. The
1

T .. .

,,
I ' N E :

LEEP guideline is beat 43...Ssed in the ftill(*A.Pg quotation from LEAA's 197.1

Annual Report:.

:;,.. ..0.7.' criminal :justice Courses silo li: teack,hroidbroad' and
probIetiEsoiliing teChniques. 4Academic courses` ahOUld develop; the

li

studentts-phWer Of judgmant...... . .1 "HOT4, -tol, dkillik,'On the ,other

hand, willr,b* learned on -.the.., obro.r.,,sbnietime in recruit training

:The- Aps guidel*Oes 'specify, that

agency skill frainiog,f or 'Ariminal justice practitioners.
.which is 'not designed to deVelop analytical or Cog7
nitive :SicilX0 or deVelOp the reasoning capabilities of the
studOnt-is :Clearly :not 'apart 'Of the acadeMic , 011egiate de-
greeliprOgralo mission;:, \ -

Table 1V-7 preaenia estimates of '.the ..proportions' of iminal justice-related

courses in ielected fields offered- by LEEP-fune institutiogs in acastemic
Q.

year 1975-76 that can be. characterized so training- rather than. education. The

definition of " training" used for purposes- of thanalysis is an extremelyls an
c.,

-.

,.. 13 4

conservative one The results of Table.' ; i &cote that- in the aggregate
. p r

approximately 15 percent of all criminal justice!cdu es offered by LEEP-supported
-,,,v: .'/

in titutions 'tan be classified as training. :46 p portion of laW ..enforcement
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TABLE IV-6

SELECTED LAW ENFORCEMENT EDUCATION PROGRAM GUIDELINES

Issue
Official Guidelines of

Law Enforcement Education

01
Content of
Criminal.
Justice
Programs

Adddemie Qual-
ifications of
Faculty Members

Use of
Part-time
Faculty
Members

Student-
facultY.
Ratio

the

.-1...

- Accreditation Guidelines of the
Program Academy of Criminal-Justice Sciences

7 tt

"Criminal justice courses should"'
4

teach broad prinCiples and problem-
solvizg techniqUes. "Academic courses
should develop the student's powers
of judgment. ./. tHow.,,tol skills, on

thd other hand, will be learned on the
job or, someti2s, in recruit train-
ing."

"It is deairable that programs should
be comprehensive and general at the,,
lower (associate and baccalaureate)
levels arui became increasingly.
specific at progressively higher
(master's and doctorate) levels."

"It is preferable that faculty members
possess at least a masters degree;
some members should possesi doctoral
degrees."

"No crime-related degree program will

be conducted with only part-time
faculty members."

"The ratio of full-time equivalent
majors in crime-telated studies to
full-time equivalenilaculty sheLL____
be no more than 60:1."

"Criminal Justicels'a multidisciplinary
body of scholarly research and' knowedge
in the social and behavioral sciences,
jurisprudence, end the,physical and natural
sciences focusing upon the social problems
of crime and delinque.lcy and upbn methods
of managing these problems for the social
good."

"Basic agency skill training for'criminal
justice'prectitioners which i5 not designed
to develop logical,enalytical or cognitive
skills or develop the reasoning caiiobil-

ities of the student is clearly not ',part
of the academic degree program miesiun."

I,

A law or master's degree is the minimum
academic qualification for all faculty
ch..mbers in associate and bachelor's degree
i.vograms. A majority of the faculty in bac-
calaureate programa and all'faculty in
graduate programs must hold an earned doc-
torate appropriate to their teaching and/or
research areas.

"There shall be at least onOull7time
faculty member or administrator whose primary
-responsibility is the administration. and ---

direction of the.Criminal Justice prOgiam."

Assaciete'degree programs--no more theA
502 of the courses may be taught by part -
time faculty. Bachelor's programs--no more
than 302. Graduate programs--no more than
302,

"In,no case shall the ratio of full-
equivalent Criminal Justice teaching

faculty and equivalent students
in the underiradUate program exceed 1:60,
and in the graduate program 1:20."c,

Sour6es: Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, Guideline Manual: :Law Enforcemunt Educa-

tion Program M-5200.1B (1975)1 Accreditation and Standards_Committee, Academy of. Cemimil .

Justice Sciences, ACcreditation.Cuidelines for Postsecondary Criminal Justice Education. Programs

(1976); Law Enforcement-AssiSeance Administriitim, LEAN: 3rd Annual teport for Fiscal Year 1971---,-------,
(1971).

t:



TABLE IV- 7

CRIMINAL JUSTICE-RELATED COURSES THAT ARE TRAINING IN
NATURE OFFERED BY LEEP-SUPPORTED INSTITUTIONS,

BY PIELDEMPHASE9 OF THE COURSES, ACADEMIC YEAR 1975-76
. !. -

Field Emphasis
All Courses
Related to
Criminal
Justice.

TrainingTraining-
Courses as

"'ye b \ PercentageCourses
of Ari'Ccnmukg

1

totals 1 14,640 2,132 14.6%

'Law Enforcement 4,771
. 34.9

Corrections 1,267 123 9.7

judicia1,4dministFation 109 12 11.0

P:obation/Parole .210 7 3.3
.

Juvenile Justice \ 690 25 3.6

Security 195 25 12.8

Criminal J...;stice' 1,912 220 11.5

Other 5,48r' 54 ,1.0

Courses listed-by LEEP:inatitutions as directly related to
criminal justice an that are identifiable as belonging to one of the
field empnesis categories. Courses related to c:'ciminaljustice but
not eXclusively related to one of the field empba4a (e.g., criminal
law) are-classified under "other." Only Courses whose titles or de-
sCriptions imply that -a system-wide 4ptoach is taken are clas4fied
under the emphasis category "criminal/justice.".

.

\.b-

Eachcourse we assigned an academic emphasis ClassifiCat4n.'',
.

lily"cOUrsfuvihippeeredto be unaMbiguougly training in are
listed inthia:Caiegory. Courses Coded as training include traffic.-
conttortechniquea, report writing, polygraph defensive techniques, and
correctional operations and procedures.. Courses that mayor may not
be ptimarily skill training depending on how they are taught (e.g., ::

.,.

techniques of criminal investigation &tad correctional custody) are ex-
cluded from this category.

..'Source -National Manpower Survey LEEP Forms Analysis (1976)i.
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courses classifiable as training is the highest of all the particular subject

matter areas:. approximately 35 percent of these courses are better characterized

as training than as education.

Table IV-9 displays a breakdown of the proportion of courses offered that

are training in nature by the type of LEEP-fUnded institution.' It is evident

from this table that the highest proportion of course work of a training rather

than educational nature is found in public two-year colleges, where nearly one

out of every four. courses is training ii nature.14 The proportions foi courses

in four -year colleges and. universities are significantly lower; less than 1 in

19 cf the courses offered by these types of institutions is training related.

It appears; in summary, that the overall picture is one-of predominantly educa-

tional courses, but that a significant number of courses, especially in the two-

year public colleges, do not properly satisfy the criteria defined by LEEP and

the ACJS guidelines.

e . The second criterion for appraising the quality of the criminal justice.

programs that have been supported by -LEEP funding relates to. the educational

credentials of the full-time faculty members associated with those programs.

The LEEP guidelines specify that "it is preferable that faculty members possess

at least a master's degree;aome members should possess doctoraLdegrees.'
,15

However, as noted in Table IV- 6,-- the accreditation-guidelines put forward by the

ACJS specify that law or master's degree is the minimum acceptable academic

credential for all faculty members in associate and, bachelor's degree programs,

and that a doctorate is the minimum degree requirement foi all'facultymembera
11.

teaching in graduate programs.

Table TV-9 shows a distribution of the full-time faculty members in the

criminal justice programs of LEEP-supported institutions with respectto the

proportion-that have at least_a master's degree.- Of.the approximately 2,900
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TABLE IV-8

CRIMINAL JUSTICE-RELATED COURHES THAT ARE
TRAINING IN NATURE OFFERED, BY LEEP INSTITUTIONS,
BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION, ACADEMIC YEAR 1975 -76

Type of Institution Training Courses as
Percentage-efIotals

All LEEP- Supported Institutions

Public
Private

2-Year Collagpci Tota

14.6

16.6
7.8

nt 4

Public . 24.7
Private 16..9

4-Year Colleges,:Total 8.8

Public. 8.8
Private 8.9

Universities, Total 8.5*

Public 9.5
Private 5.7

Source' National Manpower Survey LEEP FormS Analysis (1976).

:
Co
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TABLE IV-9

FULL-TIME FACULTY MEMBERS WITH AT LEAST A
MASTER'S DEGREE IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROGRAMS
AT LEEP-SUPPORTED INSTITUTIONS, BY TYPE OF

INSTITUTION, ACADEMIC YEAR 1975-76

Type of Institutionl..,
Full-Time Faculty Members

Total With at Least
A Maste Percent

All = Institutions 2,897 2,562 88.4
Public 2,188 1,875 85.7.
Private 709 687 96.9

2-Year Colleges, Total 838 . 573 68.4
Public 816 552 C7.7
Private , 22 21 :r5.5

4-Year Colleges, Total 500 476 95.2
Public

, 237 223 94.1
Private 263 253 96.2

Universities, Total.: 1,559 1,513 97.1
Public 1,135 --

1,100 96.9
Private 424 . 413 97.4

Source: NMS LEEP-Forms Analysis (1976).

full-time,criminal justice faculty-members in LEEP-supperte institutions, ap-

proximately 88 percent hold an advanced deuee. The situation is. significantly

better,in tht private institutions, Viere 97 percent have at least master's

degrees, as compared with 86 pere...c. in the public institutions. In general,

the picture with 'respect to this criterion-looks- relatively good foi: four-

year colleges and universities, where the proportion of full-time faculty mem7

bers with appropriate degree.cre4entials ra.,ges from 94 to 97 percent. The

weakest of the educafional institutions is the public twa -year college, where

only 68 perdent of the full -time faculty verbers have at least a master'/- de-

. gree.- The level of: educatimal achievement of the full-time facu

of private two-year colleges is:cpmparable with that of -11eges
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and uniVersities. That is, 96 percent of their criminal justice faculties hold

an advanced degree.

Data similar to those in Table are presented-it Table IV-10 for

part-time faculty members. In general the incidence of advanced degrees

among part-timefaculty members is not as substantial as in the case of

full-time faculty mambeis. Of the 40,032 part-time criminal factlty

members at LEEP-funded institutions in academic year - 1975 -76, 68 percent were

reported to have at leaSt-imaster s degree. Again, the programs of thelmblit

two-year colleges are the weakest. SgMewhat more than half'of the part-time

TABLE IV-10

PART-TIME CRIMINAL JUSTICE FACULTY MEMBERS WITH AT
LEAST A MASTER'S. DEGREE IN CRLIINAL,JUSTICE AT

LEEP-SUPPORTED INSTITUTIONS, BY TYPE OF
INSTITUTION, ACADEMIC YEAR 1975 -76.1

Type of T7.siitution

Fart-TiMe Faculty Members

Total
With at Least.

A l'fter's Degree
Percent

All Institutions 4,032 2,755 , 68.3%

Public 2,963 1.864 62.9

Private 1,069 851 83.4

2-Year Colleges, Total 2,134 ,202 56.3

Public 2,086 -.170 56.1
Private 48 32 66.7

4-Year Colleges, Total 587 497 84.7

Public. - 131 115 87.8

Private 456 382 83.8

Universities, Total 1,311 1,056 ?30.6

Public 746 579 77.6

Private 565 477` 54.4

4

Source: National Manpower SurveyLEEP-Forms Analysis <1976).'
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criminal justice faculty members at the two -year institutions have at least

master's degrees, in comparison with more than 80 percent of the part-time

,faculty members of fr. - -year colleges and universities.

Table IV-11 displays the relative incidence of advanced degrees among

faculty members in all institutions of higher education in the United States

in academic year 1972-73, compared with the incidence of similar credentials

Among. 1111.the facUlty'members of criminal justice programs in academic year 1975-

76. The comparison highlights the clear inferiority of. the quality of the

criminal justice programs 'although the discrepancy in the case of universities and

four-year colleges is not as dramatic as in the case of the tw.)-year colleges.

In the-aggregate, better than 9 out of 10 faculty members of all institutions

have at leastmaster-s degrees. In the case of the criminal justice prograMs,\

the comparable figure is only slightly better thinuthree out of four faculty

members. The largest discrepancy is found again at the two-year college level,P -
. ,

where 60 pexcent of the faculty members dtcriminal justice progiamehave master's

degrees or better while 88 perdent of the faculty .umbers in all institutions

have advanced degrees.

Another key criterion for judging the quality of an'academic program is

whether the program at a particular institution has at least one full-time faculty.

,member. The .LEEP guidelines specify that "no crime related degree program will

A6
be conducted with only part-time faculty members.'

Table IV-12 shows the number of LEEP-supported institutions with criminal

. justice programs that have at.least one full-time faculty member, by type of

institution. The table shows that. iv the aggregate, nearly three out of four

institutions have programs that employ at least one full'time faculty Member.

The weakest type of institution is this case is the private.twa-year college,

.'where only 4 out !of 10 of the programs heve at least one full -time faculty meMbet.

4
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TABLE IV -il

CRIMINAL- JUSTICE FACULTY MEMBERS WITH AT LEAST A MASTER'S DEGREE
AT LEEP-SUPPORTED INSTITUTIONS COMPARED WITH ALL FACULTY

MEMBERS AT ALL INSTITUTIONS, BY TYPE OF INSTITUTIONS

Types of Institution.

Faculty Members:with At
As a Percentage ,of

Criminal Justice Pro-,
rams in 1975-76

LeastA,'Master's Degree
All Faculty Members

I All Institutions
in 1972-73

All Institutions 76.7 92.6
Public 72.6 NA
Private 88.8 NA

2-Year Colleges, Total 59.7 87.7
g4ik 59.3. NA
Oivaie 75.7 NA

4-Year Colleges, Total 89.5 95.3
Public 91.8 NA
Private 75.7 NA

Universities, Total 89.7 92.3
Public 89.3 NA a

Private 90.0 NA

NA: Data not available.

Source: NMS LEEP Forms Analysis. (1976); Alan E. Bayer, Teaching Faculty
in Academe: 1972-73 (American Council on Education, 1973), p. 26.

It is interesting to note that the private four-year colleges also show poorly,

on this criterion; only 60 percent of their criminal. justice programs have

any full-time faculty members. This compares with 85 percent for public four-

year colleges. Nearly, three out of four of the public two!-year college pro-

grams are staffed by at least one full-time faculty meiber. Close to 8 out'of

10 of the programs of'universities are staffed by at least one frll..-time faculty

-
member, summary, the picturP with respect to the full-,t1me'fulty is bleakest

for the private two-year and four-year colleges.
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TABLE IV-12

LEEP-SUPPORTED INSTITUTIONS WITH CRIMINAL JUSTICE
PROGRAMS THAT HAVE AT LEAST 014E FULL-TIME FACULTY

MEMBER, BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION, ACADEMIC YEAR 1975-76

-Type of Institution Number with
Criminal Justice

Programs

871

Number with at
Least One Full- -1

time Faculty Member

637

. -percentage With
At Least One Full-

Time Faculty Member

.73.1%All Institutions
Public 695 522 7,5.1

176 115 65.3

2-Year Colleges, Total 454 324 71 4
Public 439 318 72.4
Private .15 6 40.0

4-Year Collegee, 'Anal 162 112 69.1
Public_ 60 51 . 85.0
Private 102 .61 t9.8

Universities, Total 255 201 78.8
Public 196 153 78.1
Private 59 48 81.4

SoOrce: National Manpower. Survey LEEP Forms-Analysis (1976).

The next criterion to be considered is the proPortionfrof.courses taught

by fUll-time faculty members. The accreditation guidelines of the ACJS specify

that (1) in associate-degree programs no more than 50 percent of the courses

my be taught by:part-time faculty, (2) in baccalaureate programs no. more than 30

.percent, and (3) in graduate programs n'more than 25 percent of the courses may

be taught liy.art-time faculty.
17

Data relating to the actual number of courses

taught by part7tiie faculty members are not available. However,"estimates of the

proportions required to apply the ACJS, criteria canbe calculated from the numbers

of full-'and part-time faculty members on the reasonable assumption that each

'full - tinge . faculty member teaches 2.5 timets \es many courses as each part-time
-. \

..:
'.faculty member. Table 1%--13 shows the relative incidence ofixoart-time and -full-



TABLE IV-13

FULL-TIMi, AND FART-TIME FACULTY MEMBERS IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE
PROGRAM OF LEEP - SUPPORTED INSTITUTIONS,

- BY TYPE 01; INSTITUTION, ACADEMIC YEAR 1975-76,

Type of Institution
Status of Faculty Members

.....
Proportion
of Courses
Taught, by

Full-TimeTotal Part-Time Full -Time

Percent
Full-Time

-----acla"-#11112X2

All Institutions 6,929 4,032 2,897 42-8% . 647
Public 5,151. 2,963. 2,188 42:5 65

Private 1,778 1,069 709 39.9 63

2-Year Colleges, Total _2,972 .2,134 338 28,2 50

Public 2,902 2;086 816 28.1 ' 49

Private 70 48 22 31.4 53

47-Yeaz Colleges, m....-1i.......-
1 no/
...,,,,,, I 587- cnn

.,,,, 46.0 68
Public 368 131. 237 64.4. 82
Private . 719 456 263 36.5 59

Universities,- Total 2,870 1,311 1,559 54.3 75

Public. 1,881 746 1,135 60.3 79

Private 989 565 424 42.9 65

aCelculated on the assumption that each full-time faculty member teaches
2.5 times many courses as each part-time faculty mtmber.

Source: National Manpower Survey LEEP Forms Analysis (1976).

Ttime faculty members at LEEF-supported institutions with criminal justice pro-
_

grams in academic year 1975-76 and the estimated proportions of courses taught by .

full-time fatuity. In all institutions,theltable shows, that 42 percent of faculty.

members are full-time. As in most of the previous cases,' the weakest faculties

are found in public `}two -year colleges, where only 28 percent of the faculty mem-

bers associatedwith rimtaal justice edUcation programs are full -time.

Comparing the information in the -last column of. Table IV-13 with the
J

-criteria specified in the'ACJS guidelines yields'the following canclvmions.
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At taioyear4itnatitutiona the guWtues require that st least half-the courses

be taught by full,ttme fact Ay. Only the two-ycw public colicgea fail to-meet

the criterion, and then only Barely. At four-yeak colleges and untVersities

the ACJS guidelines require that at least 70 percent of courses be taught by

full-time faculty. The public institutions mcst this standard, with 82 percent

of courses at fOur-year colleges and 79 percent of courses at universities being

taught by full-time faculty members psi academic year 1975-76. The private

colleges and universitieP fall short, however, with_only 59 percent and"65 percent,

reapectt ely, of their courses being taught by full-time faculty members.

Table IV-16 displays the relative incidende of full-time faculty members

at all institutions in the United States in academic year 1971- in coMparison

With.. the proportion ..of full -time faculty memhari4 in T.P.R.P-funAoA r..4m4.,.1

programs in academic year 1975-76 In all institutions more thanthree out of
.('

four faCulty members are full-tine. Among the criminal justice faculties of

LEEP institutions,, hówever,only 42 percent of4the members are full-time. It
$

is interesting to note'that the proportion of full-rtime:faculty members in both

types oftwo-year colleges falls-far short of the ratio in four-year colleges

and universities. In all two-year institutions, only 6_ ent of faculty

members are full -time, compared with.79-percent of the faculties'of four-yea
,

tollegeS an-: 82 percent of Lhe facrties of universitied. The dAscrepancies in the

case. of LEEP-aSsIsted criminal justice programs are least seriouA among- universities
,,u.

and about equally bad (tbsiratios are more than 32 percentage points lower) at

the .and four- year
\

\college levels.
/

The next crite-Aon\of educational quality to be considered is the

case,
,

faculty ratio.' In this, cage, the LEEP and ACJS gUidelines are-eSsentiaIly the

same with respect to the undergraduate, criminal justice programs on whiCh this
. 4 A'

analisis'is focusing. ThO'both specify, in essence, that the ratio of full -time
.

, . .

equivalent Students enrolled in OrtninEil justice degree programs to full7time-
. . !



TABLE IV-14

RFLATIVE INCIDENCE OFAFULL-TIME'FACULT7 MEMBEF. IN THE
CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROGRAMS OF LEEP-SUPPORTED-
INSTITUTIONS,CGMPARED WIIICALL COLLEGES
AND UNIVERSITIES, BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Type of LastliutiOn

Full -Time Faculty Members as a
Percentage of all Faculty Webers

CJ Faculties
Of LEEP-Supported A1' Institutions

InsritUtionsi 1975 -76 1971-72

'

All Institutions 41.8% 75.6%
Public 42.5 77.4
Private 39.9 71.8

2-Year Colleges, Altai. 28.2
28.1 Public

60.5
60.2

Private 31.4 64.3

4-Year Colleges, Total 40.0 /13.

Public 64.4
. 84.3

Private 36.5 71.7. 0

Universities, Total 54:3-1 81.8
Public 60.3 85.4'
Private 42.9

,/

72.8

Sources: National Manpower Survey LEEPTorms'Analysis (1976); National-
Center for Education Statistics, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and!
Welfare; Higher Education: Numbers of Employees in-Institutions of Higher
Education, Fall 1972 (1972); pp. 12-19. -

equivalent teaching faculty should not exceed 60.18 Unfortunately, t

time equivalent concept is a matter of no little controversy. Mbreo r, the

data available to the National Manpower Survey from the forms filed by institu-

tions applying for LEEP funding are insufficient to permit the calculation of
. ,

full-time equivalents, whatever definitiln might be' preferred.:_

For this reason; the besithat banpe done'with the data available is

calculation of a somewhat different ratio from that specified in-the guide-
\ 7

IV-1 is t4 ratio of the total

the

lines
, NJ

Thus, the conceptual basis for Table
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TABLE IV-15

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE RATIOS OF ALL STUDENTS
ENROLLED IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE DEGREE PROGRAMS TO FULL-

TIME CRIMINAL JUSTICE FACULTY:NEHBEES IN LEEP
SUPPORTED INSTITUTIONS, BY TYPig' OF INSTITUTION,

ACADEMIC 'YEAR 1975-76

I

Type of Institution'

Total
No Pull-
Time

Faculty'

Student- Faculty Ratio

1

I

I

I

sl

$

7
/

/

Over 180 120=l80 ,76-119 Trader 76a

All Institutions 100.0%
Public 1C10.0

Private 100.0

2-Year Colleges, Total 100.0
Public . 100.0
Private ) 100.0

4-Year Colleges, Total 100.0
Public

I 100.0
Private 1Q0.0

Universitiesj, Total 100.0
Public 100:0
4riVate .100.0

.'

31.gz
27.2
45.4

.

24.4
22.7
64.7

47.3
43.2
50.4

30.0
25.".4

31.8

1.6%

8.8
3.6

12,2
12.7
0

3.0
1.1
4.4

4.0
4.3
1.5

k,

N

8.3%
10.3 -

1.0

148 ,

15.,4

;

3.0
5.'

.9 -

2.2\

2.4,
3.0

1314%
14.8
7.9

19.1
19.4
11.7

6.9
5. 3

- 8 . 2

9.2

3.6

39.5%-.

38.8
42.1

,

29.5
29.8
23.5.

39-8e
44.6
,36.3.

54.7 .

53.8
64.5

. ; !
' l'

...

.

.

-;:aAppro matelVequivalent to the LEEP and AalS, guidelinesratio 'of 60 for
full-time equivalent students and Full-time equivalent teaching facultLmembers.,

Source l National Ma4oWer Survey LEEP Forms Analysis(.1076).
.

.

,

. \
0 ..

,
,

,-.

number:of students enrolled in criminal juStice,prOgrams to'', the total number!1

oof'fuldl-time criminal justice teaching faculty memberS.19 ithe implications/

of using the rato shown in Table IV-lratheVillan that stifled in the
,'. .

"guideilnesapc,s to be a moderate understatement oF ih extent to whichYLEEP-
1

___. . , ..

'funaed crimiu t :justice programs actually satisfy th LBEP and ACJS,;at/derds.;

Specifically, the ratio of 60 specified ir ,aid ines is roughly eluiva1ent
, -

1

,
!

to a ratio of .75 calculated as in Table IV-15. .

V-i63
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Given this caveat, Table P1 -15 shows the distribution of each type of /

institution'over range; of studentfacility ratios. The final column of the

table shows thR proportion of each type of institution that satisfies the

above-mentioned approximatiOnof thi-LEEP ane ACJS guidelines. In the ag-
..

vt
.

. .
\

gregate, barely 40 percenlof all programs meet the standard. In terms of this

, \
' criterion, tEe programs

4

o private, universities are the most acceptable: 65

. i
.

.

. .
1 1

.. . .

per.::ent have appropriate Itudent-faculty-ratios. Fewer than one-quarter of
. .

i

the programs of 7rivate t43-year colleg... meet the 'standard, whir only 3 out

i

f 10 programs of public two -year colleges are acceptably staffed.

/ Iii summary,:Very little in the preceding pates is inconsistent with

,

,

current nroarama fail' to satisfyminimumstandards of acceptability.

. a

1 In spi:e,ofthe explicit mandate of LEAA.that training isinot an approl
e /

priate: use 3f 1,FEWunda,.nearly 15 percent,' of #11 criminal juptice-elatedi.
)

i.

courses ofrered by TIEP-supported institutions are better characterized eel .

!

training than asedecatibn (see.4XplanatiOn in footnote 16). Nearly, a quaree.
,

, 1 .

j .

of ihe
)

offerings o,Mblic tworyear colleges are of this type.- Among four-;!

oft-expressed vied of critics of criminal-justice education that many

.i

year colleges and universities, ho'eve3",'less than 9' percent of the.dourse$ are

, j

training.- Although the.present.re iewaddressesythe issue of substantive Cur-:
-..- . . i.

riculOM content only wit?reSpeat to the incidence sof training courses, thOMS

, .
' i

findings are consistent w h the recent observitiOn of a report by the Akelir
.0

, 1_
can/Bar. Association regarding the curricala.of criminal justice programs, i

.
.

, .

v . . . that many of them have a strong vocatOnaI orientation. . ..',.. '0,

They do nolMeet the kinds. ngedi that have led to urging the I.

k work.i police to undertake college work...At./ best, such programs,. constitute ) ,

good traiting,lit worse* ':heYfre lendiAgstatus to Au-effort that :

. !
serves'on4ito. reinfofCe.the;most parochial Coacepps. prevalent in

the4olice;field.21 . i .

The Aiiitz-ILvn-ofan-, educatlon program-ia its faculty,ard the two most

I , -'.,:,
'

widely xeferencet measures of the
/
quality of prograWs faceltyare the pro=

I

-
,

" "

c. 0
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portion of its members who are associated with the program on a full-time basis

and the proportion who have at least a master's degree. On both counts the

criminal justice.programs at LEEP-supported institutions of every type fall

short of the prevailing standardwat the same type of institutions. The

discrepancies are exceptionallylarge at the two-year college level.

At all colleges and universities better than three out of every f.(iur

faculty members have full-time status. Only 42 percent of criminal justice

faculties at LEEP institutions do. The discrepancy is largest at.che two-year

college level. Sixty-one percent of all faculty members at such colleges are

full-time; only 28 percent of the criminal justice faculties at LEEP-supported

two-year colleges are full-time. More than a.quarter of LEEP - supported

criminal justice programs do not have a single full-time faculty member.

While 93 percent of the faculties of all colleges and universities hold

at least one degree beyond the baccalaureate, only 77 percent of the members

of the faculties of LEEP-supported criminal justice programs hold at least one

advanced degree. Although the discrepancies. are not large (3-6 percentage

points) at four-year colleges and universities, at the two-year college level

the discrepancy,is quite substantial--the proportions are 88 percent and 60

percent, respectively.

Finally, then: is general agreement that a college program of acceptable

quality must have a student-faculty ratio (expressed in full-time equivalent

terms) no higher than.60. Only 40 percent of LEO-supported criminal justice

programs meet this standard, and at two-year colleges only 30 percent of the

programs are minimally staffed.

The conclUsion is that a significant proportion of the $234 Million in-

vested in LEEP over the past seven years has purchased education of questionable

quality. The data cited in this review relate to the state of affairs in
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academic year 1975-76. There is every reason to believe that the quality of

criminal justice education has improved significantly since LEEP was insti-

tuted. Nonetheless, the weaknesses of the field that remain after seven

years of federal funding raise serious questions about the return that has wr

been realized on the federal investment.

D. THE ALLOCATION OF',PROGRAM FUNDING

Section B of this chapter outlines the general methods used to allocate

LEEP funding among LEAA regions, states, am.; institutions. This section

discusses the actual allocations of funding amolk regions, states, institutions,

and criminal justice personnel.

-

1. The Allocation of Among States

As noted earlier, the allocation of LEEP funds among LEAA regions is

based upon the equally weighted distribution of criminal justiOe personnel

and the poPulationsaf the states in each region. Within .regions, however,

the allocations are performed on the basis of the judgment of each region's

administrators, although a number rely upon the same formula as is used to

appo tion the funds among the regions. Tables IV-16 and IV-17 array the

actu 1 allocation of LEEP funds in fiscal year 1975 against two comparative dis-

tributions. Table IV-16 shows the distribution of criminal justice personnel

among the regions and states, and Table IV-17 shaws the spedific allocation

of shares among the regions and states that is yielded by the application of

the LEEP allocation formula in 1974. The tables together suggest that only

relatively minor discrepancies exist between the distributions'defined in the

two tables and the actual allocation of LEEP funds in fiscal 1975.
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TABLE IV-16

-ALLOCATION OF LEEP FUNDS COMPARED WITH THE DISTRIBUTION OF
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM PERSONNEL,

BY LEAA REGION AND STATE

LEAA Region
and State

Allocation-of LEEP
Funds, Fiscal 1975

Criminal Justice
Personnel, 1974

U.S. Total

Region I
Connecticut
Maine
Massachusetts
New Hampshire

100.0%

7.4
1.3
.4

5.0
.4

100.0%

5.5
1.3

.4

2.9
.3

Rhode Island .3 .4
Vermont .3, .2

Region II 15.3 17.5
New Jersey 3.7 4.4
New York 11.7 13.1
Puerp Rico
Virgin Islands *

Region III 11.5 11.6
Delaware .5 .4
District-of Columbia 1.7 1.3
-Maryland 2.4 2.3
Pennsylvania 5.2 5.3

-...../Virginia 1.3 1.9
,West Virginia .3 .5

Region IV 14.4 13.3
Alabama 1,6 1.2
Florida 4.8 4.0
Georgia 2.0 1.9
Kentucky 1.5 1.0
Mississippi .6 .7
North Carolina 1.7 2.1
South Carolina 1.0 II 1.0
Tennessee 1.2 1.5

Region V 18.0 19.4
Illinois 4.4

1
5.7

Indiana 1.8
Michigan 5.0 4.0
Minnesota 1.2 1.4
Ohio 4.0 4.5
Wisconsin 1.6 2.(

nued
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TABLE IV-16 (Continued)

LEAA Region
and State

Allocation of LEEP
Funds, Fiscal 1975

Criminal Justice
Personnel, 1974-

Region VI
Arkansas

9.6
.2

8.2

.6

-ouisiana 1.2 1.8
New Mexico .6 .5

Oklahoma 1,4 1.1
Texas 6.1 4.3

Region VII 5.0 4.6
Iowa 1.1 .9
Kansas .9 1.0
Missouri 2.4 2.2
Nebraska .7 .6

Region VIII 2.2 2.4
Colorado .8 1.1
Montana .3 .3

North Dakota .1 .2

South Dakota .4 .2

Utah .5 .4

Wyoming .1 .2

Region LK 12.2 14.4
Arizona

-`1.
1.1 1.0

California. 10.1 12.6
Hawaii . .6 .4

Nevada.. .4 .4

Region X 4.8 3,1
Alaska .1 .2

Idaho .2 .3

Oregon 1.8 1.0
Washington 2.7 1.6

a

*Less than 0.05 percent.

Source: Office of Regional Operations, Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis-
tration, "Distribution of Law Enforcement Education Program Funds: Fiscal, Year
1975," (1976) unpublished: Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 1974,
-Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics (1974).



TABLE IV-17

ALLOCATION OF LEEP FUNDS COMPARED WITH THE
MEAN OF OVERALL POPULATION AND CRIMINAL

JUSTICE PERSONNEL, BY LEAA REGION ANDeSTATE

LEAA Region
and State

Allocation of LEEP
Funds, Fiscal 1975

0

Mean of Overall Population and
Criminal Justice Personnel as a

Percentage of the U. S. Total, 1974

100.0

5.7
1.5
.5

2.7

.4

.4

.2

12.0
3.5
8.6

11.3
.3

.3

1.9

5.6

. 2.3
.8

16.3

1.7
3.8
2.3
1.6

, 1.1
2.5

1.3
1.9

21.1
5.3
2.5
4.3

1.9

5.1 -

2.2

U.S. Total

Region I
Connecticut
Maine
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Rhode Island
Vermont

e

Region II
New Jersey.
New York
Puerto Rico
Virgin Islands

Region III
.Delaware
District of Columbia'
Maryland
Pennsylvania
Virginia
Wept Virginia

Region IV
Alabama
Florida
Georgia
Kentucky
Mississippi
North Carolina
South Carolina
Tennessee

Region V
Illinois
Indiana
Michigan
Minnesota
Ohio
Wisconsin .

...,'"

100.0

7.4
1.4
.4

5.0
.4

,3
.3

15.3
3.7

11.7

*

11.5
.5

1.7
. 2.4
5.2
1.3
.3

14.4
1.6
4.8
2.0
1.5
.6

1.7°
1.0
1.2

18:0
4.4
1.8
5.0
1.2

4.0
1.6
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TABLE IV-17 (Continued)

LEAA Region
and State

Allocation of LEEP
Funds Fiscal 1975

Mean of Overall Population ands
Criminal Justice Personnel as a

Percents e of the U.S. Total 1974

Region VI 9.6 10.2
Arkansas .2 1.0

1 Louisiana 1.2 1.8
New Mexico` .6 .5

Oklahoma 1.4 1.3
Texas 6.1 5.7

Region VII 5.1 5.4
Iowa 1.1 1.4
Kansas .9 1.1
Missouri 2.4 2.3
Nebraska .7 .7

Region VIII
,

2.2 2.9
Colorado .8 1.2
Montana .3 .4
'North Dakota .1 .3

..South Dakota .4 .3

Utah . .5 '.5
Wyoming .1

te
.2

.Region IR 12.2 11.6
Arizona 1.1 1.0
California 10.1 9.9
Hawaii .6 .4

Nevada .4 .3

Region R 4.8 33
Alaska .1 .2

Idaho .2 .4

4Vregft 1.8 1.1
Washington 2.7 1.6

*Less than 0.05 percent.

Source: Office of Regional Operations, Law Enforcement Assistande Administra-
tion, "Distribution of Law Enforcement Education Program Funds: Fiscal Year 1975,"
(1976) unpublished; Law Enforcement AsSistance Admini,Aration, 1974 SourcebOok of
Criminal Justice Statistics (1974);17. S: Bureau of the,Census,'Current Population
Reports (1975).
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2. The Allocation of Fundin An Institutions-and Students

Table IV-18 shows the distribution ei LEEP- supported institutions by .

.type in academic. year 1976-76. The table shows that better than three out

of four of the institutions receiving LEEP support are public, and that 46

percent of the institutions supported are two-year colleges, 22 percent are

four-year colleges, and 31 percent are universities.

TABLE IV -18

'DISTRIBUTION OF LEEP-SUPPORTED INSTITUTIONS,
BY TYPE, ACADEMIC YEAR 1975-76

Type of Institution NUMber Perdent'Distribution

All Institutions 1,024 100.0

Public 790 77.1

Private 234 22.9

2-Year Colleges,Total 475, - 46.4

Public 457 44.6.

Private 18 1.8

4 -Year Colleges, Total 229 - 22.4

Public 90 8.8

Private 139 13.6

Universities, Total 320 31.3

Public 243 23.7

Private 77 7.5

Note: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.

Source: NMS LEEP Forms Analysis (1976).
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Table IV-19 shows the distribution of LEEP-funded students among the dif-

ferent types of institutions and the allocation of program funding on the same

basis. Comparison of the distribution of students in this table with that of

institutions in Table shows that. universities account, for 41 percent of

the students and only 31 percent of the institutions. TWo-7ear colleges, on

the other hand, account for 40 percent of the students and 46 percent of the

institutions.

The-distributione of students and LEEP funds shown in 'Table IV -19 differ

in ways that clearly reflect relative tuition and fee levels among the differ-

ent types of institutions. Private institutions, whode charges typically are

significantly higher than public institutions,Om every case receive substan-

tially larger proportions of LEEP grants than their proportions of the _stu-

dents. In the aggregate, for example, one out of every five. students re-

ceiving.LEEP assistance is enrolled at a private colleg&Or university, but

private institutions receive more than twice as large a proportionof the LEEP

grants. Public universities, however, receive 33 percent of the LEEP funds

to support 32 percent of the students, while public colleges receive

cantly -smaller proportions of the funding than their proportions of students.

22
3. The. Allocation of LEEP Funds Among Criminal Justice Personnel

Table IV-20 shows the distribution by sector of the criminal justice sys-

tem personnel who reported in OCtober 1974 that they had received LEEP support

at some time-since,the inception of this program. The table shows that 81

percent of those who repOrted receiving LEEP support were employed the-
'

law enforcement spetor, as compared with

tutions and about\5 percent itv,probation

Employee's ol-state-and local courts were
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TABLE IV -199

-DISTRIBUTION OF LEEP-FUNDED STUDENTS
=PARED WITH THE-ALLOCATION.OF LEEP FUNDS, BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION,

ACADEaIC YEAR 1974-75

Type of Institution
LEEP-Funded Students
As a Percen age of the

U.S. To ala ,

Allocation of LEEP
Funds aa a Percentage
of the U.S. Totalb

All Institutions

Public
Private

2-Year Colleges, Total

Public
Private

4 -Year.Colleges, Total

Public
' Private

Universities, Total

Public
Private

100.0

80.3
19.7

40.3

39.5
.8

18.4

9.0
9.4

41:3

31.8
9.4

100.0

59.0
40.9

26:1

20.7
5.4

21.9

5.6
16.3

52.1

32.8
'19.2

a
Approximations based on institutions' requests for funding.

b Excluding al ocations.to five states (Illinois, Kentucky, New Jersey, South
Carolina, and Pue to Rico). for-which data by type of institution are not ovail-'
able.

4

Note: Det 1 may,not add to totals due to'rounding.

Soxwce: NMS Analysis of LEEP institutional Applications (1975); Office of
Regional Operations, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, "State LEEP
SurVey" (1976), unpublished.
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TABLE1N-20

DISTRIBUTIA BY SECTOR OP.CRIMINAL JUSTICE
SYSTEM PERSONNEL WHO HAVE RECEIVED LEEP SUPPORT,

OCTOBER 197,4

Sector Percentage Distributions

Total 100.0%

Law EnforCement ,

2olice

81.4

73.6
Sheriffs 7.8

Corrections.

Adult Corrections 8.6

Juvenile C.)rrections 2.9

Sheriffs' Jails 1.7

Probation/Parole 4.6

Prosecution .7

Defense , .1

O

Source: U.g. Bureau of the Cehsus, Criminal Justice Employee Characteristics.
Survey, (1975).

4

however, the number of such employees Who received LEEP support can be as-

sumed to be very small.

This distribution is, of course, affected by the relative number of

employees in each sector, as well as by'diffeEdnces in LEEP participation

among employees in each sector. Data on LEEP participation rates by sector,
c 4

occupation and personal characteristics are presented in Tables IV,-21 and...-

177 -22. The major findings, based on these data, are summarized below.

About 20 percent of all state and local employees of criminal justice
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4,441,71,

TABLE IV-21

INCIDENCE OF RECEIPT OF IMP ASSISTANCE AMONG'
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTDINTERSONNEL, BY SECTOR,

OCTOBER -1974

1

Sector .

Percentage of
. InCuMbentl

All Criminal Justice SystemPersonnel--

Law Enforcement

Police
Sheriffs'

Corrections

Adult Correctiods
Juvenile Corrections
Sheriffs' Jails

23.0

23.6
20.0

14.f\
.

14.0
14.2
15.3 '-.10

Probation and Paiole 25.8

Others 3.5

Spuice: U.S. Bureau'of the Census, Criminal Justice Employee Charac--
teristics Survey (1975).
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TABLE IV-22

INCIDENCE OF RECEIPT OF LEEP ASSISTANCE 'AMONG CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEI)PERSONNEL,

BY SECTOR, OCCUPATION, SEX, AND RACE, OCTOBER 1974

Vian.0.0~.0.011ImmorOmmi
Percentile of Incumbents Who EiVeleceived 1EEP Aeaiitance

Occupational Category .
All

Personnel Spanish-
We Female White Black

eric
Orhe

All Criminal Justice System

Personnel

Law Enforcement, Total

Sworn,

Nonsworn

Corrections, Total

Adult Corrections:

Custodial Guards and SuperVisors,

Juvenile Corrections:

Custodial Guards and Supervisors

Sheriffs Jails:

Custodial Guards and Supervisors

Probation and Parole Officers

and Supervisors

1 4

mwmfter:ftmowswommonowww

aThlafigure,probably undetestimateOhe'percentage of sworn ,female officeri who have received LEE? oasis-

trance, A,substantialiutber of school crossing:guards and meter maids were coded by,thelineusiBureau ie sworn

personnel; if- only women whO are "sworn" acCording:t6 the conventional definition Were included, the percen-'

tage would probably hive been omewhat higher, as non -sworn personnel are significant1y,lesOikelylo be MP',

recipients. than are stop personnel. lly.the'easelogidithelroportion of female, non-sworn personnel shown

In this table to have reported receiving OP 0184400 is'probably overstated.

6

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Ceisusi Criminal Justice Employee Characteristics Survey (1974)..

Sex
,1

Race

20.4 21.5 6.0

21.0 25.9 4,1

26,2 27.6 7,2a

4.0 6.4' 2.2

14,2 16.5 8,6i

17,3 11.1 20.6

16.4 17.7 13.9

15,3 ica , 1.6

A/,3 28.8 '23,5

20.5 19.2 20,2 19.1

23,1 21.6 23.4 22.1

26.1 27,4 29.5 26,0

4.1 4.0 3.2. 3.6

14.2 15.3 14.2 12.3

17.3 18,4' 18.S
°

16,2'

17,1 16.2 16.1 14.8

16,3 16,9 3.9. 13,3

28;2 31,6 14..0 22.4



.

agencies, covered by the Cendug survey in 1974, had received some LEEP as-

.sistance since initiation of this pregram.

The proportions of LEEP recipients varied widely by agency category- -

from nearly 26 percent of probation and parole agency employees and nearly

24 percent of police employees to 14 percent of employees Of correctional

institutions. Only 3.5 percent of employees of other criminal justice

agencies, such as prosecutor and.. public defender offices, reported any LEEP

.assistance:

,
Comparisons of LEEP participation in the line criminal justice occupa7

,

tiohs (Table IV -23) indicate similar contrasts with police officers

and probation'and parole officers reporting much higher rates of use

of LEEP assistance than custodial officers.

The above differences can be explained, in part, by'differences in the

educational background of personnel in-these occupations. LEEP assistance has

beenVery largely col. ..crated among employees who have completed high school

but who have not completed a four-year college. program. 1_ 1974,- 81 perceht.

of all sworn police. officers were.in this category, as compared with 74 per-

centef line correctional officers in adult institutions and 54 percent of

child care workers in, uvenile institutions. . Moreover, it is probable that

.

.

other factors haVe also contributed to the hither use of LEEP assistance by

lawenforcemedt officers, 1.e. , the much greater polity emphasis upon support

of continuing education forline officers among law enforcement agencies_than

correctional institutions (as reviewed in Volumes II and III of this Report),

and the fact that moat criminal justice education-programe have been-heavily.

oriented.to laW enforcement subjects.
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. Within each major occupation, the proportions of minority personnel- -

.,blacks and Spanish-Americans-who had participated in LEEP were very similar

to those of other personnel in that occupation. Crhe only exception's to

this pattern, in the case of Spanish-American personnel employed as guards

in jails and as probation/parole officers, may simply be due to sampling

variability, in view of the small numbers of Spanish-American personnel in

. these categories in the Census survey.)

Only 6 percent of all women employees had received any LEEP assistance

as contrasted with 23.5 percent of all men employees. This difference

is partly due: to the large concentration of women employees in ' clerical and

similar poSitions. However, comparisons of LEEP use in each of the major

line' occupations also indicate a general pattern of lower LW participation

by women employees.

f
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E. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The objective of the Law Enforcement Education Program is, in the wods

of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1969, "to improve and\

strengthen law enforcement" by raising educational attainment at the colleg

level among the employees of the criminal justice system. The program puraues
\

this objective by'distributing federal money to colleges and universities, wh ch

then allocate the funds to students in the form of grants or forgivable' loans

for the payment of tuition and fees.

Two issues are central to an appraisal of the effectiveness of LEEP. One

is explicit in the objective, the. other is implicit. -The first issue is the

extent to which.the program has actually raised the level.of college attain-

ment among the peisonnel of the. system beyond what would have occured in its

absence.- The decade before LEEP was instituted saw major gains in the educe,-

tional levels of the personnel of the criminal justice system. For example,

the proportion of sworn police officers with one or More years-of college edu-

cation increased from 20 percent in 1960 to 32 percent in 1970. Moreover,.

there.is some 'reason to helieveithat thesc.trendo would have continued to

some extent 1,7,Ltliouc the enadtmsnt. of LEEP.
23

The question is, therefore,

whether LEEP 114v ir net- increase in college attainment over what

would otherwidp na$e :,!-.otTler-4-to put It negatively--the LEEP

funds merely paid tuit!niand ft.,7 rcw..:3 that would have been met anyway from

other sources.

The second sue is implicit in the program's objective. This is the

question of the qUality of the education that has been purchased by thelederal

investment of nearly a quarter of a billion dollars. Clearly, the objective
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of the'program is an increase in college, attainment because a good college

education is presumed to impart knowledge, values, and abilities important

to the improved performance of the criminal justice system. Thus an appraisal

of LEEP must address the issue of-suality as well as quantity.

Results of the Analysis

The results of the NHS analysis are consistent with an hypothesis that

has helped to some extent to accelerate the-trend toward a college-

e ucited criminal justice system. However several factors jointly contributed

this need, including an increased inflow of better=educated entrants into

olice officer:rankiduring the 1970-74 period (partially' due to LEEP pre-

service Funds being available from 1968to 1971)- and the very shar. growth

in payments of readjustment benefits to Viet Nani veterans, including those

majoring in criminal justice programs.

Some aspects of the quality of LEEP- assisted education c

be assessed more directly. As a result of the design of the program,,nearly

all LEEP funds are allocated to the tuition support of students enrolled in

criminal justice education programs. Critics of these programs, evenprior to

,.:

'LEEP, have noted that many of.these programs are staffed byfaculty'meMbers:

with
,

inadequate academic credentiale, .thEjt many of their curricula are ex-,
.,.

cessively oriented toward matters more appropriately handled -in training

courses, and that--among many other prh.ems=the'programs tend to receive',
'FN.

inadequate support from the institutions with which they are affiliated.
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The first,twn of these issues are addressed in detail in Section C of

this'chapter. The inescapable conclusion of the analysis is that the overall

.

quality of many LEEP-ifunded criminal justice programs in academic year 1975 -76

was disappointingly low. These results should not be interpreted as i blanket

indictment--examples of high-quality'programs are easily identifiable. None-

theless, it, does point up serious and widespread weaknesses, especially amongN

the programs of two-year colleges, whether judged by criteria defined by LEEP

administrators and the. Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences or,by reference

to the standards achieved by all colleges and universities in the nation as

a group-. At the very least, the findings raise questions about the wisdom of-

a continued federal investment on the order of $40 mill*on per year unless it

is accompanied by a more vigorous effort to enforce meaningful standards of

program quality.

In part, althoUgh the issue is not di7ussed in this report, the weak-

nesses of criminal justice education programs are attributable to LEEP

NO disCIpline cou1 4 .have Gnat ned the quality.of its academic offerings

the face of a quadrUpling in the number yof,xts. academic programs in seven years.
`.-

without an enormous accompanying investment*in graduate education to prepare

the_faculties.necessaryto staff the prograis. Although a small proportion of
,

1 k.

. , .

......

,
.%

LEEP funds has been allocated tngraduateTprograms,.the emphasis upon in- service

students appears to have denied, appropriate attention to the graduate level.

In an important sense, therefore, the state of criminal justice education is a

classic example of 'the consequences of a government program structured to

have .a majbr impact on the demand for "a partitular service without adequate

'consideration being given to the ability of the system to delivar the required

Supply.
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2. Recommendations

The following recommendationeare based on the preceding assessment of

the qualitative liMitations of the present LEEP-associated criminal justice

education .programs, and on assessments presented elsewhere in this report of

current and prospective manpower needs of criminal justica agencies, which

t

have implications for future periods for LEEP-assistance. Included among

the latter are: (1) significant 'deficits in education and training among mid-

level and managerial personnel in law enforceMent and correctional agencies,

which are being intensified by the growing need for more sophisticated mana-

gerial te/hniques,and (2). shortages of academically- qualified personnel for

roles in criminal justice planning, research and evaluation; and for faculty

in criminal justice education programs.,

1. The NMS staff recommend that actions be initiated to enforce the quali-

tative standards for institutional qualificatiOn for LEEP assistance as provided in

current LEAA It is clear that these standards were .not being

r

consistently enforced by the LEAA regional _offices. Programs which do not
- - -

----
meet standards, with respect'to the number of full-time and qualified faculty

members, whose curricula do not meet minimum academic standards, or which are

otherwise questionable in quality, shouldafter some reasonable notice-be

Aiaqualified from furtherAZEP assistance.

In order to promote establishment of reasonable quality'atundards for

with purposea, LEAA should explore the potential 'for a cooperative role with

the Academy of Criminal. Justice Sciences, which is currently in the process

of implementing Its accreditation guideline.

One method of implementing such cooperation could1involve the appoint-

ment.of an Advisory Committee 'by Ara to provide the desired linkage between

LEEP and crimindljustice.higher edueatiOn. The committee would ,dork with

21 0



program administrators in identifying the variables associated with educational

quality. If such standards could be mutually agreed upon the Federal Govern-

ment would not have to appear to be 'acting in the role of an accrediting body

and.could rely upon such a cg4. imittee. for monitoring compliance with these

standards, if this is considered desirable. These actions'should result in

a systematic screening out of.submargidal prograisi which--in turn--would free

LEEP, funds for reallocation to higher priority educational assistance needs,

as noted below:

'2. Steps should be taken to earmark a portion of; the LEEP appr(iatiOn

fora special program of grants for undergraduate and graduate work in manage-
,

.ment -related areas. The grants should be made availablertomiddle -level

supervisors_ and management personnel in all sector,4 of the criminal j-ustice

system, incl?diag plantiers and court administrators. The programs should be

administered directly by the Office of ,Criminal Justice. Training and Educa-

tion of W.A. Tue grints should be awardedon a competitive basis analogous

progiamp.operated by such other federal agencies sa. the National Science

Foundation, with consideration given to a geographically equitable diStri-

jmtion. The grants should provide for payment of tuition, fees, and other-.

expenses including appropriate allowances for subsistence, Initially,

these grants should be designed to support up to.One,year ofofull-tiMe under-

graduate or graduate work. The selection of personnel should give emphasis.

to those pursuing graduate programsrbilt law enforcement and corrections.

executive, in'particular, who may not possess a'baccilaureate degree shOUld-,

-
be permitted to benefit from the undergraduate management-programs in order

accelerate.such skill-Acquisition as well as to provide a basis for degree

comPl ion. The graduate program effort would be. considered an enlargement

:and intens'if<ication of previous LEAA-efforts in this area..
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The rationale `for this recommendation is atraightforward. The propor-

tion-of College-educated personnel among line personnel in criminal justice

agencies has increased rapidly during recent years, and the trend is-likely

to continue. The effect of the trend has resulted in an "inverted educational"

pyramid" in which many line personnel are as educated as, and in some cases

.!,-more educated than, their` supervisors and managers. As the years pass., the

requirements for increasingly sophisticated management can be expected to

continue to grow rapidly.
24

This is quite apart from the recognized need for

better educated managers to' deal with the complex technologies that haNe be-
t

come available in recent years. The future'will also require managers who

are capable of dealing with the pressures for more competent evaluation of pro-

. grams, and for implementation of new crime control or correctional strate-
,

gies. This problem cannot afford to wait' for more highly educated personnel

to work up through the system. An immediate and direct approach is clearly

called for.
r.k

prOPortion.._of the. LEEP budget should be earmarked for

direct grants to criminal justice- related graduate programs to support in-

creases in the number 'of graduate students planning to teach in the field.
25

The only long-run SOlutiontothe manifold Problems Of'Undergraduate-ctiminal

justice educatiOn is a significant increase in the supply of qualified in

structors, and implementation'of thie recommendation would contribute sig
\

nificantly to this objective.

4. .A program of. special giants tesupportdoctotal dissertations on
. .

rim4pal justice-wlated subjects should .be instituted. .Awards for this

purpose should.be made `directly to applicants selected'in a nation-wide cOm-

.petition.by a special Advisory Board broadly representative of all relevant.

academic disciplines. As the objective. of this competition should be to

V -184
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maximize the quality of the individuals selected for awards, geography should

play no part in the selection process. Again the analogy to the current dis

sertationsuppOrt programs ofseveral other federal agencies is relevant. The

competition should be open to graduate students in virtually any field, includ-

ing public administration, economics, political science, sociology, psychology,

urban and regional planning, and anthropology, as well as criminal justice.

This program would have two salutory consequences. First,. it would con-

.tribute to growth in -the supply of instructors in the criminal justice field

at the" graduate as well as the undergraduate level. Secondly, it would

provide substantial support to an enhancement_of.the quality and quantity-of

scholarly research in a field that has not been noted for either aspect Of its

research effort. This program would be an expansion of previous LEAA efforts..

"
5. The NMS analysis of the allocation of LEEP funds among the sectors of

the Criminal justice system suggellits that 4-significantly larger proportion

of personnel in law enforcement (23-percent) have received LEEP assistance

than in corrections (14 percent). This may be due, in'part, to the fact that

1, most criminal.justice education programs. have been clearly policedriented, as

'well'as to the lack of.active support of Such'educational efforts by correc

tional.agencies. Alt4ough earmarking of LEEP funds by sector would be unwise,

. .
. .

efforts should be. undertaken-administratively to insure that all categories.
. -. .. .

.

.

of eligible personnel in criminal justice agencies_ equitable access to
. .

LEEP assistance.

6. It may be-desirable to reassess the current policy which precludes

Aauthorization of LEEP grants for any new presertice students. 'It'is clear that
p.

the Overall adequacy of supply-of applicants for'line.police and correctional.

priorities does no warrant' a genera], re- opening of the LEEP program to all
, .

. . . .

preservice personnel. The DiS'andlySis hasindicate4 hOever, that there is,con-_:
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siderab]e geographical variation in the preparations of line personnel with

some college education. Moreover, veterans readjustment allowances--which

have until now provided financial assist:dice to considerable numbers of pre-

' service, as well as in-service, student's majoring in criminal jugtice--are

scheduled to,decline and even'Alally. phase Out.' For these reasons, some

discretion might be provided to regional offices to authorize a limited and

selective use of LEFPlassistance for preservice personnel, were state and

local-agencies can establish a need for such recruits and can provide some

assurance of placement'oppOrtunities'for these personnel, when they complete

their-education.

°
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. CHAPTER IV
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This results is at least partially attributable to:the Vocational educa-

tional educatlon mandate of many public cvoyear:.colleges, and.the_con,
''sequent commitment of such institutions, to serving the, immediate demands

of the job market. .Likewise, in-service and'preservice.studentado not
necessarily take the same Courses.' In-hervice stUdents would be.exenpt
'frOm many training courses, such.as defensivetactics. ThusIXEP may not

be funding some of the enrollments a up of pre- service career aspirants.

14. 'Law EnforcementAssistance.Administration, Guideline Manual: La4:Enforce-
ment Education Program, M 5200..1E"(107),.p. 5. The LEEP guidelines also
ephasizathe importance of "placticalcriminal jditice experience,

although such experience unaccompanied by appropriateatadeinic credentials.
'is considered inferior to academic credentials withoUt eiperienOe (I1214.,

p. 5X. et

. e
-15. LEAA, Guideline Manual,(p. 6.

16. ACJC, Accreditation Guidelines, p. 5.

17. However, the ACJC guidelines axe oomewhat more specific than those of
LEEP, `in that they require an institution, to use the same method for
calculating the ratio for its criminal justice program as is used for
all other departments In the insitution

18. The data do not permit 'calculation of separate rStios'for undergraduate
and graduate programs. Although the number of students in each type of
program is identlfiedin the LEEP application, the,faculty;-imember data
cannot be disaggregated. It is,interesting to note that the ratio that
is the basis for 'Table IV-13 appears to be closely similar to that'.
'specified in a draft of the ACJS guidelines circulated earlier thid
year The-draft language is as follows: "in no case shall the ratio
of foll-time Criminal Justice toaching faculty and students in the under-
graduate program exceed 1:60 and in the graduate program 1:20.1:JAe-
creditation and Standardi'CommitteeAcademy of Criminal'JusEldeAciences,
Accreditation Gpideiines for Postsecondary Criminal Justice EdU4aeion
Programs (1976), processed, p 12.] This is the only one of the drafts
ACJS guidelines that appears to have been changed in the final,Ipublished,

version. TheD.only difference between the drift ACJS criterion and the
ratios calculated'fOr Table IV.43.is in.the denominator, where the4CJS-
standard prescribes undergraduate enrolleAs and the NMS-ratio uses total
enrollees,..graduate as well as undergraduate. -

19. An average student-faculty ratio of, 88'in academic year 1974-74, cal-
.

culated as in Table TV-17from LEEP-application data for a sample,of
19 LEEP institutions visited by the staff of the National Manpower Survey,
compares with au average full-time-equivaIen't ratio of 70,in the same.
h.cademic year, calucalted froi'detailed data collected,directly Irom'thn

k.winstitutions. (The sample of:19 schools appears.io be reasonably repre-
sentative of the LEEP institutions referenced.by-Table TV-15.Eich of
the 19 institutions has,at least one, full time faculty member,. and the
average studentrlaculty ratio for all LEEP institutions in academic year.
19757-76, exclusiv, ,4 those with no full -time' faculty.,' was 90,-only:2

.
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CHAPTER IV
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percept higher than the average for the sample): This suggests that
the ratios underlying Table_IV-15.areapproximately 26 percent.higher
than they would be if- the data permitted their calculation on the basis
of full7time equivalents, as the LEEP ACJS standards specify.

20. American Bar Association Project on Standards for Criminal Justice The
Urban Police Function (1972), quoted by'LarrY T. HOovef, Police Educa-
tional CharaCteriatics and Curricula (National Institute of Law Enforce-.
ment and Criminal Justice, LEAA, 1975), p. 35.

21. Strictly speaking, the issue.addressed in this subsection is the elle=
.cation of LEIP funds among personnel only if.every recippmt of LgEP
adsistance.hadreceived the same amount. This is certainly not true,
but-no,-data ereavailable 'regarding the amounts Of.assistahce received
by individuals. In the, absence of evidence suggesting -that there are
significant-discrepanciea in the amounts of assistance received among
different groups of employees (and 'the NMS is unaware of the existence
of any such evidence), it seems reasonable to assume that the receipt of
assistance is an appropriate. proxy for the allocation of funds: In other
words, if x percent of 'the personnel who reportedreceipt2-of.LEER assis--
tance are in a particular:sector, it seems-reasonableto suppose that
xperdent ofthe #ogramte funds wereallocated to that sector.

22. Amo4.these reasons is thefact that the rapid-increase In-the incidence
of college education in the labor forCe as a whole that occurred during the
1960'e, accelerated the rate to 40 percent in 1974-75 NMS estimates based
on Current Population Survey data publishedlu U.S: Department of Labor'.
Manpower. Report of the President (various volumes)].

21. See Table V -18 in Volume II of this report.
U

24. A detailed analysis'of this issue appears in Chapter V of this volume.

25. As discussed, in Chapter of this volume, funds are.currently provided
under LEA/Os 'Educational Development4irograMto seven universities par-
ticipatipg in:.the National Criminal JustiCeEducatkonal Consortium for,
among:Other-purpoSis,. support of work on doctoral-disiertations.



CHAPTER V. MANAGEMENT TRAINING AND EDUCATION

The purpase of this chapter is to assess the current status of manage-
?

.10!

ment training and education in law enforcement and corrections. The

`chapter describes managemeit training and education needs expressed by

executives in the National Manpower Survey. It identifies basic issues in

determining training and education.to-meet these needs. ParticUlar atten-

tion is given to thiissue.of coilactive.bargaining.-. The chapter describee_

_current-management training-and-ediiCatian programs in .law- enforcement and

compares them with those of other public agencies and private business.

Current business and public service literature was consulted for directions

which law enforcement andcorreCtionsmanagement training may follow to

. proVide stronger programs.

A. THE CR.ITICAL ROLE OF MANAGEMENT

law: enforcement and corrections__ xecutives hold unique positions within

Lthe_frausework_of_Sprivate-andiagement., They must deal with many-
. .

:negative aspeCts of human_relationshiPs. .-They must enforce laws, provide

for arrest and iMprisOnment. .ThroUgh policies. they or.others promulgate

they Mus*,render decisions that may nfaterially affect the eourses of other

indiViduals! livei:1 .

When the National'Hanpower'Survey..(NMS).asked'executives to rank the

. ,

goals of their departments, law enforcement executives ranked community



satisfaction with the department first. Correctional executives surveyed

in adult institutions gave top priority to inmate maintenance-7housing, food,

medical care. These executives appear to be most sensitive to the needs

of citizens -- whether free or under' security. To meet these- needs, Ihey re-

qtArc staffe who can make wise decisions and exercise discretion in their

contacts. They must administer and provide daily direction to such staffs,

which absorb a major part of their operating budgets. A growing portion of

these staffs, especially in line jobs, is under collective bargaining agree-,

ments which the.executives must help to negotiate and, even more importantly,

to administer. Executives are usually responsible to elected officials and

new laws have placed their acts and decisions under increasing, public scrutin:

They deal on the,edge of unpopularity while being responsible for domestic

tranquility, and they.are measured, properly or not, by how well-they main-,

tain that tranquility. Forte most part, they dwell in an authoritarian

environment which ends,quite abruptly outside their orbit or institutions.

They must exercise their authority with an acute sensitivity for all the in-
.

terns', as well as public, concerns and interests which now surrouLd the

criminal justice-system.2 The maintenance of their executive positions is

Often an exercise in survival. The management of a police force, a correc-
-

tional institution, or a proba:ion and parole activity requirewan uncommon

blendinglifexPerience, tact, specialized management skills, and leadership

qualities. These traits must be heavily weighted toward understanding the

vagaries of human behavior and. toward the exercise of communication skills,

for handling the difficult communication line, which reaches upward and

downward with equal weight and peril, .
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B. MANAGEMENT TRAINING AND EDUCATION PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

1. Functional Skills

The NMS assessed the need for management training and education in two

ways. First, through mail surveys, it asked executives what types of courses

they would recommend for their successors. The response is summarized in

Chart V-1 for police chiefs, sheriffs, and adult and juvenile corrections Ad-
_ .

Mkinistratorso.Am Chart V-2 for chief probation and parole officers. (Manage

Sent education and training for court'personnal was. covered.in Voluie IV.)went

through field interviews of 'middle managers and executives (Volume

- VIII), the ENS obtained information on problem areas in addition to those

identified in the mail Survey. These interviews were conducted in 10 States:

Maryland, Illinois, New York, Massachusetts, Iowa, Florida, Colorado; Texas,

Oregon, and California.

\Charts V-1 and V -2 indicate that beyond the highest priority item--

a nistration, whiCh involveseperationa, leadership, and problem identifica-

:tic n and resolutionexecutives are concerned about a wide range of functional

as.\ Personnel management is e-dominant concerniof criminal justice execu-

(Chart V-1). Community relations is,a major concern_to both groups,-

while the emphasis for law enforcement and eltecutivesc shown in Chart V-1,

on rsonnel._and budget managementis'supplantecrby emphasis on Community

rem urce\development and counseling program management for probetion'and parole
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CHART V-2

TRAINING COURSES RECOMMENDED

BY PROBATION AND PAROLE EXECUTIVES
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These responses suggest that executives place increasing emphasis on

skills and knowledge of functional areas. In the past, problems of leader-

ship have always loomed largest, especially in paramilitary criminal justice

organizations, which tended to operate almost as separate entities within

governmental organizations. Recently, however, state and local budgets have

grown tighter. Larger-jurisdictions especially have adopted program budget-

ing syitems that demand uniformity of inputs for determining priorities and

financial allocations. Program budgeting systems require a more sophisticated

understanding of the procedures for budget development, presentation, and

accountability. The NMS field interviews reflected growing concern for train-

ing in this area. The Ability to develop a realistic budget and present it

to a critical audience, interviewees felt, was direCtly related to how well

they could compete with other governmental units. for budget allocation's:

Executives also expressed need for systems for managing their staffs

under the terms of collective bargaining agreements. .A'second area of de-
1

II/Sloping concern Jet coMmunity relations, which involve dealing with an-ever-

!increasing number of interest gioups with rising vocal and political powers.

In addition, the growing number of laws concerning individual rights must be

Mastered and policies carefully promulgated to insure that community relations

remain relativell,untroubled and that the raspOnses of the judicial system to

,,actions taken, or procedures followed, are Jess critical. Thus, -all levels

of law enforcement executives find themselves in a management maze in which

the-need for more technical training is increasingly urgent.

2. Private and Public Approaches to Hanagement.Training and Education

. Since criminal justice management training and edUcation are relatively

new, program development frequently leans- heavily upon'the course arrange-.



ments of business schools. The alternative is to strike out independently,

Choosing among tested business courses and translating them to criminal jus-

tice needs. 'There are Some distinctions between private business objectives.

and those of public agencies; these should be understood in determining a

proper course for criminal justice executives.

Peter Drucker points out that true management autonomy does not exist in

criminal justice agencies.
3 Such agencies are usually chaiacterized by a

hierarchical control which comes down from elected officials, both executive

and legislative. Under program budgeting procedures, these officials require

That operations be conducted under a disciplined system of objectives

priorities. All along the line there is pressure for measuring program re-

suits- -with a corresponding need to expand capabilities for audit, analysis,

and performance measurement.

This trend emphaSizes setting concrete standards for agency,accoMplish-
,.

menta, defining minimum acceptable results, setting deadlines, and making

designated individuals accountable for obtaining results within the framework

of laws, policies, and agreements shaped by elected officials.
,;;-\

Results from the NMS field interviews have underlined this trend. Execu-

tives expressed growing concern about the skills and knowledge needed to

manage within the unique structures of the criminal-justice System.---Governors,--

mayors, county executives, councils, and legislatures are growing more con-

I

cerned with programjand performance budgeting, and there appeard to be less

acceptance of traditional approaches. There is a trend toward reviewing

.
.-: .

.

.
.

i

organizational objectivesr,-eliminating those that are no longer serviceable or

attainable, and setting new goals. Curtent.pressures for. reevaluating goals.

in the correctional system and its institutions reflect this trend.,



Business echool cnrricula reflect the concern of business management for

improving profits and increasing market share. An objective of the crim-

inal justice system co move individuals who have broken laws through a

variety of legal processes. This does not suggest, however, that the busi-

ness experience and the analytical models used in management training cannot

be applied to criminal justice.

3. Productivity and Performance Evaluation as a Training bjective

The NMS field surveys and observations of experts have shown that public

officials are concerned about productivity in criminal justice activities,

particularly in law enforcement.4 Currently'one of the most urgent require-

ments for management research is to find ways to measure productivity.

Man5ement is, concerned with WO types of productivity: (1) individual,

which can be described and measured because it is discreet (such as patrol

car time'in responding to a call and resolving the problem) and (2),global--

the output of.the organization. Drucker points out that global productiVity

involves the organizational structure itself, the manager, 'idle or overload

time in operations, the mix or balance of activities, and investment in

talent.
5

A current example of the global approadh to productivity measure-

ment-is found in a comprehensive study (1976),In the Montgomery County,.

Marylanc4-Police Department, 51:41ed-tipcm an evaluation of management by ob-

jectives.6 This study examined the entire department,attempting to develop

a.Comprehensive,.performancand productivityoriented management-system..

It sought to'inareaie producti4ty by.a.redefinitiOn of jobs,.emore stria-
\

.gent setting of pale' without cost ncreases, and the introduction of a.

system for measuring productivityand erforamnce.

The Police Foundation haeralso eponso7d research into productiVity

andperformance evaluation. This.increasing\ oncern suggests that manage-
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mint training and education programs should begin to address productivity

and performance measurement as a management tool. Current studies can be

utilized as the basis for timely laboratory learning efforts. If produc-

tivity measures were introduced into curriculuMinfferings of management pro-

grams, executives would not only learn abclUt such measures but would also see

the need, indicated in studies such as the one in MontgaMery County, for total

organizational change as the means for achieving performance objectives.
7

4. Personnel Management and Collective Bargaining

Chart V-1 above showed that criminal justice-executivek strarRIF dAaired anew

cialized training and education in personnel management. Since personnel°

often is the laigest segment of their budgets, this need is understandable.

Personnel management is directly related to departmental operational costs.

The recent growth in collective bargaining agreements has intensified pro-

blems of personnel management. New labOr agreements often necessitate

restructuring portions, if not all, of, personnel management systems. For,

this reason, collective bargaining has become a major management training

and education concern.

This report will not undertake to treat Collective bargaining as a sep-

arate issue since the NMS made no specific study of the process except to

relate-it to management training and educational requirements.8 The concern

here is with the.impact of collective bargaining on the executive's need to

determine how.hie personnel system should be structured:and managed. This,

in turn suggeststhat.training programs must address themselves to the tools.

needed in the-.negotiation process and in the prOcess of managing an:agency

7

The NMS found 50 percent of the large pOlide agencies, 33.percent,

1

Of the large Sheriffs' organizationa,"and 28 and 31'Orcant of adult.and

'undernegotiated Agreements.



.,
\\

jumenil correCtions agencies, respectively,. participated in collective bar-
/-

gaining. According to a report published bythelIn ernational City

1

Management

Association, in 1976, 36 states provide for collect ve bargaining rights by

public employees. In 29 of these states and the DiStrict-of Columbia, police'

unions had formal recognition and collective baigOining rights.
9

The collective bargaining process is another aietNin which there are
V-

differences between the public sector and private business approaches to
!2.

management training needs. In the public sector, bargaining takes place with-

in.the political framework, with elected officiali representing the.PUbliC.

These officials have a sensitive constituency Whose iive.5*are touched in a

variety ofpersonalmays by the criminal justice systea. Moreover, x4egotia-

-tions in the public sector are mUltilateral. Not Only are elected officials.

involved, but also appointed executives, such as the, director of public g

safety, the director of corrections, chief of the civil service commission, .

the director of .thebudifAii and the chieflaw-ep!orceMent Officer Or the

correctional administrator. In a collectiMebargaining situatien, some of
.

those individuals, or their representatives, may sit as advisors to the nego-

tiating team, or they may occupy positionson the team. Al] Will be directly

involved with prenegotiation strategies and thr bargaining process itself.

Thus, in ndditiop to management objectives, criminal justice executives- must

know and understand the positions of the elected representatives whO oversee

. their activities./

Another differ6nce between public and private sector bargaining involves

the applicable local, state, os federal statutes, which.are.much mire Specific.

for thelniblic-sector.' These include-laws concerning the extenttowhich

*Etrgatmtng:Is-vermittad, laws°Affecting hours of work and toura oflduty,..and:
/ .



civil service statutes regulating promotion and seniority, as well as statutes

yecting such procedural mattes as the budget cycle. 10

The role of the executive in negotiations normally does not inelude mem-

bership on the bargaining team itself. His inputs are restricted to a great

hextent to the crucial prenegotiatio, session's. During the actual negotiations,

.he acts as an advisor to the bargaining team. In both instances he must look

ahead to the impact of negotiated agreements on the operational aspects of his

mission, his budget, and his own managerial responsibilities. 11 A recent trend

in labor-management agreements isfor employees to have a greater role in

management,,including a voice in public policies and decisions. covering pro-

motion standards, the role of seniority, recruitment, job assignments, dis-

ciplinary procedures, and policies on allocation of manpower-re.g., nutheref

12-shifts, squad carramIng, and seniority in jOb assignments within apridon.

When proposed zIgreements involve such participation, the executive must pro-
.

ject how the agreement might affect his Ability to.maintain acceptable levels

of performance and productivity and to control management responsibilities..

Correctional. administrators are also increasingly concerned with dealing with

inmate representatives.. Likewide, officials must be concerned about employee

unions when contracting for private services. 13

The preparation required flir prenegotiation strategies can be seen from

the recent study (1976) on PoliCe Unions by the International City Management

kssocitition. A formidable 15 -item checklist is proposed-ae-a-basis-for-pri______,

- .
. .

,bargaining and employeeregulations, reviewing recommendatione.of.supervisory

i)officere, and xumpiling-manpower statistics which may be pertident.to bargain-.

iOdemands.

14
negotiation research. These involve anticipatineunion demands and counter-

proposals, studying other coAtracts negotiated in jurisdictions with similar

Characteristics,- being familiar with all legislation affecting collective'

0.



The number of.agreements/that an executive museconsider.can be quite
9

large, A 1976 pUblication,of the Department of Labor found 504.collective

bargaining aorements covering 84,979 fire, police, and sheriffs! department

employees, including clerical and support personne1.15 Table V-1 ahows the

number of contracts 1:e 238 "state, county, and municipal governments in 32\

stEteiland the District of Columbia negotiated during 1972-73 and for most

contracts expiring during 1974-77.

TABLE V-1

< COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENTS AMONG POLICE AND FIREFIGHTERS

Activity, Agreements Employees

Total 504 84,979

Firefighters 195 41,176 ,

Police 254 33,488

,

Police and tleefighters ,11 . 777

Sheriffs' Deputies 38 9,221

Citywide .

A

',For the purpose of this study, "citywide" agreements"cover most or all.
municipal activiti4; and specifically

e
include' police. and fire. protectioi.- Hm-

ployee.coverage refers-only'to those in the protectivejervices.

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Byreau of Labor SLatistics:

. .

An examination of.these agreements indicates. coMprehehsive Coverage, with
. A .

provisions affecting.lalmost all phases of personnel Management. Table V-2.,

lists specific areas covered by contracts With police and- firefighters. In

one.akea of particulax interest for theiNMS--training and educatian'(under

parsOnnel policies) -- some 16'percent of these contracts included prOisions



TABLE
.

, .

COLLECTIVE TARGAINING,AGREEMENT'AREAS.FORP4ICE AND Flulacin

Administrative Provisions

Recognition of employee
Agreement apprdval
Union security
Dues chetkoff
HanageAdnt rights
Antidiscrimination clauses
Residency'vequiremenr,
Political activities.
Union activity provisions

organization

ti

°

Hours, Overtime, and'Outdide Employment

Schefluled weekly hours
Reduction in hours
Scheduled days of work'
OVertime pay ,

Emergency overtime
Call -in /Call -back and standby pay

iquOl.distribution.of overtime
-L--Bight-tto refuse overtime

Overtime mial.allowanees
Outsideemployment

'Pension and Insurance Benefits

pensions
Benefits at retirement
Health-benefit.and life insurance plans

provisions
Disabilitypay Snd retirement
:Burvivore benefits
Liability'pro..ection

Grievances, Arbitration, and Discipline
. ---- ._ .

StepeOf the grievancp procedure
OffitiaItime
Grievance.steps

,Arbitration
Arbitration costs

.,.tTime. limits

'Disciplinary protedures .

No-strike procedures

Wage Provisions and Allowances
. .

Wage surveys
Wage adjustment provisions
Longevity. pay

.PeiAty:provisione
-Shift differentials'
Holiday premium pay.:

SPecial-4utyandfekill premi
'Unifotmallowancesz
Automobileallowinces

Paidand Unpaid Leave

ATOringtime
.Jury time

Police court time
HOlidays
Vacatiens '
.Paid personal leave
Sick-4e
SiCk lea e conversion
Funeral eaVe.

Nilirary leave
Rest :periods.

. Maternity leave of absence
______.-PersOnalTleave-of7a ence..

- .

Personnel Policies

pyobationaryjeriods _

election of work assignments:
reding'shifts
nning,

.

/Pelice and fire reserves
/ Layoff and recall

/ Training
i Education

Promotions

I

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureauof Labor Statistics, Collettive
bargaining Agreements for Police and Firefighters, 1976.



for job- related training. .These agraemenis covered the type of training to be

provided within the organization or at an educational institution,- the number

of training hours required, pay guarantees for class attendance, and travel.

expenses. In-addition, 17'percent of the agreements provided for-educational

incentive pay to encourage employees-to undertake profess1,)nally-related courses,

and for pay increases after attainment of a JO-related degree. Certain agree-

meats callectfor.increases in grade and pay for ;law enforcement officers who

completed, additional schooling. Fourteen per-zenv,of the agreements called for

tuition for those attending school. Eleven perceutprovided for leaves of abr

Bence for educational purposes, with an employer option asto payment or non-

payment for sick leave. Table V-3 summarizes training and educatiqn provi-

signs in contracts for police and fire personnel covered to the Department of

Labor study.
,

While the proportion of agreements covering training end education is

.
small compared to the more than 50 perCent of the agreements di-at include

____such -areas-as-wages-and pendiens, it does illustrate the growing' Omplexity

of the executives' tasks in collective bargaining.- An increasing number of

contracts negotiated after 1973 may be expected to have training and educe-

tionprOvisions.

In summary, collective bargaining deMands of those in management posi-

tions a wider training covering the growing intricacies in the procedures

whereby agreements are reached. Such agreementa affect not only-the -top

executive bUt also middle management and supervisory staff, all of whom have

some role in the negotiations and a stake in hew the agreements are carried

out. Table V-4 illustrates the principal areas of concern in the.bargaining
. -

'process for the three managerial-supervisory groups, and indicates techniques

by with agreements are usually reached.
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!ABLE V-3

!RAINING A, EDUCATION PROVISIONS IN POLICE AND FIRE AGREEKENTS, 1972-73

..............,.

iii I..., liRelate. .., : ... Education ... , : Educational Leave. of, Absence

A11

4rePenCs 1144 14161n

did.

Incentive PAY Total:: laid. 1. liiii ''''

. ',q,

agree- 411o/ reer Oploy- Agree Eigop Agree liploy-Igree,Esplop.,Agrae 410' 067 A 7''''

, .

rents les- gents lei lents see magi tet lents. eet --tents; ;gas' ': manta... .terA
.

.
..

.
, .4. . 0..... ,.....

, ., c.,.. ji

Total, - 30,'' 84,919 :81 17' 249. 72 9,159 81' 10,124 5G' 9,876, . 13 3,429' 49 . 6 993',

Firefighters 195' 44116' 30, 14,030. 30: 4,464 '24. 703. 14 2 865. 1 b93,.. :12 ,L071

Police i . 254 33,488 45 ,3 030 39: .4 635 56 6,176 25 '2,603 1,000 24 1084
,,..,

...v

Police and

,

Fire, . 11 177 3 5 54 - 3 138 - 138

*riffsl' , ,

Peptides 3 9,221 .133 1 845 .12 4 266 1,736 10 2.:IPO
7,,,J,

tit de 317: 0.
. . . - - 1...:

..,...

,..

ii...................

NOTE: Nonadditive Agreesents may contain more than 1 provision.

.1

;jottrao s Departent :of,Labor, Collective Bargaining. greesents for PoliCe and Firefighters 1916.

, !



TABLE.V7.4

AREAS OF MANAGEMENT INTEREST IN
THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING PROCESS

Top Middle Supervisory
Management Management

ORGANIZATION

Understanding Statutory Regulations X X
Solicitation. X

:Authorization
Petition for Recognition
'Unfair Libor. Practices

RECOGNITION --

Cara Check
Unit, Determination
Elections
Certification
Recognition

x

X. .x
X

NEGOTIATIONS

Negotiation Team X
Scope. of Bargaining X
Management Rights X
Good Faith Bargaining X
Impasse X
Impasse Resolution X
Contract Ratification

CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION'

----Informing-Managelpent=Staff-and-
Employees X

Implementing Agreement ,-k
Grievance Procedure - X
Preparation for Next.Negotiations ..X

MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

Commitment on Part of Management X
. Interpersonal Communication
Group Decisibn Making
Management bY:Objectives, X
Organizational Development X

t
x

X
R

X-

Source:. 'Impact 'of Collective Bargaining ou Law Enforcement and
Corrections," Public

'.'Impact,

Research Institute Inc., 1976. .

4.;
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.

TIDE staff discussedmethods for training ctiMinal justiee executives

leith.trainerswho supply specialized courses incollective bargaining and ar-

bitration. Representatives of the American Arbitration ASsociation advocated

exposing. executives

negotiators must

for whom this train

chief law enforc
A

attorney geheral'o

programmer, and th

items as preparat
_

of contract language, and methods. for costing out the negotiated

package.16

Preparation for the ComplexitieS of negotiation includes much more than

An orientation ercise. A realization of the stress of the negotiating

to the types of "tough and threatening situations that

front throUgh simulated Dr "moot" negotiations. Persons

ng would be appropriate include the representative of the

t executive or the chief of corrections, the assistant

the municipal attorney, the financial expett or budget7

personnel officet. Stress would be placed on covering such

on for negotiations, how to negotiateiat agreement devel-

proces# add thi knowledge and data requited to hammer out reasonable agree-

merits

oa .

Makes the need for. more extensive and substantive training in collee-
n

tive bargaining apparent.

C. CONTENT OF MANAGEMENT EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAMS

t:TWo apliroaches to management training and education exist, and they are
-I

nt011y. exclusive. One involves teaching the skills identified in recent

r se rch on "how-jamumrintiFiiiii-g-EW." The other involves specific training or
_-

eaugaiion to develop performance-based-Skills.

- The first approach is derived.from research into businesiexperience.

17
Criminal jUstiee research in this area has been quite limited.. For this

.



reason, a summary of some Of the more recent findings is developed in this.chap-

ter-as a guideline to course development. However, it would-bi inappropriate

to dwell wholly on the functional needs of managets set forth in Figures Vr1

and V-2,' which summarize findings of the NMS field interviews, without AlRo

considering some of the leadelAip problems not covered in those interviews.

The first approadh looks primarily at the entry preparation ofManagers.

It concludes that:

Formal management education programs typically emphasize the
.development of problem solving and decision - making skills, for
instance; but.give- little attention to the developmentof skills
required to find problems that need to betolved; to plan for
the attainment of desired-resultsor.to carry out operating
plans once they are Made. Success in:realrlife depends on
how well a persinvis able.to find and eiploit,the opportunities'
that are available to him,and,-at the :Jame time, discover and,
deal with potential serious problems before they. become critical..

8

This approach further shows that the. gifted:problem finders. rarely possess

outstanding scholastic records. The perceptual skills needed to identify'

problems are usually left to be developed on the job. The. challenge for ed-.

ucatoro and-trainers is to find ways to teach these perceptual skills in

.formal manageienteducation programs, even ihough-the behavior needed to apply

-such techniques usually is developed through actual practice.. An additional

challenge to management education is to design programe that will permit each

manager to develop his own managerial style within this framework of problem

-identification -aukFamlutionv
19

Those who. select managerial candidates for mid-level minageMent training

Or positions of managemMnt aetha top often.do'so on the basis of individual

outstanding perforinances, when the'criterion should be ability to get maximum

TrodOctivity out of othrJrs. Management education must teach managers hoW t;v

look at their. organizational environment and make evaluations as well as hiaw

to- obtain voluntary cooperation froM their force. Better performance and

.increased productivity begin at this point.
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In recent literature the manager has been defined aa'a leader iiAlaison

agent,, a monitor, a disseminator, a spokesman, a:negotiator, a resource allo-

cator, an entrepreneur, and a disturbance handler. In pursuit.of.these func-.

.

tions, he is found to need abilities relating. to intuitive judgment and,synthe-
.

sis, rather than ability to articulate and perform logical analysis. Modern

management schools often emphasize the latter, and their graduates often find

their .way into staff rather than management positions.

Thus, in addition to apecialized courses that criminal justice managers

say they -need' to carry out specific functipne such as collective bargaining

and-budgetmanagement, challenges for management training programs include.

teaching general managerial skills, especially.for-mid-level managers. Ac-,

'cording.to the research, such managerial. skills involve development of peer

relationships, motivation of-sUbordinates, resolution of conflicts, negotiar.

tion, allocation of resources, and decision-making under cOnditiona of

ambiguity and risk.2
0

In this connection, a recent report, "Are Today's

Schools Preparing for Tomorrow's Business Leaders," summarizes findings of a

world-wide survey of chief executives conducted .in 1974.21 :This survey,' which

was highly critical of the pie-service preparation of business leaders,

suggesti important areas for curriculum development for criminal justice train-

ing programs.

;Business leaders in this survey concluded that school may not bathe best'
. .

place to develop leadership. Leadership was coneidered more a function of the

individual's character and experience, beet demonstrated in a Work environmenvt.

However; the role of the university was considered toinclude development of

what one leader identified as "abstract qualities in an iiidividuara make-up."

These qualities include balanced judgment, sensitivity to people, determine-

tion in a crisis,'coMmitmentto work, a "probing flexibility which generates,

V-208
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accepti, and exploits changes," and capacity for risk taking. 1 UndoUbtedly,

.these lualitiei are needed in-law enforcement, corrections, d probation and

parole executives. The report, by Michael Duerr, criticizes the quality of

c011ege faculty members:.

There appeais to be a growing conflict between the increased
sophistication and theoretical emphasis of academic institu-,
flans and the demand for pragmatic and realistic actions by
,managers. Mere and more college facultiRs, . . stress analy-
sis of complex management systems and decisions with;the
tools of operations research, qualitative decision models. . .

As .a consequence, the young graduate is oriented toward
executive level decision making. and has a very poor grasp of
the realities of the day -by -day pfoblems faced by the typical
manager.

Some of the executives suryeye4 while deploring this overemphasis on
. . .

.. ,.

theoretical education among young graduates, believe that the maturing execu

'tive needs continuing education in some of these management, science areas to

keep from growing obsolete.

,
. Methods used for developing middle managers in businesses suggest, similar

0

approaches to in-service training of supervisors and mid.-level managers in,_ ,

criminal justice. BusinaS's executives. generally belieyeln progressive53116-

cation,,,of responsibility to prospective middle managers.

Motivation by way-of a high workload-Oressurelas been success-
ful, as it makes him feel that.his ability-and effortevare being.
tecognized:22.'

.Not unlike law enforCemeninxecutives,. business executives believe in periodic'

changes in duties, with gradual assignment of.greater responsibilities' and

heavy emphasis upon coaching and personal leadership by senior managers. Such

in -house efforts are usually coupled with-short courses developed jointly by

the business firm and local educational institutions.

Business executives are giving increased attention to the need for skills

that-facilitate communication 'within organilatiOns,, delegationf authority;

"!
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and participation in the management process. Most businesses, like crimina

justice agencies, have a pyramidal or hierlirchical. organization structure.

However, the'report concludes that this structure may be subject to change and

quotes one executive:

The management styli, or perhapti the management structure, of
our company is being changed from the typical pyramidal struc-
ture to that.of a wheel--in which individuals have greater

.

autonomy, true decision-making opportunities, participation,
and complete control.over.a segment of our operations. This.

appeals to the current.generation.of aspiring young managers,
givingthem a sense of belonging and Accomplishment which
the-pyramid structure fails. to do. 23.

This type of structure also seems appropriate for law enforcement and cor-

rections agencies, _in which the NMS found a growing number, of college-educated

,

staff members: Due to education and inclination, the new executive SIShes to

become .More involved in his organiZation. Given opportunities. to gain. more

experience iu managerial duties,,auguie, I by fur., sr bLudy, thefig executives

desire More challenging tasks, as do their counterparts in the business world.
. ,

The extension of such Opportunities'is becoming one of the most critical

)areas of personnel management., The growing generationgap illustr 4 in Vol -.Vol-.

ume II, Table V-9 indicates that there, will be additional pressure f

tinge. As the work force grows younger and more educated, the desire of

executives_for more_challenge and responsibility will_become_acute. Retention_

of executives may depend upon how well managers plan to meet these needs.

Such planning appears to be a critical problem in developing courses in

personnel management.
24

This brief summary of research. findings related to. preparatAb

executives' indicates the need to reexamine:management training. The pointa

ofilew examined here_emptiasize.nentraditional approaches to executive

development. They also emphasize the need to develop leadership skills as

well as specialized functional skills* Onl business representative who

d
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participated in tie NMS management pa4e1 summarized his ,obsAryati

I,.justice "nage:Dent as follows:
, . 1

The current criminal justice system environment,- whether it
be a police.department, correction institution, or even the

appears to= we no stated philosophyjudiciary that clearly.'
articulates the role of Bement and the performance criteria

-
for good managers. ' In. such- a vacuum, managers tend to be re-
active and crisis management becomes typical. The idea of
controlling, planning, and prioritizing the primary, concerns,
of management - is lost in running from one crisis to another.

, .
When managers do ,the work, ra4ber than orchestrate it, they
do not understand their role.'''

. , .

Since crisis is often ,the name of the game in criminal justice; the .

of criminal".

I 0

ova view ehould be queitioned to some extent. It is evident, however, that

many executives, in the fieldespecially those who have been exposed to

college mmiagersent programs and the younger executives- who-wishto develop

their careers by effective handling of responsibility-;feel this view merits

serious coneideration in building an effective management curriculum.
3 .

. CURRICULUM CONSIDERATIONS

One of the .consistent ft lings of the 'field jobanalysis .interviews of

cutives cond ted under the NMS: -w6s that ontherlob, experience, was -:the;

common
. .

source of:information about a job. However; 'many executives

7----,,felt-thet-sPecis17-#ainini.,wouldhave been a more effeetiWe Anid :efficient

certain skills. Table 1-5- zhoWs the judgments of middle

vol law enforcement officers regarding the best way to learn certain

teaks: The Observations suggest several implication's for management

training and e ueation efforts: first, experience on ,the job may not be

way to pick up needed skills. In addition, proViding7-

trialand error learning often litite the fUll'veiH:__

tive in tasks he thief of thc. agency-or7insiitUtion



TABLE y-s

MIDDLE LEVEL LAW ENFORCEMENT MANAGERS JUDGM
ON BEST WAY TO LEARN CERTAIN. CRITICWTAS

Tasks SpeCial
Training

_

Formu nf-goals, objectives, -.
policies-ios meet laws and community
demands-

Organieation and staffing for best
use of resources

Negotiaticin in collective bargaining.

4.. FerformanCe
review

5. PersOnnel management procedures

evaluation and policy

6. Statistical analysis of indices
of .effectiveness-.

Biidieekteelopinent presentation,
,and 'management

X

College
Courses

'X

X

Sourest, NMS Field Analysis_Interviews (Volume



would like to see performed efficiently. FinAlly, courses available to

criminal justice managers may be so traditional that.they will not provide

the skill training which the NMS indicates managers require.indicates

Two basic, problems for curriculum development are:: what should be

taught.And,vbere'akill or knowledge canhest be imparted--that is, in- house
0

or through ad'outside institution. In tegard to the first, the research,

/described-in *cam D suggests that many criminal justice management

courses do not include enough material related to problem finding, as

agsinst-problem solving. There is also little attention. to development of

pew:lava' management styles, including management methods and the blending

. of intuitive and analytical management approaches..

One effort to develop a .comprehensive leadership program is the

Pennsylvania Police ExecUtive Program (POLEX). This program recognized that

the crux -of the executives' function is to "initiate and react to unpatterned,

unpredictable daily demands. "27 The progiam provged a four-week course

dealing primarily with the examination and modification of leadership traits.

\
It was, found that leadership traits could be modified and then reinforced to

. develop-a stronget:leadershi potential. A study of the program concluded

that. uch chngedleadershi rtualities were maintained by coArse paicipants

usually ,for more than a yea d-ahalf after the course was completed.

- ' In addition -to leaders training, there is also a need to provide

I
1 .

'training.in jdb-telated Ski Courses.listed by executives in. the NMS i

.

and interviews, cited above re Illustrative of this need. Too 'often generic

coursessuch as economics, ulural anthropology,, or sociology are considered

'sufficient to meet the edica idneeds of criminal justice executives,

Because:theyate already in pl e, and are tiaditiOnal components of. the
17:.=

. curriculumt it is -easy to include the I. However, the. NMS denionstrated a

; 4-4;^ ,
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need for specific'specialiieeSkillst7 not just economics, but budget manage-

\

meat; not psychology, but personnel management; not cultural anthropology

'

lid sociology, but minority'group relations and techniques for establishing

effective ,community reations.

\

jz:\ The f ld'interviews also revealed that adult and juvenile community-

:le
J \.:
based eorr etional. administrators felt a stronger need for management training

.N-,: / .-

, / \
land eauCation than did other criminal justice executives. While their basic

\ e

1 V

concerns tended to coincide\with laW enforcement and institutional corrections
. .v .

'administrators., their additi ilal'neede. were clearly job-related. These
..4.,4. ,;

1

,1

, included training in Contract 'negotiations, not only with employee unions,
4,/

.1

,e but also with public and private agencies for ersonnel and other services.
4

Other concerns were community resource development techniques; staff training

and performance managementi quantitative and qualitative program evaluation

techniques; internal_ auditing and accounting syStemslt, the handling of

boards, ,committees, and judicial'processings; and.aystems'fdrestablishing

cooperative arrangements with Other,ciii4nal justice agencies -- parole,

police,
.

and'cOurts-4in the, wee of _febciurces:and the management offenderi.

These will be discussed more fully.in VoluMe
- .

Already noted busineis objections to highly theOretical..tourees

taught through/SOphisticatedmethodologies underline the aesiribility of

teaching siecific,specialized skills. in a "hands-on" learning atmosphere ,

This couldjinciude e'laboreicry approach, simulating the environmentin

/

which the executive or middle le nl manager may be working. The,ein7 cussion
/ .

Of collective bargalming provided an,example of the diffeiing and complex

skills and information that management personnel The American

. Arbitration Association recommends teaching such skills in a simulated an

very stressful environment. Ata meeting of the American, Society for



:

Public Administration in April 1976, the riminal justice panel, which was

composed of representatives of both emplo aes and management? differed widely

I .

- on many issues, but unanimously agreed thatthe development of collective

bargaining skills by management and by employee representatives is.urgently

needed. At this meeting, the correctional union representative further

advocated intensive joint union-management training sessions that would

develop,negotiating.and bargaining skills by s!...lulating the actual negotiating

proceus. 28

In addition to what Should be taught, another major consideration for

curriculum organization is whether skill and knowledge can best be imparted

in-house or through an outside institution. Several ways of approaching this

question have been suggested:

An inventory of training and education resources can be used-to

determine what courses are available at local, regional, and national levels.

While the NMS did not make such an inventory, it 04 examine baccalaureate

and graduate school catalogs offering courses in criminal jbstice. They ate

listed in Appendix F. Specific training and educational programs in the

functional areas identified by executives in the NMS were noticably absent,

except for courses in administration. (This AbeEvnot mean that a criminal

`justice department or program had not arranged with some other department to

provide courses. in some of the critical areas.) The findings suggest that

criminal justice programs tend to be general and not specifically oriented

to the needs of criminal justice exedutives. On the other hand, many waiver -

1\

sities provide special programs or institutes intended to augment their

general program, and some of these. covered subjects that the NNS7identified

as urgently needed.

/



Current examples of university programs and cooperative efforts include

the criminal justice offerings of the Wharton School of the University of

Pe1.1 ylvania, the University of Southern. California, the State UnivErsity of

New York at Albany, California State University at Long Beach, the Southern

Police Institute at the University of Louisville, John Jay College, Babson

_College (New England Institute of Law Enforcement), and the Traffic Management

Institute of Northwestern University. Various national institutes and

programs,, such as those available through the FBI (National Executive

Institute) and TAM, complement the efforts of academic institutions. 29

or .

The Senior Command College at BreashiU, England, is_a leadership

training program conducted by a foreign government which-has been a: model.

for somfrAnerica4 training efforts. The program offetsopportunities for

accelerated promotion through eXamination and impartial selection, and

rewards its most qualified graduates with scholarships b many universities,

including Oxford and Cambridge.

Te limited NMS observation of college'catalogs:indicates program

offerings vary widely. While the criminal justice executive needs expressed

in the survey may fullyjustify special course offerings, availableprogtans
,

tend to follOw traditional curriculum offerings, reflecting their husinees

school or gins.

Th second/approach to deciding where criminal justice courses,
.. ,

-1. should be taught Would-be. to determine the desirable length and con eatofate-
. ---/

ogram offerings. Appendices G, H, and I outline. executive training pro;
/ -..

1I11

.grama of fe ral agencies. Two other programs (Appends es J and K), spon
. I/ . . ... ,.

. _.

National Institute
.

Bored by thy: of Corrections with LEAA funding, could also
i-

serve
r

as models for content and length. These programs cover leadership



development, problem identification, and problem solving, with hands-on skill

and knowledge acquisition in some of the areas identified as executive needs in

the NMS and field visits. The new FBI National Executive Institute offers a

pr gram of four separate cycles, each four days' long.(Thursday through Sunday)

to accommodate busy police executives. It also requires independent research

and study.

Some business programs suggest other approaches. A program for IBM execu-

tives provides four levcis of management and executive training.
30.

The initial

level is S-day school f;n: first line new managers, to be attended 30 days after

appointment. The participants return l'to 1 1/2 years later and every 3 years

thereafter for further training. The second level is a 1-week school for

middle managers who have taken on the responsibility for managing managers.

The third level consists of an advanced 3-veek management program for incum-

bents of high level executive:positions.

In the IBM program, the first level school uz.es internal staff for teach-

ing basic managerial skillgi SChools at the higher levels deal with broad

issues external to the organization and use visiting faculty.

IBM does not base raises in pay or new job assignments simply on educa-

tiOnal credentials. It is interested *performance of assigned tasks and

potential ability to assume more responsible positions; Educational creden-

-tiala are. indicative, but not a prerequiiiteto success

The IBM prow za is based on the theory that n.the relationship between

-the business And educational community, it is more c amafge,,c#ve,_to_use,existm.___,
. .

ingcomOetence, particularly the high educational compete ceNin the universi-

ties. It also recognizes external degrees, equivalence examiiiStions, and work

experience credits,



The discussion of IBM suggests a third approach, to help executives

acquire-university-degredi-WprOviding academic credit for management

training. Earlier in this volume, reference was made to the generation gap

in educational levels of law enforcement executives. Chart 1173

illustrates this gap, which suggests that degree programs need not

require executives to take criminal justice courses with content the already

know, or participate in highly theoretical courses having little or no

relationship to their daily problems. Programs incorporating job-related

requirements-of executives could be,tied to flexible undergraduate or

graduate degree programs offering equivalence examinations and work exper-

ience credits. For those executives who are college graduates, any additional

degree work might emphabize Management skills rather than work in the

technical areas of specialization represented by their previous degrees.

Universities might also'consider awarding credits for institute and

other in-service programs not necessarily university-sponsored. This prac-

tice is pursued by some universities, but could be further encouraged for

executive development programs.

. A fourth approach to curriculum development recognizes the time

limits of busy executives. I TheMS revealed that this problem was probably

the greatest single deterrent to introducing in-service training programs.

With time at a premium, the number of courses and programs available at

various times throughout the year and the length of such offerings become

distinct factors iaproNiding adequate coverage.

The NMS.didnot attempt to determine Optimum or desirable course. lengths

for executive training. A review of Programs sponsored by business firms

for their employees indicated that such programs vary in length. In- house

or institute courses normally average about five days.
31

Public agency courses,
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-CHART V-3.

PERCENT OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AND CORRECTIONS EXECUTIVES
WITH COLLEGE DEGREES

CURRENT ATTAINMENT vs. EDUCATIONAL 'ENTRY
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such as the Senior Executive Program of the U.S. Civil Service Commission,

extend up to 7 weeks (Appendix H), and the Wharton School course for

-;

Correction Executive's covers 10 days (Appendix J). College institute pro-\

grams for business executives range from 3 weeks to 14 weeks, with the

average 6 weeks. The FBI Executive Institute four-cycle program has been

previously mentioned.

To address the array of courses found desirable by managers is the NMS`/

and field interviews would require a series of courses on specific subject6,

or,-better, a cluster of related subjects that could be handled in limited.

sessions.

For a middle-manager or a new executive, a substantial program covering

all major management skills requiied.before assuming a new position, would

appear to merit-considerable investment Of time and money., it would be

desirable thatjob-related skills be developed as early in an execut!:veis.

.career as possible, permitting skill attainment in advance of need rather

than hurried exposure. to subject matter when the need has become critical.

A fifth guideline for determining where courses should be given

involves making related course offerings for supervisors, mid-level managers,

and top executives available at one center for all'three groups. Table V-6

indicates a simple hierarchy of possible course offerings drawn,from public

and private managementtraining and education sources. First and second

line superyidors are indluded. The NMS training panelists vitOrously

recommended that management

from first lihe supervisors

there would beSoMe similar

programs be Vertically arranged, width continuity

through top managers, so that in larger agencies

threads oftOntent extending. through all levels_

of management training and education. Such training and education might

improve-the-general management of the organization. Including representatives'



TABLE V-6

ILLUSTRATIVE MODEL OF SUPERVISORY AND EXECUTIVE .

tMANAGEMENT'PROGRAMS FOR MANAGEMENT ACTIVITY'

.E

G
U
L:

A

Course

Supervisory Management.
(First Line)

Scope'
.

The demands of a supervisor, the skills
and tools needed to manage -°

A

Managing Managers
(Second Line)

Advanced Management
(Mid-level managers)

Managing supervisors, developing skills
of Supervisors, working in lasupervisory
environment, human relations

,Senior Executives
Management Program

Developing specific conceptional skills
and.specifictoOls for specific problem
areaa,- A synthesis of pertinent tech--
niques

Probleth solving programs, developing
needed tools,-7group approaches to solv-
ing each' other's prOblemspiactical
approathei to crisis management'

P

C

I
A
L

.0

R
A
1C
S

Dynamics of Employee Behavior
"(geared to mid and senior
executives)

Handling of human resources, team
ing, career development, colleCtive
bargaining 1

Personnel Assessment
(geared for mid- and senior
executives)

Location of "fast track" candidates,.de-
terdining'Sbilities for specific jobs,
performance evaluatiOn, objective pro-
motion, training and education related
to needs and career objeCtiVeS

Emerging Trends in Executive
Management

Keeping up with new techniques and tools
what's newHin.management

Crisisjienagedent
:(example of specialized
courses as needed)

Atiproaches to practical operatibg prob-
lets calling for a high order of de
cisionmakibg

Course lebgths may vary .
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of all levels of management cO6.d foster interaction among them and.overcome

the junior supervisors' or middle managers' frequent complaint that the "top

-boss ought to have taken the courses I am taking."

Curriculum:development should not neglect the totality of tasks per-

formed by th3 executive. Up to this point this'Chapter has emphasized course

needs reflected in the executive questionnaire responses, individual'field

interviews, and business - related. research. Volume VIII.of this study pre-
\

seats an occupational analysis of several key criminal justice executive

Unti which provides:a-L-1=pr eherurive--listIng-of=rthe-taskr.-ski-1-1-r-and-know-----

-ledgi requirements for these. positions, The analyies of the law enforcement

' executive and the juvenile community-based administrator positions protide an._

opportunity for looking at total needs'in designing career development courses

for managers. The '?MS has already suggested some of *he more-urgent training

needs for certain.of the tasks. However, if career courses of several months,

perhaps, were contemplated, the whole spectrum of .executive needs might be

addressed. For'saample, the law. enforcement executive4nesentatiOns in

Tables 111-49 and III- 50-.of Volume III could-provide a. model of the ground

work for structuring such comprehensivdmamageMent training and education

programs CSee.Apiendix L for' Ford.Motor Company approach).

E. QUANTITATIVE FACTORS IN PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT FOR MANAGEMENT TRAINING AND
EDUCATION

There are about 50,000 managers in law enforcement; rrections, proba-

tion, and parole- the groups-discussed in this chapter: Approximately.7,3aO0

of theie are in state agencies, 9,000-in counties, and 32,300 in cities bf

varying size.- Table V shows categories of manager by type o jisrisdiction.

Their needa naturally, vary by jurisdiction and site of age cy:



. TABLE V-7.

MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL BY JURISDICTION

Category Total
Jurisdiction

State CoUnty City

Police (Sworn) ' 35,814 3,723 901 31,190
Sheriffs (Sworn) 6,383 '6,163 220
Sheriffs (Jail) 640 568 72N
Corrections 5,481 '3,132 1,627 722
Probation/Parole 1,305 J 450 664 191

491-62-3-

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Census .of
Employee Characteristics "Survey,' 1974.

Table IV-8 shows the distribution of law enforcement managers in

cities, by size of agency.

TABLE-V-8
.

PERCENT OF i,AW ENFORCEMENT MANAGERS BY SIZE OF AGENCY

Size -of Agency Percent of Managers

1,000 or more employegss
400 - 999
150 - 399
75 - 149.

74
:10 -.24
.- 1 - 9

19.6
7.0
9.0..

9.2
18.1
13.0

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census;-Cendus of
Ikployee Characteristics Survey., 1974.
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With approximately 20 percent of the law enforcement executives concen-

trated-in agencies of 1,000 or more employes, where managemett problems are

most crucial, this group becomes the first target for more management training

and education. The 16.percent in agencies with 150 to 999 employees merit

almodt equal priority. On the other hand, the approxiMately 24 percent
,

.
, . .

,
. _..

in the 1-,9 employee group, where duties are mostly operational, have limited

management responsibilities. For the 30 percent who manage 10 to 149

employees, management training lieechl may be quite different than for the

larger groups. In short, curriculums might need to recognize diverse

training demands for the four groups. Opportunities should also be provided

for law enforcement officers in smalVjurisdictions to obtain. the training

needed to'advance to larger jurisdictions..

Earlier in, this chap't'er, note was made of the recommendation of the

NMS panelpf-experta that, whenever possible, supervisory-and-management

ng should be related to mid:- and upperrlevel executives. This view

is well'expressed by Bass indAraughn in their study, Training in Industry:

.Ideally the attitudes and actions of higher' level management
need to be consistent with the course content of the super'.
visory training program.' Top management needs exposure to
the program and its.objectives, so that it will actively,
support them as well as reinforce_what is learned in the
training program.32

Suth an approach should contribute to greater agency or institutional unity. .

It should also form the basis for a better:program for supervisory and

'manager developme 'since a common skill and knowledge base will be

equally shared by al/ within the management structure..

The sizable po 1.of Managers and supervisors Suggests that the
..

education and training need for this group and its successors is quite

large. If.tie
,

nuMber.of managers in law enforcement and corrections is
. .

c. t

compared,with the-size of-the organizations they manage, the need for



management training becomes astonishingly impressive. Expendititres for. law

enforcement exceeded $7 billion in 1974, with $3 billion spent to maintain

correctional activities. 33
While the sizes of the jurisdictions in which these

expenditures took place varied greatly, the total influence of all the
9

managers in these operations is quite apparent. The efficiency and effective-

ness wiiti which they carry out their responsibilities affects rather markedly

both_ the public purse and the public welfare. The NMS review of the manage-

merit training programs Of 19 leading business establishments indicates that

business considers executive development a "bottom-line" effort. Their

training investments are directly related to ouch pay-off areas as increased

efficiency and cost reduction, enhancement of profits, finsncial management,

community relations, pnAuct acceptance and a better share of the market;

and employee relations. Considering the annual public investment in

the law enforcement and correctional systems, criminal justice executives

may well merit such bottom-lile attention.

F. QUALITATIVE FACTORS IN MANAGEMENT TRAINING AND EDUCATION

1. Quality of Management Training Materials, Methods, and Instructors.

University-based programs and career development programs administered

within large corporations frequently use highly sophisticated training

technologies. Programs that use computers and other advanced technologies

are costly and require highly trained instructors. Criminal justice

managers may expect to obtain more of such training, but the currently

available opportunities are few. Advanced technologies aside, the NMS

training panelists observed that training materials pertinent, to criminal

justice management problems are exceptionally-limdted. Many of the available



packaged courses are business-oriented.

A limited exi,Mination by NMS of the reading materials for executive

deVelopment of criminal justice personnel revealed amixture.of the

standard management materials found in most industry-public service pro-

grams. Use of these standard materials was found necessary for particular'

training courses, such as those on collective bargaining, since criminal

justicerrelated Case studies either-did not exist or were only local in

scope and limited. However, 'held interviews revealed a wealth of

criminalAustice materials that could be obtained through recorded or video

discussions with practicing executives, and from files. A valuable source,

for example, that has remained almost;Wholly untapped for training purposes,

is the computer files of .large agencies. NMS training panelists pointed out
1.

that executives of larger agencies do not often effectively exploit

this abundant data for improving their own operations. They pointed out_the

possibilities of using such data in management. training programs'involving

.1
Goon activities as scout car arrival times, parole decisions, and other such

decision-making operations. Likewise, reorganizations such as the decentraliza-

tion and regionalization ofAuvenile programs in Massachusetts and the

Montgomery Countx, Maryland, program for organizational change through-manage-

ment by objectives could provide excellent*case 'study materials.
34

The 4M.5 did not survey,instructor training and educationalmethodologies,

and the focus here has beenlon general course content rather than on'educa-
,

cational methods. Instructors, however, need to possess aorking knowledge

of the teaching ; methods that can best be applied to specific course areas.

--lhelIMS-fidid=intdttieVa'tsked-lawenforcement -executives to- project .

.,

.

. -L _

ct
i

executive skill needs during\the next five years. The f011oWing subjedt
,,

areas.
.

c. .

11 . .

as were onsidered most important:
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- Contemporary Social Problems

- Leadership and Supervision

- Organization, Adtinistration;

- Fiscal andBudget Managements

- Labor-Relations'

Criminaliatics

- Planning and Research

- Decision Making

-Management by Objectives

Operations

Motivation, Morale, Productivity

- Written and Oral Communication

- Personnel Administration e I

- Media Relations

Records and Information Systems

Needs Resource Allocatiox( and Utilization

Techniques for covering those areas of study maybe quite varied. °. In

this regard, the practices of industry and major public service prograMs,:'s

1

as the Internal Revenue Service, are worth noting.

in

University-based prOgrams, especially on a cOntract-institute' basis,

as illustrated in Appendices J and Kp.min univ rsity staff.and guest instructors

iiken from the ranks of practicing executives. This techLique has the ad-.

vantage of combir.lIng theoretical specialists

, caveat that the two. apprOachea are

Industry ia-hpuse program for` the

-leilel-coUrseir-usually7rely-OqoUnger=dnat

heremorkedla lithe Operations,' Xerox,
15

On thebasiO:of field.performince ability

V-227

th practitioners, With

not fragmented.

sorand,middli;Managdfient

tors4ith,College-degradi,Whe_

or -example 'ChOOSes instructors

to communicate well, .and -Managerial-
,



potential. These examples suggest similar utilization,of criminal justice

Personnel. :Adjunct teaching arrangemesta at local educational institutions

could be-tied directly to agency career programs. In-addition, it could

be useful for full-time university instructors to enter criminal justice

programs at larger` agencies or instIoltiors for a designated period of on
. -vs

or two years. SuOh experience would revitalize the instructional pro,..ess

and help to overcome objections, especially by Lusiness executives, to the

excessive theoretical bent of many management programs.37

2. Program Proliferation

Business firms Enid public agencies, spurred by manageMent demands during

the 1950-70 perio4 moved in many directions to obtain management training
A

and educatiOu programs for in- service personnel. Such demands haVe led to

a proliferation If college management training courses, many hastily conceived,

poorly taugh , and "incapable of addressing organizational needs. Larger

`corporations have tended toward in-house training programs to better control

course contOnt,.thequality of the instruction,,ianCthe use of companYrelated

course material and case studies. Military organizaiions'and the U.S. Civil

'Service .Commission hake. done likewise.38 -Many university programs' that', over

"time, have proven their relevance; uniqueness; and value form a solid base

for meeting in-service management training requirements. (See Appendix M.)

Management training is quite new in the criminal justice system compared

with industry. The potential for expansion to net the varying needs of

over 50,000 managers and their successors is still latent. Therefore,*

opportunity existP'to bypass the costly, proliferation of weak courses experienced
x/

earlier by bubiness firms. ,-Few/Oiiminal agencies are large enough to follow

the route of sry large-corporations in establishing self--contained-programs
.. V

ft0t

The immediate challenge is to develop mOdel regional programs, re-examining



current offerings in the light of new demands. The proposal by the Academy

for Criminal Justice Sciences to accredit programs in criminal justice might

be viewed as one way to accomplish-this end.39

Standards -for-ManagementTraining and Eancation

o

In an attempt to provide goals or management training, the National

Advisozy Commission on Criminal Justice. Standards and Goals recommended a

'minimum of 40 hours of course thud), each year for law enforcement and

'corrections personnel. :4p However, a recent report of the. Executive Committee

or 1A141) declined tO set standards for management training of law infoice-

,-

ofC "kite study focused on the training needs of those about to

enter management ranks. It called for each state and local jurisdiction to

establish its own minimum supervisory and management training. for new police

chief executives.
--

The:major problem indetermining'training standards is the variety of
r-

if-7-neede,hased-on :auckfactorti_as_the:_site Of agency, its geographical

location, and the complexity of its organization. This might suggest setting

minimum- standard R in terms ofobjectives rather than hours of attendance.

.Courees might be planned to meet specific management goals established
!

for first line supervisors through the top executive. This would be esvlially
..

useful in agencies with over 100:employees.

Setting minimum hours of course time, such as the 40 hours recommended

by NAC, could induce more managers to undertake courses or prograu4, but

should not, impair flexibility in scheduling. The REE:panelists pointed out

the need for looking beyond numerically based standards to stantards built

.around e total agency commitment to management. training and educatiOn:
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- Commitment. by top management :personnel to man ageme/nt- development.

i

. ,
.

,

Foratttation
/
of training. Obietives.. tied to ,Gganizational .and

- Use Offitructured on-the-j0 training.

individual needs.

- .Assessment of individual potential based on past

performance, leadership potential; managemen

education.

Incluaion of coa

as a management

Immediate utili

nents;

planninging and career l for

eiponsibility.

ation of newly acquired Skills in job assign-
/

e training programs whenever possible.

sity, institute, or specially developed academy

management

experience, and

subordinates

- Use of in7hou

Use of unive

".programs for mid- and top-leftl executives.

Theltole of the Universit

TILe_noiversity has s veral-iMportant.rolea TO play in management training

The firsi4nyolveskp eservice training and education: Businesses and

some arncies in the civil service ,system'-hire- 4141.7iduals:for junior manager-=.,
_

11\

- _
W. po itions, Usually Tin Citiln fUnCtional a eas. 'SuChAndividuali are

prepared in4usineeis and pub is administrati schools at theliaccalaursate

to levels. .Since no t criminal just ce entry positions in the sworn

involve recruit entry\training, it ids -rare-for the system to re-

cruit.poteniial managers from 4hoolSofbna neas or public administration. :.

History emonstrates that criminal juatice ends to develop-its awn-managers

from this

7-2).reinforC

ranks. The experience o the busi ess world as well tends to

the. view that there is 1 ttle substitute for on-the-job experience:



ever, more-college trained individuals are entering the criminal justice

field and at higher ranks than others enter. Both. agencies and universities

may wish to reexamine, in the light of the findings on executive needs, the..

pre- service options available to those who may desire to enter the system

after obtaining an academic degree

Law enforcement and corrections agencies traditionally start new entries

at -the lowest level of the career ladder.- This practice insures a thorough

grounding in the agencies' missions and operational procedures. BoWever, the

technical support. needed bytop executives in the critical functional areas

indicates a need for more highly trained mid-level managers, particularly in

the larger agencies. Pre- service training in technical areas for potential

sworn officers or civilian personnel would permit a more adequate use of

such talents.

Training and education obtained through. a college program is therefore

important, not because it provides backgrOund-in_crimimil justice, but because

it aids the selection of personnel who are to pursue management options.

This_wOuld_perhaps. argue for_closer_collaboration_between_eduCational_institw-

tions_and_criminaljustice-agencieSigil calf e problems could be

caused by improper screening for potential of those purduing courses' or

degrees in hope of attaining future managerial positions, general or

functional.

Coupling pre-service management training with in-service training could

meet the objections of managers to over-emphasis on theory by university

courses. Better and earlier programming of the career developmeneof the

younger mid-level managers could ease the crisis management problems of senior.

executives. For example, when only untrained or partially trained staff

members are available for initial collective bargaining sessions, designated

V -231.
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individuals are often rushed intora short course. By planning for programmed

skill acquisition on a local or regional basis,. the talent reserve for

handling problem areas could be made stronger.

The matter of course availability and quality has been addressed

earlier in this chapter. When considering university planning for criminal

justice needs, some further steps are indicated. The NMS found that univer-

sities and colleges tend to respond to in-service needs. This is especially

evident among community colleges. BUt in the management training area, the

resources of four -year colleges and graduate chools need to be developed.

However,development of programs being costly, university support for edu-

cation in the needed areas should be extended. -Each criminal justice system

needs to examine locally And regionally its precise management training and

educational requirements (see Appendix N ;- State Plans).

.-
In'addition to campus -based programs, there appears to be a need to

. consider the availability of close-to-home .management training.prograMs

for those whose time is limitedwhotie remoteness from an academic-instituion

Trecludes any significant77triiningToppott-dditiesor_whose_staff_ia_amall.-

5. Lateral Entry (Si Executives

Consideration must also be given to the matter of lateral -ransfer.

Business buys the leadership talents of-individuals, regardless of background,

and moves such individuals into executive positions. For criminal justice,.

looking outside the system for such-talent might enhance the executive leader7

ship of agencies and institutions.

However, many points would require resolution before public agencies

could effectively operate in such a manner. These include:

Typical salaries in criminal justice agencies, which do not provide suf-

ficient incentive for executive recruitment at the higher levels.

V-232
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Profit- sharing and other such financial incentives,: which do not accrue

to public employees but are normally part of executive recruitment.

.Provision of time for training and education which enhances growth

potential and career development.

If these obstacles can be resolved, some of the-factors with which the

business-oriented executive would -have, to contend upon entering public.

service include the following:

Regardless of talent and specialized training, it takes time to adapt

to any new environment and time to translate knowledge into different cir-

cumstances; during this time the executive operates at minimum efficierity.

Corporate authority differs-from public service responsibility' in

regard to specific employee controls and constraints.

The politics of city councils, legislators, and mayors are directly,

.not incidentally, related to the pressures upon go7ernment managers.

Public pressures, via the media,. are notcoJLplmton:_ace_in-bus--iness-and--7T

industryhenthey, do exist, they are more easily calmed or neutralized.

The.vagueness or absence of-accuratejOb_destriptions_and_the-rigl.dity-----

of civil service restrictions. severely limit the efficient utilization of .

public personnel.

There are fewer trained and highly motivated middle managers and "chief-

deputies" in public agencies who can implement policy decisions' from the top

executive.

The vast discretionary powers of operational personnel (such as patrol
a

officers)make direction less absolute than the procedural orders that

industry can place upon its line workers.-

It Seems to be a logical and overdue conclusion .that criminal justice

agencies need to embrace some of the talent idenfitication and development
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teChniques of the private sector without losing sight of the real differences

between business and publicly funded, non-profit service occupational

groupings. This matter is somewhat complicated currently,since traditional

!promotional systems are being altered.
' c.

It seems reasonable to assume that sufficient talent can be recruited

and developed to insure fax greater management skills in criminal justice

in the years ahead. But innovative practices are clearly needed, and those

that already exist require translation and adaptation to police and corrections.

Enabling St.ch concepts to be applied to public safety endeavors ma, be truly.

-one of-the most significant and iong-term changes which cool. "effect

by federal resources.' Some experimentation may be required, sincelocil
n.

and state criminal justice agencies have not had to be fiscally accountab

to their "stockholders" over the years. But times have. changed and mu

can be- learn94and_borrowed-from7bbbiness concepts, experimental apprOa es,

and ideas--not withstanding the far different environment of-the corporate

World. This adaptation requires the leadership and stimulation-of federal

-7i4kiieni resources, since, the rationale for even modest departure from

tradition is_not.always:evident to the leaders ofnnOn-profit'endeavors.

For the reasons cited earlier,- the cost effwativetess and the long-term

impact of "outside" managers raise very real questions. The more reasonable

and defensible solutions seems to be in the development of executive-level

__
personnel. Such experimen4tion is far more likely to be.salable to mayors

and city manarers. The recent Police Chief Executive Report cited earlier

supports this position insofar writ indicated that the superiors of police

chiefs, more than the chiefs themselves, generally felt that management '

training for chiefs was greatly needed.
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The validity of many of the, conclusions stated aboVe jas been demonstrated

by business. Although there are real dollar costs in'proceeding in dUch-a

direction, advantages are also real. All too often criminal justice

-
executive development is not regarded as an investment at all, but rather

a reward of status based upon previous --not necessarily relevant--experience.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Law enforcement executives form.an important group for whom specialized

training and education needs have not been adequately addressed. The NMS

indicated that management training for criminal justice executives should be

greatly modified and expanded. and that the training gap is-becoming increasingly

critical given increasing_sophistleat-ionaf-eavartelient prbutices, the con-

straints of program'budgeting, and the expansion of law enforceMent staff and

-activities. An examination of the tasks:, -skiliii-aiid-kaoWledgerequired-by

criminal-jut:it c .(to be dischesed.fully in Volume VIII) demon-'

stratea that their duties and responsibilities are comparable to those of

executives in business and in other areas 'of public service..

iQuestinnhaire respoxses and interviews shoWed the desire for thorough

training for executives in functional areas aueh as collective bargaining,

"personnel management, community resource development,-.and . planning and research.

-,Associated with these job-related skills are.concerns.about hoW mauagers-T.

manage: leadership styles, problem findings, problem solving, dealing with

unknowns, and the management of change. Management training should therefore

iruile.both leadership development and the acquisition of specific functional
. -

skills and knowledge. Training should be.formulated-with reference to the

manager's uperating job; at present, most programs available to law enforce--
rent exicutivesare available only through the general courses of academic



institutions: To meet the nationwide need for special training and education,

much. the'saie is industry does, Most managerial programs now are available

only infrequently, to meet pressing needs for very specific types of informa-

tion. Much can be learned from busineas firms like. IBM, which consider

training an integral part of their operations. There is need for more uni-

formity, with planning, perhaps, on's' regional basis. Some states have begun

this type of planning, and federal government support for program development

:has been available -fora the past few years.

The proliferation'Of business courses, many badly,rganized.and poorly

taught, during the earlier rush by business and public service organizations

to fill vastly increasing poet-World Wer_Mmeeda =ean- tae- avo3aed in criminal

-7-
juatice by immediate and positive planning. 'Standards *Or manageMent.

expressed by determining objectives for jurisdictions, de-
.

pending upon theiraize and missions, rather than by setting a minimum

number of hours.to be spent yearly on training, Certain management training

and education models developed by universities and governmental agencies*

including tioese exclusive tb the criminal justice system, can be examined

for their applicability to the development of regionally organized programs

However,universitiesshouldreexaminetheirprograNstoinsure that theyinsure

are less theoretical, aore job-related, and responsive to need. In deireloping

new, comprehensive programs the major question:seems to bewhii.edUcational

strategies best facilitate the acquisition of skills and knowledge that

managers'need. Determination through research of the properAix_of methodolo-

gies will enhance the management education process. However, instructional

material' should be job relited7=that is, developed,aioutd Llse studies and

! . information derived from actual criminal justice operating conditions.. Little

of this type of material exists. Malagement research in criminal justice .is
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.
practically nonexistent, and fostering it is a challenge to governmental

agencies add universities.

There is a need to integrate supervisory, mid,level-and top- management

training'to insure' that each individualcaa relate his Management duties

and his trainingand education to the goals of the agency.. Lateral entry

of executives.to criminal justice positions from business or public service

Organizations presents difficulties. The development of Criminal'justice

executives through better planned management training and education_opportuni-.

'ties can minimize the need to. bring in others.

n criminal justice-ls-on-the-threshOld of greater demands for

more detailed skill and knowledge. There is a need to examine the objectives

of criminal justice management training and education in the light of thOSe

demands. Course availability and.course development.capabilities must-be

planned to meet these objectives. This would be enhanced by integration of

planning efforts by state planning-agencies, criminal justice agencies, uni-

versitiei, afid.private agenCies.. Program developMent might best be

organized on a state or'regional basis; with attention to local jurisdic:.ions

of varying size and mission. A series of regional edUCatiOn4 centers could'

be established, with initial funding from thefedeial government to be

matched or"replaced by state funding eventually.
. _

Such centers should provide for all management development activities

and have the capability to offer individual courses or integrated course

programs for first line supervisors to top management. Each center should

maintain a curriculum program, educational materials, and a research program.

The curriculum should emphasize job-relate&courses. The- number of courses

VA

and programa at each center should be developed on the basis of studies1Cf

'programa mOsturgently.needed for-law enforcement and corrections managers,
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juvenile corrections adMinistrators, and for adult community-based

-adMiniatrators.

The establishment of regional centers does not preclude the continuance of

university -based management training programs. Academic credit arrangements

should be.made with universities to provide incentives fdr!eupervisore 'mid--

.

level managers, and executives to complete degree programs in public manage

went and administration, or in criminal justice with management emphasis. -The.

intent Of the centers shoUld.be to provide More-accessible-courses -ineto

7, integrate courses to meet:specificagency training needs.'' Special programs

---ona:cOntinuingHbasisehould be established- within the-centers-tojnclUde-the---

senior leverofficials: state and local executives, judicial-and legislative

officials, state planning executives, and other senior officials. In addition,
ito

each center should establish and maintain a'personnel assessment facility

to advise agencies on the selection and.career development of-supervisors,

mid-level managere, and top executives.

Existing management training centers operated under state auspices may be

found to meet the needs of, some areas for- regional centers. Private execu-

tive training programs furnishing training in certain subject matte'r,could

.,'!be integrated in the regional. Centers.Regionai.Centersmight be.established:

an_aCademic-setting, utilizing existing programs.
n!,

Instructor training programs shoold be provided in conjunction with

.41

Center programs, and should introduce knowledge of educational tetnology.

Most instructors should have had experience. within the criminal justiCe system:

Rotating instructorships,could bo geared to agency manager development

program, with a stint at the center for r-1-2 years tieing an intezral part

of career deVelopment.
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The urgent need for manpower trainingsuggesti that regional management

development centers be established as soon. a possible. In-order to facilitate

this action, a national advisory planning group.Shbuld be established

to de7.7elop program offerings and the administrative- structure for the regional

,\trainiig c ntera. The group-should also consider ways in,which universities and

\

Other org izations could supplement the regional training center offerings.

The NMS_fi dings suggest that the program stiould not be national in scope-but ---

shbuld focus on lOcal, state and regional needs,- taking into consideration

exiting resources and state plans.
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CHAPTER VI. PROGRAMS OF THE FEDERAL

BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION..

The Federal Bureau of Investigation initiated provisioh of formal training

to the law enforcement personnel of state and-local governments in 1935, whenO
the FBI Police Training School,was established. The next four decades have

seen the FBI's training role evolve to the point t-Where the Bureau now offers

four types of assistance to state and local governments. The first is the FBI

Rational Academy, the successor to the Police Training School. The Academy

offers an 11-week, college-level training course that each year enrolls a total

of approximately 1,000 carefully selected mid- management personnel of state-

locallak enforcement agencies.

The second type Of assistance fnvolves specialized training courses for

:state and local police persOnnel that range from three days to four weeks in

length and cover such topics as hostage negotiation and training.instruction.:

;
The third effort prOvides thaservices of the Bureau s field agent',

lecturers on subjects for-Which they have been certified. These services are

provided at sites designated by state and local law enforcement agencies.

Finally, the FBI's newest endeavor', inaugurated in 1976, is the National-EXecu7-

tivaInstatUte,a management training program for.police chiefs and deputy chiefs.
.

Sections A-D of this chapter describe the FBI's training-assistance activi-

ties.in the four areas. Section E develops estimates of the costs, in fiscal

year 1975, of the three prOgrams then in operation. To the extent permitted

by the avai\lable data and.the nature of thaprograMs, the cost analysis includes.
.

istiliatIlif;dthe'costs incurred by state and-local governments as well as those



of the FBI. Section F provides a set of recommendations-whose implementation

would target the FBI's efforts more effectively 'on the highest priority training

requirements of state and local governments as they are identified elsewhere-

in the present study..

A. THE NATIONAL ACADEMY

The establishment of the FBI Police Training School in 1935 was motivated,

at least in part, by the recommendation of the.Wickers.Commission for more

formalized and professional training for law enforcement officers. From its

founding until 1972 approximately 200 state-local officers a year were.trained

by the School at the Justice Department in downtown Washington. In June 1972

the National Academy opened at a new $27 million campus at Quantico, Virginia.

The eight-building, 70-acre-facility, which is also used by the FBI to train

its own agents, has a_capacity of 1,000 state-local officers per year. The

campus includes dormitories with 700 beds, food sicvice and other living accomo -

dations, specially designed instructional buildings and equipment, and physical

fitness and firearm-training facilities.

Iv general, the purpose of the National Academy is to supplement the train-

.ug local and state agencies. offer by providing intensive training to selected

t

mid-level personnel, Unfortunately, no more specific definition oftbe Academyla

objectives is available from - either the enabling legislation'or the 121'V self.

Although it is implicit that the Academy is to be for specially chosen law.
3 o

enforcement perSonnel and that it is Ito develop hdminiatiative abilities, neither

,thecriteria for selection:nOr.the specifications for. program content have been

explicitly elaborated.
1

The FBI's specification that openingabe divided among

the,59-EBI\field offices according to the ".umber police in- each area suggests

that the National Academy's objective is to serve regions of the country and

.
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levels of government equally in proportion to their overall numbers.

Attendance at the National Academy is important for the substantive know-

ledge gained; it is also-considered to be the most significant credential a

mid-level officer can obtain to improve his prospects.for future-advanceqent.

In a field that has little in the way of institutional Credentials, graduation

from the National Academy is universally considered to be an indication of

knowledge and ability. The Academy's follow-,up statistics attest to the fact

that its graduates are promoted frequently and that many now occupy high posi=

tions in police managemen..

1. The Enrollees

Almost 1,000 state and local law eufw..cement offieers.are .graduated each

year from the 11-week course of the National. Academy. 2
With the graduation of

the session ending on December 11, 1975,, the total number Of alumni of the

Training Schoo"! and. the Academy active in law enforcement is estimated to have

been,s1.4htly more than 6,000. Prospective enrollees in this program must meet°

a number of requirements set forth by the FBI. Candidates must be employed by-

a state or'local law enforcement agency and must have had, at least five years

of experience. They must be between the ages of 25 and 51, in good physical

condition, and have at least a high school:education. Each must also be no-i-

nated by the head of his or her ay.tcy ,.md must meet FBI standards for'integrity,

conduct, character, ane 'reputation. Appliconts must agree in writing to remain

in law enforcement for three years after graduation fro. the Academy, though

the agreement:ia not legally binding.
.

The selection process is ini-.1ated when. the chief executive of an agency

submits an application for himself or for one of his personnel: The trvaning

coordinator in'each of the. 59 FBI ti.eld.offiCes is responsible 7wr evaluating

appliOations from agencies within the territory of the Acceptance

V -24E
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and prioritization of applications is the exclusive responsibility of the field'

offices. There are, therefore, no uniform criteria for allocating openings.

No information is available on how many applications are received, but the FBI

estimates that approximately 2,800 candidates are currently awaiting appointment

to the Academy.

Once a candidate has been tentatively selected, an iatensive background

investigation is conducted. The investigation (at an average cost of more than

$1,900) is designed-not---only to detect violations of the law, but also to un-

cover sexual misconduct. The findings of the investigation are for...:_ded to

Quantico, where the formal appointment decision is made.
3

Given the importance

attached to the background investigation, and its high costs, it is ironic that

7
..t.-.. 4.. ....a-4... -----c4-4-1 r.ms. c.n.dskup.g.c,

cites an FBI police training coordinator who suggest that the'National Academy

background investigations are the most cursory the Bureau performs.

Unless something like a criminal record is turned up, the recommend-
ations and judgements of their superiors [the chiefs who submitted
the applications] are, almost always accepted.4

No4information is available from the on how many applicants are rejected

as a-result of the background investigation., but the number is reported to be

very small. One FBI official conjectures.tllat the background investigation

encourages chiefs to screen their appltnts more carefully than they might

in its absence.

The typical National Academy student isa white male who has- been in law

.enforcement for more than 10 years, has had some exposure to college, and is

a mid-level manager. Students average 38 years of age an have had 14 years

of law enforcement experience. Eighty-six percent of thi graduates during the

period October 1974 through October 1975 had completed some ciAlege course

before attending the ACademy, and 22percent had at-least a bachelor's degree,-.-,

"'=±e

.

'e median eduCational level is an,assactate-in-arta degree. Inforadtion
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supplied7to:the NMS by '.:he FBI verifies that the Academy is run primarily for

managers. Ninety percent of the students are above, the rank of patrolman, and

65 percent are mid- or top-level managers. Executives or their deputies complise

15 percent or the student population (see Table VI-I).=

Although the FBI'records do not show how many blacks and other minority

members have attended the Academy, the number isscknowledged to be snttl.

There have been two women 'at each of the most recent four Academy session's.

Since'agencY heads decide who to nominate for admission; the FBI argues that.

it has no control over the sex or minority-group compoSition of its classes.

The Academy:draws most heavily from small agenCies, As Table VI-2 indi7

Cates, 45 percent of the enrollees are froM agencies With fewer thanjC0 employees;

only.37 percent of law enforcement personnel arp PmploypA by oganr400 'f. that

size. Only 29 percent of the Academy's students are froM agencies wit:k more
?

than 500 employees, although such agencies employ more than 44 percent of all

law enforcement pirsonnel.

The.distribution. of National Adademy students by type of agency is general-

ly consistent with the national distribution. Table VI-3 reveals that counties

are somewhat over-represented, While municipal agencies are slightly under-

represente&. While the statatr3 purpose of the National Academy is to train

state, county, and local personnel, approximately 7 percent of itrs kmericpp

students are federal law enforcement personnel.5 According to an FBI admini-7

-strator; military police are routinely accepted. Special agents in charge also

occasionally recommend other federal personnel, such as Park Police and Bureau

of Indian Affairs Police, when the heed for special .training is thought to !re

acute., Approximately 4 percent of the total enrollment consists of foreign
-t

cofficers.

The National :Academy's policy is- to distribute openings:among:the-FBI's
.
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TABLE VI-1

OCCUPATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
FBI NATIONAL.ACADEMY,STUDENTS, 1974-75a

Occupation Number
Percentage

Distribution

All Students

No Responseb.

All Responses

1441

139

1302 100.0%

Top Management
(executive or executive s
assistant) 200 15.3

Mid -level Management
(captain, lieutenant,
major, or inspector) 643 49.3

Supervisory
(sergeant or corporal) 25.0

-Line
(patrolman,-troopef,.
deputy sheriff, '01I
detective) 133 -10.2

aNational Acadt..my classes 99-104.

b
Includes 'responses not classifiable by rank (e.g., public safety).

Source: FBI Survey of National Academy Students, Sessions 99-104
(October 1974-March 1976), unpublished (1976).



TABLE-1-2

DISTRIBUTION OF FBI NATIONAL ACADEMY STUDENTS
BY SIZE OF AGENCY COMPARED WITH THE DISTRIBUTION

OF ALL SWORN LAW ENFORCEMENT EMPLOYEES
BY AGENCY SIZE, 1974

Agency Size FBI Natidhal Law Enforcement
Academy Students Sworn Employees

All Agency Sizes

Mnra thin cnn
perponnel

451-500

401-450

351 -400

301-350

251 -300

201 -250

151 -200

101 -150

151 -100

Fewer than 50

100.02 100.0%

29.0

1.1

1.9

3,1

2.2

2.8

3.7

3.4

8.0

16.5

28.5

44.8

.8

1.8

.8

1.7

2.2

2.7

3.3

5.6

11.7

24.4

Source: FBIsuivey of National Academy students October 1974 -
October. 1975; Uniform Crime Reports for the United States-1974 (1975),

pp. 240-93.



TABLE VI-3

° DISTRIBUTION 'OF FBI NATIONAL ACADEMY STUDENTS
BY TYPE OF AGENCY COMPARED WITH THE DISTRIBUTION OF
ALL LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL BY TYPE OF AGENCY

Type of Agency

FBI National Acalemt: All U.S. Law Enforcement
Students-Oct 1974-Mat '76 Personnel in 1972

Percent 1 Percent I
Number of Total ] Number of Total I.

No Re.spanse* 66

All Respondents 1,375 100'.0%-

Municipal Agencies. 856 .62.3

County Agencies, total; 228 16.6
4

Police . 79 -5.7.
.. .

.

Sheriffs agencies

State Agencies

Federal, total

Military

Others

149

189

'102

48

54
. _

10.8

13.7
A

7.4

3.5

..

".

'3.9

- I

-.. 1

i

. ,

-597,023 100.G%.

378,052 63,;3

78,003 13.0
.-

..

-N.A. N:A%

N.A. I1.A.
.

78,842 13.2
i

62,126 i0A
/

"N.A.- I N.A.

. N.A. N.A.

*Includes responsea.not classifiable by agency type, such /as those
of foreign offiCeri. .

Soutce: 'U.S. Department of Justice, U.S. SourcebOok of riminal
Justice Statistics (1972),, tablee.1.3 and 1.11,,pp..63.and El; unpublished.
FBI survey offNational-Academy 4tudente (1979,..
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59 field offides in proportion to the number of law enforcement personnel in

each. anea served. .Table VI-4 shows the distribution of Academy studenfi-and

the police population among the Census regions d states. The third column

of the table displays the differences between the two distributions and the '

Johrth column indicates whether eath difference is statistically significant

at the 95 or 99 percent confidence. level. There are several large disparities

between the police population and National Academy representation b? region

and state?. Two Census regions=zthe Middle Atlantic and East Coast Central--

are under-rep-asented at the 99 percent level of significance. By the same

Friterion,.the South Atlantic, East South Central and Mountain regions are

over-represented at the National Academy.

The discrepancies among the states follow discernable patterns. The

under - represented- states are in the Northeast and North Central areas of the

Fountry, are densely populated, and are plagued:by relatively high crime rates.
1

Specifically, four states (New York, Pennsylvania, Illinois, and MassachUsetts)

are under-represented, while 11 (Virginia, Georgia, Wisconsin, North.Uakota,

Arkansas,. Washington, Alaska, Tennessee, Wyoming, Utah, and NevadaYare-over-
.

represented'at the 99 percant level of signic-

2. The Program

The training program of the National Academy has evolved significantly

in the Oast ei&htjears. A major overhaul of the curriculum between 1968 and

1974 resulted in mo 2 analytical and less prescriptive. course content. The

number of social science and management courses was increased substantially.

Several course options.are now offered in each department so that the differing

-
abilities and Interests of students can mire readily be_accomodated.

.

There are two components_ bUthe,orogram-,academic courses_ for which college

'credit is given and non-Academic courses that include.Weaponry, physical training,



TABWVI-4

DISTRIBUTION CFHFBIMATIONAL ACADEMY' STUDENTS STATIAND CENSUS REGION
COMPARED WITH THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE POLICE POPULATION

BY,STATE AND REGION, 1974 -75

Census Region
and State

FBI Nat4nal
Academy St dents
as a Per entage

of the U.Sf. Total,
Oft. 1974-March 1976

U.S. Total 100.0%

Near England `5.9 '

Connecticut 1.8
.5Minec-

ssachusetta' 1.8
New Hampshire .9

lhode.Island .7

Vermont

Mid- Atlantic . 13.8
New Jersey; 4.1
New York... 5.9
Pennsylvania ---/-3.8

East North Central 1¢.8
Illinois 4.7
Indiana 1.6
Michigan 3.8
Ohio 3.6
Wisconsin 3.1

West North Central 6.1
Iowa .8
Kansas .9

Minnesota 1.2-

Missouri 1.4
Nebraska .9

North Dakota, .6

South Dakota .4

SouthAtlanfic' 18.3
Delaware .5

District .of Columbia .6

Georgia 3.1',
Maryland '2.6
North Carolina 1.4'

South Carolina
yirginia 3.9
-West Virginia .4

. -- ;

1, -. -'
410T: .

olicePopulationl
as a Pereentage

_ofIthe

U.S.'Total,
1974

Dif
fer-
ence,

Significance
Test

Differe4ces

V-255

100 0%

6.3
1.6
.5-

3.1
.5

. 4

.2

23.4
4.6
13.4
5.

-0.4
. 2

' 0.0
11-1.3

. 4

.3

.0.0.

-9.6

- 7.5/

-1.6

18.7 1.9
6.1 - -1.4
1.9 t- .3

4.7 ' - .9
4.1 v .5
2.0 / 1.1/

/

6.7 ...- .6

1.0
7 i. *I...

. 9 0.0
1.5. - ,z3

2.3 - :9
.6 .3 i
. 2 , .4

h2 .2

13.4 a4.9
.2

- .6
3.5,

118 1.3
2.1
1.8'

. 5

:114
. 8

1.5 01.4
.4 0.0

r-'
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,Table

,
CenpleitRegion

e,
and. ate

-

FBI JiatiOal
Academy Students/
as a Percentage

-of the.U.S. Total,,:
Oct, 1974-Narth 1976

.PolicePolice Population
as a Percentage

of the
U.S. Total;

1974

Differ-
ence

Significance
Test of

Differences,

EastSoutil.CAtral 7.1' 4:4

Alabar.:- -
. 2.0- 1.3

Kentuck 1:1 - i 1.0

Mississippi. 1:8 I,. .4

Tennessee - 24 1.3

South Central 8.8
xi

7.5

Ar misas . 1.3. .7

Louisiana 1.2 1.8

9k1Ohomai '1.2 100

jexOs .5:1 - 4.0

Mouqain 6.7;, 4.0

Ai zona 1.0

'Coiprado 1.1 1.0

Id o ;6 .3

Mo tans .4 .3

ada 1.2 .4

Nlw, Mexico .8 .5 .,\

Uah 1.0 '".4

1.4toming .5 .2

'ific 15:17 13.7

Caasks

lifornia

.6

11.2

2.

11.0
.4 .5

Oregon 1.4 .9

Washington 2.2 .3

* *
*

.2 .

1.1

2.7
.2

.1
4 .3

.1

/ .8

-.3

.6.

I .3

.7_41

.4

.2

.5\

.9,

*Indicates,a statistically significant. difference between
at the 99" percent: confidence level.

** Indicates a statistically significant direrauce
tag at7the 95 percent confilence leyel::.

-Non-signifitant differences are left 171ank.

i #, J'

Sources: FBI purvey of National AcadeOy'studento, .19.74 -7

); U. S. Department of.Justice,:SOurceb00i ofICtimi 1 Jv

), Table 1.17, page-60.
\

the two percent

between the two percen-

/.

unouloxish

tide Stati tics



and electives. The time of the typical student is divided about: equally

tween academic and non-academic course work.

be-

All of the courses in the academic progrr....m are certified for college credit.

by.the Univeraity'of Virginia. The, University reviews the credentials of

z

pr posed instructors and passes on the acceptability of courses. Every student
- --_, .

is required to take one course in each of five departments: forensic Science,

7. .
.

/
,

management saieoce,lbehavioraVecience, education and cdmmunications arts and
1

law. Electkles, gr duate-level courses, and independent-study options are

avet2-11)11 forstnd who h-ve completed the required courses elsewhere or who

have sr 7181 needs. Table VI-5 provides a list of the 4cademic courses offered

/

by each" of the departments.

The r'on-academia, program consists of three components -- firearms (32 hourd),

'16
shoe ca t--Ein4r,,, (33 howr.21 and lew-enftircemen*-erte electives (30 bevrA)-

. :

/

offerings appear/7 be we

I

I thought out, 'the proportion

and resources 411,6cated'o management training is only

-At

While' .he course

of the:Academy's time
-

13 .. t
.

I '

one-fifth of the total course work. When askoid ity a relatively small-pe centage

of the course work relates to management,,an Acadeiyadministritor indicated'.
/

to the NES that -the feasibility oCrestructu trilng the curticulum'o emphasize

the area had been considered, but that a poll of graduates produced/the over7

t

whelming response that trunaltidisciplinary structure should he
.,

retained. The

i argUed that managers need familiarity'wi covered inwith all the areas covere the curri-,,

/ culum, and that all of the course work, relates in one way or another, to manage-
\

Hmient,

,3: -IlatruCtictai'PeraOfttel

1.

Of the approximately' 40 full-time instructors who teach academic subjects,

albonwo; two ;:isve.doctorat es andall-hvt-- zifew are FBI agents. As Table VI-5

1'' /

4

i 4

four hold-law-degrees--,;---Ali but three of the

!/.
I

/

V-257:
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TABLE VI-5

ACADEMIC COURSE MERINOS AND INSTRUCTOR QUALIFICATIONS

IN THE FBI NATIONAL ACADEMY, BY DEPARTMENT, 1975

Department
Full -time Instructors

Total B.A. J.D. Ph.D.

Forensic rieience 5 1 4

Management Science 11 - 10 1

Behavioral Science 10 2 8

l/

Education and 11 2

Communications

Arts

Law 3

Totals 40 3 31

Course Offerings

Courses Satisfying,Requirement: Survey of For -

ensic Science, Clissification of Fingerprints,

Advanced Latent Fingerprint Training, Hand-

writing and Document Examination, Introduction

to Gambling Technology, Theory and Principles

of Crime Scene Search, Surveillance Photography.

Courses Satisfying Requirement: Management for

.Law Enforcement, Management Seilnar, Management

of Financial Operations forIeW Enforcement

Agencies, Police Labor Relations and Coliecttve

Bargaining, Introduction to Electronic Data

Processing for Law Enforcement, Human Behavior.

in Organizations (graduate).

Electivest Basic Budgeting for Law Enforcement,

Problem Solving and,Decision Making, Police

Unions.

Courses Satisfyin& Requirement: Socio-Psycholo-

gical Aspects of Community Behavior, Police

Problems in the Urban Environment; Applied Cribinology,

Behavioral Science Research in Law

Enforcement Seminar (graduate).

Courses Satisfying Requirement: Education and

Training inaw Enforcement, EffectinCommuni-

cations, Contemporary Problets in Law Enforce-

ment Instruction and Program Administration'

(graduate).

Elective: Instructional Technology

Courses Satisfying Requirement; The Criminal

Law Electives: Elective Criminal Law Course,

How to Find' theiow

\ Sources: UniversitoftirinontinuiEducationHecord 1974-75; National Academy,

Academic Curriculum (1975).

g87



degrees. While the ratio, of National Academy instructors with post-graduate

degrees is high (39 percent) the proportion of instructors with Ph.D.'s or law

degrees is low (15 percent). In criminal-justice education programs receiving

LEEP assistance, 88 percent of the full-time instructors have at least a master's

degree -.=31 percent hold Ph.D.'s and'l percent law degrees.7

The Academy is interested in bringing in more civilian instructors, but .

officials of the Bureau point out that agent instructors know how to structure

their courses to be relevant to fellow law enforcement officers, and consequent-

ly are well received by their students.

4. Conclusions

When considered in relation to its objectives, the FBI National' Academy

must be judged successful. The numerous course offerings allow for the differ-

ent interests of its students. The Academy's instructors are well qualified

academically and by virtue of their law enforcement experience. Graduates al-

most uniformly rate the program highly. Some-outside. observers criticize the

National Academy for being insular and unwilling to attempt innovative teaching

techniques and subject matter, but others point outthat the program has im-'

proved c nsiderably in.the past several years and can be expected to continue

(
)

to evolv \under the current administrators.

B. SPECIALIZED COURSES

The FBI facility at Quantico is also'the site for the provision of train-
,

ing to state. and local law enforcement officers in specialized sChpols lasting

from a few days to four weeks, with 5.5 days-the average-. The courses cover

such topics as white-collar crime, forensic science, instructor development,

hostage negotiation, crisis inter ion, management, crime resiPt- "

V-259 ,2



and major case investigations.

The selection of students for the specialized courses is generally a

cooperative process between the FBI field offices an officials in law enforce-

ment agencies within the area of each field office. /Since there are a limited

number of openings for each school, the.FBf-relies do the training coordinator

and other personnel in each field office to identi those state and local

agencies that have the greatest need for specially trained officers in the

subject matter being offered. For example, through the experience gained by

the FBI field agents in cooperating extensively 11th local forensic laboratory

technicians they can determine Which. agencies ],located in their areas most need

additional training for their crime laboratory personnel, and recommend that

these agencies be given priority in sending their staff members to the special

school. LAcewise, in other subjects, by workng with the local agencies FBI

field offi,ers have a-good idea of the stre ths and shortcomings of the,loca

agencies, said can encourage:the weaker depa4tments to utilize FBI specialized

training. In some casea,"however, the FR: may specify requirements for atten-

dance. For example, the Bureau requires nat at least one command officer from

a local,agency attend if it is sending team or part of a team to a course in

special weapons and tactics.

i
v

The special course offerings at t e FBI Academy cover both basic and topi-

cal subject matter. The basic cours s provide advanced training in traditional

subjects, such as major case invest gations. Thesecourses may change only in

terms of the techniques that are c rrently taught to refleCt changes in tech-

nOlograndeffectiveness. Topic courses, on the other hand,'may change both'

in subject matter and techniques aught to meet the current needs of state and

Ideal agencies. For example, r t-control training was a high priority, for a

few years and then become less -,rpo-*Ant as the incidence of civil disc -dery

waned and hostage-negotiati, AWLS more important

2
v-260
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police. Topical courses are viewed by the FBI as especially appropriate in

instances where knowledge of the behavioral aspects of criminal acts is im-

portant to effective law enforcement.

FIELD TRAINING

Through its field offices, the FBI provides training services to state

and local police academies and other training programs upon request. These

services include assistance in designing curricula, organizing and implement -.

ing training programs, furnishing audio-visual aids, and providing instructors.

Eich-field office has a designated training coordinator and about 2,000 FBI

special agents are certified as instructors.

Four major categories of subject matter are t by FBI field office

personnel: (1) administrative and supervisory, which includes executive

management, budgeting, and supervisor training; (2) instructor deVelopment;

(3) behavioral sc.ience, including applied criminology, police-commUnity re-'

lations, crisis intervention, and hostage negotiation; and (4) investigative

subjects, such as bank robbery, civil rights, fingerprint analysis, fugitive

apprehension, police jurisdiction, recording crime scenes, roadblodks, and

court testimony. Field instruction is generally, conducted at facilities pro-

vided by the state or local agency, and may be for recruit, in-service, or

refresher training.

During fiscal year 1975 the FBI estimates that it provided 108,383 hours

of instruction to 320,000 state and local criminal justice personnel at'10;510:

lecitions. FigUre VI -1, reproduced from recent Congressional testimony by

the Directorof the FBI,. shows the geographical distribution fo the field.

training sites in fiscal 1975.
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FIGURE VI-1

FEDERAL "QUAD OF INUSTKATION
iJMTED STATES DEPARTMENT Of JUSTICE'

LOCAL POLICE TRAINING SCHOOLS
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS IN WHICH FBI

PROVIDED TRAINING ASSISTANCE

(BY GEOGRAP14:CAL DISTRIBUTION)

FISCAL YEAR 1975
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

LOCAL POLICE TRAINING SCHOOLS

NUMBER- OF -5-CH09LS-1N -WHICH FBI

PROVIDED TRAINING ASSISTANCE

(BY GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION)

FISCAL-YEAR 1975 16

17

.B3

19.

113

200

13

161

------ 231
(D:c.)

TOTAL

10,516 C,
Puerto Rico 15

292



NATIONAL EXECUTIVE INSTITUTE

In fiscal year 1976 the FBI instituted a new training program designed to

contribute to the development of the managerial skills and knowledge of police

executives. This program, known as, the National Executive Institute (NEI), is

intended to cOmplement-thi-offeringa-e'the"NationalAcath:myi-which-ls,targeted

at middle rather than top management of law enforcement agencies. The program

was organized by the FBI in cooperation with the Major Cities Chief Administra-

tors and the International Asscciation'of Chiefs of Police.

The first NEI program began March 25, 1976 and concluded September 12th.

Iv; consisted of a series. of four four-day sessions. The sessions were held

intervals over weekends in order to minimize the executives' time

away from their agencies. The program was limited to chiefs and sheriffs of

the 30 largest departments. Chief executives and deputies of smaller. agencies

will be invited to fUture programs, two of which are scheduled for fiscal year

1477. Current Idlans call for four NEI progrims per year beginnin? in fiscal

year 1976.

The four-day session constitutes thecore of an intensive study program.

It is to be preceded by preparatory reading and study and followed up by ,the

preparatlon of sTroject.which applies the new learning. College or graduate

school credit is available to the participants through the auspices of the

University of Virginia.

The curriculum of the first NEI program was designed to address the basic

issues"tOat face police administrators in the performance of their responsi-
*

bilities. The problems of poverty, the politics of crime, polite7mediarela-

tions, labor relations, affirmative aCtionand police organizational strate-
V-

gies were considered (see Table VI -.6). Group discussions and lectures are

the primary teaching techniques that were em3Iloyed. Herrman Kahn, Director of
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TABLE

CURRICULA OF THE FIRST CLASS OF THE NATIONAL EXECUTIVE INSTITUTE:
MARCH 25 - SEPTEMBER 12, 1976

Analysis of.the National and International Climate

Political, Economic and Social Trends Affecting the National and
International Climate;" Urban Trends and the Future of the City;
Urban Poverty -- Problems pf the Non-Affluent; Analysis'of the

Police Chief Executive Project; The Future of Urban Crime and

the Criminal Justice System.

'Analysis of United States Crime

. Juvenile Crime; Political Recognition of Crime and th& Formula-
tion. of Crime Control Objectives; Correctibnal Rehabilitation vs.

Deterrence. 4

Police-Media Relations

The Role of Media in the Formation of Public Opinion; Analysis of

the Print Media; Media and Law Enforcement; The Public Relations

Process. !

Police-Labor Relations

Changes and Resolutions of Police Strikes; Variables Affecting the

Outcome of Strikes--Case Studies: Impact of the Political. Environ-

ment on Police Strikes and Labor Relations.

Minority Recruitment: Selection and Promotion

The Effect of Title VII piX Future Er6loyee Selection and Promotion.

Tte Future .of Affirmative Action

Analysis of the Efficacy of Affirmative Action; Effects of Affirmative

Action on Efforts to "Upgrade the Police Profession"; Workshop--How
Can the Profession Attract and Retain Managers for the Future?

Police Organizations

Analysis of Municipal Budgets; Future Organizational,Structures;
Analysis of Team Concepts and the.Matrix,Drganization.

Source: National Exe five Institute, "Program of the National Executive

Institute. (Federal Bure of Investigation, 1976).
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the Hudson Institute, members of his professional staff. and John-Pfalf of the ,a

FBI faculty were the instructors. Several guedt lecturers were also employed,

including James Q. Wilson, Judge Irving Kaufman, and Eric Sevareid.

the Federal Bureau of. Investigation covers; the costs of transportation,

food, lodging, tuition texts, and other related' costs.. The first of the four-

sessions is estimated to have cost $54,000. This includes the contract with

the Hudson Institute, travel, meals, honoraria, and texts. It does not include

upkeep expenses for the FBI facility, salaries for FBI administrative staff and
-g-

-instructors, or salaries for the Chiefs.

E. COSTS 9F TEX FBI MINING PROGRAMS

*

This section presents a set of estimates of the costs in fiscal year 1975.

of the training provided by the Bureau to state-lodal law enforcement personnel.

The estimates, yere.deibloped with the assistance of officials in the Finance

and Personnel Division of the Office of the Director of the FBI.
8

The FBI estimates thc.t the agency's total training costs in fiscal year

1975 amounted to $19.8 million, slightly less than 5 percent of its total .

direct program outlais in that yar. Of this amount, the Burey,aatributes

$3.7 million to entry and in-se%--.--Ifte training for FBI agents at the Quantico

facility. The balance--$16.0 million--is attributable'to training provided to
40°

state and local ,law enforcement personnel. 9 he scate-local total may, in

turn, be broken down among the. National Academy: 0.0 million, special courses

at the FBI Academy: $2.7 million, and field training: $5.3 million.'

1. The National Academy

The FBI pays the full costs of the National Academy and most of.ihe ex- -

.

penes of the students. IA addition to the. costs of instruction, the PET.P#P3

.for the attendees' reoar, board, laundry.and dry cleaning .serviced, ..euvi round-.



% --

.
et

. ea ,
..'

. .

trip transportation to, and from,.the Academy., The /students ageniiea pay their-.
..

salaries while they.attend,.andt spmeAnatanCe'amake,available a modest per

;.', .*..

diem allowance. '" .

, . -- I. --, ,

As noted earlier, apitroxiMately 1,000 students attend tEe-iafidnal .Aca

each year. As the
4 ,---/

.

students ate on campus for 77 days, a total of 77,000student-
,

days-are offered at the National Academy eacti year. Of the tral estimated --
. .

costs of $8.0 million for the Academy. in fiecal,1§75, the costs directly aaso-
,

ciated with the facility totaled $5.3 million, or $69 per-student-day.- Given

that the-typical enrcllee at the National Academy is in residence-77 days, the

average direct cosf'per enrollee at the AcadeMy is $5,330..

. Two other types oc costs are incurred by the FBI on behalf attendees

aethe Academy. First, a background investigation of each applicant is con-

ducted. The FBI estimates the total cost of these investigations at slightly

less than $2.5 million in fiscal 1975. About 1,300 such investigatiOns are

completed each year at an average cost of $1,912. As only. 1;000 of those

investigated actually end up'aitendia the Academy, the average cost per en-

rollee is $2,485. The investigations are carried out by FBI-field.personnel

as part of their regular investigative duties-and their cost thesefore does

not appear in the National Academy's budget.."

Second,--the.:FBI furniahes round-trip transportation to Quantico for each
-

attendee.. These costs are borne by the FBI field office that selected die
_, - .

candidate. The Bureau estimates the total
.

travel costs incurred for National

_

Academy Students at $145,000--an average cost per enrolled-of $145.

The sum of thethree accounts estimated

cost to the -FBI. of -the National, Academy-484million in fiscal 075s. 'The cr

average total cost per enrollee is $7,960.

Although not directly-relevant to an analysis. of FBI outlays, it is im-



4

portant to ndte that substantial costs are incurred by, state and local govern-.

meats when their officers attend the National

and local agencies vay the enrollee's regular

ing the Academy,

::....4dae of estiMatin

$14,500 per year,

9tertimpayments

Aademy As noted earlier, state

salary while he or she is attend-

well.

7
`d_apme agencies pay modest per diems as For thePur-

:47. 4
these costs ; assume that the typical attendee's salnrylis

10' 11/
t at fringe benefits amount to k25 percent of salary, that

.

to:other personnel incurred to cover essential duties of.

the enrollee while at the-Academy are 10 Percent of the enrollee's salary

and fringes, and that. a per diem of $3 per day is paid to tie

- *.

resulting total cost'fto each enrollee's agency is $4,458:

student. The .

Tg

Talqie VI-7 summarizes on.a.per -student basis the estimates

this subsection. The table_shows that the total budgetary cost`hat

developed in

each student..

at the FBI National Academy is P12;418,, Of this total, the Federal Government-

pays a bit more than 64 percent, while the'ad hoc cost-sharing arrangement

implicit in. the present progfam results in state and local governments' paging

.slightly less than 36.percent of the costs.'
'3

TABLE VI-7

A

ESTIMATED COST OF EACH'STUDENT AT
THE NATIONAL ACADEMY,'FY 1975

1.

'Item
Cost

.Total Cost
4

Cost to.theTederal.Governdent, Total
Direct cost incurred at Academy
Background investigation
Transppytation

1.

Cost to State and Local Governments, Total
'Salary

s' Fringe benefite
Per diem
Overtime to cover student's duties

*°.

$12,418

7,960
5,330
2,485-_
145

1 4

, 3,074.
.769

231
384

1

4

Source: -See text;



2. Specialized Courses at the FBI Academy

Students at the special courTesle the same facilities as the National

Academy. The courses run for periods of from a few days to four weeks, with

5.5days the average., The cost arrangements are similar to those, of the Nation-

al Academy. The FBI pays the cost of the instruction, transportation, row, board,

and laundry and dry cleaning services. In fiscal 1975, the FBI conducted 157

special courses at Quantico for a total of 4236 attendeeg,. which implies that

a total of 23,300 student days were offered in these courses in that year.

Of the-$2.7 million total cost of the special courses, the FBI allocates

$2.1 million directly to the Quanticc facilityapproximately $90 per student

day. Gives that the average student attends for 5.5 days; the average cost for

each of the 4,236 students-in fiscal 1975 was $494. The other costs for the

special schools include only transportation, )1rebaCkground inveitigationsfor

the attendees are not required. The FBI estimates total transportation costs

in figcal 1975 for attendees at speOi4V courses to have been $618,000, or 043

per student. The average totEelcost to the FBI for each attendee at the special

.courses was, tbsrefore, $637--$494 in direct costs and $143 in transportation

costs.
. .

Assuming as average salary of $12,000 per attendee at the. Special schOols,11

and, othet' costs t6 the student's empIoYer calculated as in the. case of the

National Academy analysis, yields a total cost of $1,001.pereaftendee.(see

Table VI-8). In this case, as iu that of the National Academy, 64 percent

of the post is paid by the Federal Government and 36 percent by state and lo-

cal governments.

,7.
,-:

3. Field Training 1
,

. . r

.4
The direct costs of the field 'training program Are born by the FBI field.

Offices, which have repotted to Washington that a total of $5.3 million was.

.4pent in fiscal 1975 for this actiiiiiy.
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TABLE VI-8..

ESTIMATED COST PER STUDENT FOR ATTENDANCE AT A
ONE-WEEK SPECIAL COURSE AT THE FBI ACADEMY, FY 1975

ItAm Cost

Total Cost $1,001

Cost to the Federal Government,'Total 637
Direct cost incurred at Academy 494
Trsnaportation \ ,143

Coat to State and Local Governments, Total 364
Salary .

252
Fringe benefits , 6a
Per diem' 17
Ovettime to .cover student's duties 32

Source: See text.

The FBI estimates that two hours are spent on preparation and travel' for
4.

each hour-of instruction, which implies that a total of,197 person-years of

special-agent time were required to provide the above-mentionehoura. Of;:.tield

training instruction.
12

In addition, the FBI directly associates 33 person-

years of support clerical time in the field with such training. Assuming

basic salary of about $2100 for the instructor and $9,000 for, the clerical.

position, and adding slightly more than 30 percent for'fringe benefits,.the

million--'cost of the field training is accounted for.

Unfortunately, an estimate of the number of studentrdays of field train-

ing provided is not available from the FBI. However, an indirect,estimate can

be derived by assuming that each of the 320,000 state-local personnel involved

received three hours of instruction from the special agents. The total number

of student-hours of instruction (960,000) in fiscal year 1975 defined, by this

assumption, divided by 8,-yields 120,000 student -days, of instruction. This.

estimate implies that an averagct of approximately nine students were, present at.

each hour of'field trairing proVided by the FBI. The 120,000. figure is 55
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percent of the total student days of instruction provided by the FBI to state

anil'loCal personnel in fiscal 1975. The average cost to the FBI-of the field

training per student day is, therefore, $45, which compares favorabfY with the

.total per-day cost to the FBI of the National Academy ($103) and the special

courses offezed at Quantico ($116).
13

As the field training involves costa to the sponsoring. agencies that can-

not be determined from the data available, the total costs to all levels of.

government cannot be reasonably estimated. Moreover, becaUse the types of

field training situations vary so substantially, no attempt is made here to

display the costs of a typical field training program.

4. Summary of the Results

Table VI-9 summarizes the estimated training expenses of the YBI in fis-

cal'year 1975, as discussed in this'sec6.on: The training of state and local

criminal justice personnel accountscfor more than four-fifths of the total.

The costs of training federal officers (mostly FBI agents) account for the re-

maining fifth. Nearly half of the outlays for state-local training is attri- ,

butable to the National Academy.

F. CONCMSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS

The FBI Academy performs a unique function in the training of state and

local law enforcement officials. It provides Students with insights into

some of the broader aspects of their positions and facilitates a national

interchange of concepts and practices. The new National ExecutiVe Institute

should stimulate the growth, of leadership training and needed .exposure to some

I'

of the.more difficult functional areas which executives must Master in pUri:

-
suing their management responsibilities. It performs the role of, a needed
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TABLE VI -9

ESTIMATED FBI TRAINING EXPENDITURES, FY 1975

(thousand dollars)

Type of Training Expenditures

Total Training

State and Local Officers, Total
National-Academy
Special schools
Field training

Federal:Officers

$19,759

16,012
7,960
4711
$;041

3,47

Source: See text.

,

capstone, or national mana3ement training institute. It is recommended

that, the NaCiOnal Executive Institute Continue to perform this function for
-

top executives,. forming the terminal program for the permanent,reglonal execu-

tive training activities recommended in Chapter V of this olume.
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CHAPTER VI

NOTES AND REFERENCES

1. The New FBI Academy: "A University for Law Enforcement," reprint from
the FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin (July 1972), p. 1

2. The Academy accepts 1,000 candidates'per year. In fiscal year 1975

,there were-994-graduates, a negligible drop-out rate 'of only 0.6 percent.

3. :Sanford Ungar, FBI.(AtlantiC-Little Brown, 1976), p. 438

-4. The 7 perCent figure has been questioned by an FBI official. It it pos7

-gable that the number is inflated 'by foreign-student'respondents who

indicate that they are federal employees.' Unfortunately, the FBI does

not hive an accurate count of the foreign students or the distribution .

of its students by type:of agency.

5. The electives vary from session to session. In January 1976,the follow=

ing were offered: basic pistol marksmanship, beginner swimming, police
baton and disarminutechniques, police equipment seminar, preparation of

charted enlargeMents, rappeling and rope rescues, sexual. assaults onthe'

person, shotgun training, special martial arts, tactical unit,' training

administrator unit, transactional analysis in law enforcement, physical

processing for latent prints,-elementary statistics for police manage:Omit,

financial investigative techniques, intermediate swimming, introduction

-to explosives and clandestine activities, latent, fingerprint photography,

hostage negotiations,. orientation to library skills, physical fitness,
_

and polide arms and maintenance,.

6. National Manpower Survey analysis of data in'IEEP applications'.

7. Letter to Robert W. Refuse, Jr., of NPA from Eugene W. Walsh, Assistant

Director, Finance and Personnel Division (May 14, 1976); and the NMS

interviews with members of the staff of the Division. -

8. Of which 11/52, or 21.2 percent, is alloCable to the National Academy- -

$3,074.

9. Of which 5.5/260, or 2.1 percent, is allolable to the special schools--

$252.

10. Instruction hotirs times 3, divided by 1,856 (approximate number of work-

ing 'days in a year, assuming 9 holidays and-an-sverage-of--2-0---days-of7

leave).

11. Calculated,-respectively, as $7,960/77 and $637/5.5.
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CRAFTER VII: LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING ACADEMIES

Chapter VI of Volume II descriled and analyzed the dutation and content

ofulaw enforcement training from the 'point of view of law enforcement agencies.-

Current entry-level, in-service and supervisory training was considered by

size of agency and by region of the country. Perceptions of training require-
.

meats were obtained from the prescriptive literature and from

analyses. Thu conclusions of that chapter were as follows:

NMS field job

There has been considerable growth in ,entry-level training in the last

several years. Virtually all agencies in jurisdictions of 25,000 or more

employees offer some.entry-level training to. new employees. Within the last

five years, the duration of training offered to entry-level personnel has

increased in almost 80 percent of the agencies surveyed. (For a descriptive

history of law" enforcement. training, see Appendix E.) .

e: Goveinment funding has played a tignificaat,part In the growth of

training. More than 50.percent of all law enforcement academiesdsutveyed have

received fundingfrom either a state planning agency, g'standardS'and training

commisSion,-ut from a national or regional office.

: In 1975, approximately 90 percent of all new recruits received some -.

- .
.

,
.

entry-level training.. The agencies that'did not provide.entry-level training
' -'-'

were predoninantly small and located in states that are heaviljr.rural.
,

Considerablettogress is being made in the duration of entry-level

training. Approximately. 63 percent of all new entrants in 1975 received at
- 4

least 400 tiOUrs of fotmal training. The. 37 percent whoxeceived less than

400 hours are concentrated in the Small agencies.'
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Despite this impressive growth in the.duration of"entry-level train-

ing, the NMS.job-analysis results imply that serious deficiencies still exist.

Current, agency personnel report that they learned a majority of their jobs'

tasks through on-the-jot experience rather than formaltraining. Trained

recruits are rated as-deficient in several important areas of knowledge such

as "interviewing and eliciting information," "local law and ordinances," and
/ -
/"crisis interventionidispute.settlement."

e These results suggest the need for structured field. training and

formal classroom training in crisis intervention and other topics relevant to

the peace-keeping role. The evidence suggests that there is relatively little

SOUCtured field train4Ing and that the percentage of classroom time devoted

to "human values and problems" is somewhat less than has been recommended.

Altholgh most agenties.offer in-service training of some type, incumbents receive

such training infrequently. Only 36 percent of allsworn personnel have ever

participated in an in-service training course. Less than 4 percent Of all in-

cumbeqts of responding agencieshave received in-service training in the' last

year.

The assertion that formal supervisory training should be given to all

newly appointed supervisors is suppOrted by-the results of the jgh analysis

and of the. epcutive survey. The job analysis results shoW that the supet-

visor's job involves more complex tasks and a wider range of skills than does-
,

the patrol officer's job. Ninety percent of the law enforcement Chief execu-'
F

tives surveyed conclude that training is necessary, for newly. appointed

superirisors.

Despite this consensus, training for newly appointed supervisors is

somewhat uncommon. Only 37 percent of agencies surveyed offer such.training.

The results of the NMS Job'analysis suggest that even in. the case of agencies .
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that piovideaupervisory training, newly appointeesnpervisors are not sstft
A

ciently prepared.

Training for executives and mid -level uanagers. is also relatiVely

infrequent. Executives indicate chat management training-1s .6464.*111-47.

crucial in such functional areas as personnel managemenbudg§tint, and col-.

lective bargaining. Only'46 percent of:all managers i4Vereceived specialized

in-service training of any kind. (For further info7mation,conderning these

conclusions, see the'Set of'tables in. Appendix 0).

. .61 .

The purpose of:this chapter is to consider the characeeristids,of law

enforcement training academies and-the qualitative factors tihar:are)ielievA04to

influence the efficacy of their training,04rams. .*iirimary sOurceof4ta for

'this analysis consists of responaeS by 2-361.aw enforcement academies to a.:
. .

survey initiated by the National Associatiqn of State Directors of Law En-

forceffient Training (NASDLET),A.n 1975, in cooperation with the NMS; Two

t 4 .
questions will pe addreSaed. How do' academies differ? What factors besides

duration and content influo4ce the quality of the training they offer?
.

is Clearthat-thedze df an agency and the extent of its resources

are not the only determinants of its ability to provide training. Sameliates.

are active participants in the process of lienforCement training..
, .

Ategional academies have,been established in some areas to serve several.

departments In several' areas vocational institutions and conimunity.colleges'

provide training that individual agencies could not provida-for themselves.
..

. ..

0

Few.small'agencieS would be able to proVide extensive formal entry-level

training prov,rams to their. new if it-were noefor the availability

of-eithei an academy iffiliatid.withanother-aWncy, a regional Zr state-
'
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academy, or an academy instituted by,an academic institution. Section A

describes the different patterns of utilization of law enforcement academies

by agencies' size and by state.

Since agency-affiliated academies are administered by agencies that are

generally large and that have considerable resources, to devOte to training,
7

and because other types of academies are often established to answer the unmet4'

needs of small agencies,.it can be hypothesized that there are distinctions in

thi characteristics of the training programs by type of academy. Section .B

considers the characteristics (e.g. PrograM duiation, content, facilities,

number of full-time and:pare-tiue instructors) of the law enfOrCement academies

that responded to the NASDIAET survey and, where possible, describes variations

by academy type.

The length and content of training, are, of course, incomplete measure

,of the sufficiency of training. Section D considers several additional

-qualitative criteria. The usefulness of.various teaching techniques for selected

topics and the4lekteilie4needs for structured: field training, for instActor

..triiining,Thautilok performance objectives are reviewed. In each Lase, current

levels are compared to-those proposed in prescriptive standards:

A. UTILIZATION OF ACADEMIES BY AGENCY SIZE AND BY STATE a

In this section, three broad types of academies are considered. Agency -

affiliated akademies Include those' operated by pi9liciak'sheriffs' departments.

Academic affiliates are acadeMIes administered by technical and vocational

achoOla or by,collegep: The third Citegokyincludes academies adminiaared))y

lavenforbement agencies orIy a regional or, state gringo and utilizing the.

facilitiesAn some of the teaching staff of an academic institution.



The first subsection considers the relationship between an agency's size

and its utilization of the different types of academies. The second subsection

descriles the patterns of academy utilization that have developed in different

states. Section B summarizes the variaLions in the length, content, facilities.

and instruction qualifications.

1. Distribution of Academy Utilization by Size of Agency

Agency-affiliated academies provide entry-level training for 57 percent

of all lew enforcement personnel. State and regional academies are used,by

`agencies employing 36 percent of'law enforcement personnel, and the remaining 7
ti.

percent are trained at academies affiliated with academic institutions treble VII -1).

Large agencies (500 or more employees) are almost twice as likely .as small

agencies (fewer than 75.employees) to utilize an agency-affiliated academy.

The large agencies usually have their own academy, but only half of the smaller

agencies that use an agency - affiliated academy Use thir own academy. Fifty

percent of all small agencies but. only 21 percent of the large agencies use state .

and regional academies for entry-level training. Users of academies affiliated

with academic institutions are also likely to be the smaller agencies. Eleven

percent of, the agencies with fewer than 75'employees and 9 percent with between

75 and 99 employees utilize these academies.
1

State and regional academies and academically affiliated academies train'

a disproportionately'high percent4e of recruits from the smallest agencies.

Recruits froM agencies with fewer than 75 employees' account for approximately

34 percent of all trainees. Fifty-one percent of the recruits trained at

e'
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TABLE VII 41

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF AG CIES BY TYPE OF
LAW ENFORCEMENT ACADEMIES USED FO ENTRY-LEVEL TRAINING,-

. BY AGENCY SIZE 1975

Type of Academy
All

Number of Employees

Agencl
Sizes"

Under
75 5-99 100 -149 150-249 250-499

500 or
More

Responding AgenCies,
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 lnox 100.0 100.0

Law EnforceMent
Agencies, Total 56.6 39.9 34.0 32.7 35.2 52.7 74.5

Own Agency's
Academy 4$.2 20.4 23.5 23.3 28.2 49.5 73.5

Other Agency's
Academy 8.4, 19.5 10.5 9.4 7.0 3.2

Educational
Academies 7.2 10.8 8.5 7.8 7.7 10.5 3.9

State/Regional
Academies 36.1 49.2 57.5 59.4 54.9 36.8 21.5

aTliese averages are weighted in proportion to the number of personnel
employed within each size categor.

Source: NMS Executive Surveys, 1975.



.academic-affiliated academies and 47 percent of those trained at state and

regional academies, howeVer, come from those small agencies. By contrast, -

only 24 percent of tha recruits trained at agency-affiliated academies come

from the small agencies. The reasons for this pattern-Ate clear enough. For

the most part, only larger agencies are in a position to train their own

personnel, but their academies also train a small number of personnel from

other agencies.

The training of personnel other than those associated with the operating

agency accounts for only 15 percent of the training done by. an agendy-affiliated

academy. They are limited on-the number of trainees from other agencies that

they can accommodate. Also, only agencies Within a reasonable distance Of,the

agency-affiliated academy would be in a position to use the academy. State/ ,

regional and academically affiliated academies most often were opened for the

express purpose-of providing training to agencies that could neither siminister

their own training.not utilize the training of a nearby academy. The National.

Advisory Commission strongly recommended the development of regional academies

1

as the Only way-to provide cost-effective training to jurisdictions that could

not oth rwise obtain such. training.
2

2. Distribution of Academies by State

Tab -le- VII -2- shOW4-considerable variation in the distribution of acadeties

among ea: t:es., States have anywhere from 1 to 136 academies, Agency-affiliated

academie are in the majority in 29 states Eleven states have a majority

\

.

of regional Orilitate.acedemies, and eight have a majority of academies affili-

;ated witt academic institutions.3 /'=".

J ,
. '

. .

A st\ate'Pa onOfiguration of acadeties reflects its geography, the density
.

.

of its po ulatiC7, the availability of agency-affiliated, academies, and the
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TABLE VII -2

DISTRIBUTION OF LAW ENFORCEMENT ACADEMIES
BY STATE/REGION AND BY TYPE OF ACADEMY

Census Region
and

'State All
Academies

Agency
Affiliated
Academies

U.S. Total

New England
Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont'
Massachusetts
Rhode Island.
Connecticut

.

Middle Atlantic
New York
New '-Jersey

Penrsylvania

o East North Central
Ohio
Indiana
Illinois
Michigan
Wisconsin

793 402

41 33
1 0
1 0
1 0

19 17
1 0'

18 16

44. 36
23 23
14 9

7 4
.

165 108
99 87

6 - 4

33 8
10 2

17 .7

West North Central 34 17
Minnesota 6 4
Iowa . 7 4
'Missouri 2 0
North Dakota 1 6-

South. Dakota 3 1
Nebraska ' 4 2
Kansas 11 6

South Atlantic 205 68 .

Delaware 5 5
Maryland 15 10
Virginia 37 17
West Virginia 15 15
North Carolina 65 9

South Carolina 1- 0
Georgia 15 4
Florida 52 8

Type of Academy

Regional
and State
AcademiesT

Academies
Affiliated with

Academic
Institutions

140 251

7 1

1 0
0 1

1 0
2 0
1 0
2 0

5 3

0 0
4 1

1 2
.

31 , 26
4 8
1 1

22 3

3 5

1 9

15 2,
2 0

3 0
2 0
1 o
2 0
2 4`0
3 2

23 104

0 0
3 2

13 7

. 0 0
2 54
1 0

10 1

___________4_____ -----40

East South Central 27 18 3 6

Kentucky 11 7 1 3

Tennessee 5 5 0 0
Alabama 9 5 1 3'
Mississippi 2 1 1 0

West South Central 88 57 18 13

Arkinsai 8 6 2 0

Louisiana 6 2 1 3

Oklahoma 19 18' 1 0

Texas 55 31 14 10

Mountain
Montana
Idaho
Wyring
:Co credo'

New Maxi
Arizona
Utah
Nevada

Pacific li 136 38 . 11 87.

WashingtOO 7
7 1,1

0 0

OTOg04" 3 2 1 ' o

cal.40i21.41 115 19 9 87.

Alaska. : 7 6 1

Hawaii 4 4 . .
-0

53 27 17 : 9

7 4 3 0
,6 1 1 4
5 3 2 o .

11 9 -2 0

5 3 '2... 0
10 5 1 .: A.:_,

5 2 '2 1
4 o 4 0



efforts of the law enforcement administrators and planners in the state. Some

states, such as North Carolina and Wisconsin, which have a network of state-

supported vocational and technical schools, use these fOr law enforcemtnt train-

ing. Similarly, states with an extensive community college system,- such as

Florida and California, employ them as a base for law enforcement training.

Several highly urbanized states, such, as New York, Massachusetts, and Rhode'

A
Island, depend primarily on agency-affiliated academies. With agency-affili-

ated academies in existence in these states, there has been little demand for

regional and state academies.

The distribution of academies-by type within a state does not appear to

be related to the extent to which entry -level training is provided. For example,

New York, with the highest percentage of trained personnel (91 percent), relies

exclusively on agency-affiliated academies, but West Virginia, whose 15 academies_

are all agency-affiliated, has one of the'lowest percentages of trained per -

sonnel (53 percent).

Ninety-one percent of the sworn personnel in California, which utilizes

academically affiliated institutions primarily, has received training, but only

____53_percent of the sworn personnel in North Carolina has received such training.

B. CHARACTERISTICS. OF ACADEMY PROGRAMS

The purpose of this section.is to analyze the results of the. National

Association of State Directors of Law Enforcement Training (NASDLET) survey

with respect to the length and content of training offered, the distribution

and education of instructors, academy facAities, and sources of funding.

. Where possible and relevant these Variables are reported differentially by

academy type and size.

31
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The NASDLET survey sent to more than 800 agencies or institutions

that were believed to make u, he universe of law enforcement academies.

The survey was completed by 2:3 academies in 45 states. Almost 50 of the

recipients of survey forms replied that they no longeradministered law en-

forcement training. Since the survey data include responces trom only

approximately one-third of the'law enforcement academies, which trained ap-

proximately 45 percent of the recruits that were trained in 1974, there is
.

no assurance that the.responses are representative of the universe of law

enforcement academies.4

The onlycomparison 'that can be made with other. sources of data is with

respect to the length of entry-level training. The NMS executive survey data

indicate that Lhe approximate mean length of training recruits receive
,

is 387 hours. 'The mean length of training received by recruits of agencies

responding to the NASDLET sample is 410 hours. Although it is not known

whether the responding agencies accurately mirror the universe of all Acade-

mies, we have answered that the training variables among types and sizes of

Academies, are broadly indicative of variations that exist in the universe

Of such academies.

1. Duration and Content of Entry -Level Training

Table VII -3 shows that average.durationof entry-level training'offered

by the responding academies. in 1975 was 415 houra. Agency-affiliated acade-

,mies offered an average of 494 hours. Negional.and.state academies provided'.

382 hours; academically, affiliated academies offered 290 hours. Fifty-four

percent of the agency7affiliated: acadeMies, but only 22 percent of the regional/

state academies and 15 percent of the academic affiliates, provided 440 or

more hours of entry-level training.
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TABLE VII-3

DURATION OF ENTRY -LEVEL TRAINING,
BY TYPE OF ACADEMY, 1975

Type of Academy
Mean
Course
Length,
Hours

Total

Percentage Distribution

Less
Than
160
Hours

1607
279.!
Hours

280-,

359'
Hours

360-.

439
Hours

440 or
More
Hours

Academies, Total
(n=209) 415 100.0 5.3

Agency Affiliates
(n=105) 494 100.0 .3

Academic Affiliates
(n=53) 291 '100.0 3.8

Regional/State
Academies (n=51) 382 100.0 11.8

24.9

16.2

37.8

129,4

23.4 10.1 36.4

17.1 9.5. 54.3

33.9 9.4 15.1

25.5 11.8 21.5

Note: Detail may not add to total due to sounding.

Source: NASDLET Survey of. Law Enforcement Academies, 1975.



Although the size of the academies appears to be somewhat related to the

duration of the entry-level training they offer, it is clear from the infor,T.

nation displayed in Table VII-4 that academy size does not fully explain the

variations in length of training. Within agency - affiliated academies and

academic affiliates the mean duration of training increases as the size in-.

creases. Nearly the opposite pattern is true of state and regional academies.

There is considerable variation in the mean duration of training among academy

types Within srze groups. For example, taming academies that"trained between

25-and 49 recruits in the previous year, the'mean duration of training offered:.

by-academy affiliates was 242 hours, while state and. regional academies of

that size offered.anavekage of\501 hours. Similar disparities exist in all

. a

It can reasonably be hypothsized that the major factor influencing the

dukation of training' is the. dizeled the agencies served. As described^ above,

size groups.

agency-affiliated academies serve agencies

/ .

average, than the agencies,aerved by State
1 .

affiliated agencies are thitd with respect

that they serve.

that are conaiderably.larger,. on

and regional academies. Academically

to the average size of.agenciea

Table VII-5 shows the classroom time allotted to each of 12 training topics.

Some training time.was allotted for these topics imaeleast.95'percenf of

the academies. The one excePtion is detention, whiCh was covered as a topic in

only 65 percent of the academies surveyed. It appears that the topics con-

cerning the essential procedural aspecfi of the job (legal subjects, criminal
.

'evidence

the most

IngAnd

At'4

and imildtigative.proceduret and patrol prOcidures) are allocated

claasrooi time, f011owed by skill training (weapons; physical train-'

emergeney. Medical/ procedure The topics cavered most biieflY



TABLE VII -4

MEAN NUMBER OF HOURS PROVIDED -

FOR RECRUIT TRAINING, BY ACADEMY SIZE'AND TYPE

Academy Size and Type
Mean

Number of
Hours

All Academies, Total 414.8
1-24 Recruits 339.7
24-49 385.6
50 -99 444.9

' 100-199 517.1
200 or more 416.2

Agency iliates, Total 493.5
1-24 ecruits 380.3
25-49 426.1
50-99 532.5
100-199 697.8
200 or more 637.3

:tcllege'Affiliates, Total 290.2
1 -24 4-Retruits 241.3
25-40 242.1
50-99.. 291.3
100-199 398.3
200.'or more. 428.8

State, and legtonal Academies,
"Total .

382.1
24 Recruits 425.3

2 -49 501.2.
50-,9 4413
100-199
200 or more . 295.4

Source: NASDLET Suryey of.L'am En orcement Academies 1975.



TABLE VII-5

TIME ALLOTTED TO VARIOUS TOPICS
IN ENTRY-LEVEL TRAINING PROGRAMS, 1)75

Ttaining Topics
Mean

Duratioi
of Coarse Cover -

age in Hours

Percentage
DistributiOn of

Time

All Topics 414.8 100.0

Legal Subjects 56.4 13.6

Criminal Evidence and
Investigative Procedures 52.3 12:6

Patrol Procedures 48:1 11.6

Traffic 48-.1 11.6

Weapons 42.3 10.2

Physical Training 40.3 9,7

Emergency Medical
Procedures 33.6' . 8.1

CoMmunity and Human Values
and Problems 29.9 7.2

Orientation and Introduction
to Criminal Justice System 26.1 6.3

Agency Policies and
Procedures 20.2 4.9

Juvenile 11.2 2.7

Detention 6.2 1.5

Source: NASDLEr, Survey of Laiv Enforeement-AciJemiei 1975.
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include thoge concerning the role`of the police o his place in

the community an e-society _(dpmmunity and human values and problems)`

orientation, and introduction to the criminal 3Piitice-s stem and to juvenile

5
matters..

Five of these topics were examined to determine the variations in the

percentage of -lye allotted to each by acade/1 type and size. Very little

variability is shownzamong academy sizOnd type gropps, the only consistent

pattern is in the percentage of. course time llotted to physical training.
-

The percentage of time for physical training increased in academies with

fewer than 25 recruits-(6.6 nercent) comparstd to those that train 200 or more

recruitsifff.9 percent)..

2. Coverage, of Topics in In-Service -Traininsk
,;:.

The discussion in Chapter VI of, Volume II indicated that in-service

training is of a ed relatively infrequently but that: academies are playing an

increasin role in the provision of such/training.

Of t e 237/academies respondin&toithe NISDLET survey, 206 administered

at least ne 1.-in service training cour4, and--in agtregate-provided.a. tots'

I

1 .
\

of 1,695 n-serVice courses in 1975. ,(See Table VIIThe adstfrequently
.

I

1

1

.

.

.

offered tOpits)were firearms, triminal investigation, an4 criminal law. Fifty -

0 1

two percent of the courses pertained to patrol and investigative procedures;

and mainly de41lt with specialized aspects of these subjects. Nine percent of

ithe coursewor related to"supervision and management training. Crime preven

:tion_and Cri is intervention, two tivits that h;.ve developed- within the last

61.

' ten years, w re offered in 40 and-4 of these academies, respectively, in

- U 3 P 4
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'TABLE VII-6

OFFERINGNUMBER OF. ACADEMIES OFFERING IN-SERVICE TRAINING,
.

AND NUMBER OF COURSES OFFERED,-BY SUBJECT, 1975

, ::-; 'Percentage,_.
Number of of-All
Cdurses Topics
.Offered Offered

All Academies
All academies offering/

in-service training

All in- Service Training Courses

237

206

1,695 100.0%

Patrol Procedures,Total 455 26.8
Advanced Officers Tfaining 64 '0.7

.Breathalyzer 80 4.7
Communications ) 64 3.81

Crime Prevention 40 2.4
Driiang While Under

the Influence (DWI) 24 1.4
Firearms 115 6.8 .

Traffic and Accident Investigation 68 4.0
%.,

.Investigative Procedures,
Burglary
Criminal Investigation
Drugs
Finge rprinta
Homicide
Organize' crime
PhotOgiaphy .

polygraph
Sea Crimes

-Human Values &-Probles,jTotal 175
Community Relations ! . 63

Crisis Intervention '

..

44

JueniIe:Delinquency .1
1.

47

-11nOritY.-Sensitivity Irraining
.

t

21
_ , .

Instructor Veining, Total- ., 167
i' Firearme thstruCtor 1 115

.. Instructor
_

4 .

.Other, Total"
.

i
I

Criminal LaW i

iJailer .

Apouse's'Training

436 25.7
35 -

2.1
99 .8

79 . .7

59 .5

38 j.2
22 1.3

..46 2.7
. 9 . 0.5
49 '2:9--

. .

Supervisory and Management TWaining,Total 147 8.7'
!Executive Training ( 20 1.2

_
Basic Supervision

-._
69 4.1

____Zi.
Advanced Supervision 26
Mid-management 22

1-,
. 1

.Emergency Situations,. Total 168 ..t' 949

Bombs 51 / 3.0
'Crowd & Riot'Contror ) 45 2:7
Hostage Negotiations 34 2.0

SpecierWeapons & Tactics (SWAT) 38 2/.2

147

97
26

24

16.3,
3.7
4.6
12.8

1.2

9.9
6.8
3.1

8.7
5.7
1.5
1.4

NASDLETINMS Survey of:Lawignforinment- Train nalCademies--1975:

/
7
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3. '- Facilities '

Most of.the responding academies possess the physical facilitie6 for train-

ing, a library, and sawn to an indoor gymnasium. Although 58 percent of all

academies have a building reserved for them, only 40 percent of college-affili-

ated academies have such a' structure. Seventy-seven percent of the largest

academies (200 or more recruits in1975)9 but only 39 percent of the smallest

academies (fewer than 25 recruits), have an academy building. Predictably,

regional and state academies are much more likely to have residential facili-

ties than are the other two types of acaanies (Table VII-7).

4. Instructors

TheliASKET survey responses indicate that law. enforcement academies

-rely henvily'on part-time instructors:-,Only 21 percent of all instructors at
t

.

.

responding academies wei full-iime,and.56 percent of the 206 academies re-

ported having no full-time instructors: Among the major categories Of.acade-

mies, full-time Staff increased about one percent at agency

academies and at state or regional academies,; but by only 8 percent at academies

affiliated with academic institutions.-

The major reasons advanced for the extensive reliance on pait-time staff,

in the course of NMS field 4i_its-were: (1) the 'small size and irregular

scheduling'of.acedemy training, in many institutions, and! (2) preference for

use of specialists, particularly in teaching specialized in-service courses.

1

5. -Funding Sources

RespOndentstto-the RODLE7.aurveywareasked to indicate Whether their.

cademies received funding froeitheria state planning agency, a state's

stanlardsand training commission, or a national or regiwal'office of,the

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration in the last yeai. It should he

_17-290
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TABLE VII-7.

PERCENTAGE OF ACADEMIES WITH VARIOUS FACILITIES,
BY TYPE AND SIZE OF ACADEMY, 1975

Type and Size
of Academy

,- -.

phySical
StructUre
DevO o
Tra

A Law -,

Enforcement
Library

Access to
Indoor

Gymnasium

.

Residential,
Facilities

All Respondents

Type of .Academy

Agency Acsdemdes 59.2 73.1 55.8 14.1

Academic Affiliates 40.4 72.5 68.5 15.1

- 51.3 . 72.6 57.8 27.4

Regional and State
Academies 56.9

o.

Size of icademy

Number f Recruits)

Leas.t ni.25

'25-49

511-99-

100,199

'200_ .r. more

82.4 62.7

39.1 70.2 53.2 8.5

37.5 37.5 .47.9 8.3

60.0, / 76.0 48.0 38.0

68.8 75.0 78.1 34.4 ''.

I:-

76.7 86.7 75.9 , 35.5

S urce: NASDLET Survey of Law, Enforcement A..adeiies, 1975.



TABLE VII -8

FULL.-TIME INSTRUCTORS. AS A PERCENT4GE OF ALL INSTRUCTORS,
BY AGENCY TYPE, 1975

4 ,

Mean'Number of
Full-Time Instructors

Full -Time Instructors
as a Pet ,entage of All

Instructors

All Respondents 4.3 21.2
-

Agency AcademieS 5.9 26.6

Academic Affiliates 1.7 8.3

Regional and State Academies.. 4.2 24.0
2

. -

Source: NASDLET Survey ofLaw Enfotcement Ac;,,,demies, 1975.

a
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noted that the respodtes do not indicate how much.money wasieceivedi

whether/the funding was for-general operating expenses or for'a spec

program.

As. Shown in Table VII-9, 40 percent of all academies received-Snding,'.

from at least one of these sources,.with'Oe proportions ranging f OM 51 per-,

cent, fOr regional and state academies, and 43 percent, for agency academies,

to only 25.percent for academic: affiliates.

TABLE, VII =9

PERCENTAGE OFACADEMIES.RECEIVING. FUNDING FROM
STATE OR FEDERAL SOURCES, BY TYPE OF ACADEMY

percentage Receiving Funding From:

State
Any -State Standards -LEAA

Academy Type These SOurCes P1anrking and Training Funding
Agencies ,Commissions.

All Respondents

Ageacy Academies,

Academic. Affiliates

Regional/State Academies

43.3

43.1

24.5

-51.0

15.1

14.7

5.7

25.5

18.9

21.6

13.2

19.6

18.5

20.6
7

11.2

19.6
o

Source: NASDLET Survey of Law Enforcement Academies, 1975.

C
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C. COMPARISON OF THE CURRENT STATUS OF LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING
ACADEMIES. WITH DESIRED STANDARDS

The purpose of this section is to consider prescriptive standards that

have been proposed as ways to. make law enforcement training more effective:-

Standards for innovative teaching techniques,' field-training, instructor train-

ing, desired class size, and the use of performance objectives are compared

with current practice as indicated by the NASDLET survey.

1. Teaching Techniques

During the past several.decades, there have been many innovations in the

development of educational methods.- New teaching techniques strive to in-

crease the active participation of the trainee in the educational experience

and, when possible, to enable individual trainees to progress at their own

pace. Since the concept 'of training implies the goal of behaVioral change, it

Would seem appropriate for the police.to adopt the more experimental training

techniques, such as programmed instruction, role playing, simulation, and case

study for their law enforcement academies.

In 1965, a survey of training academies completed bythe:National Council

onCrime and Delinquency revealed that the lecturmethod was the predominant

mode of instruction used in police academies .(TablaVII-10).

In commenting on this reliance updn conventiona\lecture'methods, the

.President's Combission on Law Enforcement and the Administrationof Justice

noted in 1967 that,

Most training courses are taught almost exclusiVely,by
lecture method, even though the limitations of such

.

_instruction have long been recognized by professional
training directors and educatord;6

.

7

In 1973 the National Advisory Commission. on Standards and Goals recommended

the adoption of student-oriented instruction methods to increase the trainees'

level of participation and' receptivity. The Commission further recommended
' ., , .



.TABLE VII-10

TEACHING TECHNIQUES USED BY LAW. ENFORCEMENT ACADEMIES 1965

TechniquS Percent

Lecture and discussion 96.3

Audiovisual aids 62.4

Simulation 41.3:

Operational practice 33.9

:Field visits 21.1

Discussion 17.4.

...111111
Source: Sur Vey of Law Enforcement Training Academisi, National.

Council' on Crime and Delinquency; 1965.

that the lecture method should be kept to a minimum and that at least one-Of

the following teaching techniques should be included in training sessions of

one hour or longer:

-- role playing, situation simulatl group discussion, individual

reading and research projects, and individual trainee response SyStOms;.

sudioVisual aids to promote realism;

individualized'instruction methods for appropriate-` ubject

matter.

The National Advisory Commission concluded that:

ahe police task is.becoming so complex that learning by
rote is no longer satisfactory. . . ..TheAubre a person .

participates in za.indident, the better he becomes in
handling it, providing his actions are accompanied by of -..
fective critiques.?

Table VII -11, however, indicates that the lecture method,continues.to be

the primary mode of instruction for nearly'all subjeOts. Only. in areas related

to physical conditioning and firearms are other techniques used more frequently.
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TABLE VII11

USE OF THE LECTURE:METHOD AS THE PRIMARY
'TRAINING TECHNIQUE, BY SUBJECT AREA

..-Subject Area Percent

Orientation and introduction to the criminal
justice system

92.8

Agency policy and proCedure 86.9

Legal subjects 86.0

Juvenile 86.5

Patrol procedure 64.0

Criminal evidence/investigative procedure 70.7

.Community and. huMan values 'and problems,' '64.2

Traffic 64.6

Physical training 14.9

Emergency medical treatment 41.3

Weapons-. 16.4

Source: NASDLET Survey of Law Enforcement Academies,1975.

..I# one rdcent study, 117 training directord not affiliated with law en7

forcement judged the following instructional techniques to be most

. effective ire the categories listed below.

-- Knowledge acquisition - programmed instruction, case study

Knawledge retention - programmed instruction, case study

-7-ProblemrsOlving skills - case.study, gaming

-,Interpersonal skills - sensitivity training, role playing

-- Attitude change - sensitivitytraining, role playing

--,Participant acceptance - discussion method, case study
8

V -296
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While theie findings Mity PPt:belotally applicable to police training,
-------

they do form a basis for comparison with the extent to which ioidamiesuse,.

these student-oriented techniques, Wahown in Table VII -12,

USE
PRIMARY

(Percent of

TABLE yu-12

OF STUDENT- 3RIENTED TECHNIQUES AS .

NODE OF INSTRUCTION, BY SUBJECT AREA

Academies Using.. Specified

L

Subject
Area

Group
Dis-

cussion

Role _Opera."

Frogrpm, ;11.44- Audio tional
med In- Vialial Frac-
structiOn elation Aids .tire

Indi-
. vidual.

CaseRm-
Study siarch ing

Agency policy
at&procedure

Legal 'Subjects.

Juvenile

Patrol.'proced-
ures.

Criminal evi-
dence /Ines

procedures

.crOnniniity

humaikvalues
Ai,problena

Traffic

Physical
training

8.0

6.6 0.9

8.6 1.4

5.8 1.3

4.4 1.3

2.7

Emergency med- 3.6
ical. treat-
sent

Weapons

0.9

3.3

3-1

3.1

0.5 0.9

0.4 0.4 0.9 4.8

1.4 0.9 0.9 0.5

4.4 11.1 12.4

6.1 3.5 12.7 0.9

9.8 3.1 0.4

4.4. 4.8 22.6

6.5 0.5 69.3

5.8 7.2 39.0
FR:;

1.8 0.4 77.4

,0.4

^1

0.5 4.7

0.9

source: NASDLET Surveyof'Law Enforcement. Academies, 1975.
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SOme tentative conclusions cans, be suggeiied from eZaMiOnitheseidata.

attitudinal- changes and interpersonal skills are. moat successfully accomplished

through sensitivity. rraining or role playing, then it may be likely thatthe

64 percent of aCadeMiee which rely on the lecture method for training in human

values and problems may not be doing the most effective job possible. Similarly,

if problem-solving skills are best developed .throughcase study and.gaiing,-this

same observation applies to the -fact that onlY 1.3 percent of the academies

use these two methods as:primary methods of instruction in'criminal evidence!

investigative procedure.

A.panel:of law enforcement training experts, convened by NMS in 1976,. felt

thit the lack of the'newer teaching methods in academies was.indeed aserioua

. problem.. The panel felt that the:development of-improved teaching techniques

and materials should be a priority for action; and that instructors should be

trained,to utilize more innovative trainingtechniques and,xely far less on

lectures: Their conclusions coincidedwith an early observation made by James

Ahern, former New Haven police chief:

Police departments should be hungry for the very latest
innovations in educational theory and.should be made capable
of experimenting with them, and adapting them to their own
uses. . . . 9

2. Performance Objectives

-The National Advisory Commission recommended that law enforcement academies

define course content and student evaluation according .to performance objec

10Uwe. Performance objectives state the expected end result to' the trainee

and specify the criteria-for acceptable performance. When a minimum acceptable

level-of demonstrated ability-is stated, a standard is created by which train-

.ing programs can.belevaluated. Criteria for acceptahleperfOrmance.may include

time limits for completion, a minimum number Of correct responses, correct.
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,application of principles, or identification of principles. A 'reliable and

accurate measurement technique is essential to the application of performance

objectives.
11

Most entry-level training.is.baged upon.the-a4umption that Certain Skills

are necessary for basic police job'demands. .Little

hoWever, to the behavioral Changei that the agency,

recognize as a demonstration of successful training.

attention has- been,giVen,

supervisor, or community

It seems important that 7."4

this basic idea be closely examined before making costly increases in the

length or content of entry-level training.

The NMS panel of law enforcement training specialists supported the inter-

gration.of performance objectives into academy curricula. They strongly pre--

ferred the statement, of behavioral or performance objectives to a sample

allowance of numbers of training content categories. They suggested that

performance objectives are best'introduced through an individualized or

modularized.program of instruction.

Testing techniques should be improved if performance' objectives are

..introduced into a. training pro7,-tam.- While it has not been posSible to

estimate the proportion of academies. that hive adopted performance objectives,

'Table VII-13 presents some indication of the proportion that have 'not-.

It appears that the principal method of testing is.the.graded paper and

pencil test with 93 percent of the academies responding that .6lis technique'

[

was used in all or most of their courses. The simulation .(or performance)

test was used much less often; only approximately 20 percent of the academies

Used_this technique frequently. .However, it is possible that acadamies may

have interpreted "simulation" as only applicable to operational skills such

as weapons or defense techniques, rather than expanding_the-definitidi to; .

o

incii4e such possible performance objectives as correctly filling'out a report
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Correctly or identifying and liSting evidential items rather.. than merely list-

Ing the rules of evidence collection. The use of instructor or peer ratings.

would also decrease if performance objectives were utilized. Instructor and

peer ratings are subjective evaluation techniques, whereas the statement of

performance objectives necessitates specificity and. objectivity.

Another indication that performance objectives may not,be widely adopted.

Is that only 49 percent of the.aCademiee responded that they have identified

the specific skills and competenCies that an effective law-enforcement_officer

needs in their own jurisdictions.- -Similarly,only 49 percent responded that
.

they had developed ways of measuring these skills and competencies during traiu-

Ing. If half of the responding academies have.not identified the necessary

skills and competencies- of police officers or formulated a way of measuring

them during traininJ, it is not likely that
. )rmance ieci are lrter-

gral to their training programs.

TABLE VII -l3

PROPORTION OF ACADEMIES UTILIZING
TESTING PROCEDURES

/' . .. .

Testing Technique Used in Usea in Used in Never
All Courses Most Courses Some Course3 Used

Graded paper and pencil.
, -

Simulation (performance)
tests

Instructor ratings

Peer-ratings

37.0

2.9

30.8

6.0

56.4 6.6-

17.9

18.9.

4.5

71.5

33.3

23.1

7.7

16.9

66.3

Source: NASDLET Survey of Law Enforcement Academies 1975.
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,

Although' performance objectives,`; re.widelY used to vsIhate,the merLts

and achievements of other operational projects, the approach is not common to

entry-4evel training. This would Suggest that a valuable contribution of

future Federal training assistance in. his area would be the early development
I,.

,._

,

that
I

of model'performance objectives for a set of.the'imost critical skills n a i

k

law enforcement recruit needs Shch a model could be made adaptable for local I

use at training academies.

"Stress" Training
,

.
1

:Few.w o are knowledgeable about law-enforcement*Uld deny thst.a-certainj
I

...Amount ,stress is inherent in,the.job. The police officer is responsible

critical decision making, sometimes under life - endangering' circumstances.

.He must often. act as a counselor to Teople.in troubleSnd give support during

times of crisis. In addition, the officer can be a thrget of hostility for

)
cultu ally differing groups.

I
,,.,

tress is defined as an "imbalance between an individual's perceplions
. .

;

o en remnants' demands and his response capabilities under conditions where
,

, 12
fa*lu\e to-meet demands implies important (perceived) Consequences."

i\
If\\ stress is indeed inherent in the various roles

officer ,hen the,issue becomes how to train the recruit to perform moat ef-

playedlihe pollee,

fectively erStreSsfuI conditions. Some researchfhas indicated that

introducing el menti Of stress into the entry- level training prOgram can help.

The philosophy Underlying programS-that introduce stress into their

training is that c ditions during the traluing_should simulate actual job

conditions.. If the ob is stressful; then the training must be.stresstul.

The following statement Summarizes this school.of thought.

Training in the sense of deliberate p lattice in performance of correct
responses appears to,be an unmixed blessing with respect-to alleviation'
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0of stress ,effects and has-beiTcilig4y recommended as a remedy for'Poten7
tiel stresseein,---splEre-Missi§ns, cif 1. defense, community disasters and
other =ate ffea situations.

According to its proponents, a recruit enrolled in such a program/will

be revealed as he really is and so the waye\ that he will cope.with stress .on

the job can be evaluated. Individuels,AeUe*ally adapt to stretad'in'three ways:

egression, compromise, or withdrawal 14 would be-uedesitebletot fi police.

.. _officer tosect egressively.O0 a*thdrawki manner; #f;-OSiUe reveals
. . ,\') , , ',-,/ .

.

,
I 12., , V .

. ,,

either of
?

theseiraits. perhaps he:should not.continue-ditilee:who showed

the capacity; compromise would be more desirable. 15 To observe the trainee
o

under:stress, an academy might develop'procedures to measure reaction time

and ptoficiency under pressure. In addition to improiing'an officer's cape-

bilities under sttese,, a secondary gain is the group Cohesiveness,AUd cooper-
/.

atiOn that result when stress is applied to a group by an externdl source*

The Los Angeles County Shgtiffs' Academy has develOped a program that is

prototypical of stress'-training. Stress is artificially introduced by, means
,

Of:

(1), a militaristic .atmosphere where strict formalities' are observed

(2) unpredictable demand's made' of the recruit with regard, to

_erected-behaViOr;''

(3) recruit- instructor relationships characterized.by[reletive pOsitions'

of superiority-inferiority;

(4)' unpredictable 'application of pressure;

(5) verbal harassment, .deiiined confusion, criticismi,physical fatigne

status uncertainty, punishment,'inconsisient-behzVior.17..

The Los Angeles Sheriffs' Academy-Program concluded stress training

is a more effective test of emotional stability than a battery of psychometric

tests.
18
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{

Ttainingthatid 44 stressful haSi hoWeVer, been the'mere typiCal.ipptach
_

. .
,

. . ,
.

.

_

by regional school .local prograMe, institutes, short courses, and dniver7

cities . and colleges.: . tThedevregrame beim included little artifically indUted '

19

I
t

stress.

A study

persons in a

sitisfaction

the study, h

r I
onducte4-b*.Howard Earle hypothesized that stress_. training for

A

thotita4an roles,:suchas.police, leads' to ahigherlevel of job

,
ant! a higher level of performance acceptability.: Th, o evidence of,.

. ..

eVer,sliegated this by0Ottlests and analeernative dOnclusion'was

conclucled that "nos-stress trained.ttbiectS.displa..ised a'highet

..1.

.

orianctroficiency in the field, a highei level of job. satisfic-. .
.0. .v......

igher leIel of -perlorMance acCeptabilltiriby-Ve'isons served.41)

level' of pe

tion:and.a

Table 1714 shosis'the percentage. distribution of ittain elements common

present .in

dUced in a

percent said

expectations

capabiliti

- The e

data,ob
.w

Jo. . .

tress training. :According-to tfie NiSDLET survey,. stress is intro-

elative y small_propOrtion of law enforcement academies. ,Only 14

that stress was always introduced while 35 percent-responded that.
, -

r a r cruit's behavior. were never deiigued to exceed the trainee'

r .

dence retarding the value of, stress training is inconclusive.

ainedliem NASDLET survey tend tnindicate-that-themete

_,-.-.:-7atirlePtabIe,a-trees,,situations,in the .traditional academ.y'a mode aro; giving..

to the noneirisa, in which instruction is likely to ;maw 'in a mak. relaxed

4. Field Training
1.

. . .

Saw enforcement experts have-long emphasized the .importance of field

training in bridging the gap, between_ the ideas presented at:the poli00-. acaaemy

and the realities' of the.practitioner'aexperience. "Reality ShOCIe. has



TABLE VII-14

PERCENOF LAW ENFORCEMENT ACADEMIES
US] STRESS:T*0PM

o

.

,

..Always Sometimes
,
_ Never

.

Required performance is designed
to exceed student caplbilities
in order to measure ability -to'
function under stress

InstiuCtor-student relationship
is formal .

Demeritaystem used

Marching and.drill..arerequire-
ments sty

Students are required to stand
while- addressing the-instruCtor.

c

13.6, 51.2 35.2

12.1 53.3 3Q.6

16.0 12.7 71.2

20.6 23.4 . 56.1

13.7 20.3 66.0

NASOLET:S4rvey of Law Enforce4nt Academies 1975.

. _ .

often been cited as a prObleM.ofpolice training. MUchof the academy's !Oxtail'.

training seems to be.lOst-when theafficer gime:into:the field--the:neW
/

,

confrpnted'with , often adopts the informal practices of experienced
. "

Ipolice officers,/which may negate a great deal aVhis academy training. 21

Ip.1973
/
t e Peterson CoMmlasion Strongly tecomMended that field training'

be integrated into police training programs:

. ' an effective field training program can prOide the necessary
,

1.

to,h04), [the officer] develop self- confidence and'absorii the cultural. - :

shock from citizen to officer and: the reality shock froil formal-training
:to field experience.22

4
t

..

. .
. .

. - .

The _Commission felt:that following the basic recruit training program a minim9m
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1

of four-months should be spent in several fiel training experiences.
23

This

would not only cushion "reality shock" but coul help establish the 'direction

and success of future job performance.

In spite of a consensus stressing the, importance of field training, many

-academies do not offer a 'formal structured field trai ng program. The survey

found that only slightly more than one-third of all responding law enforcement

academies provide field training either within the academy or by coordinating

their training with a field training piogram given elsewhere (Table VII -15).

Over half of the academies affiliated with law enforcement agencies provide

field training for their recruits. Only,,,25 percent of the yegionaranestate%

academies, and only II percent of the academies affiliated with, academic insti-

tutions provide or coordinate field training. programs.

Only 'the quantity of field training programs was measured by the NMS

'-questionnalre. The literature however, reveals that, a quality problem is
\ .

- ,7...

sometimes present, and whit is described as ",field training" is often inade-

quate and poorly managed. Wasserman and Couper have pointed out that:

. Field training is rarely formal, often poorly'conceptualized and
usually\pitifully, meager. Socalled-fieldtraining officers have no.
special reacher training,, nor do they demonstrate any particular skills.
Field training experieAkes:are very sh9rt and:trainees. are given little'
if any opportunity to reflect oni, discuss, and understand their experiences.

24

field visits discovered that' structured field training_prograMs-were

infrequently provided. In lieu of a Structured and planned training sequence,

-some experiential. training did exist Withourmuchstructure orlplanning but

With fairly close supervision. In otherAn tances, experiential training was.

provided, prior to academy training byl,haviInglriCruits ride in patrol cars

with experienced officers. -

The-NMS panel' of law enforcemenit train specialists agreed that field

/ 1



TABLE VII-15

PERCENTAGE OF ACADEMIES OFFERING FIELD TRAINING,
- BY ACADEMY SIZE AND TYPE

Type of
Academy All

Academies

Number Of Recruits Trained, 1974

1-24 25-49 50-99 100-199 200 or more

All Respondents 36.1 38.3 29.0 42.0 39.4 29.0

Agency Academies 50.4 53.6 31.0 60.0 '57.1, 55.5

College Affiliates 17.3 6.7 16.7 14.3 50.0 20.0

Ilt

'''Regional/State 25.4 50.0 16.7 36.4 15.4 23.5

/ ;\
Source: NASDLET Survey of Law Enforcement Academies, 1975.

ir

training programs were often not as effective and 1%,_,Toseful as they could be.

The panelists. noted that. field training is often indifferently structured and

sometimes Suffers from-a lack of strong management support. They also encoun-

. ttered problemsrin recruiting good officers to teach the .plogram, since experi-

enced police officers do not find this a particularly desirable position and

.some Consider it dangerous. The panelists noted that it was difficult to

build incentives into the field instructor position without the risk of attracting

'inappropriate officers. They recommended that field training be formalized,

.

.

.

that its instructo\ be.gitilen special training and increased status, and that
. 7

the programs be giVn-st ong management support.
. .

..

The combined,resul s 'Cf-thei0Tvey, field visits, and panel findings..

ndicate that field \tr ining programs are a long way, both, quantitatively and

ualitativelyfrom being the well-supervised, well-integrated-programs

nvisioned by the Peterson'CoMmission and other expert groups.

/
.

,
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.5. Class Size

Most educators and trainers agree that the learning environment is

enhanced When class site is limited to 20. While the Peterson Commission reCcmr.

mended 20 il" as preferable, it suggested'that classes be restricted to a maximum

of 25 trainees.25 The NMS found, however, that only half of the responding

academies are meeting this standard (Table VII-16).

/0
TABLE VII -16

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE AVERAGE SIZE OF RECRUIT
TRAINING CLASSES, BY TYPE OF ACADEMY, 1975

Type of ACademy Total
Fewer Than
25 Recruits

26 -50

Recruits
More Than
50 Recruits

All Respondentt
(n=203) 100.0 50.7 43.3 5.9

Agency Affiliates
(n=102) 100.0 .56.9 39.2 3.9

Regional/State'
Academies
(n=47) 100.0 30.6 55.1 14.3

Academic Affiliates
(n=52) 1000 57.7 40.4 1.9

Source: NASDLET Survey of Law Enforcement Academies, 1975.

Since the larger academies are likely to represent more etudents.overall,

probably only about 50 per ,nt of all recruits are in lasses of optimal size.

This may be one reason for the considerable reliance on thelecture method in

police academies and less emphasis on newer teaching technologies hat rely

upon more individualized student participation.

The category of_state'and'regional'academies is both least likely to

meet the optimal standard and-most likely to have, classes of 50 or more.
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Agency- affiliated`, cademies and college-affiliated academies do better in

reaching the desired standard, but with more than 40 percent' below standard,

the room for improvement is pronounced.

The difference between regional/state academies and others can be explained,

at least in part, by the fact that these academies have a larger volume of

recruits. Last year the mean number of recruits trained in regional and state

academies was 179 while for agency affiliates and college affiliates it was

75 and 66, respectively.

6. Instructor Training

One of the most-important factors in assuring the quality* of any training

program is the quality of its instructors. Selection of effective instructors

should be based upon academic qualifications, experience instructional skills,

proficiency in the subject matter, and potential credibility with the recruits.26

In addition, both the President's Commission and the Peterson Commission recomr

mended'that the instructors, receive no less than 80 hours-of additional training

(40 hours for coachei in field'training)... The President's Commission suggested

that an 80-hour course be taught by."professional educatOrs" to "ensure:that

department instructors are qualified to teach in a training academy
"27

The

PetersonCommission was somewhat more specific and recommended that the instruc7

tors be certified by the state. The Commission felt that instructor develop:-

ment "should emphasize education philosophy and psychology, instruction methods

and their relationship to subject matter, fundamentals of training program

development and feedback consciousness. "28

The-data collected from the NASDLET survey of liw enforCement academies

indicate that 83 percent of the. law enforcement academies require that their

instructors be certified and 17 percent do not.- Of. those academies requiring
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certification, 22 percent require certification by the State Department of

Education, 68 percent require certification by the State Training Commission,

and 9 percent are certified by other agencies.

In.addition to the training required by the certifying agencies, some

academies arrange periods of formal orientation of varying. lengths for their

new full-time instructors (as indicated in Table VII -17).

In spite of the appakent progress in the number of.certified instructors"-

---available to law enfortement academies, the NMS panel of law enforcement

trainers felt that many instructor development programs are still inadequate.

\The dominance of the lecture mode in the classroom indicates that instructor

training is not as innovative and constructive as it could be. Tht panelists

also expressed some difficulty in finding instructors competent to teach in

the area of human values, and problems, and-they cited credibility with the

recruits as a real concern. In light of these problems, some of which stem

from the strong practitioner origin of many current instructors,

panelists vigorously recommended the establishment of strong instructor

development programs as a priority for action.

D. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The findings of the NASDLET survey are summarized beloW.

Agency affiliated academies are the largest single sources-of

entry-level training for law enforcement officers,.providing such training to

agencies which elplOy 57 percent of laW enforcement employees. About'75

percent of all agencies with 500 or more employees use their own academies,

whereas smaller "agencies rely mainly on state or regional academies, or--tb

a much.lesser extent--on academies of other agencies or those affiliated with

educational institutions.
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TABLE VII -17'

LENGTH OF TRAINING
PROVIDED BY ACADEMIES. TO NEW FULL -TIME rNSTRUCTORS.

Length Percent

1-2 days
3-4 days__
5=9-dAYS

.10 or more. days

10.5

21.1
26.2

Source: NASDLET Survey of Law Enforcement Academies 1975.

Statesvary Considerably in the number.. and types of academies they /

utilized: Differences in 'degree of urbanization in availability of agency /

affiliated agencies, in availability of community educationalresoUrces and in

state or local training policies explain some of these variations...

The NAC'etandard- fcit law enforcement training is 400 hours. Agency-.

affiliated training averages 494 hours; regional and state academies training, 38-2..7

hours; and academItilliLiffiliated training, 290 hours- In agency-affiliated and

academically affiliated academies, the duration of training increases as the

size of the group increases. Nearly the opposite pattern is true of state

and regional acrdemies.

Subject coverage gives priority to patrol procedures, investigative

methods, legal subjects, and criminal evidence, followed by weapons training

emergency and medical procedUres;' and physical training. Less emphasia

recommended by national commissions is given to the place of ,the. offiter in

the community and to juvenile matters, which include preponderance of the

arrest activity:



Academies play a considerable role in in-service training. Nearly-

9 out of 10 of those surveyed offer at least one in-service course. The most

frequently offered are criminal law; criminal investigations, Snd firearms.

Nine percent of the academies offer supervision ancl_man'a-gement'traffifirig.

21 ,,Ircent of the law enforcement instructors had full -time

teaching positions. Academically-affiliated academies rely almost exclusively

on part-time instructors.- Eighty percent of law enforcement academies require

instructor training of 5 to 10 days or more. Sywever, instructors do not

appear to be receivingtraining in some of more critical areas of hUthan values

and problems. This may be because of emphasis or it may be due to the. lack

of instructors qualified to teach in these areas.

Despite the heavy emphasis given to field training in the Peterson

Commission, this training is provided by only 35% of the academies. When it

is provided, it involVes either direct academy, supervision or is coordinated

with field training given elaeWhere.--.These programss-apparently need L;etter.

organization, including use of coaches instructor training (as advocated by

NAC), and management support.

Only half of the academies meet the desirable standard of 25 trainees'

per class. State and regional icadehies are most likely to have classes of

50 or more because they have i larger volume of recruits.

Forty percent of the agencies receive funding froth state. and federal

agencies, state fund planning agencies 15.1%, state standards and training

commissions fund 18.9%, and LEAA funds 18.5%. Academic affiliates receive

only 5.7% of available funds 'from state planning agencies. These sources

of funding remain critical to the operation of, training academies.

,Although instructional technology haS moved rapidly towardmOre diverse

means.of functional presentation, the lecture method remains predominant in

academies (93%). Despite commission advocacy of performance testing, academies.



also remain wedded tO-the paper and-pentil-test-(93%) with 20Z reporting the

use of performance testing.

-----erTTEihigh crime rate' among juveniles and the small amount of course

work in recruit training allocated to special lAwr,enfOrcement problems asso-

ciated with juveniles appear to be incongruent. It 1.4, recommended that LEAA

arrange for the d'velopment of prototype courses, or course components, on the

subject for use by law. enforcement acadernies; This training package would

include not only pertinent subject matter reflecting_situational conditions,.

but would also suggest instruct al methodologies and provide supplementary

training materials needed to produce highquality instrutiou. It is further

recommended that this package be tried experimentally at various academies and

in several strategically located areas, to afford the opportunity for maximum

evaluation by academy and agency personnel.

. In view of the small number of full-time instructors assigned to

academy training and of the still inadequate provisions foOmstructor.training;

it is recommended that LEAA, in association with appropriatestate.agencies,

establish regional instructor training centers for both law enforcement and

correctional academies. Such centers could perform several fOnctions. In

addition to their pritary mission of training. instructors and 'coaches in field

.trainingprogrami in the use of the most appropriate educational; methodologies,.

they could proyide. technical assistance to academies in developing programs
,

for performance testing, and on related' training matters.

LEAA in coordination wlthsta4 planning agencies or commissions, and

academic institutions, should place .prioritrOn upgrading the :tr ningbang

provided'to the smaller. agencies. These agencies rely mainly eit er on state

and regional academies, where student ratios are high or on acade cally-



---ateffiesrwheinstructional staffs are almost wholly part -time

and. where the number of t airing hours offered is below standard. Such an

examination would include assessments of the agencies' ability to support longer

training periods, methodSifor upgrading the quality of instruction, and the

/I Fresources. needed to.improVe programs.
1

Finally, attention is directed toward the occupaional analysis of

the patrolman's duties contained in Volume VIII of this report and the obser-
.

.. . ( 4

vations an' training for this group, in Volume-II. It is recommended thatLEAA
I ....--,

examine closely these findings and provide for the establishment of a. curii-

r

culum committee of law enf rcement personnel and other
. 1

Selected groups to

compare offerings. at train ng academies with current and future occupational

demands. The purpose of the committee would be :to determine, through objective

means; what courses are available, especially for medium and-small-sized agencies

in either recruit or in-se ,1

ce training. The authors realize that there has

already been a long history cf similar requests. by others who have studied

police academies. Given the system changes described elsewhere in this report,

the need continues to remain urgent.



CHAPTER VII
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Traffic (Direction and control; report forms; accident investigations; pri
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yeapons'(Discretionary use of firearms, proficiency; Lee of nonlethal

weapons).
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CHAPTER VIII. LAW SCHOOLS

Competentecounsel for both.prosecUtion and defense is an essential ingre-
.

dient of an efficient and equitable court system. A variety of factors Affect-
.,

this competence, including the personality and 'temperameet of counsel., the

. 4
structuie of the court system, and salary or. fee leveisaild the adequacy of

counsel's professional preparation - ,often plays a determinative role.-'

-

Law school establiahed,the foUnda4tiief4 masionil Competence that
1.1

, ;- .

furnishes the basis for further-spbfessional:.-experience and continuing edu- I

cation' as components of career developmentThis chap ei, ihen,'examines.legal

education in terms of preparation fqk courtroomiaetiv ties and :proposals,
I

q
changei4n that preparation. Since-bar edmissien req i,rements cam, and e

few instances do, act as de facto regulators of. laic. slChool practices, they
4

arealso,exemined.

'''Section A of this ehapterbriefly,revievethe history of legal educe-.

tion,in the United States-. as a prerequieite to admission to the bar. Section

B describes the status of legal-education and law ssion in general, and '

of criminal-justice - legal education and admission. Section C related criminal-
' ,, .

justice legal education to the needs of ,the crimi 1 Justice system and sug-

.gests sr.."morler---eriminaljusticelegaleducatiOe curriculum: $ection D sUg
-I

---

77,71geete,a strategy. forienerating constructive Ch gei in fhi-law 66661

iCurricuiuM and.tea 'Modes.
1
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A. THE HISTORY OF LEGAL EDUCATION FOR ADMISSION TO THE BAR

4.N. In colonial times and for many years thereafter,, admissiozr to the bar was

baaed upon experience as an apprentice to a practicing lawyer.- The shift from

apprenticeship to educational preparation for legal practice began with Thomms
, wk.

Jefferson's establishment of law profesiorships; first at William and Mary

College and then at the University of Virginia. The example of William and

Mary College was followed by a. number of other institutions, including Harvard

Universi y.
2

These first university law professorships were. academia, and

the study of law in a university setting remained only a preliminary:to an ap-

prenticeship, much as it retains in Great Britain todag:2 The academic study .

of la0 vas not viewed as the specialpreserVe of future lawyers, but rather

was thought to be an essential element of4 liberal arts education, particularly

for the.politicianOr legislator.

Begin4newith the Litchfield School, and later (1816),'at Harvard, under:

the leadership of thief Justice Isaac Porter; law schools were separated froM

.'the regularricUluiand emphasized professional training for the practice

of law. -Educational reptirement for admission to the bar were soon eliminated,
-

-7

however, probably response.to the ideas of Jacksonian equalitarian-

ism,ism, with its view thatfthe practice .and making ,of law should not be limited

to lawyers.

With the appointwpt of Justice JosepL Story to the faculty of Harvard
e 4-

.4.aw.School%in 1826, the modern law school began to emerge. Justice Story was

Y/-
expressly given 4rmission.to publish as well as to teach law, beginning the

`7 tradition of scholarly .pnblication'tifiMed ;?It'law reform as a major goal. of'tge

law school. Among Story's achieyements was his emphasis on the study of

national law, not limiting legal Study to state or regional pecularities..



. -

Themajor'criticism of the Story period was that it established tne de,facto

separation of the law school from.the university. proper. Not only was there

no demand that law students be college graduates, virtually no provision was

Made for them-to attend any other courses in the universii:y. This eliminated

any study of government or statutory-law by law students, who were to con-

,..Centrate on crommOn law and judicial decisions only and consequently altered,.

the goals of legal education from the preparation of policy-makers to the

training of practicing lawyers:

The period froth 1846 to 1870 was important more for what occurred outside

the law schools than within them. The codification movement of those years,

which began a$ing-the common leW into-- statutes, and statutory, codes; had.

a two-fo;.' :;,,217..Weuce on law schools. First, the', nitial response to the groW-

ing complexity of the law led to the abandonment ,of all elements ,of the curri-

---culum that might divert students from ing mastery of legal doctrine.

Second, codification of the claw be he .1 for a similar "codification"

of the, law Curriculum.

.

When Christopher Langdell aseume can hip of Harvard Law Schodt in

1870, he reorganized the curriculum o imp ove'tie efficiency of instruction

in various legal doctrines. Until then, each teAtbook writer had defined his

\

own area" f concern, which resulted Ili's confusing overlapping of teaching

tools and incomplete coverage of the fie10.1 Another significant contribution

by Langdell was the development of the case method of teaching, which required

outstanding legal scholars as the teachers. Langdall also increased the hours

of instruction and provided for. testing the student's knowledge not through

__
recitations at lectures for which attendance was voluntary, but rather trough

written examinations. In addition, the original attempt to.teach "All" of law

in three years was abandoned. when in 1886 Harvard became the first law Shcool

to adopt the "elective" system.
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In the years to follow, the Langdell vision o' what

be grew mor, popular, with emphasis on the

a vocational skill. To carry out this new

proposed an institutionaliation of the spectrum of law

law schools dhould

teaching of a science rathr than
.

function, A.Z. Reed, in 1921,

school progfams then

in existence and to differentiate the iasks-thatgraduates of each /school

would perform.
6

Those from "weak" law schools would perform spe alized tasks--

for example, probate or conveyance--while others would be'traineld to perform

a wider variedr of tasks.

Reed's idea of a differentiated bar was rejected by the American Bar
..a, .

Association. The'ABA adopted inste d-a resolution declaring/that two years of

college education should be requife/d for lad school admission; night law sdhools
/

q

/

Were to be adapted; and, the bar eXaminers were to be permitted to administer

written examinations, ending the iiiploma privilege. In effect,

was thereby. umdintained.

I

The stage was now set for t1e gradual raising of legal education and bar

Ili
' /

admission req- ronents. Postpon d for the moment were the. development of
/

paraprofession1 al'training and th accutance of legal siecialization through

specialized, 1n-depth .1.egal edu ation inparticulat fields--including crim
i

filar law.

the status quo

The 50-plUs years since Reed'

\

occurrence in the general direction

Review cited two key developments

.

book have seen notimilaf "watershed"

of legal educatioil. A 1964 Columbia Law

ever:. the Columbia experimentwith

integrating social science materials 41 tL school's: course.a_ and casebooks,

\

and the "publid7policy" approach.advoca ed by Lassw611 and McDougal for the

second and third year curriculum.
7

Implementation of this approach has been

slow, although Imre has been acceptance f professional responsibility, in a

broad sense; for both public policy and p ctitioners ethics.



The.ColuMbia social science movement and the public-policy approach were

simil .in their emphasis on social science in-the study of law: Most case-

books today, as a result, include much nonlegal material. For example, in

criminal law, new courses on law and the social sciences and on poverty have

. been added to the curriculum, and many of them reflect the field study rather

than the legal doctrine approach.

The development of legal education-in this century has also included a

movement toward clinical legal eduCation which arose from a desire to relate.

the professional responsibility of the bar to the actual skills that a prac-
.

ticing lawyer .needs.
8

With Ford-Foundation assistance, the National Council

on Legal Clinics,, sponsored by the National Legal Aid and Defenders Associa-

tion with the cooperation of the ABA and the AALS, began a pilot project at

several law schools sponsoring clinical lavi courses.9 Among the objectives

-of this project were broadening the definitiod of "profispional responsibility"

to include public.policy concerns for law reform,- providing- legal services

to the indigent, and increasing technical competence in the practice of law.

From this beginning, the present Council on Legal Education for Professional
o

ResPonsibility'evolved, and under the impetus of its funding, at least.129,of

the 163 accredited law schools offer clinical programs 10

B. PRESENT STATUS OF THE LAW SCHOOL CURRICULUM

1. Bar-Admission and the Law School Curricultm

As of February 1, 1976, 163 undergraduate law schools were accredited by

the American Bar Association 11 Graduation from an ABA-accredited law school

is a requirement for admission to the bar in most states;
12

only in California

are there a substantial number of bar examination applicants from unaccredited'

law Schools. 13
In four states, admission may be gained through law office
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14
study alone, and three others accept such study in combination with one, or

two years of law school.
15

Texas permits taking the bar exam if 80 semester

hours have been completed without a degree. The most restrictive state is

Utah, which apparently does not approve nonresidential law schools (i.e.,

night schools) although such schools are accredited by the ABA.16 A few States

require that law-graduates also have experience in a clerkship for three or

six months.
17

A few state bai requirements also specify curriculum content. Fox, example,

Ohio, Florida,. and Indiana require the study of-1 gal ethics 8 More Commonly,

state rules specify the lengthof the law curriculum Or regulate"certain fee-
!

tures of the curriculum. New York, for example, requires the residential curri-

culum to have a minimum of 80 hours in "professional law subjects" completed

in -96 weeks of study, of which no more than.15 percent can be in a clinical

course.19 The Supreme Court of Indiana has issued a prospective rule to take

effect on January 1, 1977, that would give the court some control of the, tur-

riculum of the University of Indiana's law schools.20 The Clare Committee of

the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit haa recommended the pUrsuit

of a minimum course Curriculum before admission to the district courts of that

circuit. 21

The fieedom_of laW sChools.to determine' their own curricula is it_ large

part "illusory" however, Gee and Jackson, in their study of law school curri-

cula, found that a national bar examination curriculum exists which forces

law schools to give and students to pursue certain courses in order to prepare

for the bar exam.22 Ibis curriculum is shown in Table VIII-1.

Gee and Jackson conclude'that.the margin. for change in law school cur-
1

ricula is not large. Change can occur only in the mode.of teaching required

courses, or with the addition or elimination of elective courses. .This means

ti
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that there is more possibility of change in high-resource law schools than

in those with fewer resources.

TABLE VIII-1

BAR EXAMINATION REQUIREMENTS IN 43 STATES-

Topics. Number of-States ,Pirceniage

Criminal Lawa 43 100.0
Evidencea 43 100.0
Tortsa 43 100.0
.Real and Personal Propertya
Contractsa

42

41
97.7
95.3

Business Organizations . 39 90.7.
Uniform Commercial Code (UGC) 39 90.7
State and Federal Procedures 39 90.7
Constitutional Lawa 38 88.4 .

Wills 38 88.4
Trusts and Estates 37 86.0
Equity 3 72.1

, Ethics 29- 67.4
Family Law 29 67.4
Conflict of Laws - 24 55.8
State and Federal Tax! 22 51.1

J

aRequired by most law schools..

Sources" E.G. Gee and.p.W. Jackson, Fallowing the Leader?
'Consensus in Law School. Curricula (1975): 37.

The Unexamined

2. Law Students and Bar Admissions

In the'fall of-1975, 116,991 students were attending accredited:law.

.sdhools,
21

this figure being.5.1 percent higher than in the,fall of 1974. If

'.the students in newlyccredited law schools were not included, the gain in en-

rollment would be 3.3 percent. Of those entering law school today, a sub

stantially higher proportion complete their studies than did a decade earlier

(85 percent compared with 65 percent).24
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. New admissions'to the bar have alsO risen. In calendar year 1974,

:33,358 persons passed abar examination, compared with 12,023 a decade

earlier.25 Of those, 1182' were graduates from nonacciedited law schools,while

four had only law office study. An additional 882 law graduates were granted

the diploma privilege for bar admission. These figures are approximate,, since

not all states report the legal education of new admittees. j
The legal profession, consequently, rapidly..-As of 1974,

there were an estimated.-385,000 lawyers in the United States.26 The admission:

of over 30,000 dew lawyers each year will, if continued, increase the size of

the legal profession by 1985 to between 500,000 and 600,000.

This growth suggests that employment in criminal justice agencies Or as.

appointed defense counsel should become increasingly more attractive to new

-lawyers. A related inference, drawn from earlier.analysis, is that the bar

. examination often determines what courses laW, students take and:even what..

courses a.law.school offers. Jackson and Gee 'in their studies haveconvinC--

ingiy demonstrated this to be the case. The barexaminatiOn prbcess has been

. the subject- ofmuckcriticism, for rigid format'., and for'gaps in the Coverage:27
. .

Were,the great majority -of bar-admittees not draWn from law School graduates,

the effect.of bar requirements might not be as great.
28

3. Law School Goals and Procedures

_

The first consideration in an analysis of the place of criminal justice

. legal education is the overall law curriculum is thaviestion: are the goals-

of law, sChoolscompatitile with criminal justice need's?
.

A 1971 curriculum study by the Aesociation.of American Law, Schools im-

plicitly discusses goals,'but only in the, sense that they can:be inferred
. ,

.
. .

. .
.

from its recommendations for structuring alternative curricula 19
. Tacker

and Ehrlich!s report for the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education is even
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less helpful," being des riptive and critical-rather than-explicative.
30.

Similarly, law scho 1 specific curriculum studies, such as that bY'Hyers

al., of the Uni ersity of South Carolina Law School, do not explain why

and how their rec endationewill have specific and desirable resu1.te.
31

ProfesiorKels 's study of part-time law schools for the MIS,. however,
. ...

ontains'informatio obtained from. deans and.latusChoolrcatalogs describing.

. 140 school goals. ese_goras fall into three categories.. First, there is

the manpower goalto produce graduates equipped to fill various positions,

primarily as legal p actitioners. In addition;some of the elite law schools

1
are conceined.with'egluippingtheir graduates to be "legal statesmen," suChas

, .

mayors, legislators,

I\

ppellatejudges, and membersof.their staffs. Virtually:

-no law school is. onerned with. the preparation of gradu0ate to hold. nonpracti-

tioner positiOns, which\, for. criminal justice, include planners, court admin-
.

istrators, and police le aladvisdra.

The second law scli'o goal (related to the4irst).is to equip graduates

with the skills.And knowl dge required of a lawycr. "Thinking. like a lawyer"

is a phrase used-to desCri e theprocess of distilling facts into-the appro-

'priate legal principles and rocess. The ability to master the substantive

`I3rinciples.of law is limiLe'd\by their breadth and depth, which makeit,impoS-

\

sible for any individual to learn "all"doctrine. Hence, the emphasis is on

introductory and survey courses, plus mastery of legal research and analytic

skills, sOtbe lawyer will be-able to make legal predictions as the need

arises. liarticular.stress is laid on the ability of students tO'distinguish

'between different rules in different c6,=iec 1 they strive to learn the

general rule: ProfessorSchulhofer-has described this as learning

. to re--2ognize subtle\shading of fact and .to .make distinc-
iiOna*th surgical precision. From the welter of legal rules,

_they_learn=ito discern theproseei-often conflicting, that
the law serves. They see t at judicial decisions, by Uniting.



the scope : Of :Oda or that -161.10-r -the-rnle, can change the.
"delicate.beienceitrAietWje*--,, policies, ,or mai* the. recog-
nition

.

nition of ,neW.valu'ee..f d ei the: importance of what Cardoza
called the "interstices" leVtbe , the narrow spaCes. between
the exception applicable in itae eXtuarion and rixe.rule Re*ern-
ing ano:lber, and, observe lhoii-vdtinits fashion social policy by
microscopic interstitiOianvementa. They' learn' how they as
lawyers can unddrstand this prOceia and influence its shape
and direction.32

Special eMphasis may also:be placed on the study.of legel ethics, as they af-

.fect advocacy for a Client and as a social responsibility of the legal pre-2_

.feasion. The law graduite is also expected to develop writing faking through,

Such activities as JAW' review, moot court briefs and third,rar PoPers:

Clinical law programs are expected to proVide experience in advocaCy'skills;

including fact finding, negotiations end cOunseling.

The third law gthOol goal is long-term reform of the 190.- Law schoole
.

as inetitntions, however, do not usually see .lave reform as an institutional

goal per' se. -Rather, the law ithOol is seen as an'interMediary in the law

7*efoiot:, through :pnb licationa ori...aervice consultants to government. This

distinction, whi a perhaps

, .

subtle, is not .Uwtmliortent, for it 'is only in

the last, 15 yeare. law.- schools have _established research centers or pleCed

themselves within, '14w centers."33

While' `these goals are all desirable, tbe.means bywhiCh

.:to put then into practice is. 'often Criticized: The Most eignificant/criti-
. - -

, , ,

,
. ,...

em la that legal education fails to convey the comPlexitiet of fact situa-

a.
..:tione., It is. maintained that the emphasis of the law school onenelyzing

appellate cases fails to equip the graduate with either an appreciation of

the difficulties of analyzing facts or within the skills for such .analysis

'.It is also aritied that the snccessful praciiiioner should often be Allied

as atrial advocate;' with a abmplete knowledge of pretrial procedures and

an dnderstanding of their relatiorabip no tie tactical and strategic dci-

sione at-or for trial.34
, .

In addition," the lawyering process is' often, an



interpersonal one, and the traditional law curriculum may not include the

:kind of:training that develops Such interpersOnal skillsaa intervieW--

ing clients or witnesses, negotiation, or counseling.
35

Another major criticism is that law curriculum overemphasizes litiga-

tion or the. common law perspective. As'a result, legislation as a mode of

reform-is more often an afterthought than an automatic response to societal

'problema.36 In addition, critics point out that law graduates have not prac-

ticed the skills of legislative diafting,.nor have they-learned more-than:the

7;udiments of. statute analysis

.Law schOol reform is proceeding, hoWever. Nany of the criticisms that
.

wereNalid20,years ago no longer are and- others are being addressed. The

study. of public law, for.example, is .no longer considered as unimportant 'as

-it was 20 years age. More significantly, the advent of clinical law courses

in the.pist decade has'proVided students with an opportunity to develop praC-'

titioner skills in .an atmosphere supportive of the deVelopMent of professional'

reiponsibility. HOwever, clinical courses do not provide a counterweight to

.the overriding concern:fOr litigationi.vhich so often results from eMphattie

the Socratic method in the traditional Curriculum. Indeed, clinical educa

lion'may even reinforce this tendency. AS is discussed below,,:a:Syste0

perspettive' f.criminal justice is ne4ed by. the nonlitigating lawyer

legal statesman. Clinical education is not, however, the final word on law

school reform.

. Current uantitative Status of Criminal JUGtice in. the Law'
School Curriculum

The NHS analysis of 1975 catalogs fink 162 of the'163 ABA -approved under
-s,

fi.'graduate law schools shows that'99 percent offered criminal law, compared ;

'with 100 percent in 1966; 88 PerCent required it in the first.year, compared.

with 96.percent in 1966.31 Of the three schools that did not offer.criminal
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.

.

. 1
.

law courses; the Untiersity of SoUth Carolina and-Franklin Pierce Included

, \../

criminal law materials in their criminal law materials in their criminari
,

- process course, while Antioch was a "clinical" law school; not offering the

traditional.curriculum.

The analysis also showed that 78 percent of.the let; schools offered crim=-

inal proceaw, compared with 69 percent in 1966; 30 percent required it in the

first year,,slightly.more than.did in 1966. .However, the nonseminar criminal

Austice.offerings accounted for only-5.8 percent of the total nonseminar offer

ings. The median nUMber. of. courses and seminars on criminal law topics was.

5.45:-.The range of criminal justice offerings was 1 to 18 courses and.seminerk,

or 2 to 12 percent of the total. .The average increase in the-emphasis on'crim7'

inal justice offeringS between 1966 and 1975 was over 50 percent, although it

appeased that much of the increase (25 to 50 percent), was due to:the additiOn

of criminal justiceseminars rather than, substantive course offe'riags.:

Significant number of schc.ols virtually )ubled their criminal' justice

ings.- For the 30 schools with fewer than 55 c -ourses,criminal justice courses'

and seminars accounted for 5.5Aoercent'offtheir,offerings.

Table VIII-2 shows the frequency with which different-types cf specialized

, -

Criminal justice:courses were offered by law schools. The only comparable

1966 "data for' specialized courses counted only JuVenile-just:7.ce courseshich

increased from 3 percent in 1966 to 55 percent. 38 it may bsaisuMed that the

39 percent frequency of corrections' courses is almost totally composed of

courses. addLd to the curriculum since 1966: The growth in-presentation

-both of these courses indicated' a growing interest in studying the.processof.



criminallusticeadministratioh rather' than limiting study.to the. elements
.

.

.

,Cf g crime, withsome coverageW,conatitutional restrictions; on criminal
0,

. 4

1:Ocedureil.

\ TABLE MI-2

INCIDENCE OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF SPECIALIZED
CRIMINAL JUSTICE COURSES AMONG LAW SCHOOLS

:Type of Colrse Percentage of law Schools
_Offering _the.:,.Course-r-:

AdVanced criminal law

Advanced criminalprOcess

Corrections

Juvenile juitice

Police relavd

Administration ofcriminal justice

38

39

55

4

34.

NMS ExeCutive Surveys, 1975.

The.ratio of criminal justice seminarsto total Seminar offering0.--Was

1141 percent. This sug5ests.that laiischbvg faCulty_meMbersweresigniOdailii

mere. interested in criminal law and jUsti.7.e tb4nthe'curriCulasllowed...,

Criminal justice,clitiCalcourses'acceilni4d'for'65'percentof the clinical

offerings in. the 124 schools with clinical prograMs (countingcOmbiheivil-
.

criminal) 39 This may indi..ate.thatclinical facility merbers are

.aignificantly more.criminal-juatice orientod than are traditional faculty:

The greater williagnesa of criminal justice ..t4encias
P.
to accept

dents, compared with students of general or Commercial law,is thereason for

.this difference. The fact that 79 schools ufferecka clinical. program with a

-V
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prisoner assistance component_suggea.t the breadth of interests among the

clinical faculty.

The number of courses offered by a law school appears to be a better

predictOr of the relativeAmportance of criminal_justice in the curriculum

than the "resource tio" used by JaOkson and Gee in'theit study Ofelectives
0

in the la4 cu riv. However, the res lts are similar.
40

It is Eisible to compare the,6.8 percent incidence of criminal justice

courses (inc. uding,,seminars) 'In the overall curricula. of law schools with the

41.7'percent incidence oftax law courses, or the- 24.6 percent incidence of

business law courses.
41

A comparisOn 9f business versus criminal law offer-

ings in all, law schools shOwed thatIsMall schools had a ratio of 5.8 business.
1

courses to. each criminal justice course, but the ritio.for large schools was

only 3.4.'
42

. similar . small -large adhoOlTreistiOnshiu applies in the case of.
4

'
,

.

tax law/criminal justice courses (the:retio for small schools is 2.0, Com-

.

\ pared wIth-1.3 kor,large schools).. Mhos, the largerthejtuMber-of course of-
N,.

l ; : , ,,, .:

-*rings, the stronger the:interest *Crim\inal law relative to either businesS.

*(tax law This.does not ne-essarily proye,Axowever, that large schools
,

_

epphisiie criminal law more than smell lawsChools dO;..
_
Rather it reflects

thegreater diversity ,7,f the total. Curriculum in large law schools.. For ex-
1 ,

.

pple0argeschools are more likely to offer environmental law coUrseor

147:and society'courses, neither 4 which was counted in the analysis of criw-

in, or business law. subject m.d.tte

. -r' ,

5. Institutions]: Barriers to Change

Law schools haVe traditiona4y concerned themselves with the academic

pre Station of undergraduate law students; 'Complete preparation Of students

,for the practice of'law was not ught sincelit was felt that skills could' f

,be mere efficiently gained_through actu41;I 1a0 office-work. Thexequiremeats



of many states for law clerk experience pr or to bar admission reinforced the

law schools hesitation to- provide skill raining Howe7er,state bar re-
f

quirements'fbr law clerk experience have Virtually disappeared in. the past
... . . '.:

Only three. statea'. stillyetain such a requirement: Clinical20 years.

law programs have now become a common.feature of law achooleurricula,'as

partial response to tjie problem of equipping law students with practical

skills.

One legacy remains, however,.in-the historical gap between law schools

and the practicing bar. The emphasis in many schools remains focused on under-
/

gradnatelaw Preparatibn. The literatUre indicates that full-time faculty are

often selectedifor academic abilities, with little regard for either prac-

tidal experiende or preparation in nonlegal skills such as those reqUired for
I .

social sciencsresearch. The institutional concernL of many law schools are

still primarily internal withoutregard for the concerns of:the practicing bdr-

or,the larger community. Por exa-9ipley law reform ref,:rs to doctrinal law.'

changes ,:her; than to'reshaping either. the method of delive

I

I

vices or-the adjudicative system itself.

legal

Change is occurring, howeyer..

eduention

0
Many law schooli

I 1'

.i

of legalser.-

touayioffer
I

\

becoming more frstquent.'''Clinidal progranis

continuing

programs for the practicing bar. ResearchIc nters

erative degree programs are

°
and

\\ I

a mechanism nor delivery. of leg.al Services to the community)

coop-
,

provide

But the rate Iof change is, slow. The law school faculties arts still di-.
i . .

those regarded as angmented4ilinicai.starf.

.

for Professicnal Responsibility felt that in

making grants-it had to impose a requirement that clinica/1 faculty be eligible

, .

for.tenure,, Tenuir.e eligibility:-is often reserved for supervisingfaCulty
i

/

3
members and' ot available to clinical staff attorneys.

4
.

, )

vided into thbseon tenure and

The Council on Legal Education
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. The absence of.jegual acceptance for the clinical program staff has an.im-

dr&
pact., both on the quality of ..the programs and on the quality of the staff at-

, tractOr to them. An, incidental effect of this tension between clinical pro-:
. .

uam and traditional faculty is that it diMinishes the7Poseibilities for UT:

proving undergraduate law curricula through the incorporation of program

expertise and feedback.

.7:Two methods.:Of change--Ire lsuggested in the literz..:ure. First, law sehool0

could consciously end explicitlymake institutiosal;comiltments Ito programs

othet than taching undergraduate law. Professor David Cavers has suggested

the development of "law centers," which would combine, for-example, the

""2.Y.,

external prOgrTms.of the law school with the undergraduate program}.

.

second,' as Aaveentets emerge, new types of law school f4cu1ty could be.

. appointed to respond to, theexternal needs for law achool services and pro -

gtams wityin the pracvining bar and the community, thug mergihs the legal ands\
i

nonlegal.acedemicaUdeal-life skills (including aocial'sciancereseareh
,

i

.

\

i

--,----
i., 'skills) . ,-,.,

/

0,

eft
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C. 1HE DEFENSE AND PROSECUTION PERSPECTIVE ON THE QUALITY OF ZRIMINAL
JU77..CE LEGAL EDUCATION

To this point,..this chapter has examined the law school curriculum, pre-

'sensed some general observations about the curriculum as a whole, and reviewed

the place of such courses as criminal law and criminal procedure in that cur-.

riculum. This section considers some of the qualitative defiaiences of the

law school curriculum for preparing criminal justice practitioners.

Law.school preparation has until recently. been conceived of as intended

to prepare legal generalists, not specialists. However, thei r- has been a long-

standing add heavy emphasis in many of the leading law schools on preparing

corporate lawyers. More; than 25 percent of all second- and third-Year courses

remain business - oriented; for example, the NMS showed that 8.7.percent of. the

curricula, involved tax courses. While the field of criminal justice has

steadily grOwn in importance in the public sector, it has continued to be

relativel unimportant in most law'schools, as the foregoing catalog analysis

Current learning theory suggests that total curriculumkcontent must be

.related to the-specifics of course content and sequencesg. This discussion

begins-with a quantitative ,and qualitative review of the typical criminal

justice law curriculum.

1. The Quality of the Criminal Justice Curriculum

-
------QualitY7Of law school education is in part a function of\quantity.--The

. ..
.

.
,

.

. ,
,

typical program of driminerjustice courses in the undergraduate law curricu-

lumtonsists td-one.required- course that includee some materials,

procedure, or a criminal :lay Course followed by an. elective Jew,

or procedure course.

369
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Most:law schools (88 percent) require criminal\law; only 30 Percent re-
\

quire criminal procedure. In 55'percent of the law schools, courses in a&-

vanced criminal procedure courses, which usually, encompass

topics such as he exclusionary rule. Some of the courses

topical nature, such as organized crime. About a third of

constitutional law

, however, are of a

the law-schools

.offer a course on administration of justice. In most schools, that is a

second- or third-year elective, while two schools include it as a basic law

course. Special courses are offered on juvenile justice in15 percent of the

scheols, on corrections in 39 percent, and on police practices in 4 percent.

/Overlap among these course offerings is high. About 28 percent of all law

'schools offer no more .than one elective, and 54 percent offer three or fewer

electives. tighteen schools have no criminal law elective at all.

a.
N,

Criminal Law Texts. The traditional .,criminal law course heavily

emp:Losizes the elements of a crime--the requirements for criminal' liability or

responsibility. Most casebooks on criminal law attempt to treat criminal pro-.

cedure.itsues, but they are rarely integrated into the substantive lawmateri-_

als. The casebooks of Kadish and Paulson44 or Vorenberg,
5

for example, dis-
_

;-cusa criminal procedure after criminal taw. MoreoVer, their procedural treat-7

manta are almost doctrinal'in approach, emphasizing constitutional issues with

little ,demonstration of the interrelatedness of the processes of the criminal

, justice system. Kadish and Paulson are notable, for stripping the court's

discussion of the underlying facts from the case presentation, although it is
1

.upon these facts that tha court's expansion of the theoretical prinJiple&-nf.

law is base

Jurisprudential questions also are &Characteristic feature of.Criminal

la4 textbooks. The issue of punishment is apprOached in a variety of ways,

ranging from an .essay.on the law ofhomicidebi,MiChaeIS and WesChler tO.the



use by Goldstein et al. of a Connecticut case involving a homosexual doctor

whose practice included juvenile --les. Of the criminal law texts reviewed

for the present study, only the Goldstein books appear successful in inte-

grating the process of making and administering law with the substantive ele-.

ments of the law itself. However, the Goldstein text is used in very few

schools. Also notable.is Weinreb's conceptual approach to criminal law,

which combines an historical review of the,growch of the law with discussion

of the elements of a crime and the actors. ' Extensive use of noncase materials

and editorial summaries is also prominent, particularly in the section on

punishment. While:such approaches may be intellectuallysatiSfying for the
(

student, many,first-year criminal law teachersappear to find it difficult to(

'"-414C theGZ ;1...wIcase Piat.stritas in the Socratic reaching method they' a °. -'.

However, integration may not be desirable unless clear to the Rtudent.

The sheer bulk of the Goldstein book presents a'monumental-obstacle to student

integration of its materials. Johnson's caseb ook,47 on the other hand, begins

.

with criminal procedure and then discusses substantive criminal.law.' Just as

important-as the temporal sequencing of procedure vs: lat..? is the attempt to

find a central core. Johnson emphasizes the importance of the preliminary

hearing as the-critical adjudication point--at least for purposes of conCept-'

alizing procedure. Johnson's book has-been available for only one year,-hence

Dix and Sharlot's Case and Materials on Criminal Law is the book most commonly

cited by criminal law professors as the best in combining prodedure with

substantive law. 48
The priMary, difference is that.Johnion's book presents

procedure as preliminary to substantive law while Dix and Sharlot emphasize

. 4-
their,cceXistence. Also notable is the legislative (e.g.., Modelyenal.Code)

approach of Dix and Sharlot.

. Criminal Procedure Texts: n-contrast to the criminal law case,
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books, those on criminal procedure often contain a significant amount of non-

legal materials. They emphasize constitutional law issues and the settings

in which such issues arise. For example,.Kamisar et al. devote 45 pages to

excerpts from leading books and articles on the police and their relation to

the courts before discussing such questions as probable cause for arrest or

search and 49 Throughout the book in attempt is ma&,. to offer a pr.s7

pective on the Waythe issues in quettion fit into a larger picture. The

larger rIctnre is quite limited, however.. -Unlike Johnson's book, this is a

"flow" piture of criminal procedure, with little attempt to a. he student

in unifying or systematizing the available information. It describes a static,

7
-rather than "a dynamic, criminal j,,:;stice system. For example, there may be a.

111,n1,1c. .sbcfn,d4right tn-rnunceal f but who 4C the coun=t

and how effective is thF.. delivery of legal services? Why does the trialcourt

'countenance the existence of ineffective,counsel or even no counsel at all?

'For such topics, little information is imparted about the realitie,, the

criminal justice system. Some of these omissions of coverage and perspective

may be remedied throtiel.class discussion. However, the overwhelming bulk of

the materials in the casebook, combined with the inherent limitations of the

Socratic iw'thod of teaching usually used, is likely to preclude thorough clage

. discussIvns in all but a few instances.

The conceptual approach of Kamisar et al. to criminal procedure might

be described as "legalistic," with its early emphasis on due protest rights.

. .

In contrast, Goldstein.and Orland conceptualize their criminal procedure

book as having a centerpiete:dif trial'or;pleg.59 They View arrest as merely...

a pretrial screen i- 4 view:that implicitly recognizes the-substalitIgtti7stre-;'
.

tiOn exercised by the police. In4a6t,. the "second ti oie of.thiacastbook

MightWell-bedescribed as.the.diacretionary powers of all criminal just



personnel... Police interrogation is not seen Merely. as a question of legal

voluntariness-, .as in Kamisar, but primarily as a.mode of gathering evidence

that may be abused.

The criminal procedure texts have their limitations, even on their own

terms,_as being academically oriented, not intended to have practical utility.

In contrast, most civil procedure casebooks combine academic I:4*h practical

information; for example, the use of interrogatories in pretrial discovery.

The absence of "how to do it" materials. is a definite limitation of criminal

procedure casebooks.

c. Administration of Criminal Justice Courses. Two_lau schools

offer as an introductory, course a broad survey the field of administra-

tion of .criminal justice. In the main, however, such courses approacu Cri-
.

urinal procedure in the mahner.of-Goldstein and Orland, emphasizing the reali-

ties of criminal justlre.administration, including discretionary decision,.

making."Admin!stration of criminal justice is also the title for a second -

or third-year-elective. 51

d. Elective Courses. The criminal justice courses offered in the

second and third years are primarily of reinforcement vhlue, broadening and

strengthening the student's knowledge of the operations and laws of the cri-

minal justiCe system. The need 1.31: advanced courses result , from the omissions

in the first-year curriculum. ror exampl-2, the treatment of corrections in
-

most procedure casebook-, is usually a limited one and may not even bedis-

npssed in the classroom. Juvenile justice is rarely, ifVer, treated in

jitatrYearctiminal courses. Quasi- criminal justice, such as mentai'commit-'

pent proceedings;inay be included in die first year, but ususaliy with refer-.

euce only to the.insanity/defense. Air 'f these require mote systeMatin
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consideration than is possible in the first-year criminal law course.

Second- and third-year criminal justice course offerings are almost alWays

chosen on an ad hoc basis and hence reflect a law school's historical Curri-
-,

culum, present faculty interests, or, perhaps, the availability of casebocks

or texts. Reasoned choice is the exception rather than tha rule. Of parti-

cular concern is the near absence. of courses dealing with the Problems of the

-police, Only 4 percent. of the-law schools offer such a course.

e. Clinical Law Courses. Clinical experience is usually offered

to law students in their third year, althoughmany schools permit students to

take clinical courses in the seconyear. Nearly two-thirds of the clinical,.

programb offered include a criminal justice conponent andproVide for work in

a prosecutor's or. defender's office, juvenile probation, police agency, or

Prisoner-rights irogram (including-civil litigation): Only 5 of the 124

schools with clinical programs do not offer any experience with criminal

justice.52
P. 0

k

CliniCal prOgrams may be in-house clinics, where defense work is done

by the students under the supervision of faculty members and, often, clinical

staff attorneys as well. Some programs are "farmed out," however, to prose-

cutors' or defenders' offices where an office at` -Irney may be given adjundt

faculty status to supervise clinical students. irmed7out programs also

exist under dual supervision by faculty and office attorneys.

Many schools require Class pieparation for ,clinical experience, usually

a prerequisite credit course.,- During the clinical program, thefaculty

-torney meets on a, periodic basiS.wieh the students .in a group to discuss prob-

lems they perdeive relating to either legal- litigation issues of etai;s1-

systematic issues. While it is.easier to have class. meetings with the in-

house clinic, the need is, greater with the farmed-Jut clinic; fiance, the
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advantage of mixed or dual responsnility for supervision of external clinics:

The value of the clinical program is twofold. It increases the exper-

tise.of the student in lawyering-skills, including client interviewing,. fact

analysis, counseling, negotiation, and frial.advocacy. The clinical experi-

ence also exposes the student to the realities of legal practice, such as

coping with a criminal court cystem overburdened with cases, with the judi-

ciary, and with a clientele with mixed socioeconomic or racial backgrounds:

It is the supervising faculty attorney's responsibility to help the student

learn to sustain these pressures in an effective, professional, and ethical.

manner. Clinical ekperience may also expose law students t the systematic

problems of criminal justice that underlie the problems they encounter.

2. qualitative "Model" for the Criminal Justice Curriculum

The specifics of legaleducation do not necessarily make up the whole--

at least fOr the criminal justice.components of legal education. Substantive

knowledge and technical skills are only part of the practicing lawyer's abi-

lities. Just as important is the ability to use those skills and knowledge
.

appropriately when needed. Indeed, from one perspective--that of an adver-

serial model of T.riminal justice--evidence suggests tha;: many defense lawyers

do not utilize their legal skills to the fullest. Research has shown

that.in virtually all courts, there is 'a near absence of the adver-

sarial process as evidenced by-such criteria as the number of pretrial motions

:filed for supporting evidence, for:example.

few attorneys recognize constitutional issues

their law school courses. Once lawyers enter
.

wh'at is customary in the local courts.

More importantly, it seems that

that have not been belabored in

practice they often simply accept

With these "adversarial" deficiencies`. in mind, the folloWing mp4,A1



.curriculum has been prepared. The model recognize& that the goals of law

schools include preparing both practitioners and legal statesmen. It assumes

a teaching faculty able to implement the curriculuM courses; that is, with

both the substantive knowle4ge.and skills and an adversarial perspective on

criminal justice reform. The model assumes that the first-year curriculum

includes a course on legal writing, analyses, and statutory interpretation and,

hence, the pedagogic virtues of criminal law courses ere duplicated elsewhere

in the curriculum. For example, a constitutional law course acquaints students

with the balancing process of public policy decision-making. The model pur- .

gposely omits from consideration any discussion of "clinical" law schools (An-.

tiech) or "cooperative'law schools (Northeastern). This exclusion implies no

judgment on their desirability. The model applies to tfie most widely accepted
0

curricula.
53

a. First Year. The first -year course, where there'is one course

as the sole criminal ju&tice requirement, should elopt:asize criminal proCess

rather than criminal law. An exposure to criminal process seems preferable,

especially if one is concerned with policy issues. It is doubtful that first-

year students can fully comprehend either the basic jurisprudential'issues

found in the best criminal law casebooks or their relationsfilp'to process prob-

54
lets and issues..

Moreover,' questions of criminal law exist in only a small PerCentage of

all criminal cases; Jacob and Eisenstein,for examplei found .that the cases

Of 40'to 70 percent of all Individuals arrested on felony charges are dis-

missed 55
Annual police departmenereports that include arrest-dlapc;&ition

data substantiate this finding.
56-

Jacob and Eisenstein also fk tnd that, in

the main, thase dismissals occur at the preliminary hearing stage, where the

question is ona of tact: whether there is probable 'law,' that a crime occurred
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and the defendant committed the crime. Questions of criminal law, sudh as

the 071ments of crime, are relatively rare.

iiespite eventual dismissals, these defendants did receive Imnishmentp"--

such as pretrial, detention, bail, or attorney costs--that cannot be considered

insignificant--either in the aggregate or to the individuals. Neither are the

duties of their defense counsel negligible, since they include such .procedural

responsibilities as arranging bail, appealing bail. refusal, dealing with the

police and prosecutor, and interviewing witnesses.

_Thus, it would appear that while learning criminal law is important, a

knowledge of criminal process is indispensable to the practitioner and policy

maker, and might be plated first in the teaching sequence.

. This approach, focusing on the practical needs of the criminal lawyer--

within historical, institutional, systemic, and consitutional contexts --

seems possible, since a similar approach exist's in civil procedure.courses and

.

textbooks.
57-

The content of such a course might include criminal procedure,

analysis of the various actors in the court process (prosecutors, defenders,

etc.), and the historical groWth of the Criminal law from "breach of the King's

peace." Such a course would also include a compc,:ative.pelpective, such as

the abolition of the grand jury in England cr the burdenof proof In Conti-
,

nental (Civil) Law countries...

It seems that the pedagogic values of a criminal process course are, no

less than those.. of criminal law. For example, the constitutional concerns

relevant to provisions. in the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure for prose-

cUtionTdiscovery of defendant's. evidence.have.virtually the same pedagogic

content as a constitutional law acmrse24 se.38- This example also seems to

be analogous to the legislative process in criminal la4 insofar as the Supreme

Court acts in a semilegislative role.under legialatvely delegated authority.
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The criminal process.course should be followed by a course in criminal

law, which might be an elective or required. The present: emphasis on crimi-

nal law s4s a social .z:ontrol process can (and should) be retained once the

necessarl grounding in.the realities of criminal justice administration is

accomplished in the process course. This might be supplemented by more his-

. torical materials than are now used. Such materials might help the-student

better understand the policy decision- making process throgh contrast with

policy decisions. in their initial context.

The objective of these changes IS to prepare the law ochool graduate of

criminal process courses at least as. well to litigate criminal cases as gradu-

ates of civil-procedure courses are prepared to litigate civil cases.

. b. Second Year. The second-year course should reinforce the
L

teachings of the first 'rear by in-depth exposition and analysis. Breadth of

coverage should be emphasized rather than the present "topical" course on

specific issues. One suggedtiol is a course entitled "Problems in Criminal

Justice." An alternative course might be one ,based on casebooks that use the

survey method (and title) of "Administration of Criminal Justice."

It may be, however, that a central theme isslrequired, one that integrrtes

the material covered. The most satisfactory.the e seems to be'thecriminal

justice "bottot lineof. sentencing. 59 All, the discretionary decisions that

precede or impact,Upon the sentencing decision are within-the thematic content.

These include police dismissal:of'charges and the prosecutor's charging, screening,

and use of deferred prosecution_ (itself tie equivalent of a sentencing deci-

sion-whel unilaterally decided,by the prosecut.--.47) Theavailability of alter- *-
h

'native dispostions seems similarly relevant for a policy-forum rather than

one on operational decision-making./; Pretrial-topics of4eleVaince are speedy

trial, plea bargaining, bail' reform,. and others that have an ir?acvlipon'the
.,
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likelihood of a guilty plea ot 9..ndings, on which the sentencing decision is

based.

She sentencing focus also provides the model's introduction torthe cor-

rectional.process and would include criminological studies on tvie etiology

of crime, general and special deterrence, 'access- and failure of rehabilita-

tion programs, or the collateral consequences of conviction--loss of voting

rights or employment disabilities.

Thus, the subject matter of a sentencing course might well be the equi-

valort of either of the two survey alternatives mentioned: The difference

lies in the unifying-perspective inherent in the sentencing zoncept.- -A second

advantage of this perspective is the ease with which one can side/. the

difficulties in iMbOsing change--Which normally involve the views of policy-

;Akers and operationa1.executivas,--or the impaCt of. lea bargaining on the

criminal justice system.° A third Advantage of a s ntencing focus is that

it allows discussion of such basic issues as the nature of justice and the

.relationship of procedure to justice
61
.

The importance of the sentencing.decisiqn lies in its implementation of

the underlying philosophy of the criminal law and i Ilinistrative mechanism.

The'most critical choices are these;--ghOuld criminai\law be based upon a

deterrence or a treatment philosophy? Is efficiency the prime virtue or

is it individualized Itstice? It is here at the sentencing decision that

the abstractions of criminal jurisprudence attain their greatestreality

and releVance. Moreover. it is often through-4 sentencing focus that one

can gain appreciation pf.the.relationship between utilitarian concerns and

problems of equal justice.

Yinally,.the model curriculum should offer adVanced 'criminal-law/proceit

courses in the second semester' of the-second year with the sentencing=course
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a prereqdisite. These courses would, therefore, supplement, not substitute

_for, the sentencing course. Advanced courses on criminal-process:Wait& treat

constitutional law'issues primarily, bvt not exclusively. Another advanced

criminal law course might, for example, systematically examine the over-

extension of criminal law, or focus on one or more-oubstantive areas of iton

:cernfor example, victimless crimes.

c. Third Year. In the third year, specialized cour3ea such as

corrections, juvenile justice, comparative crImCnal ltm, or procedure could

be offered for those interested in a thorough examination of these areas.

Other relevant.cOurses are constiptional law, advanced. constitutional /

Law, family law, administrative law, law and paychietry, law and the social;

gelpnroni mr0 2,,nd cvcrt.,

Clinical'experienceS should also,beavailable, in a variety of setyings,

They should provide realAdife, iitiii-tionarather than simuliticn for several

reasons. First, only actual experience can effectively expose students to the 7

reality of. such outside pressures as conflict's of intereat;.case overload; or
. \

the behavior of the judiciary' opposing counsal,'and clients. Close faculty

.

supervision and classroom.integration of experiences with intellectUal

sis will help avoid the possibility of students learning to imitate updesirr

able role models or behavior. Second, clinical, programs can and should include

observation as well as-e/xperipfice. Police or correctional agencies provide4
' I

good settings for Observation. While simulation may be useful for limited

supplemental.purposes, such as practice in specific skills,' it Canna substi-

tute ler these other clinical programs.
---`N l'' ,- 1

..., : '

. 4,-. 1 lj
1 , e

-..-s ' 'Finallyl,trial'advocacy courses be to students who expect.r. .. . . .

I

to be.invaived in court litigation; While these courses are probably ori.:,...

.

ented more toward civil. than criminal lak, the fact its that laboutone-,,third-OV

:
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the trial docket in the United Statei deals with criminal matters.

it is impossible to separate criminal from civic matters in either

roam or the courtroom, support for either one necessitates support

`advocacy course in the'aaw school.

'da.

3. The Future of the Hbdel4Curriculum

Because -

the class-
.

for a trial

Not all students would need or would be interested in taking all elements

of the model curriculum. The suggested courses would amount to tetween 15 and

r
18 credit hours in three years, including 6 credit hours ln the first yeak,

6 elective tours, and 3 to 6 clinical hours.

for specilaization, and it is

'This does not ieem.excessive;
3

\ '

no more than some undergraduates take of tax,

law couries today. I',

)

1

NoriWould.the model

schools4 For the-hie

criminal justice-related. courses'

curriculum seem to be an extensive burden on la,-,

asourc3e law schools
63

the inclusion of five or Six'

would not be a butden.L Even for. those -low--'

xesourc law schools that offer between 50 and 60 courses (and only 20 c,,ffer

fewPr), ihe.mod, curriculum would consititute no More than 10 percent of
I

.

their effort, or about double the. present criminal,justice program
.

Gitrt the telhtively low importanCe of ctiminal justice employment for/
-. .-_

, .

,

, ,
,

4-
graduates of low7tesouice law :taahOols ,

65
'it may be diffiCult for-themto jUs-.,

.

.tifY"put ing a larget

of the past often precludes any
/ ,

deiation of-possible.-curriculat cfiangev-114hlip this is'also true ofhigh-

1
/

./

resourt*.Aaw schools, their resources do permit, the luxury of turriculum cri-

effort MareoVer, theXinertia
.

\ ., r,
critical reviei :of fhecurriculum or cohsi-

ticisr Ihe Universltysof 'Pennsylvania and NevrlYa0c. UniVersityLa School

have bot made'teetintinThotise qurTTe70/1m revia.V. Given the' ex ent to. whic

/

turning out fl
legal:Stateamen,'

N. 4

the goal of high-resource law se:. s includ

\ 4.
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it seems reasonplle to expect their curricula to include a more substantial

(where necessary) criminal justice program. For moat high-redource law

schools, there need not be an increase.in the criminal justice offerings,

butimerelx a redirection. An increased effort does not seem too much to

e et orlaw schools, given the problems of criminal law in today's society.

x.T
The need, then, is for some external inputs to curricular change, and',

1 i

ithe.nexr4ecticn pursues -(X3ssible avenues_a_change.

i

r. CONCLUSIC.LI: AFAD RECOMMENDATIONS

It is not a siTIple task to determine the precise impact of, law school

edu3cation upon the administration of criminal justice. :Long-term imnlicatioris

are often referred to, even\if.the actual cause and of ect relationshipre-

mains hazy. For, it is the boast of many law schools /that they produCe lead-

1Ls of society -- judges, legislators,
1

etc.--notmere p actitionert, and "as the-
i

1

..H..

twig is bent, so grows the tree." There is much to be said for this pers-
,

. _
1 .(

.

.

pective, although a better metsphor-might be one that compares the effects o'

legal education to the effects of nutritional deficientel in the child's diet

on the-idult's physical and mental potential.

But hoW do the adequacies and inadequacies of law school preparation af-

fect the daily operations of criminal justice in the courts? To f d out,"

two studies .must
fust he undertAken: the to the quality f law school1

.

edUO tion, the secc1nd to;exanine the personnel operating the machinery of jue-

tice.

There 18 relatively little emphasis on, criminal law and procedure in tke,.

0
la[ schools. there ia, is almost entirely overlooking praCtichl

1
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considerations, except in the dlinical law programs. Little attention is

paid to the relationship between procedure and substantive law- -how each af-

fects and shapes the other.

Despite the language of the American Bar Association's Defense Function

report, "(W)here once the sUbject of criminal law was the stepchild of the

curriculum in the law schools, toddy there is competition among faculty for

the opportunity to teach it. . . ." the fact of the matter.is that criminal

law is still the stepchild of the law school. Criminal justice courses are

only 6.8 percent of the total curriculum. A significant proportion ofthe

criminal justice curriculum, however, is composed of clinical and preclinical

.courses, so that the substantive.importance of criminal law is not that high,

but really about 5.8 percent. While faculty interest in criminal law may be

high, this interest provides little of value to the law student. Nor can the
U

_quality of most criminal law courses be praised. Several criminal law case-

books all but avoid discussing. criminal procedure, while the leading casebook

separates the two as though there were no functional or intellectual relation-

ship between them. Since in many law schools criminal procedure is not re-

0
quired, it can be assumed that many, if not most, law graduates today are

incapable of practicing criminal law without extensive continuing legal edu-

cation, and. that they would be incapable of comprehending the issues vis a vis

criminal justice reform were they to be in "legal statesman" positions.. In

.deed, the poor intellectual quality of most'criminal procedure casebooks (as

compared /to civil Procedure casebooks) is damning evidence of the low regard

given by law-Schools to the practiceof criminal law.-

As

..0-

a:resuitof thispoor preparation, the average law graduate is ill-

equipped to practice criminal law. While the rudiments of civil ---law pretrial

practice are part of the law curriculum, few law graduates have.ever been
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exposed to the problems of the pretrial tasks incident to a criminal prose-

cution.

Upon graduation, the inexperienced and untutored law graduate who joins

a prosecutor's staff or a public defender's office is, more often than not,

assigned responsibility to represent that office at various pretrial duties

and hearings. The talents of experienced attorneys are reserved for trial".

Quite often the only preparation for these pretrial responsibilities is the

experience gained in law school; entry training and supervision of new attor-

neys ar:. not commonly available.

NumerOus empirical studies have shown that criminal prosecutions are pre-

dominantly resolved by pretrial proceedings. To take the most obvious ex-

amples, illegally seized evidence, coerced confessions, or trained line-up

procedures would, if not challenged, totally dominate the trial if there were

one. Less obvious is the damage done by an inexperienced attorney's failures,

such as misallocating precious prosecutorial resources through poor case

screening, or the inexperienced defender's failure to interview critical wit-

nesses or the arresting officer, or to properly cross-examine witnesses At a

probable cause hearing..

In a 'riminal justice system where 95 percent of all cases are disposed

of without trial, the importance of the pretrial proceedings should be beyond

.dispute. That this is not the case 1W.the ultimate example of the failure of

legal education. This is the major long-term challenge to legal education:

to provide its graduates with a comprehensive understanding of the workings

of the administration of criminal justice.,

The more immediate need is for better prepared law graduates for practi-

tioner positions. While'administrative and managerial reform of'the court

agencids is needed, as is more trainig, th alit is that they will botT;
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slow to come., Indeed, with the present proliferation of small prosecutor

and defender-offices (perhaps two-thirds of each have fewer than three attor--

neys) the availability of training for all new entrants will remain low. To

this consideration must also be added the fact that 41,000 private attorneys
SP

1,=:"..

perform criminal defense work. For many of these lawyers, law school prepara-

tion is the basic building block for their professional competence. Only a

few will overcome this handicap through continuing legal education.

The conclusion must be that improvements in legal education's training

programs' in criminal law and procedure are indispensible to improvement of

the quality of criminal law practice.

1. Law Schools,-Continuing Legal Education, and Bar Admission .

The perspective of this chapter has been a liMited one, focused primarily

on the undergraduate law degree program. Law schools engage in other acti-

vitiea relevant to our basic concern for the adequacy of criminal justice per-

sonnel, particularly through continuing-:legal education. Chapter IX of this

volume discusses issues relating to continuing legal education (CLE), includ-

'111(mandatory CLE.

It is dmpossible to separate the two kinds of legal education completely.

For example, the report of the Clare Comsattee, which studied the queation of

the competence of trial attorneys for the U.S. Second Circuit of Appeals, pre-

sented recommendations for both legal preparation and continuing legal educa-

tion:" Irrespective of the merits of the specific Clare_ Committee recomMen-
.

dations., it is important to note here the additional question of how best

to provide a law graduate with the i..-actical knowledge he Jr she needs before

admission tJ the bar. The Second Circuit Committee and the Indiana Su-
,

preme Court have indicated their belief that this is the 1,sw schools'

obligation. The law schools, on th-
.-
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, protest that



they cannot provide this training in any cost-effective way as efficiently

as CLE programs can.

There is, however, a third alternative--a skills course provided after

law graduation and prior to admission. The State of New Jersey has had such

a requirement for .several years, while the University of Wisconsin requires

the same of its graduates if they wish to exercise their diploma privilege

(for admission to the bar without examination) in that state. It may be that

some modification of these courses would be required to meet new responsibi-

lities, but the idea is worthy of consideration. Of course, a vigorous evalu-

-Eldon of actual effectiveness should be made prior to wide adoption of this

proposal..

2. Prospects for Change

The legal world is-presently in ferment. Among the more significant oc-

currences is the coming de jure acceptance of legal specialization. Self

designation by lawyers as specialists. is permitted in Florida and New Mexico,

and certification baped upon experience, attendance at continuing legal educa-

don, or testing exists in California and Texas!' 7 Law students and new ad-

"
-mittees to the bar fear that courts will begin to permit only certified speci-

alists to appear in criminal trials or even accept appointment as counsel for.

the indigent 68 It may well be that law schools will be forced to offer

specialization in the second and third years for those areas of the law having

special certification (including criminal law).

De ure acceptance of specialization seems to' be an unstoppable movementP9

and criminal. law will almost certainly be one of the areas of specializatilJni
..... .

3 POMO

./
The corollary requirement that criminal defense lawyers will have to be sper

/

.cialists for court app8intment as defehders also seems likely: To be su'e,
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the. great need for criminal defense lawyers mitigates against such a require-

ment, but the logic of the requirement will probably seem compelling to some

courts. The manpower needs will then require that there be a continuing flow

of criminal defense lawyers with specialization credentials. While law

school is not the only possible method of providing these lawyers it is likely

to be quickest and cheapest. Moreover, it might be expected that law schools

will attempt to retain their present near-monopoly on producing laywers and

will voluntarily move to insert specializations into the curriculum. At that

point, a national criminal justice curriculum will exist in fact, just as a

national general law curriculum does today.

Sill other factors suggest the likelihood that pressure will be bro ht

to bear upon law schools with respect to their preparation of defense andprose-

cution practitioners in criminal law. Indeed, there have already been several

notable attacks on the independence of the law school curriculum. The Indiana

SUpreme Court has ruled that applicants to the Indiana bar beginning.tin Janu-

ary 1977 must have taken certain courses in law school or in continuing legal.

education programs prior to bar admission. In New York, the Clare Committee

appointed by Chief Judge Kaufman has recommended that admission to the bar of

the Federal district courts be conditioned upon completion of specified courses.

The Chief Justice of the United States awl the Chief Judge of the U.S. Gpurt

,

of Appeals for the
/
District of Columbia have both forcefully made known their

views that the quality of deTnse representation can and should be improved,.

and they have pointed. to the need for changes in the law schools as necessary

for improving the practitioners skills.

In addition to these challenges, the courts can be expected to insist on

higher atandards,of criminal defense on a case-by-case basis, This, in turn,

can be expected to influence law students in their selection of law courses,
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particularly with regard to participation in clinical law programs. As the

need for clinical law faculties is accompanied by their numerical increase,

the quality of the substantive law program can be expected to be modified and

increased. The existence of clinical law faculties has already had a posit4ve

Impact on the criminal law program at several major law schools, including

BostonjJniversityand New York University.

Adding to the pressures upon thecurricula from law students will be the

increase in the needs,of criminal justice agenties for lawyers. The need for

more prosecutors is apparent to virtually all.who have studied the criminal

courts in the United States. The need for more criminal defense lawyers has

been similarly documented by the Boston University Center for Criminal Justice

atudy of the implementation of the Supreme Courtts decision-in Argersinger vs.

Hamlin! 0 This compares with the 5.8 percent emphasis on criminal law in law.

schools today. In the future, as the impact of Argersinger continues.to in-

fluence career decisions of law graduates, the feedback from the profession

can be expected to interact with'the availability and desire of clinical facul-

ty to teach criminal law courses and increase the emphasis on.Criminal law in

the law school,curriculum. The probability that criminal justice employers

will,prefer hiring graduates with criminal law experience and that court de-

'sions will reinforce that preference increases the likelihood of that change

in emphasis.

Opposed to. all of these pressures are several factors underlying the

present relative unimportance of criminal law in the law curriculum.. The.

analysis.earlier in this.chapter of the variance in criminal. law emphasis Bug =.

gested that much of that variance could be explained by curricular inertia

and the extent of the law schoolts resources. There,seemed to be little re-

lationship between variance in criminal law emphasis and variance in job
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A\
opportunities or even in ch Historical phenome4a as faculty, hostility towards

criminal law.

. If this analysis is correct, the infusion of Federal money.to stimulate

law school interest in criminal law would have a high probability of success.

The crimina justie model law curriculum suggested by this chapter may be

useful in suggesting possible goals.

3. Recommendations

The model curriculum would require relatively modest change in the present

curriculaLrerings. The biggest problems in, its implementation are likely,

:to be the.lack of faculty to teach the desired courses and the lack of sup-

plementary materials or `casebooks.

Our question is, how can Federal funds, inclkiihgthose of LEAA and HEW

(for clinical law programs, Title XI of the Higher Education Act), be utilized

to bring about change?

The quality of an institution is merely the sum of its parts. For a law

school, this meanp the quality of itG curriculum offerings, faculty, library

holdings, student selection and,placements, and such interrelationships as-the

faculty -stkident ratio. Fiscal assistance for the improvement of an under-
.

graduate law program has a limited ability to-directly influence the institu-

tion, for the quality of the law school curriculum depends, in large parts

upon its faculty's qualifications and interests. For example, if the school's

goals include law reform, this is often implelented.by faculty.invOlvement in

reform efforts or a curriculum emphasis on graduating "legal statesmen."

A plan for changing law schOols to redirect some of their efforts into a

greater.(or higher quality) criminal justice emphasis-must have as-an initial

Priority 'ensuring that the faculty is capable of teaching in the mode desired
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- -and willing to do so. Support of this view is seen in the CLEPR grant re-

quirement that clinical staff be eligible for tenure, for clinical staff

faculties are likely to be more litigation and service ori<mted than are

traditional faculties. Hence, CLEPR felt it necessary for the 3ong-term

viability of clinical programs to ensure that clinical faculties be accorded.

tenure s'tatus: It could not be taken for granted that traditional law facul-

ties would unhesitatingly accept clinical faculties. But, therejare important

limitations on the manner in which lay schools select faculty members and

reward them with promotion and tenure. Note was taken earlier in this chap-

ter, for example, of fears that law faculty members who engage in socialsci-

.

ence research, rather than law library research, may go unrewarded. It should

be possible to mitigate this problem. The immediate goal, however, should be

to upgrade the quality of today's.faculties by such devices as summer programs

for criminal justice faculty members, internships in eriminal justice -agen-

cies, and increased resources for faculty research on criminal justice pro-

grams. (Such-research should include...law studens working with faculty, plus

participants from other disciplines, such as criminology, economics, and psy-

chology.)

An integrating vehicle for many such proposals is found in the sugges-

tions of Cavers and others that "law centers" be'established to institution-

alize the nonundergraduate programs of the law school. To the extent that

the law center. concept has a'functional reality (i.e., is not merely a collec-

tion of separate functions with one common administration), it can adopt the

CLEPR requirement of tenure eligibility fOr its staff and thus utilize ex-
?

ternal funding to change the law faculty's makeup and, eventually, the.law

curriculum.

While the law curriculum is the long-term concern, and the faculty is



the intermediate concern, an auxiliary focusoiis on actions that can be sup-

portive of curriculum changes and be of independent value.
4e

O

a. Faculty research should be encouraged to take a systemic,

rather than a common law, case approach to-criminal justice. To accomplish

this, materials should be developed to support the teaching approach sug-

gested'in this chapter. One suggestion is to sponsor a contest, similar to

trie American Bar Association's essay contest on constitutional law or legal

-history!
I

for the best casebook or -iipPlement emphasizing the systemic.ap- .

proach to criminal justice education.72

b... Many criminal justice professional organizations are both in-

terestedoin and able to assst law school faculties in gaining abetter under-

standing of the realities of criminal justice operations. Such assistance is

limited, however, by.inadequate
v.

junds could be used to this end

can Bar Association Section of

organizational budgets, but federal or other

One example of such assistance is the Ameri-

Criminal Justice, which held a seminar for

criminal law professors on the ABA and National Advisory Commission standards 73

In addition to the practitioner expertise that the ABA and othexoodnanizations

can-provide, there is also a.wealth of published materials, such as the ABA'.s

comparative analysis of five differencemational- models fOr the rules of cri--

minal procedure (ABA, National Advisory Commission, American Law Institute,

Federal Rules, and Uniform Rules).

c. Curricular innovations such as clinical law programs should be.

supported, both for their value in furthering professional responsibility and

for:thair potential for influencing change in the nonclinical'lawicurriculum..

Other areas in which Federal assistance might be fruitful are
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a study of the effect of liar examinations. and alternatives; support foi the_

National Client- Counseling Competition, assistance to social scientists

for the study of criminal law in a law school education program, and study of

how professional responsibilik7 might be-better taught in the context of cri-

minal law courses.

e. Law schools should also be encouraged to provide assistance to

criminal justice education and training programs. Of those schools visited,

only one made any effort to systematize relations between the law school (or

. .

its criminal justice research center) and the undergraduate or graduate cri-

minal justice educatinn program. It. should be noted, however, thatat some

schools the separation between the law school and the criminal justice program

is the choice of the latter. Efforts should be made, nonetheless, by the law

school to offer its expertise in law or criminal justice research to the cri-

minal 1minal justice, education program and to Kir educational programa with crimi-

nal justice components, such as social work or public administration. To the

the various state and federal funding agencies (e.g., LEAA, NIMH)

desirability of using law school faculty to teach or to work

extent that

can utilize

consider the

this leverage on criminal justice-educational programs, they might

with their students.

f. Finally, it should be recognized that many law students find

_their criminal law courses to be intellectually stimulating, but they none-

theless fail to consider criminal justice a.career:- In part, this failure

is related to factors external to the law schools: the limited positions

available in prosecutor and public defender offices, and the fees paid

court-appOinted attorneys in private practice. Many actions might be taken

by law schools alone or in conjunction with criminal justice agencies and
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professional associatipns NLADA, NDAAA to alleviate' he career choice

problem.

For example, positions are available to legally'traineePersiinnel in

many criminal justice operating agencies, as lawyers (police legal advisors,

. t

correctional ombudsmen) or as management trainees. Mast law students are not

aware of these opportunities. One solution is to increase law schools' cri-'

minal justice placement activities by utilizing the experiences of law stu-'''4 1

'dents in clinical programs with criminal justice agencies. Howaller, Tore

needs to be done. The Association of American Law Schools Could establish a
A

clearinghcuse-wia national criminal justice organizations,- such as IACP, ACA,

NLADA, and LEAA, to stimulate better placement efforts. Similar local clear -o.

inghouse efforts might be made by a law school with the assistance of state

planning agencies, who might also profit by the addition of l' graduate to

their staffse' Also,-law-students could collaborate with faculties to promokte

1,
a wider perspective on criminal justice eafeer opportunities.

ti
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Annual 'Report of Los Angel:! , PiA4ca .(1973). In Washington,
D.C., the Institute for Zoc..1A a-search has found 'in analyzing
data from the tiROMIS,Onmpur system .tt. 6.1 percent. of all.filing.ar-
rests are discharged without a conviction,

57. For an exaMple of this approach, see Professor Amsterdam's "Arranging
Bail folgthe Criminal Defendant," Practical Lawyer (January:1973): 15 ff.
This islfibt to say that criminal law :should not be taught in the first
year; the optimal course would be a combination of prOcess and substan-
tive law. This combination, optimal from the criminal justice'pers
pective,:stands in contrast to the realities of many law school curri-
cula, that is, a required offering in'criminal law with an optional
course in criminal process. This seems a case of mistaken.priOrities.
See also, Webster Myers, Jr, et aL ,The study group recommended that
criminal process be taught rather than criminal law for its value as
an initial exposure to inter-diSCiplinary.hatidling.of major problems.
Discussion of the elements4of:crime would be taught at various points
with an understanding:Of the criminal process '#t work and be of more
wane to them than a narrow analy4calapproach.",'p. 18.
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CHAPTER VIII

COOntinued)

58. .See comment "Amendments to the Federal Rules of Criminal Pr4edure-
Expansion. of Discovery," Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology, 66
(1975):.23 ff. for an illustration of the various .substantiVe issues
present in.a procedural-context.

59. To the extent that the concept .of a "model" curriculum is disquieting,
it should be noted that the course is the only component oft the model.
not seen in lawschoOl curricula today.

I

60. Plea bargaining is Our second choice for a unifying therms/particularly
.

.

in viewof its reality as plea /sentencing baigaining, for Oefendenti
plead guilty Mainly, in response to promises of sentencing ;Leniency. None-
theless, plea bargaining seensless,desitable'asa unifyin' topic than'

is less direct. Nowever, if one were forCed to\pick onlyfone criminal
sentencing since the connection to, correctional and crimitr-ological topics

justicei.deue to discUss, plea bargaining wouldA\be the.chOice since
there is-little understanding of the many-systemid.factor0 influencing ..

it.-Processor'Johnion's use of the preliminary hearingalpo has merit.
Its limitation is, howevei, that it does not relate dirO'itly to the cor-

,,tqcticinaljlegment'of criminal justice.' i

1 C..

61. R. Frankel, Criminal Sentences: Law Without Order (197) ; L. Orland,
Prisons: House of Darkness (1975).

62. See American Judges
cacy, "The American
Final Report,"

Association,ComMittee on Teachigof Trial Advo-
Law SChools Teaching Trial Advocacy in Law SchOols:

r

63. See C. Kelso,' "Adding Up the Lay Schools: A TabulatiOn and Rating of
Their Resources," Learning and Law, 2 (No 2 1975): 381ff.

64. Over half of the law schools offering fewet than 50 Credite'have been
accredited within the past three years. : -

,

65. If. the figure: of 385,000 lawyers is correci,/theee in criminal practice.
of other criminal justice employment probably for between 10 to
15 percent of all. lawyers. -See Schwartz, "'The Relative Importance of-
Skills Used by Attorneys," Golden State Law- Review_( ): 1121. .Twenty--
eight:per6ent of attorneys surveyedymcluded criminal law in their .

I .response.

66. see.. Gorman, "Proposal for Reform ot.Legal Education,"-University of.
Penijsylvinia Law Review, 119 (1971): 845 ff.

.
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CURTER ma:
(continued)

68. Puffer,-"SpecializationrA New-Legal Direction: Good.for Old Lawyers,
. Bad for New Ones?" Barrister 3 (January 1976): 57 ff.

69. See note "Legal Specialization and Certification, "Virginia_LaW Review,
.61 (1975)f 434 ff. The basic question is whether and how Specialization
will be regulated, not whether it will occur.

70. The view of the courts in regard to determining rhe competency of counsel
as a concoMmittant of the. Sixth Amendment. right to counsel seems to be
shifting from the "mockery ofAustice":1tandird to one of "minimum stan-
dards of professional repredentation."-Compare, v, Stahl, 393
F. 3d 10 (7 Cir 1968) with Williams v.. Twolidyi-310 F. d 634 (7 Cir.
19.75): A higher. standard adopted in other federal ..cirCuita is that
of "custoMary skill and knowledge,." MOore v. United States, 432
730 (3rd Cir. 1970), which, if adopted by the Supreme CoUrt, might limit
the right of noncertified lawyersto represeAt indigents,because.they

.

do not meet the "Customary skills and knowledge" standards.

71. S. Krantz, et al., The.light.to Counsei in Criminal Cases: The Mandate,
of Argerainger v.,Bamlin.(1975)'.

72. One long7term'consequence of this lack of."Oractical" education experi-
ence is that the law graduate never gains a theoretical or cognitive
understanding of the importance of pretrial-Proceedings. The results
may be Seen in the failure by.the individual:practiioner to perform pre-
trial.functioni (see. e.g., Feeney), relative-absence of continuing
legal education courses on pretrial practice, 'the lack of legal scholar-
ship on such topics as the probable cause hearing

American Bar Association, Section of Criminal Justice, Summary Proceed-
ings of Law Teachers' Conference in National Criminal Justice Standards,'
March 13-15, 1975, processed.

..
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CHAPTER IX. .CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION FOR CRIMINAL LAW PRACTITIONERS
o

The competence of legal counsel in criminal cases is one of the most im-
...

Portant issues mew facing, the criminal justice System. As the Wickersham

Commission and succeeding national studies of the "crime problem" have.tecog-

nized, the prosecuriwand defense of accused violators..of 'criminal law is at .

the heart of the criminal justice process.While lawschoplprovides the basic

knowledge and skills required of the criminal attorney, it is ''essential that

these qui.(s)itications be maintained and expanded.

The purpose of this chapter is to review and assess perhaps the most prom-,.

ising method for preserving,Lnd upgrading the competenceof the criminal bar-.

continuing.legal education (CLE).--..Jrhree-types of participants-in-tottinuing..

legal edubatiOn are examined here: prosecutors, staff defense,tounsels .(public

defenders), and private defense attorneys. Other .types of attOrneys,-for ex -'

ample police _legal advisors or judges, are included when .their orofAgsinnAl

responsibilities .coincide with those of other criminal justice attorneys.

edudstion-may-iiiditate-genetal7p st=graduati.-a-,

forte 'at self-,imprOvement, the major emphasis in'the present' examination will

be.on structural programs eStOblished by the legal:profession to prepare its,-

. .

sdvanCeient. Special continuing. legal. programs.

d=proVided,b3f university law schools or by private tor profit or non-profit

They may also be prOvided by bar associations, although generally an

eAsociati will simply sponsor the program, which is then carried out under

. -

contract. The iiMary4Vetus for. CLE programi is:the.:barassociation, which
.
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seeks to assist its members in meeting standards of performance. In certain

instances completion of a CLE program may be a.requirement for advancement; in

several states such requirements are mandatory.

. BACKGROUND OF CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION IN CRIMINAL LAW

..The first continuing-legal education program was sponsored by the Associa-.,

tion of the Bar of New York City in 1915. It was followed in 1931 by the Cleye-

land Bar Association Institutes. CLE programs continued to be sponsored only..

by local' bai associations until1933, when Harold Seligson, a New York attorney,'

, t

began a series of "Practicing Law" courses at the New York University Law Re71.

viewoffice. These courses led. to the establishment by the Bar Association

of the City of New. York of the Practicing Law Institute in 1938. In -this same

: period, the Stanford Law Society in California was calling for a program of con-

tinuing education,.a call whiCh led to the recommendation by a committee of the

- California State Bar that CLE'be adopted as a responsibility ol the State Bar. -
.

The need'fOr continuing legal education was recognized nationally When

the American Bar Association Section on Legal Education and Admissiontothe

BarjOined with the Western Reserve University Law School in prepenting a CLE..

program on 'the nevffederal rules of civil procedure at the ABA coAvention in

Cleveland in July 1938. By 1940, the. ABA Section on Legal EduCation- reported,

that-7-2rataf-bar associations had established Committees on continuing educa-.

tion. It was also_concluded that extensive-1-7 0LE programs should not-be-carried--

Out on the voluntary basis of the past and recommended the use of full-time

iins4fUctOro,for its program'. During, the years 1940 -45,: the Suction's efforts.

.

resulted in programs on' civil procedure being provided through specialized i
.in-

stitutes.

At theclose.of World War War II bar associations were called on to deal

With the. impending release of large numbers of lawyers from military service.
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In response the ABA Sect:i.)n on Legal Education joined with the Practicing Law

Institute to develop a national refresher-training program for veterans. An

important outgrowth of this prpject was a series of publications suitable as

texts for such coursed.

The ABA Section on Legal Education recommended establishment of its on

continuing legal education program independent from the Practicing Law Institute.

It also recommended establishment of a national ABA-sponsored agency to foster

and support state and local bar activity to coordinate local CLE programs and

to act as a clearinghouse. The AAA discussed these recommendations with the
/

,American Law Institute (ALI) and in 1947, the ABA recognized the ALI as-the

official body to organize.,develop, and carry out a national program of contin--

AP

wing legal education. Management of the joint program. was established through.

the ALI Committee on Continuing Education of the Bar.

The decade 1948-58 brought the establishment of staffed programs,., of con-'

tinuing legal eduCationin more than 45 states. The introduction of the Uni:

form ComMercial Code in the mid-1950s, and the passage of a new Internal Rev-:

enue Code in 1954, created demand for CLE.throgghout the country': 'As the'nutber.

of Programs grew tfie.ALI and the ABA began to promote ties between law schools
,

and state bar associations in order to expand and improve the content of CLE.

_ _ )

The-first-NationaI-Confereace:On-the Continuing Education of the Bar was

held at Arden House. in New York City, December 16-19, 1958. It :,:eached the

following conclusions

1. CLE Should be emphasized for newly admitted lawyers.

2. Emphasis in CLE on professional competence should be supplemented

by inclusion of program elements emphasizing professional ethics

(including law reform).

3. CLE programs, should make greater use\of professional staff.
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4. Responsibility for CLE in each state should be.placed with the

state bar.

5. The need for specialty training should be emphasized.

6. The ALI-ABA Committee should establish national standards.

for CLE.

In the following 5 years, 17 state bar associations established positions

for full-time, paid CLE.administrators. A.secondfArden House Conference in

1963 recommended that the_ ALI-ABA Joint COmmittee on tLE prepare national pub-'

lications for use by estate organilations,'that locally adapted materials

should be provided through the.ALI 'clearinghouse, and that law school partic-,

pation in CLE become obligatory. Again,'the need for specialty training wag

emphasized to.give new.laWyera information'uot provided. in law school.

The mosttontroversial recommendation of Arden House II wasthat CLE

should be self-supporting financially. While CLE organizations in states such-

as New_York and-Michigan haVe consistently earned profits, the largest CLE-pro-

,
gram (California's) has not.

The two Arden House conferences'provided an'impetus to the ALI-ABA pubr.

lication of a series of 10 monographs onN e Problem of Criiinal Law and Its

Administration. The ALI7ABA'Committee also published Amsterdam, et.al. Trial

Manual for the Defeilbe of Criminal Cases, in 1967. While

seen as
, .

relegating the law schools to an insignificant role in CLE, Arden House

II incorporated

in national CLE

the idea that law schools should have a primary-responsibility

programs,
1

The:report of thOsecond conference noted, however,

that Many law ach6ols were simply not int

the bar. The 1967'RoundtableAiscussio

tinuing legal education sponsored .by t

.' -

its participants'.
2

This issue was

Asted in offering CLE programs

the role of the law school in con'

ABA found serious disagreement among

Embjectof yet another conference mkt



role of law schools in CLE programs in 1973.
3

During the 3 decades sinceWorld War II, the concerns elioressed in CLE

conferences and by ABA'actions have focused principally on structural problems .

of formal continuing legal education programs and issues related to who should

do what, what should be done, and the need for evaluation standards, Succeed

ing national conferences in 1967, 1968, and 1975 were more concerned with issues

in the law.

The 1967 national conference was devoted to "Meeting the Needs of the Newly

.Admitted Lawyer."
4

Among the'issues discussed were the options of apprentice-
.

ships, "bridge the gap" programs, and training or skill courses in the class-

room. The option of changing the law school curriculum to provide practitioner

skills was omitted from consideration. The 1967 conference recommended that a

general practice course be,included in CLE for those about.to be licensed to

practice. The content of the course was to be limited to "practice techniques'

and r,rocedures and it was recommended that the course be initially available as

an elective. If-the COiiiiiiftiVed-useful,_11._could later be required for

admission to theiba.,
5

In 1968, the National Conference made the follgwing significant contribu-

tiohs: (1) .adopted Standards of Fair Conduct and.-Vol Mary &citation as a

first attp toward accreditation as a means of-improvi9g the, quality of CLE'

(2) recommended a study of the goals of CLE, including special study of in

creased'professional and, public responeibility; and reaffirmed the 1967
4--

call general practice courses. For the first tine, recognition was given

to the needs of the judiciary for continued education And.to the usefulness of

CLE for lawyers engaged in civil or criminal litigation.. The problem of ade7

Amite financial backing,alsoresurfaced, and the need for study of funding was

acknowledged, The training of paranrofeasionals was also mentioned as a pos.-

sable responsibility of CLE groUps.

e.,
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The 1975 National Conference wasprompted by aAecision of the Am'erican

Bar Association to engage in an institutional program of assistance to continu-
,

legal education. In 1947, the ABA had rejected any direct involvement in

.'-CLE, leaving that responsibility to the Joint Committee of the ALI-ABA7in prac- ;

`flee,' the ALI. In the following years, its avoidance of CLE eroded, as many ABA,

Seciions began, offering national institute programs of 2 to 3 days. 'In 1975,

at the requ'estof its Standing Committee on Continuing Legal Education,the

ABA.founded a-DiViSion Onytofessional Education. The Dividion's responsibil-.

ities were to'inciude both'CLE and judicial education, and its first effort was
r

to be .a Cotisortipp for Professional Education whereby the KRA wouid'deveiop
la

"high:qualitY,,modularprogramming" and otner services forthe CLE efforts'of--
,

-,_state and local barer.- The modules -"were to include "written materials, video':
a

.

and audio cassettes and live presentations." In part, the 1975 conference was

. .

designed to introduce the consortium concept to OleCLE universe.

f.:. In addition, the conference reported a consensus on the following .issues:

Ae. . o .
mandatory continuing legal education should be studied, but not adopted else-

.
. . , .

Uhere until the,experience_of Iowa and Minnesota revealed Its value;.specializa7-

tion plans in effect or contemplated suggestedthe need for mandatery qu, 1)44

With more emphasis placed on experience and periodic testing. 'The 'conference

also supported theuse of new technologies in CLE, national standards for CLE

(to 'be issued by an independent:national commission not providing CLE services':

itself);\and financtal-suppori for CLE by the bar tOsupport the use of ttli-new

R.
educational technologies: Structural Problems remain the major focus of those

.

.1
Interested in continuing legal education, as reflected'in the conferences on

the subject.

c.
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B. CURRENT STATUS OF CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCAIION PROGRAMS

The concerns relevant to an analysis ofthe status of continuing legal

education include: the types of providers, the quality and quantity of their

..programs, the identities of the recipients (for example, newly admitted law-

yers, prosecutors, or defenders), and the importance of the criminal law ef-

fort relative to the total CLE.program. These issues are discussed in 'the con-

text of the need for CLE and other services, including the need for CLE stand-

dards. The impact of LEAA funding fcr CLE programs is also addressed, and,

fluidly, some preliminary conclusions about CLE needs are drawn.

1. The CLE Context for Criminal Law Courses

Criminal law CLE does not exist by itself. Rather, it is, in most in-
,

stances, only one of many activities of CLE providers. For this reason, it is

necessary to examine the overall health of CLE providers in general before

proceeding to a detailed examination of the status of criminal law CLE.

a. Continuing Legal Education Organizations and Courses. Contin-

_:

uing legal education organizations may be classified as national, regional,

state, or local. sk
/ .

National CLE programs include those Oif the ALA-ABA Committee, the ABA

and its sections, the Federal Bar Association, the National College pf

trictAttorneys, the National:-College of Criminal Defense Lawyers and Public
-.;

Defenders, the National Center for Defense Management, the National Institute

Of Trial Advocacy, the AmeriCan Trial Lawyers' Association, the National Legal

Aid and Defenders AssociatiOn, the National District Attorneys' Association,

the Practicing Law Ynstitute, and various profit-making organizations. such

as Prentice-Hall arid the Lawyeratooperative Publishing.9 In addition to~

these groups, a few major private law schools offer continuing legal education



programs that appeal to a national audience. Of these, Northwestern University

Law School's Short Course for Prosecution and Defense is'the most important

from the c-iminal law perspective.

According to the ALI-ABA Catalog, regional, state, and local continuing

legal education programs are typically of two types. The most common are

operated by the bar itself or througli a corporate affiliate of the bar assoc-

iation. The second type is offered by a law school alone or with bar associa-

tion sponsorship. Examples of the second type ate found in 16 states: Alabama,

Arkansas, California, Colorado, Georgie, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana,

Michigan, Minnesota, New Jersey,,Ok, ahoma, South CarolinariTirginia, anytWis-

'

cons in. Several of these progrws are operated by the law school through-an

fddependent, non - profit, organization. Usually the county or bar assecia-

tion CLE-prOgrams do not have full -time staffs; as a, consequence, their CLE

prograMs are often episodic, without regularity or continuity. Nonetheless,

their. efforts account for perhaps 25-35 percent of all CLE activities, based

upon information from California and Minnesota--the only jurisdi-..tions where

accurate data regarding criminal law CLE are available.

Many of the national and local providers have joined together in_the As-

sociation of Continuing Legar Education Administrators (ACLEA), which repre-.

rented 64 rc,.)er organizations in 1975. Notable for their Opsence from the

.association were the National College of Criminal Defense Lawyers ,and Public

Defenders, the Institute for Judicial Administration, and the Northwestern

. University Short Courses. Since the last two offer CLE programs only in the

summer :their staffs do not have full-time CLE professional responsibilities.

Their'absence fromthe association does, however, point to the difficulty Of

collecting
.

definitive information on CLE activities, particularly in the crim-

inal law area.°



The types CLE course offerings relevant to the criminal law may b

classified by content or by recipient. A content classification would include

substantive criminal law, procedural law, "how to do trial advocacy, ap-

pellate advocacy, and courses focusing on the professional or public responL'

sibilities of the lawyer. All of these classifications may be still further

divided between national sad state-local orientations.

Recipients of continuing legal education differ in their status, being

either newly - admitted, experienced, or specialists. CLE organizations also

provide special'skills training to individuals who have passed the bar examina-

tion but who are required to take a spetial.skills course before admission in

7,;:` certain states, such as New Jersey and Wisonsin.

b. Assessment of CLE. With respect to providers, perhaps the most

controversial issue is the role of profit-making organizations.
10

Many non-
,

profit providers are convinced that profit-making organizations should be dis-

couraged from involvement in CLE because they tend to offer only profitable

courses. This leaves the CLE "losers" to the non-profit organizations, creating

significant financial problems and a danger that the nca-profit organizations

will be driven out of business, or out of specific CLE fields. Since criminal

law courses are often CLE 7losers," the role of profit-making providers is

potentially important insofar as it involves the diversion of available LEAA

and other government funding from non-prdfit to profit providers.

. Another issue is the input from law school faculties to CLE programs. .

The low status of CLE among law faculties and the lack. of non-monetary-rewards

_.--
. (e.g.,, promotion or tenure) for CLE participation is_a-probIiii". In a few law

schools there may beJ.!_speCii1"-CtE staff without faculty appointMent (that is,
_, ----

. . .

.

. they do not teach undergraduate law students), but a lack-of faculty status fl

/
.. .

. .

'makes it difficult -.to recruit higher quality staff. At worst, 'existence of; ti
. L.

4
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such special staffs inhibits provision of regular law faculty inputs to the CLE

curriculum.

The failure to link CLE programs to law schools exacerbates theproblems

resulting from an over dependency on instructors who depend upon tuition fees.

While such faculty may have the advantage of including many practitioners,

their teaching motivation may be more directed to gaining peer exposure than

academic interest. Furthermore, because a practitioner faculty has limitations

to the time it can commit, it will not be able to support CLE to the extent

needed. The most significant effect of the lack of law faculty in CLE programs,.

however, is the loss of program quality. This is particularly noticeable in

the criminal law CLE field, as can be seen by comparing the.materials used at

the Northwestern University Law School Short Courses .for Prosecution and Defense

with the materials used in many other criminal law.CLE courses. The Northwestern

materials are far broader in range (e.g., scientific evidence), as well as in

depth. The matetials on search and seizure are among the most extensive any-

were for the purpose.
11

Another problem related to the lack of law faculty is the aree size of

st CLE courses, which tends to limit the extent of in-class d.scussion. In a
1

1971 6 Survey, by the ALI-ABA of criminal law CLE providers, only two of 30 pro-

vilderszeported.class sizes under 30 students. For the remainder, class sizes--

L - _ -

ged from 39 to 240. . - - ---

There is the -ptohldM7of cost, especially for new practitionersincriminal -

_.la . The CLE costs of many new lawyers practicing civil law are paid bYtheir

fitms. Hpilever, many criminal lawyers are-sole practitioners who must pay for

CLE themselves. .Theresultls that new_laWYers may be discouraged from the

\
i

pra tice of criminal law due to the high cost of preparation compared with

the lOw-po\t ential for reimbursement..
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2. Present Needs and Resources of Criminal Law CLE

Several sources suggest Oat approximately 10 percent of all CLE courses

have a criminal law or procedure fpcus. The estimate is based in large part

upon information in the ALI-ABA Catalog of Continuing Legal Education,12

supplemented by information received from specific states, including the

Minnesota Continuing Legal Education Board,
13

the Iowa Continuing Legal Educa-

tion Board,
14

the Florida Self Designation Board,
15

. the Texas Specialization

Board, 16 and the California Specialization Board.
17

This information does not

indicate whether present offerings of criminal law CLE are sufficient; it Merely

suggests that criminal law can oe given more attention than is apparent in law

schools.
18

Relative availability does not provide any answer to the basic ques-

tions,about CLE: whether there is sufficient CLE to serve practitioner needs

and whether the quality of CLE is sufficiently high.

a. Present Availability of Criminal Law CLE Courses. The simplest

method of answering these questions abOut.criminal law CLE is to examine the.

scope of courses currently available. Three sources for this information exist:

the ALI-ABA Catalog'of, CLE courses, a special survey of criminal laW CIE done

by the ALI-ABA withRMSssAristence, and information compiled for purposes of_

this study from states that mandate CLE either through criminal law'. specialize-

tion requirements or by requiring CLE of all attorneys

. Table VII-1 presents the incidence ofthe,f6llowing CLE offerings in

criminal law: substantive developments in the law; trial advocacy; preparation

and trial of the criminal case; juvenile law; criminal evidence; "bridging the

I

gap" programs for new lawyers; general practitioner courses (misdemeanor and

moving traffic violations); and specialized courses eiling, for example, with

representing parolees and prisoners, drug case, psychiatry' and criminal law,

criminal conspiracy,. uniform jury instructions, and Federal Rules of Criminal



TABLE IX-1.

1975 CLE COURSES REPORTED TO ALI-ABA CATALOG AND SURVEY

Subject Number of Courses

Assigned Counsel

BtAging the Gap (partial criminal law
content)

Evidence

COurses for General Practionersa.

2

8

15

11

Courses for Juvenile COtirt Practioners
7

5

Specialization/Advanced Courses 33

Pre -Trial Functions 2

Constitutional Law 3

Trial Mechanics and Advocacy 22

Prosecution and Defense Office.

,

Recent Developments in Law

Management-

TOTAL

6

108

aFor example, "Defense of Misdemeanor and DWI Cases."

b
For example, advanced criminal practice, repreSenting parolees and

prisoners: Two advanced courses for prosedutors are also included in this
figure.

Sourte: :Joint Committee of the ALl -ABA, Catalog Of Continuing-Legal
Education Programs in the United States, 1975, Vols. 20 and 21.
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-Procedure. Special CLE programs in ,Zfice administration for pi, utors and

defenders were also reported, as were -rses in constitutional law and pre-

trial functions.

b. Need for Criminal Law CLE: An Analytic Model. The raw statis-

tical data of Table VII-1 cannot'be evaluated without reference to a comparative

model. Using these same data in conjunction with the CLE typology of recipients

developed above, a "model" CLE prograni would include two entry level courses:

a "bridging the gap" program (how to handle a criminal case), and an introduc-

tion to juvenile court' proceedings. 41-service CLE programs would include:,

evidence; defense and prosecution of misdemeanor and drunk-driving cases.(crim

inal law and procedure fr general practitioners); recent developments in the

law; and selected criminal law for specialists, such aspre-trial Strategy,

negotiation, and trial mechanics. Both entry-level and all but specific

.specialized in-service CLE courses should'probablyhe-offered-eedh-Srear-for

criminal defense and prosecution in most states. In those states with compare-

tivelyemell bars, periodic updattng is not required as often, because of the

limited number of new entrants each. year. This assumes, however, that a level

of competence has already been astained.by the criminal laW bar. Where this is

not the case, the course model deicribed also contains the basic elements of a

CLE progra*deaigned to alleviate this problem.

Other types of CLE courses, inclUding specific specialized criminal law

courses, should be offered periodically, perhaps every other year. These

types include

- constitutional issues in criminal law .(for example, search and

It

- defending parolees and prisoners;

- __defending and prosecuting drug cases;.



- defending and prosecuting white collar crime;

19
- psychiatry for criminal lawyers;

- criminal conspiracy cases; and

- scientific evidence (for example, lie detection).

In addition to these course.offerings, CLE organizations might also provide

specialized training for prosecutors and public defenders.

c. The Sufficiency of CLE to Meet Present Needs. Using the CLE

content model, it can be seen that the training experience provided by CLE

nationally is scanty. In only a few of the larger states, of which California

is a notable example,"do the available CLE programs approach the mode1.2° The

discussion below provides a more detailed analysis of CLE needs, distinguishing

between entry and in-service CLE.

-

(1). Entry4Level. CLE. Only in the .state of Texas may it be said that

there Is sufficient entry-level training for the practiCing attorney. -In that_

state, the state bar and criminal defense lawyers have joined in an LEAA-funded'

CLE program that reaches over 1,000 lawyers each year. Only tWoother states

have even a miniigum) number of such courses; in the 47 remaining states, there.., -

are no entry -level C7,11.:.coUrsee.

While criminal law manuals may help novice attorneys,-CLE courses. are

needed to provide supplemental information abourlocal court procedures if

manuals describing them are.not available. The benefits of entry -level CLE

include providing a leatning:methodfor practicing skills; allowing for a group.
, .

:

,,.,,

experience that reinforces the attorney 's. cifidence.to-represent criminal
. .:, .

.

.

.
..,, .

.

.,..,...,.., .. Ok4 ,
. ;'$. .

. t. '
defendants, and.(perNape more. significantly) acting as an inducement.. for Young

,attorneys.:to enter the criminal law field. 'Entry-level training for private

lAWYers may thus also help increasethe number of attorneys entering crier'
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inal law work. CLE can play also a useful role in efforts to retain qualified

lawyers criminal defense work. The absence of Sufficient entry-level CLE

should, therefore,.be of major concern.

Juvenile training is necessary since there are differences in both sub-

stantive and procedural law between the adult and juvenile area and in methods

of defense. The latter. can be illustrated by reference to the need of defense

attorneys to deal with parents in addition to the defendant in a juvenile pro-
.

ceeding, as identified in the IJA-ABA Project on Standards for Juvenile Justice,
' r

Standards Relating to Defense of Private Persons.

(ii). In-Service CLE. In states other than California, New York,

and Texas, there are significant gaps in virtually all the in-service CLE

elementi. Many of the model's prescribed annual offeringssuch as recent

developments' in law--are offered in eight or fewer instances. Even the most

popular CLE' programis offered:Only 15 times (Table VII-1). If all the trial-

related CLE programs are combined (including trial practice, trial advocacy,

and. jury selection),-theynumber 22 courses.

From Table VII -1, it may be inferred that. the most significant role for

in-service CLE programs is in providing training in the pre-trial responsibil-

ities of counsel. The relative absence of CLE courses in this area may be

partially compensated by their inclusion in CLE cour$spa imtrial preparation

and in general practitioner-oriented courses. Nonetheless, the.low priority

given to the pietrial functions of the attorney is in stark contrast to the

relative infrequency of trial.as a:means of case disposition.

Comparisons should also. be' made of the relative emphases upon trial'and

pre -trial responSibilities given by publiC defender training programs. The

NMS data <reported in.VoluMe VI)-for defender inservice and entry training

shoW about A.50-50 split between pre-trial and trial Courses for both.typee,of

training.



Some qualification of the need for additional CLE is possible. The.ALI-

ABA survey in 1976 received responses from 32 organizations, with a total of

about 18,500 attendees in their criminal law courses (of 127,700 in all CLE

programs). The respondents offered 81 of the 108 courses that the combined

ALI-ABA data sources located. If one assumed-that each course participant

attended-only one CLE course per year, it can be seen that fewer than one-

quarter of all those needing CLE received it. The ALI-ABA survey data showed

that the average CLE course length is 8 hours (one work day). If one adopts

a mandatory CLE requirement of 15 hours, this is twice the length of the average

course. Few CLE attendees average more than 15 hours per year. Hence an eight-

fold increase in CLE would be desirable.

At the same time; it must also be recognized that not all criminal law

practitioners require CLE. While all private attorneys do, perhaps 15 percent,

of all prosecutors and 20 percent of all public defenders have agency-provided .

training available, according to the NMS surveys. of prosecutors and public,

defenders. In addition to agency-provided training, state7level training may

also be available to prosedutors and defenders from a training coordinator's

'office or professional association. In either case,:the training available

will not totally eliminatethe need for CLE. For. example, neither training

source usually includes juvenile court proceedings in itamaterials. Nor will

either source provide the in-depth exposUre that is available from the two na-

tional colleges. In recogniion of the need for staff CLE,,two-thirds .of all

prosecutors and,public defendes attempt to assist-staff attendance of nearly
\\

50'percent of all staff attorneYs St statelevel training programs. Thus, the

in-house training does not substantially reduce the need for CLE.

d. Quality of Attorney CU.' For purposes of this qualitative re-

view,,CLE programs are considered on two lever: national and, statewide..
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State programs include local and.association7directed efforts for agency

personnel.

(i) National CLE Programs. National CLE programs are sponsored

bythree types of biganizations,_ those concerned solely with CLE, solely with

-.criminal law CLE, and for whom CLE is only one of several activities. They ,

include those of the Joint Committee of the ALI-ABA, the Practicing Law Insti-

tute,'Northwestern University short, courses, the National Colleges for Prose-

tutors and Defenders, the National' Institute for,Trial Advocacy, and programs

of-the national bar associations such as the ABA, NLADA, NDAA, and NAAG.,Not

surprisingly, the quality of national CLEjtOgrams.varies almost directly. with

the organizational sponsor's degree of interest in criminal law CLE.

A second factor affecting quality is the extent to which the two fields of

prosecution and defense are separately able to support training and attract

competent personnel to provide training: In the'NMS report on-defense-and prb--

secution training, it was reported that defenders show a higher interest in

training than do prosecutors. To the extent that this is true, their greater,

level of concern may result in defenders' demanding greater quality for CLE

programs than do prosecutors. On the other hand, progecutors were reported to

I have a greater ability to pay for CLE than defenders, which,Might also affeCt

quality: Greater ability of,agencies to pay may be of lesser importance, how-

.ever, than the fact that as reported there are substantially more private and

publicly employed attorneys engaged in criminal defense than in prosecution21-

Finally, it shOuld be noted that law'school professors Who are involved in CLE

programs are more likely to be interested in defense, since they may be involved

in part-time criminal defense work while teaching law. The result is that na-
,

tional CLE programs are either almost solely or predoMinantly directed at the

defense function (e.g., the ELI, ALI-ABA) or have dual programs for defense

4\19-
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and prosecution (e.g., Northwestern University Short Courses). The major ex-

ception is the National College for District Attorneys.

The qualitative strength of the national,CLE programs lies, then, in

their ability, to provide broad, in-depth programs. Drawing upon the facilities

of the best law schools, some of the materials used by these programs are of

22
superior value, often deserving independent publication.

1

The major weaknesses of national CLE programs are their ftequent dependence

upon lectures, and less commonly the use of volunteer faculty, both of which

are attempts to reduce costs.
23

The use of volunteer-faculty may tesult in

more limited CLE offerings,:since volunteers may not have the time to'-prepare

in-depth materials.,

(ii) State CLE Programs. CLE programs at the state and local levels

are offered by state training offices, bar and professional associations, law

.schools, and independent (but bar-related) organizations. A national CLE or-

ganization may also act as a state CLE provider in its home jurisdiction,-as

PLI does in New York. The NMS has idea:Med about 00 state and local CLE

providers, and'there are undoubtedly" iany additional local prOviders; such as

city or county bar associations. Not all of these providers.offer criminal law

courses each year. .3

The,primary determinant of the quality of the CLEseeSis to be the'size

of the jurisdiction served by the provider. In the main, large State CLE

organizations were found to have higher quality programs than those in small

states. And state CLE programs seem generally better than local ones. Ap-

parently, the fiscal support that many. larger CLE programs receive provides

the basis for better quality prograbs.

The recent trend towards joint sponsorship of state and national CLE pro-

viders has potential for improving the quality of state CLE. In Florida, for



example, the state public defender association combined with the National

Ccllece to sponsor a program. A related development is the contracting

by local or state defense-or prosecution bodies for CLE services from the

National. Colleges. While such arrangements will undoubtedly improve the

.quality of CLE in the short-teri, the long-term implications are uncertain,

since they rest upon the stability of the National Colleges and the ability

of the states to pay for these services.

In comparison to ,the national CLE programs, those sponsored by state or

local'providers do not seem as qualitatively high. Exceptions, of course,
0

exist, for example, the CLE programs sponsored by the California bar (Cali-

forniafornia Education of the Bar)i,!:-...ne Texas Bar and Criminal Defense Associa-

tions. Again, it should be emp asized that CLE programs associated with law

Schools in conjunction with theibar (e.g., Michigan) seem noticeably superior
!!

to those not hav'ng such resources"".

But most state and local CLE programs have neither law faculty nor the

`economic resources to hire criminal-lay specialists to prepare CLE materials.

In support of this'atatement according to tt,e ALI-ABA catalog and survey, only

15 out of over 100 state and national CLE providers surveyed were selling

criminal publications in'1974-7,5. Failure to publish has. often been found to
0

correlate with lack of re6ourcil. Many state CLE program in cri nal justice

are, in sum,'notably lacking qualitatively in breadth and depth. As with

national programs, lectures.are the most frequently used methodology, with

similar consequences. Many mare state programs than national depend upon vol.-

unteer-faculty.with the consequent short-ceMings discussed aliove.

. ,

e. LEAA Suggort of Criminal Law'CLE. The data from the ALI-ABA

.

1

-survey showed that size cs'f CLE attendauCe'Varied with the level of tuition

, .

:*

charged. Programs whichOffered.CLE
t

at little or no cost to the recipient
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' (i.e., LEAA-supported) generally had large .attendance for their total criminal

law programs. Thos charging higher fees (up to $250), generally had low total/

tr.3

attendanqp. It would seem that the relatively low salaries paid to staff at-

torneys or fees earned by, private attorneys do not enable them,to pay for the.-

needed amounts of CLE. Nor can underfunded publicly- supported agencies-pay

for high cost CLE from their. budgets. As a result? public subsidy for.crim-

inal law CLE is not uncommon, either by LEAA or through the Tirect subsidy

Of profits from non-criminal law CLE being, applied to pay some of the coats
. ,

of criminal law CLE. While not common, the NHS field visits did learn ofif

several instances of civil law CLE subsidy for criminal law CLE. The ALI-ABA..9

Survey confirmed this finding.

Review-of the ALI-ABA Catalog of CLE tourset:also shows that almost. 26

' percent of all criminal law courses in 1915 had LEAA unding. This estimate

is probably inaccurate,, but the dogree of inaccuracy is unknown.. For example,

0

the program of the National College of Criminal Defense Lawyers and Public'

Defenders, funded by LEAA discretionary, money; is not included in.the ALI-ABA
41

Catalog; it seems reasonable-to assume that other providers of CWwith LEM

block-grant funds are also omitted. At the-sane time it must be recognized

that not all CLE providers, whether supported by LEAA or rot, are included in

the ALI -ABA Catalog or survey. Assuming random distribution of LEAA support,

the 26 percent estimate is useful for the°1imited purposes herd'.

.LEAA funding- appears at first glance to have hada significant effect upon

.

the quantity of crimint_law CLE 'provided4-- It is not:ciear,--however how much

": 'criminal lawCLE is attributable to LEAH fun -ling. SOme of these progrJms might

. ability of LEAA funds to some providers has driven others Out-al:he

'\haVe been offered-without LEAA funds. It has also avail-

law field Aqthei_11.44A-funded-fk-4iiii7iiii--;;;;1isubstitute for.non-LEAA.
._
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funded.programs.
24

:According to the. NMS Analyses of LEAA court funding, in'

FY 1975, 'such' programs'for prosecution and:defense totaled nearly $30

No more than $5 million was 'iven fqr training purposes in that same year, .

almost-half,of Which Was.to state prosecution training offices, which engage

in many other activities be ides training, such as monitoring state legisla-

tion. Even if this is the,case, LEAA activity.in the field seems also to have.
,

'promptedsone providers to branch out 'from the normal course offerings to offer
.

alternative and specialized crime.law programs, suchas the California CEB

Course on defending,parolless and prisoners:

.present Status of Criminal Law CLE

The quality of CLEprograms evaluated was deterMined based on the 'follow-

(

ing criteria:

1. types of courses offered compared with the model

-2. frequency with 14hich courses are offered

3. depth of instruction--degree'of detail covered

4. diversity of'teaching methods used, including lectures, small group,

discussions, simulation-role playing, moot court and the like.

5. existence of an active publicatione program

The..data on 1975 CLE courses in Table w 'almoSt without. exception,

an insufficiency of program offerings. The most e7- hnspicuous lack is of programs
.-

on/juvenile justice. Interestingly, about half of all courses on. juvenile jus-
.

tice which were Available"were directed toward 1rosecutors. Less than one-
.

'third of all private and public,attorneysengqged in juvenile law. Based On

this it is apparent that a proportional:imbalance exists between.prosecution

and' defense for this type ofCLE. In addition, prosecutors seem at the national

level to give more attention to the speciallized needs for juvenile justice

CLE.`' Perhaps this reflects their greater level of.training resources. It
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might also be inferred that juvenile justice CLE is a low priority, for defense

counsel.

A second concern is the disparity between pre-trial and trial' CLE courses..

The latter are emphasized almoSt to the exclusion of the former. Of course,"

yr,

many courses on trial preparation will also-include some pre-trial functions,

and this is also,true for a number of the CLE programs listed under the special-
(

ization heading.

One explanation for this disparity is that continuing legal education i

conventionally similar to in- service. training. Some minimal level of perfortance

and,knoWledge is expected of most CLE participants by program providers; The

function of CLE is to upgrade the participants' abilities so as to make them
.

akin to specialists. The difficulty-is that nowhere is there found any educe-

tionalPxperience sufficient to provide these basic.. skills, including those for

pre- trial-practice. Law schools do not often provide it, nor, as has been

discussed, are there any. great numbers of CLE .programs at the entry level. The

result is that these pre-trial functidhs are either not performed at all or-

may be performed badly., '.Indeed, the evidence for such a conclusion is quite

convincing;- whether one lOoks at the type of pre-trial activity (such as number

of motions filed) or the quality of that activity.
25

The first priority, then, is to increase the number of ICLE courses directed

to basic attorney skills, especially skills relating to pre-trial functions and

juvenile court matters. Qualitatively, there seems to be a wide range of con-

tent and coverage in the CLE programs and courses. The greWvariety of. types'

of. CLE providers, from national organiv:ations to specialized county bat aersonia-r,.

, tions, if one reason for this range, Perhaps the major impediment to qualita-
.`!

tive improvement of 'criminal law is the low tuitions which the field-will sup-

port. PriVate criminal law practitioners were found tobe among the lowest
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paid members of the entire private bar, and public defenders and prosetutore

are not commonly paid higher salaries than private practitioners earn in com-

mercial or general law practices. Thus, it was not surprising to learn in the

NMS field visits that criminal law CLE programs are sometimes subsidized by.

profits from other CLE programs, by government, and by private foundations.

The result of this inadequate funding is that many CLE providers cannot

afford to offer higher quality program:materials or have as faculty attorneys
C

with academic backgrounds. Many CLE programs depend upon voluntary faculty,

Who gain in publicity rather than in consultant fees from their CLE activities.

But, however qualified they'may be, volunt'ary, faculty are simply too busy to

prepare a superior ME lecture.

A partial solution to the problems arising from use of voluntary faculty

may be found, through the addition of paid CLE program staff support to prepare

eUpplemeutal'course materials. Present staffs,.it was found, do not often have

the time, except in the largest programs, to gain the needed expertise in crim-

inal law to prepare-such-materials.-

. LOOKING TO THE FUTURE: TRENDS IN CLE

Although the present status'of continuing legal education in criminal law

is less than satisfactory, the prosPects.for pOsitive change seem better in the

near future. This is because the need for CLE and its availability are likely
.

to depend upon changes in the legal profession as a whole. Several trends--such

as MandatorrCLE, spaialization, or the trial- advocate proposal--relate directly

to CLE. These will be detailed below. Others to be discussed include prepaid

legal plans, the implementation of the Argersinger v. HamlinAecision, and other

legal service delivery system changes which relate indirectly toCLE through

their effect on the demand for lawyers in the criminal field. In addition,



changes in the criminal justice system may also hive an impact upon. Ca.- Also,

the use of state and Federal funds to.support criminal law CLE courses,, programs,

and providers will have important consequences for the extent and direction

which CLE programs will take:in the future.

, During the past 2 decades, criminal law and procedures have become more

complex--following major decisions in thie4rea made by the. WArren Court.

This has produced an increasing demand for_ criminal. law CLE." Few fields in

the law have shown suet' tremendous change in complenity in this period. There-

fore., the need for criminal law CLE can be expected to be high in the future.

At. the:same time, other changes in the structure -of the legal Profession for

example, specialization, are likely to increase the availability of criminal

law CLE.

1.. Mandatory CLE

Two states,. Iowa and Minnesota, currently requite attorneys to, attend CLE

courses.
26

Interest.in,Mendatory exists in other states Andthe WisConsin

mandatory CLE rules will take effect in January. 1977.
27

While thesMoveMent to-

Ward mandatory requirement is groWing, the reasona for this vary among states.

.

For example, mandatory CLE was adopted in.\1975 in Iowa, as a. result of a cam-

paign by publicAmterest,groups. Aftei thiA\experience, bar officials in

.

other states may be motivated to introduce mandatory CLE as an alternative to

more far-reaching proposals by other public interest groups for periodic re-\
\. examination of attorneys.

28

Although mandatory programa,have been in existence for only one-year, sev
k.

eral problpms have already surfaced.. One problem voiced by the Minnesota bar

I.

was whether therelAneed to certify programa on a course -by- course basis.

Since not all componentS of an annual program.are necessarily educational, ex
I

tensive review ''is required to determine what is "educational" for purposesof
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state'CLE requirements. In Iowa, however, the entire program of an approved'

CLE provider can be certified, without the course-by-course review provided in

Minnesota.

Three common criticisms of mandatory CLE can be seen. in the literature. First,

a mandatory requirement cannot guarantee the motivation of attendees. Not only

is coercion insufficient to insure interest in learning, but compulsory attend-

..ance.may also adversely influence the interest of otherwise voluntary attendees..

Secondly, because mandatory CLE is not d:xected to the specific needs of indi-

vidual lawyers, the need to meet mandatory requirements may discourage indi--

Viduals planning their educailonal programs. in accordance with career desires,-

Thirdly, mandatory CLE is criticized for failure to test itaSiudents to deter-
.

a.

min! the extent of learning. Indeed, even attendance at a.CLE is not an enforced

requirement,. since an affidavit of attendance serves .for purposes of meeting.

attendance reqvireMents and no check of the truth. of the affidavit is made.

Thus,.mandatory CLE may be. criticized for neither attempting to identify sub-
.

Standard attorneys, nor creating realistic incentives L. imprOvement29

As for the future of mandatory CLE, the on sus of the kBA National-

Conference,on Continting Legal Education in November 1975 was that mandatory

CLE,Should not be adopted by'other states until the experiences.of IOwa and

Minnesota have been evaluated. 30
The fact of endorsement or nonendorsement

by the Conference is unimportant except to the extent that it reflects the

.disinclinations
of.the bar officials in the majority, states to push for manda-

tory programs.

The 'future of mandatory CLE seems limite' its value as a solution to

the problem of incompetent attorneys compared with, the value of apedialization

proposals. In three of the four states that have adopted spocialization pro-.

posals, CLE is a part.of the program. The advantage of mandatory CLE in' a
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/

'specialization context is that it helps to ensure that the ,CLE courses taken

are by,an attorney.because they are relevant-to his or her needs, rather than

because they fulfill a requirement. If most private lawyers are covered by

mandatory requirements In the specialization programs, pressures for mandatory

CLE without a specialization focus will be reduced. If this does not prove

to be the case, the future of mandatory CLE will probably be brighter. 31

2. Specialization -

Specialization plans may be of two types: self-designation or certifita-

tiqn, Certification differs from self-designation in that the state must

,sactively certify that the individual is a specialist rather than passively

permitting his or hei self-designation as a specialist in telephone directory

advertising or other communications. In both instances, however, the major

point leAdirig, to their adoption is that such plans perMit-lawyers to advertise

their 7s?eciaity..to the public.
32

Because of the need for quality controls, state certification. proCesdes

,.May include mandatory CLE, with examinations for lawyers, to be certified as

.

specialists. Mandatory CLE without examination is the case in Texas, while
.,

examinations are required in California.' These are theonly-states with.certifi-certifi-

cation procedures today.3 . Both require peer ratings and periodic recertifica-

tion.

Specialization through self-designation does not necessarily imply mends-

tory continuing legal education. Both New Mexico and Florida permit advertis-

ing by attorneys as:specialists, but they differ in that Florida requires CLE.

(10 hours per year).

In California, certification requires thatrhe applicant have 5 years.of

practice, and 25'daYs of jury trial:experience; the applicant must also have

been principal counsel of record in five felony jury trials and five other jury
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trials, and in 40 additional criminal or juvenile matters. Within the past

5 years, the applicant, must_ have spent one -third 'of his or her 'time. in the

.practipe of criminal law,-attended continuing legal education programs, passed

a written examination (unless accepted under the "graadfather,claupe"), and

had experience as principal counsel in two of four areas, including.brief writ-

Also required are trial experience at habeas corpus or similar proceedings,

10.additional. jury trials, and.3 years of full-time'practice in criminal law.34

Applicants for certification in 1976 are required to have not less than 42

-)

hours of CLE attendance during the 3 years.preceding; for recertification they

must.haye had 36 hours of CLE, of whiCh no more than 12 hOUrs may be counted`

from any calendar year.

The response of the California bar to theie strict standards has not been

overwhelming.. As of March 1, 1976, only 900 of 50,000 lawyers have applied

. .

for certification as criminal lawyers.
35

Of these, about'700 had been certified

as criminal law specialists out of about 2,000 certified specialists in three

fields: workmen's compenSation, taxation, and criminal law. There are an esti-)

mated 7,500 lawyers in criminal practice in California, of whom probably 4,500

are in private Rractice. Thus, fewer than 10 percent of all lawyers engaged in

criminal defense. work are certified in California.

In comparison, Florida (with a bar of only.13,500Yhas about 550 lawyera

self- designated as criminal law practitioners--often as part of a generil.law

practice.
36

Thus, Florida, with almr-onequarter the aizenf California's,

has nearly as many lawyers registered with the state as private practitioners

of criminal law.

The key difference betWeen the Florida and. California plans lies in the

latter state's requirements of extensive trial experience and a.written.examina-

tion. The requirement for a written examination arises from the fact that con-
.
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tinuing legal education courses do not have their own examination proiedures,

and mere attendance does not insure competency in GLE course content. Course

examinations are nonexistent because attendance at CLE programs has until re-

cently been entirely voluntary. It may be, as mandatory CLE spreads, that more

programs will institute examination procedures.. The California certification

program did not originally have an examination requirement; the requirement

was added after review'of the program's operation.

As for the likely future combination of spetialization and CLE, as indi-.

cated above, both Florida and California require CLE, as does the Texas certi-

fiCi:Ition'plan. Only New Mexico's self-designation. plan does not include a

mandatbry CLE component. Overall, it seems unlikely that the New Mexico plan'

will be widely followed, since the inclusion of:mandatory CLE seems essential-.

to the specialization Concept. It seems more likely that a variant of the

Florida plan would'be more acceptable to the .profession as a middle ground be-

tween the California and.New Mexico plans.

Some form of specialization appears inevitable. A modified Florida-type

of self- designation plan with GLE required.of "specialists" may have the most

appeal to state bars, and hence to the courts, as they consider the. futuie

of specialization.
37

3. Trial-Advocate Specialization

one alternative to the criminal law specialization plena discussed above

in SeCtion 2, is the proposal for imposing certification requirements on all

trial lawyers. This-proposal derives from the many public statements of Chief

Justice Burger38 and others who have expressed doubts, abOut the quality of trial.

advocacy. in the courts.

. .These criticisms are similar in content,'11 notsin tone, to, the many re-

cent court decisions holding the level of competence in particular criminal
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cases to be unconstitutionally low. While these decisions do' not necessarily

call for trial-advocate certification, such a result may be inferred.

As a .cesult of these two sources of pressure, a committee appointed by

Chiefiudge Kaufman has recommended to the U.S. Second Circuit Court of Appeals

that the district courts of the circuit set specific educational criteria for

new applicants to their bars.
39

The. recommended courses incluck, evidence, civil

procedure, criminal law and procedure, professional responsibility, and trial

advocady. These.course requirements Could be met through either law school

attendance or continuing legal education; To the extent, that law schools do

'not or cannot' provide their students with those courses required by-the Clare

Committee, the problem then becomes one for CLE.

Almost all applicants to the bar-have completed most of the suggested

course requirements. The NMS.analysis of law school education in this volume

indicates, however, that some law schools do.not offer a separate course in.

.

criminal law. Moreover, many. criminal procedure courses really .focus on pro-7

cedural problems in constitutional law and are not in any way intended to b

practitioner oriented, in the way that the l'how 'to do it" content of a civil''

procedure course is. It may be concluded, th fore, that merely calling a

law school course "criminal procedure" may n91t accomplish the Clare Committee's

objectives.

The' suggested requirements for couTses in professional responsibility and

trial-advocacy present even more difficulties to the law school.' In many

CV'

.schools, professional resPonsibility is
/

taught-in the "pervasive" manner; that

is, there is no required course on professional responsibility and ethics.

Inetead, all law courses are expected tO include professional reaponsibility

matters. ormaterials.. The_result is that many students graduate fromlaw.

'school without ever realty having had-to think through ethical questions.

r.4
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This failure is a.major factor Underlying the clinical law movement, which

premises' that law students who face real clients will also thereby face,Per-

sonally or vicariously through class discussion, live ethical .problems. In

this way, it is surmised, ethical concerns will be more meaningful to clinical.

.law students than to those taught ethics exclusively in a classroom getting.

Little need be said about trial-advOcacy experience of, law students,

except that the high cost Per student has meant. that few students receive such

experience. In addition, most law students receive little or no instruction

on, such topida as interviewing clients, witness counseling, and aegOtiation.
,

.110-

Some receive pre-trial and trial experience through clinical law courses,but

it is unclear. whether clinical experience under faculty superVision would

qualify as. the trial-advocacy experience recommended by Judge Kaufman's committee.

It seems, then, that. law schools would have difficu Les u, the

Clare Committee's recommendations were they to be adopted:by the courts. The

implications for CLE are not as clear, however.. It is difficult to quarrel

with the goals of the sponsors of the trial-advocacy proposal if their concern.

is. that law graduates should be prepared to practice law before they enter the

courtroom. Leaving aside the question of whether the trial-advocate proposal

is the-most effiCient way of 'attaining this goal, the difficulty is that this.

does not, seem to be.what the'proposal would accomplish, were.it adopted.

The sponsors of.the.propOsal indicate that their focus is the problem of

Competence of counsel in the courts.
40

This problem is compounded, however, by

the incompetent attorneys' presently practicing in the courts who would be exempt

rop the rule's application. Nor does the proposed rule deal with the problem

ofwilose who, once admitted to practice, fail to maintain their coMpetencies,

for whatever reason.
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'Thus; whatever: the merits of the trial-advocate proposal Might be in

solving the problem of law School graduates lacking courtroom competence, the

proposal is.engulfed by unrealistic assumptions about the reasons for incomo-

-petent And, there might be a danger that its adoption would lead to

abandonment of other attempts to resolve the problem of incompetent counsel;

DespiteAhe merits of the trial- advocate propoSal, there are risks associated

with the'proposal. High among. these risks are a possible reduction in the size

of the manpower pool avaAable to defend criminal cases. The Committee' recom-

mendations, for example, take no account of the possibility of training for

newlygractuated lawyers for public defender staffs as a meana,of preparing

them for criminal law work. Nor does the rule take into account the need for

private'criminal lawyers, which often is met by use of young, inexperienced
r

lawyers--the heart of the trial-advocate problem. The solution lieS, there-.-

fore, with noneducational system changes such as merit selection of judges,41

elimination of trial de novo procedures, strengthening, of the bar disciplinary'

'process,
42

and other reforma associated with strengthening the crimnal law bar.

ese include:paying adequate fees for assignedrcounsel and'removing the judge's,

\

of punishMent and reward of counsel performance through the court's, ap-

pointreent powers. The benefits of the trial-advocate proposal can only be

realized once thse other reforms are accomplished.43

The lications of the trial-advocate concept for continuing legal edu-

cation seem nimal at present. In addition, it should be noted tho h of.

-tthe concern ove the trial-advocate proposal has been raised because of. its

potential impact Upon the law schools.. Only if the proposal were adopted and

the law schools were found unequal to the challenge would continuing legal

education be directly affected.
45

\ .
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'4. The Legal - Services Delivery System,
v.e

44.1
Changes in the system by which legal services are deliver are important.

because of their Potentialloi increasing the number of lawyers engagedn

criminal law practice. To the extent that such.increases.o.cdur,. it can be

expected that the additional lawyers will demand more CLE in Criminal law.

The increase in the demand for CLE may be greater.than the additional numbers
e

of. lawyers mightsuggest, due to the rise in the'standarde of thecriminal bar

that would accollbony such changes..

The legal setviCeS delivery system may changein the next decade in three

. ways: first, ihrOugh the expansion of prepaid legal services (Thsurance).

plans, : which commonly include:a criminal law component; second,. by "recycling"

of tort lawyers into criminal law practice--this would/inc....11de tort lawyers

affected by the passage of automobile no=fault or medical malpractice legis-

lation; and thfid, through the expansion of. public support for criminal law

(prosecution) attroneys'under LEAH or through implementation of the Supreie

Court decision in Argersinger v. Hamlin
47

requiring defense counsel in m4.8-

_Ldemeanor,,cabes.where there has heema sentence to incarceration. the impact

.of these changes upon.CLE will be indirectt.one possibility i o use CLE as

a mechanism fo_promote recycling oE tort lawyers.intO-criminal lawyers.

D. 'CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4
The initial point of reference for the earlierdiscussion about the cur-

rent status of criminal lawCLE was that about10 percent of all CLE is re=

lated to criminal law practice. Evaluative judgments as to theineed for add±-

CLE were biased on the types of courses'offerek and indicated several
i

. specific areas of concern, including lack of adequate coverage for juvenile
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court prsCtice.and.for pre-trial responsibilities.

1ome overall assessment of CLE need,is possible, for in contrast to the
,

A

10 percent'of CLE given to criminol law is the fact that nearly 20 percent of

all attorneys are engaged., at least partially, in criminal law work. Es :i-

mates of the numbers of law54rs attending CLE' prograMs range from 10. to 25
i1 . , P -

. .

'percent. And if the 15-hour CLErequireient of thOse'statei having mandatory
-.- ,

. /

CLE is taken to bean r,:curate indicator,"the increase in CLE that asneeded

would be at least' a factor of 8 over thesptedent am9unt..
48

. ,

This estimate of ah'eigbt-fold increase in CLE hsumes, how.ver, that the

presedt patteirns for providing CLE will remain stable: that is, the number of

attendees per.class viii remain constant, as viii class length. Changes in the

proportional importance of CLE course topics are, however,.expeCted. Not all__
courses require aneight-fold increase. To 'the extent that the market would not

. supArt such an increase or overabundance, proportional redistribution of CLE

course offerings will then occur as .CLE becomes more AVallable.49'

As. an alternative to such a large increase in,CLE, better Use.might be a

made Of present. efforts: Of particnlar interest.igt.the use in several states

Michigan) of videotaped and televised pLE courses. Televiseeicourses

may be coibined with LlePhone communication so that participants can,a k

questions or make comments. It is impossible, howevei,.tO estimate,the re

duction in the need for CLE that would result from impvved planag or greater .fi
use ofrtechhological innovation. Thus, the estimate that an eight-fold increase

is needed remains unchanged,

,
The first'concern in planning to improve criminal lag. CLE is to determine

the reasons for its present inadequacy. In so doing, it should be noted that

the 10 percent share of all CLE given to criminal law is ample testimony that

the criminal law field is not intentionally being overlooked.
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As for the factors that are operative, the first concern is the failure of

the developMent of a market for criminal law CLE comparable to the need for

.--lawyers in the criminal justice system. This failure in market development
N

takes two forms. The first is the unavailability of enough criminal lawyers,

50
be they defense.Or prosedution. The second is the related problem of the-low

fees or salaries,paid eo'driminal law attorneys by the government (private re-

tained counsel being somewhat more difficult to categorize). Because of the

extreme effect these problems have on the criminal law bar, their alleviation

woul cl contribute much'to the solution OU'the CLE problems here discussed.
... ,

I

.
. _..

A factor potentially more amenable to manipulation involves the motives

of the providers of' CLE courses. Prominent among these providers.are the hir
:

associations that offer. CLE as a service to their members.. A comprehensive

T.)

plan for criminal law CLE must assume that bar associations presently offerini
a

courses-in the criminal-law field will continue to do So% They could not easily.

be replaced, nor should they be. Bar associations provide a convenient Vehicle.

,
fQX trtrsfer of learning through CU. Their disappearance from thefieldwould.-

requireoatly replacements for'both.their administrative assistance and their

.

low-cost-recruitment of CLE faculty. Thus, if present offerings of bar asSoCia

tions are sometimes inadequate., that merely requires that efforts be 'diredted

/
to upgrade 096, programs, rather than replacing them. Should E be 4ade

cr:

mandatory in additional states and higher fees and salaries he -allowed,

4
the demand for higher quality CLE programs would'increaSe.

Based on discussion earlier in the paper, such an optimistic outlook for CLE

seems/unwarranted, however. The need for increased high qualitycriminal law

exists today.

Illeomaterials used in some current CLE programa are of great value--for

example:, the ALI-ABA Trial Manual and the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers pro
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jectthbTederal Criminal Practice Itanual
1

The National Institute of Trial

Advocacy has provided an example for how to teach the skill components of a

lawyer courtroom tasks. Thetwo LEAA- funded National Colleges-for prosecutors
--- .

. .. .

and defenders haVe both begun comprehensive CLE programs for their respective

constituents.

The need is to transfer this superior quality to local CLE providers.
52

Once this is accomplished, and only then, can efforts be made to expand the

total availability of CLE. Sinde quality CLE is expensive, the primary need,

is for sufficient fiscal support for continuing legal education. A derivative

:need_is for asense of how to spend the funds - -those available at present and

those likely to be available in the future..

The.next step in determining how CLE might be increased'in quality and

quantity is to appropriately allocate responsibilities among different types

of providers. One possible allocation is for national providers to offer CLE

programpon topics of national importance that are not likely to be covered /

:well at state and.,locil levels.. prosecution ofarganited crime is one national-
,r

ly important topic for which'the Market in a given area is so restricted that

state and local providers cannot be exiettedto cover it to the extent that

its importance dictates..

AFor-Many nationally important ,CLE topics, hoWever, such-as the Federal

Rules of Criminal Procedure, there is a large local market that will attract

courses by state and local providers. \ In such instances, responsibilities could

e divided between national providers tild state and local ones. For instance,

national providers might publish materials, textbooks, and audiovisual instruc-
1

\

tional aids to supplement the work of state and_localproviders.



For non-national topics (or special audience courses), the sLate end local

*providers can be expected to bear the main burden of insuring the availability

of criminal law 'AX to their local bars. Some examples of this are courses

on new state law developments, CLE for newly assigned counsel, and "bridge the

gap" courses for recent law graduates. Even with these courses, some national

assistance to local providers would be useful. For example, virtually all

criminal law CLE programs would be aided by having the ALI-ABA's Trial Manual

for Defense of Criminal Cases for their attendees.
53

Other types of assistance

include consultation, central library repository, and many other activities

characterized under the rubric of technical assistance.

The need for national assistance to local CLE providers:varies from neg-
.

-----ligible (in thelcase of strong providers such as the California CEB) to sub-

stential, in the cases of such weak CLE providc,:7 as exist in a majority of the

states. The goal should be.to stimulate. weak state and local providers so that

they can be as self- reliant in their criminal law operations as the size of the

local'bar nerMits.

Two conclusions can be drawn from this analysis. First, there is a need

,for a 1

programmed response to the challenge of upgrading CLE providers at all
I

levels. Care must be taken not to strengthen national providers at the expense.
,

of the \ocal ones. At the same time, the need for national-level assistance
1 . ! ,

to local providers must be recognized. As assistance is given, the need for

most type of n
/

tional assistance will decrease, but the need fOrNnational
_. .

coordinati n 9, supplemental publications will, remain. A balanced program
/

to develop CLE provider capabilities shouldinclUde all these factors..

Aprolem-with thip analysis is that -Lt- -f- ails-to- consider the need to)i

ensure that

/

support for CLE provideralrom LEAA is coordinated so that the

impact of discretionary grants-to national providera does nctt outweigh that
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of block grants to state CLE providers. Unless this is done, there is a pos-

sibility that national providers would soon all but replace state providers of

ml. cri nal law CLE. The required coordination might be done through guidelines

to the LEAA.State Planning Agencies (SPA) for incorporation in state comprehen-

sive plans-or by restricting discretionary grantees in their competition.with

state CLE providers. Needless to say, these suggestions are preliminary only

and are merely suggestive of possible solutions to an ill - defined problem.

A final consideration is to determine what specific activities should be

promoted through inclusion in LEAA's criminal law CLE program supporting

material on professional responsibility in criminal law and the other topics

discussed earlier, such as trial-advocacy CLE and programs for novice assigned

counsel, and defense of probationers, parolees, and prisoners. In accordance

with the 1975 CLE conference recommendations, consideration shoul& be given to

the development and implementation of CLE standards with LEAA funds. Grants

to law School faculty members for developing CLE material would further long-.

term law school support for CLE. The establishment of a National College of

Continuing Legal Education by the Association of American Lay Schools should be

considered by LEAA as.a means of aiding both CLE and law school education.

In addition to program support, LEAA ahould focus on evaluating CLE. Ex-

perimentation with examinations as part of CLE, courses should be, -Undertaken.

There is a need for funding of CLE technology, sUeh as equipment for video tape

and television hookups. In addition, LEAA-funded research on the value- and

coats of specialization and mandatory CLE should be encot aged. There is also

a need for a clearinghouse of CLE materials in the criminal la field.

ernati eans 'af,efflciently bridging,th'-, e gap

between law school and practice. This might include comparing clinical taw.

1
.

school courses; skills and methods Courses,'such as those in New Jersey and

II
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Wisconsin; and improved bar examinations. Other innovative possibilities include

expansioa and replication of the National College of District Attorneys' home

study program for prosecutors in small offices; support of agency efforts to

fund staff attendance at CLE programs; tying funding for personnel hiring to

a CLE attendance requirement; making libraries of CLE materials (books, cassettes)

available to lawyers desiring self study materials; and better dissemination of

CLE information to local practitioners. 54

In theory, continuing legal education. is the most promising single method

of assuring the continuing competence of lawyers. This is more true for pri-

vate practitioners than it is for those who practice criminal law as public,

employees-and who may receive agency training for their responsibilities. Even

for the latter group, however, continuing legal education is more prevalent than

agency-piovided training.- The need for CLE is far greater, however, than its

availability. Because Of this, the need for Federal.support of continuing

legal education far exceeds the level of. such Federal support today. But for

Federal support to be most useful, Federal falding should be prededed by-Care-

ful planning that takes into account the diverse needs for CLE, the different

capabilities of various prdviders, and the probable future of alternative

paths other than voluntary CLE to ensure the competence of counsel. With these

cautions, Federal support of continuing legal education could'make a signifi-

cant contributiou to the establishment of an efficient and equitable system

for the administration.of justice; As the Task Force on Courts -of the Presi7,

dent's Crime'Commission-pointed out in its-1967
55

report, continuing legal

education is, indispensable_ to efforts to improve the quantity and quality of

lawyer ppgagPd_in_ctiminal-law-werk.
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.
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counting legal edUcation.



CHAPTER IX
(continued)

48. For the ALI-ABA survey, the data on CLE attendance statistiCkmay be trans7lated as being the equivalent of one-quarter of all lawyers tworiminaipractice attending one CLE course. Those individuals who piesenarattandCLE would 'require a doubling fo CLE effort for them to meet the 15-hour
mandatory requirements since the_AII-ABA data also show that. the typical.CLE prograt it for eight hours. .Thogie not attending would require an.addi-.rional six-fold increase, tiaking the needed total additional course effortto be eight times the present.

49. The present maldistribution is the result of both misperCeptions about CLEOn the part of providers (and some recipients), who accept with questioning.the trial focused model of the courts, and the greater ability of themost experienced practitioners to pay for CLE. As a result.of the latter,those who need CLE the most, the new practitioners have it least avail--able.'

50. The relative deprivation of.juvenilelaw,CLE may, for example, be related
to-the fact-that only recently has there been.any'requirement for counselin juvenile court., In re Gault [387, U.S. 1 (1967)], .defined a mandatethat has'not, howeverbeen,at.' In addition to theirnonavailibility,
counsel. for juvenile44fendants.are

often paid lee than counsel in felonyor even misdemeanor
Similarly, prosecution for juvenile casesoften comes from a city- corporation-counsel's office where staff attar-neyi4re paid less than counsel in the district attorney's or state attor,

qieY7,general's office: Thus, counselSin.juvonile'cases ate :less able to,paLffor CLE than those with Other. criminaklaWsubspeCialties.- Many`7-CLE organizations witha publications programlnclude materials Or mono-graphs on ,juvenile,law.
ThiErmerely emphasizes, hOwever, its omissionfrom their program schedule.

51. See also the materials of the Northwestern University short courses forprosecution and defense; possibly because of tht.large scope'of their .

Programs the two LEAa-funded national colleges do not have the superiormaterials that the above-mentioned
organizations-have in support of theirprograis. The scope (in contrast to the depth of their content) of thenational colleges'-total programs, however, can be characterized.superior:

52. But as discussed earlier, there is-at present no national, ffort to aupportlocal ME providers. The-Only visible national efforts areothose Of the:Jew unionsl providers such. as the ALI7ABA orthe LEAk-fundednational,CLE programs (National Oollege of District Attorneys, Nation=
en ears ..-.Bot103f:tWO011eget.

. have undertaken
CLElsrogrimsi.i-17COnireiteith4tatedigiO40

. Only the. mtill-eMbryonic.A4
conportium.or,rhe* oradiCeffortoofJ-the

ALl -ABA joint CoMMirree have been in any respoiiiVeto the'probIeMS;nf:thy. mall CLE providers: Not thttothers
have.nofrtrie4,bni-OnIY,'tbd.:'ABA can offer both a "carrot and _stick" to the small CLE'proliider*tO en-courage them.tO abandon their heeitancy.in Accepting,natiOnal4saistince...



CHAPTER'IX .

(continued)

53.. A. Amsterdam, B. Segal, and M. Milleri-Trial Manual fOrA)eftnseof Crim-

inal Cases, ALI7ABA (revised) 1975. In addition,- the state -coal pro-

-viders might attempt to annotate the Trial Manual 3 for the Defense of
Criminal Cases (revision 1975), with respeCt 'to local varia_ions in law or

procedure. This could, of course, be done by:\the Joint Committee if it
had sufficient federal support to-dos. 'It might be thought by some to
be preferable for the-Joint Committee to coordinate and review locally
based annotation effoits where the cooperation of the state or local
provider is availab.e The dual responsibility split would serveleder-
elle* concerns while pursuing quality controls and insuring the inte-
grity of the Trial Manual.

54. See, C.C. Bengaman, "Some Wise Words about Continuing. Legal Education,"
Learning and the Law 2 (1976):22, from whom some of these recommenda-
tions have-been takin.

55. President's Commisdion on 1.,:m Enforcement snd the AdminiStration of
Justice, Task Force sport: Courts (1967).



CHAPTER-X. MROFESSIONLL EDUCA ON IN CORRE9fIONS

A. INTRODUCTION

a

This chapter reviews an& analyzed the educational status of several pro-

The

fesSional occupaticnathat support correctional treatment and probation and

parole activities. Not all occupatio s are covered. Emphasis is given to

6

the social worker, psych3logist, so idlogist/criminologist and the rehabili-
.

1

tation counselor.
/

NMS study found in ita/field nterviews and expert panel diacussiOns

a range of opinions abont the usefulness of some of these occupations in the

treatment functiOn. itapPearS that,these varying views stem.from perceptions
- j

4

Of earlier treatment programs, which were essentially lacking in any proven

typologies. Corrections, having little professional base of its own in

treatment area originally turned for help to a variety of
.

.

was hoped that these professions working in consort could

prograii.- Thus, from the beginning-corrections could not

professions. It

provide effective

develop a .lifeline

to a..7,one discipline n tlie professional:educational sYsteM which Would ex-

clusively,accommodate its treatment needs which remain r atively

undefined...

Carter.,:McGee.andNelison put the dilemmafor-the
1

this

i,J.,.

correctional-executive ,

Given the univ
administrative exp
that!carectionall
nomenon that most.
wife phere.:- This

reality of conflict AS anaspect\of
rience, it. nevertheless seems safe to *ay
dministrators are more subject to:this'Iht-

.

ther managersin either the public or pri-,
s true because of the Ma ly sharply differing

1.1

1-44014.



beliefs concerning what should be done with offenders, and the"
lack of any dependable empirical information to use in sub-
scribing to one. over another. Correctional edministritors are
buffeted by conflict precisely because the constituencies to
which they need to be related in order to accomplish their pur-
poses are committed to-highly conflicting ideologies and norms.'

This chapter examines various academic disciplines in terms of their

value in preparing professional personnel far entering the correctional set-:

ting within the limitations outlined the above statement.

Progress has been ma4.toward providing correctional concentrations

within some,degree programs. However the NMS analysis indicat4EJ

'
that:his has been a limited development.. Frequently; eduCational institu-

tions,.before making further commitments,' need to examine the willingness,

. .

...,,the correctional system to establish substantive positions -to utilize the

- _

products of vae.pus profossionaloprograms. Moreove , students with other `'

7
.career choices available have often veered from cor ectionsJmcause of work7

)(in conditions, lay. 'ay, and concern about opportu tif.x-for applying One's

,. . . 4
professional training in aclosed And, authoritarian environMent.

1.,...-.

1

The following discussion. prOvidee an eduCatiOnal profile of certain

degree programs preparing professionals for;poeittons incorrectional acti-

vities. InCluded id, an analys of Progfam Off#ings, of pliceait oppor-

tunities, .and of some of the problems' involved n one or nore.oethe disciplines'

abilitieS to produce the needed skills for fut e correctional programs..

Preparation in social work has long been regarded as a preferred-ednca-

tional background for personnel in correctio s. In recent years, however,

the proliferation of other educational back di in professional) correc-

'tions positions has tended fa mute the imps ance of social work.
2

0



.

This section discusses the current role of social work as a continuing discip-

line fur corrections and brIefly ap,Iraisea the potential _role of social work

education in the future.

The number of approved graduate degree prolrams in social work, as re-
,

Oorted annually by the Council on Social Work Education, has Wreaseddelawly

over the past four years. In 1972, there were 78 approved MSW programs in

the United States. In 19!73 and 1974', the number of approved programs rime

to 79, and in 1975, to 80. At the doctoral level the number of approved pro-
sq

grains increased from 25 in 1972, to 31 in 1975. Information regarding the

-bachelor of social work degree is available only for the-years 1973 and' 1974,

during which time the number of approved prograis was 215 arid 214, respec-

tively.
3

Table X-1 presents a listir.g of all approved grdduate-levelprograms in
4

'social work, indicating thole schools that offer an area of concentration in

corrections or criminal justice. Approximately one-third of the.Schools'offer

a specialization irj this field-of practice. Table'X-1 also indicates the num-

ber of courses offered in each school that are relates to the area of criminal

justice. The total (number of courses offered was 103, of hichf66--or 64
: .

percent - -are contained in schools with the corrections/cri 'al justice eon-

.

, / , - ''

. centratiOn available. However, 23.af the courses are offere y a single
.-

; .

,-,schocil, the University of Alabama./ Thus, excludirg the.University of Ala-
.

ham, the proportion of courses o fered in the remaining criminal justiCe

programs-is 54 percent of the to aI courses offered. The median numler of

courses offered In all schools ,a two, and the most frequently reported nud=

ber of courses. is one.

Table Xr2 presents the re ationship between the number of criminal jus-

tice courses'available in schaora offering or.notaffering a concentration



APPROVED SCHOOLS OF SOCIAL WORK IN THE UNITED STATES, NUMBER OF CRIMINAL
JUSTICE RELATED COURSES OFFERED, NUMBER OF FIELD PLACEMENTS IN
CRIMINAL JUSTICE, SPECIALIZATION IN CORRECTIONS OFFERED: 1974 \

Institution

Specialiiation
in Corrections/
Criminal. Justice

Offereda

Number of
Criminal Justice

'Courses

Offered

Ade1phitniversity
University of Alabama
-University of Arizona-
University of Arkansas-
University of Atlanta
Barry College._
Boston College
Boston University
Bryn-Maur College
University of .

Berkeley
-.- University of California,

Los Angeles
California State University,
Fresno

California State University,
SacraMento

Case;:lleStern. Reserve University
:-CathOlic University
,-:-University of Chicago
Columbia Univekiity
Priiliersity of Connecticut

:::UrniVersity-Of Denver
Florida State University

YFOrdham University
UniVeznity of Georgia.- 4

iiniversity of Hawaii
University of Houston
,ROward University
Hunter College
University of Illinois, Circle

:UniVersity of^I4inoisi Urbana
Indiana University
University of Iowa.

.

University of Kansas
."University of Kentucky

: LoUisiana State University
Universityiv of Louisville
rOf6I-aUffiVertity
UniVeksity of MAryland-
Mariwnod College
Michigan-State Universi
University of Michigan
University of Mi esota;
MinneaRolis

No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

No

No

Yes.

Ho
No
No:

No.

No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes.
NO
Yes
Yes
No ..

No
No
Yes
YeS
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No

No

0

23
0

N/A
3

N/A
1

0
1

0

N/A

0

N/A
2

1

4
4

3

N/A
0

1

3

1

0

N/A
0

N/A
N/A

1

0
N/A

3

4
N/A

6
.

0

N/A.

0

-Number of
Criminal.

.:_Justide
Placements

6

0

2

8

6
13

0

2

16.

30
13
4
12
11
16
5
2

22

9

10
1

'41

38
15
6

2

0
6

10
13
12
9

5
12
4

30

15



TABLE X-1

(continued)

APPROVED SCHOOLS OF SOCIAL WORK IN THE UNITED STATES, NUMBER OF CRIMINAL
JUSTICE RELATED COURSES OFFERED, NUMBER OF FIELD PLACEMENTS IN
CRIMINAL JUSTICE, SPECIIZATION IN CORRECTIONS OFFERED: 1974

1

Institution:.

Specialization
in Corrections/

Criminal. Justice
Offereda

Num er of
Crimi -I Justice

ourses
ffered

b-

Number of
Criminal

.

Justice
i

Placemente

. I

Univerbity of Missouri
University of Nebraska
State University of New York,

'Alb any :

State UniVersity of New York,
Buffalo

State U4iversity or New York/
"Stoney Brpok

New York University
( University of North Carolina

Ohio St to University
'Univers ty of Oklahoma
'.Our Lad of the Lake College
Univere ty.of:pennsylvania L._._

Univers ty of Pittsbur6h
Portlan State University
RutgersUniversity
St. Lou s-University
San Die o State University'
Califor is State Universit ,

San F ancisco
Simone College
Smith t llege.
University of Southern -

Califo ia \

University of,.Seiuth Carolina
\

Syracuse University
Temple
University of Tennessee
University of Texas, Arlington
University of 'Texas, Austin
TulaneUnIversity'
Universit of Utah
Universii of Virginia
Universit of Washington
Washington University
WayneStat -University
West Virgi is University
Western Mi higan University
George Wil iams College

of Wisconsin, Madison-
University \f Wisconsin,
Milwaukee

YeshivaUni

Yes
Yes

No

N/A
N/A

N/A

0

2

8

No 1 0
/

No
No
No
No
lio

N/A
0

N/A
2-

N/A

/6
/11

4

27

14
No 0 4
Yes 9, 40
Yes 4 13
No 0 2

No 3 21
Yes , 3 22
No / 0 5

, i

!

No
--No-

i N/A 3

0 --:- 7- -10
No N/A 0

No 1 7

No 1 10
Yes I N/A 14
No N/A 10
Yes.4 2,- 14
No 1 .2

No N/A 0
No 2 8

No i 2 16
No N/A -21

Yes 0 ----8-

No 2 15
No 2

Yes 1 s
Yes 1 9.

Yes N/A 1

NO 3 14

Yes 3 22'
.No . N/A 3

V -411



TABLE X-1

(continued)

APPROVED SCHOOLS OF SOCIAL WORK IN THE UNITED STATES, NUMBER OF (CRIMINAL
JUSTICE. RELATED COURSES OFFERED, NUMBER OF FIELD PLACEMENTS IN
CRIMINAL JUSTICE, SPECIALIZATION IN CORRECTIONS. OFFERED: 1974

Total Number of SChool0 78.

Humber of Schools Offering Criminal Justice- Related Courses = 35/53
RePorting = 66%

Total. Number of Courses Offered = 103

Total Number of Placements in Criminal Justice = 798.

Number of Schools Offering a Specialization in Corrections = 24/78-.. 31%.

a
Indication that.the school offered a specialization in corrections is

derived from the analysis. of catalogues cited above and frOm the 1974 repoit
of the Council on Social Work. Education.

Source: NMS, Analysis of Social Work School Catalogues, 1976.

cSourCe: Coundil dn-SOcial Work Education, Statistics on Social Work
_Education in the United States: 1974.
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TABLE X-2,

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE NUMBER.OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE COURSES.
OFFERED AND.THE PRESENCE OF AN AREA OF SPECIALIZATION

IN. CORRECTIONS IN SOCIAL WORK, SPOOLS, ACADEMIC YEAR,1974-75

Number of SpeCialization in Corrections Offered
Courses Yes

I
No 1 Total

Offereda Number I Tercent 1 Number 1 Percent I Number .1 Percent

0 4 . 17 15 28 19 24

1 2 8 11 :20 13 17 -..

2 1 4 6 . 11. '9

21 2 4.. 7 9

4 2 8 2 4. .4 5

5 or more 3 13 0 0- '3 4

N/A 7 / 29 . .18

,-

33 25 32'

---..._
....--

24 .100% 54 100%. 78 100%

aSource: NMS: Review of Social Work Program Catalogues, 1976.

b
Source: See Note c in Table X-1.



in that area. The table indicates that the correlatioubetween the presence or

absence of a criminal justice.program and the number of courses offered-is

relatively:weak.,. However, caution should be exercised in interpreting this in

formation. An NMS review of the program catalogues of many schools offering

this concentration indicated that there is eittensive-rellance-upon-dep-a-rtmertts

outside the school of social work to provide coverage of topics in the specific

area of criminal justice.

The, courses offered in social-work programs in criminal justice/correc-

tions are presented in Table X -3. There is relatively little difference in

the course offerings between social work schools WhiCh offer a concentration

in corrections and those that do not. However, two exceptions are noted.

First, 'programs with a corrections concentration tend to offer a larger pro7

portion. ol.courses in correctional policy and practice, while programs not

offering this concentration tend to offer more coursesoin general criminal

justice-topics. The other exception is Oneral 'criminal-justice, A large °pro-

portion of general criminal justice courses are offered in schools without a

concentration in corrections.. The larger proportion-of courses covering
.

.:

.

.

legal topics'in schools not offering.thacorrections specialization also ap

pears to be misleading. A closer examination of those courses indicates that

a substantial proportion are of the "law and Social work' variety, which

.cover such topics as family-law or the sociology of laW, rather than specific

criminal justiceopics. Criminal justice legal topics are most frequently

found in those schools with a corrections specialization.

The placement of social work students in corrections agencies is a second

indication of the level of_00Phaals_oncorrections-in-social-wOrk-prepara7
.

tion. All approved social work programs require that students serve a'period

of time in a social service agency as a'part of their academic preparation.
,

The length of the field placement period varies, but it is usually undertaken

V-414.
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TABLE X-3

COURSa iN SOCIAL WORK RELATED TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE/.
CORRECTIONS, INDICATING A'CONCENTRATION IN

CORRECTIONS,ACADEEIC YEAR 1974 -75

Topic

Administration and
Management

Legal ToPics

Corrections Policy
and Practice

Correctional Theory
- -------

Juvenile Justice

Itesearch and
Planning

General Criminal.
Justice

Special Topics

Total

Concentratio7i in.-Corrections Offered4

Yes
14uMber' (Percent.

No Total
Wilber 1 PerCent Number'LPercent

0

11.8 12. c, 12.4

20.6 18 18.6

4 11.8 20 20.6.

3 8.8 10 10.3

4 11.8 13 13.4

3 8.8 5 5.2

Yr

26.5 15. 15.5

0.0 4 4.1

34 100.0 97** 100.0

aSpecial toPics included: Correctional Change Technology, Community
Based Corrections, Women in Criminal Justice, and Victimization Studies.'

Soureei---NMS-Exetratc.-r -e-Surveys, -1975. Analysis of Social Work. School
Catalogues.



.

during the-Second:year of study either on apart -time or full-time baSis.-
The,

.

Council on Social Work tducation.further requires that this field placement be

SuperviSed by an accreditedSoclal worker: either an employee of the agency

itself .or a'member of the school faculty.

The- location of the field-piandthentMaY be a critical component of the

ultiiate contribution. of the social work program to a given area of social

service. During field placement, the student is exposed to the realities of

__social work practice in a pattiCular area and, baSed upon that ajcperiende, is

likely to gain an impression of the-desirability of entering that particular

field. It is not required that-asocial work student enter a field placement

that is related to the area of practice he .or she may desire to enter upon

graduation. Thus, the number of students placed in a given.type of agency is

not a predictorof the area of practice the students will adopt. However,

it seems likely that exposure to a given area, at the least, increaa:s the

,likelihood'ihat a student will at least beTawate of and,considerthat area.

of.practiCe.

Table X -4 indicates that in 1974, the number of students-entering.a.
.0

Criminal justice.agency as their field placement was 834.- In that year,

16,590 'total social work field placements were made in the -.inited States

(excluding Puerto Rico). Thus,. lie proportion of students assigned .to.a

'criminal justice agency was approximately 5 percent of all such placements.

-This proportion has remained relatively constant since 1971.

The average percent of students placed.in criminal justice agencies.

controlled for_the_existence-or-absenct-OfW--Priiiiim offering an area of

specialization in corrections is 6.5 percent (Table X-5). The average per-.

cent of students placed in criminal justice. agencies among schools not offer7.

ing this concentration is 4.1 percent.

V-416.
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TABLE. X-4

.NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGES OF'GRADUATE SOCIAL WORK STUDENTS ENTERING CORRECTIONS
CRIMINAL. JUSTICE AGENCIES FOR FIELD PLACEMENT, ACADEMIC YEAR 1971-74

Year

Number Placed in,
Corrections/

Criminal
Justice '

Total
Placements

Percentage Placed
in .Corrections/

Criminal
Justice

1970-71 785 14,238 5.5%

1971-72 743 15,040 4.9

1972-73 841
-,

)16,099 5.2

1973-74 834 16,590 5.0

. *These figures are based upon all schools reported including the.Univet-
sity of;Pnerto Rico.

.

.Source; Council on Social Work Education, Statistics on Social Work
Education in the United States; '1971-74 (Annual reports).

J-.
-.,...
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PROPORTION OF STUDENTS PLACED BY SOCIAL WORK SCHOOLS IN
CORRECTIONS/CRIMINAL JUSTICE AGENCIES AND THE PRESENCE OF AN AREA OF

IN. CORRECTIONS IN THE ACADEMIC PROGRAM,
ACADEMIC YEAR 1973-74

Proportion of
Students Specialization in Corrections OfferedPlaced

in Criminal Number Percent
Justice Agencies Yes f No I Total. Yes No Total'

Less than 1% 2 6 8 8 11 10

1.0 - 1.9 '3 11 13. 20 18

2.0 - 2.9
. 2 6 8 11 10

3.0 - 3.9 9 9 17 12

4.0 - 4.9 2 5 7 8 9 9'

5.0 - 5.9 4 6 10 ,' 17. 11 13

6.0 - 6.9 1 1 2 4 3

7.0 - 7.9 2c). 4 8 4 , 5

8.0- 8.9 3 3 0 -6 4

9.0 - 9.9 2 1 7 21 4 9

10.0% or More 6 13 6

Mean - - 6:5 4.1

Total 24 54 78 100 100 100

Source: CottIal on Social Work Education; Statilmics on Social Work
In the United State 1974, pp. 34-37.
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Variations in social work school programs, apart from those discussed

aboVe, are structured primarilyby the accreditation rate exercised by the

4
Council on Social Work Education. Some programs are designed'to.prepare persons.

to enter direct service roles while other programiprepared students for what are
.

called "macro" level positione4that is, positions in research, policy planning,

and administration. Direct-service preparation has traditionally dominated

social work. However,- in recent years the pattern. in social work has appar-

ently begun to shift away from direct service, and increasing emphasis is

being placed upon the "macro" level roles.

A more precise distinction of the variations in social work:programa is

provided by the Council on Social Work.Education. Each of the major varia-

tioneis discussed briefly.beloW.

Generic multi-method practice is a generalized approach to the pre-

.paration of-social work students in which.a variety of materials, methods, and

areas of specialization. are covered withOut a Ydacific area focus.. In praC-

doe,. this variation is rarely. adopted as a career preparation. It is-often

'used' to classify first-year students who have not decided'upon a partiOulir

area'of.concentration. However, a small number of schools do permit a stu-

dent to receive a degree.in t"ls area:

fr :Micro, direct service clinical, case-work and groupwork constitutes

.a preparation in the methode of individualized direCt.serViCes. The focus

of the preparation is on providing the student with the necessary-skills to

deal with individual clientsina professional casework relationship. The

types ofskills emphasized include the ability to study andassess'indi-,
b .

viduals' needs, and the ability to prepare Asvitable.couree of action. Epe-.

cific skflls include interviewing, the maintenance of a therapeutic relation-

ship; vtilizEwion of social resources, and the selection of intervention

,Actions.

V.-419
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The group work approach differs from the casework method in two res- *

pects. First, the group is used as a therapeutic resource under the direction

of the social worker. Second, the focus of the treatment is upon the group

a whole, rather than upon any single individual. In other respeCts the skill

and knoele gi imparted are the same as those required in the casework method.
,

\ o. Co unity organization,'planning, and develoment ia a preparation for

work at the 'macro" level of social work practice with a particular eniphasin.
.

upon the coordination, development, and utilization of resources in the COMOr

mmity. Preparation in thii.area is concerned with the dynaiice.and components

of p7.anning processes as they relate to social problems, issues4and oppor-

tUpitiea for change.- The. areas of knowledge prevented inclOde planning .

process; polficy and program development; resource allocation; and the'relation-.

ship of urban economics to planning, interorganizational Coordination, commu-

nicatiL.s, and decision- making: Specific Allis taughtinclude the techniques

of'planning, survey research, evaluation procedures, flail' planning,.negotia,i

tion,' and advocacy. It is in-this area and the succeeding area that aocial

work migtOrovide a greaerpotential for correctional...concentration.,

Administration:, management-, or macro intervention

'is a:preparation for work at the executive and,administrative level of social
. .

, ..

.

.
.

. .

service agencies.: Areas of know10c!,:a presented iraclOil the administrative

. .

process, organizational structure of social welfare agenCiee,.-staff:develOp
r------- ..

":meat, staff allocation, supervision, and project evaluation, Personnel,
..

.-L
.

; .

:- budgeting, training, and administrative and aUpe,visOry techniques are the
.

specific1skills taught:

Research is a preparation emmbasizing:competence-in understanding and

applying scientific research method::: andintiie utilization of research find-
/

ings in social work practiced 'The skills.and knowledge preseAied'include.

problem formulatiOn; data'tollection and analysis, presentation of findings,

V-420
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current research, quantitative analysis, research methods, evaluation research,

and the devellopment of theory.
0 0

. The distribution of-sOcialwork students among the various areas of con-

centration is presented in Tabl X-6., Among the varioua'areas of concentraL
1 c

tion,., the largest and most rapidly growing is still that of direct service
_

. I

0

'casework and grOU;Work. In 1973t74, 'the category of practice was adopted. by
4,

graduate'nearly half of the ocial-work students enrolled. The remaining areas,

in order of highest'enrollMent, are generic-multi-method practiCe, with 25

perdent of enrolled students; ,IdMinistration,'management, and social poliey,'.

13 Percent; 'community organilation, planninlb anddevelopment 6'percent of;
,

enrolled students; and researeh!, comprising less than 1 percent of enrolled

:0students.4

Table X-7'ptesents .the distribution of second-year graduate school social-

.

.

Work students among the variovPareas of concentration in universities offer-
.6

Ifig-di.not-tife --area-a. specialized-6h in corrections or criminal jus-
-- -

..
1

!

tice. The_data-eonCerning second-year student:, are used becausa.of the large

, ---
.

, .
-

proportion of first-year sturIntr whose cOncentrationsjare not classified or

are classified under the label of generic, multi-method practice. Table X4
I

1

1

.
.

indicates that universities offering an area of speAalization in corrections/

criminal justice do not differ appreciably in terms of the distribution of

students among the areas 6ficoneentration from universities not offering the

correctional criminal justi e specialization. 'Universities offering the

.
i

.

. i .

1

. .

corrections/criminal juitiee specialization do have significantly smaller

proportion of.stUdents enr Iled in the direct-service area, but this iit_
_

r * .'

offset by a larger proport on enkIlled. in the generic, multi-Method area

'1

. . ,

and the "other" classifies ion. As indicated above the greater Potentialfor,

'corrections would be for s udents to begin to concentrate- -more -in community,

organizations- and administrative nag:1-en-tareas.



NUMBERS AND.pYRCENTAGES'OF,GRADUATE'SOCIAL,WORK STUDENTS IN THE
SEVERAL AREAS: OF CONCENTRATION, ACADEMIC YEARS 1972774

Are/ of
Concentratiov.

Generid, MUlti-
Method ,JL

CageOork,-,CroupwOrk,
rect Service

'omMunity Organi-
zation *,' arming;
DeirelopMeut

:

Administration,
/Mauagemetit,
Policy

/ .

/Research

/

etheri

_Total

kr.

Academic Year,_,
1971-1972 .1972-1973 ' 19 3 -.1974

er Perdent Number. Percent Mimi) r Percen

4,746

5,720

,922

1,111 7

57

32 5,417

38 6,552

911

2 494 '17 1,242

15;031,- 100 16,,099

1,926

38.

!

40rhpr inclidea.thoseistudents indicating "no cnce tration, undecided.

'34

41

2

j 12 2,113 13.

51

1,168,

t-
10014,590

or:no re
.

'Less than 0.5'perdeint..

ti
Sotirtl'e: Council on/Social Work. Education, Statistics on Soci I Work Edu-

cation in the United States, 1972 -1974 (Annual report0i,,
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TABLE X77

DISTRIBUTION C' SECOND -YEAR. GRADUATE SOOAAL.WORK STUDENTS BY
AREA OF CONCENTRATION, AND BY WHETHER.ORNOT A CONCENTRATION,

IN-CORRECTIONS IS OFFERED: 1974

Area Of
Concentration

Generid, Multi-
Oethad

',Direct Service

Community
Organization

Adminfstration

Research.

Other

Total

1. .......6.........................,.......4...p....
/ Condaatration in Corrections Offered -.-,

---..,-.....----,.
I. Yes". -.No. Total
Mmitli. . Percent Number Percent \Number. Percent

, ;-

, , -
429 18.5 510 8.1 939

,144 49.3 4,078 64.4 5,222 60.0,

82 3.5 518 P 600 6.9

291 j 12.5
1701

11.1 992 11.5

10 I

,,

0.5"
-.

I

r

366 I 15.8 , 494 7.8

100.0 6,333 100.0 ! .b..8,655 100.

Source Codncil of Social WOrk Educition,..Statistics ofocial Work EdU-,
cation in the United $tatesk.: .1974, pp. 32,T33:
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The contrion of social work schools to corrections manpower can be

estimated by considering the number of graduates currently working in the

:corrections system. The most recent information prior to the National Manpower

Survey is provided by the 1968 Joint Commission study. Among persons in cor-

rections holding a master's degree, approximately 39,Tercent of administra-

tors, 48 percent of supervisors, and 28 percent of treatment specialists held

a degree in social work. Among administrators and supervisors, this repre-

sented the largest single group of master's degrees and, in the case of
[

treatment specialists, it was the second largest group, being exceeded only

by psychologists, who accounted for 29 percent of the master's degrees.

Patterns in the current educational attainment of correctional personnel,

. however, indicate net the social work degree may no longer be the recognized

prerequisite for correctional practice, although there has been a steady growth

the numb,er of such degrees awarded since 1971, as indicated in Table X-8.

Despite the general growth in the area of probation and parole, less than one

percent of probation and parole agencies responding the NMS survey (n=1973)

indicated that the MSW degree was an entry-level educational requirement and

only 1.6 percent of probation and parole executives respondingAn=1980) indicated

that the MSW degree was the preferred or most desirable educational attainment

for entry-level probation, and parole officers.- Similarly, only 4.1 percent of

executives (n=1974) indicated that the MSW, degree should be required of persons

--being-promoted to probation or parole supervisor.

Among probation add parole executives, however, the MSW degree is not

.

uncommon.\\ n 1975 apprOximately 7.5 percent of all probation. and parole

executives held the MSW degree, and among corrections executives with an

educational attainment of a master's degree or more, the MSW degree was

held by 25.2. perdent. The contribution of Social work to-other-areas of

V-424
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. TABLE X-8\

NUMBER OF,GRADUATE-SOICIAL WORK\DEGREEO.WARDED
ACADEMIC YEARS, 1971 -74

Degree Awarded
'., Year

1971 I 1972 1 1973 JI 1974

Master's Degrees AWarded 6,559 6,904 7,387 -8,005

Percentage change ftom
previous. year - + 5%\ + 7% + 8%

Post-Master's Degrees-Awarded / no 114 \ . 112 159

Percentage change from
N. previous year - -12% - 2% +42%,

Total Degrees Awarded 6,689 7,023 7,499 8,164

Percentage change frOm
previous year + 5% +7% +9%

Note: In 1974, information was firs, available conCerning BSW degrees
awarded. These numbered 9,530 in 1974.

Source: Council on Social Work,Education,-Statistic on Social Work
iltation in the United States: 197144 (Annual reports).
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corrections can only be estimated indirectly on /the basis of responses to a

1974 survey of criminal justice personnel conducted by the U.S. Bureau of

the Census. Table X-9 presents the distribution of personnel in several cor-

rectional occupations according to the highest degree held. This table refers

only to those personnel with an associate level degree or more in eachoccupa-'

don. Presumably, a significant proportion of those indicating a "professional"

level education are persons with the MSW degree. The table suggests that,,

among personnel in corrections with an associate degree or more, only a small

proportion could-be expected to hold a degree in-social work, while those reT,

porting a master's degree could-S'e holders of an MSW.

Tn cranarsal nnnnorn Flnet FUn nen,F,41,n+.4^n ......

professional preparation of correctional personnel is relatively small. -How-

ever, the potential, contribution of social-work schools, to corrections man-

power will depend in large,part upon the availability of positions and

other factors both within social work itself and within the corrections sys,-

tem:
5

In corrections the primary factor will most likely be the direction

the ,system takes with respect to the, various treatment apiroaches emerging

from the Current critical debate: the "restraint" model, the "rehabilitative"

,model,. and the 4'reintegrative" model, etc. The restraint 'model, character-
.

ized by the return to a punishment/deterrance approach, would tend to rein-

force the negative image of corrections, and would likely result in a major

diminuation of social-work practice in the field. The "rehabilitative"

model, which dominates corrections.-practice today, implies an important tole

for the social worker; However; past experience suggests that it is un-

likelythat.sufficient numbers of casework specialists could be enticed

into entering this practice unlesS working conditions and the generally
.

. -
unfavorable image of corrections are somehow revised.

6
Much future social
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TABLE X-9

THE HIGHEST DEGREE HELD BY CORRECTIONAL PERSONNEL WITH A
DEGREE IN HIGHER EDUCATION,: 1974

(Percentage of Personnel with an Associate Degree or More)

Total Associates Bachelors Masters
*Pro-

Doctorate fessional Other

Adult Corrections
Officer 100.0 34.-4 54.3 5.0 , 0.6 0.3 5.4

Adult Corrections
°Supervisor 100.0 35.2 50.5 11.2 0.0 0.0 3.1

Adult Corrections
Treatment , 100.0 8.4 57.4 28.0 1.1 1.6 3.4

Adult Corrections
Executive , 100:0 14.7 47:1 29.9 2.9 4.5' 0.8

9
JuVenile COrrec-.'

tions Officer 100.0 12.7 69.1 11.1 '0.0 .0.6- 6.5

Juvenile Correc-
tions Supervisor 100.0 8.3 73.7 8.6 0.0 7.0 2.4

Juvenile Correc-
tions Treatment 100.0 7.9 75.8 13.2 0.2 0.8 2.1

Juvenile Correc-
-tions Exacutiv,, 100.0 2.9 58.9 34.7 0.2 1.5, 1.7

Probation/Parole
Officer

t

100.0 2.3 77.1 1.7.6 0:2 1.5

Probation/Parole
Supervisor 100.0 0.2 72* 21.6 0.7 5%4 0.0

Probation/Parole
Executive 100.0 1.4: 53.1 40.6 0.0 4.1 O.

*Note: "Professional" includes master's of social work, LL.B., J.D., M.D.,
and other recognized professional degrees.

Sourde: U.S. Bureau Of Census, Criminal Justice Employee Characteristics Survey-,
1975.
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work interest.in this model will also depend upon the role treatment will play

in future correctional facility administration. At present the social work field

is concerned about administrative matters overtaking client casework, for example,

the NMS field job analysis studies on probation and parole (Volume VIII) summer-

ized the problem as follows:

In part, increased paperwork and report wrting requirements
are a function (particularly in the case of youth probation
and aftercare services) c'f the court decisions mandating de-
tailed documentation of activities and actions of clients,
but ina_large measure, this problem may stem from increas-
ing bureaucratization within firldagenciei and betWeen-field
services and headquarters. Th, movement towards integra-
tion, as Skoler points out,of field and institutional ser-
vices'under superagencies may have as its cost increased
paperwork and bureaucratic delays and obstacles?

The reintegrative model also implies a role for the social worker, but

of a different character than for the professional caseworker. Rather, the

social worker,acts as .a system broker and a coordinator of community res--

'.ources. The adoption of a reintegrative approach to corrections treatment

places substantial responsibility upon social work schools. The majority of

.

social work students are- Veined in th::: area of direct services and indi-

vidual casework. If corrections were to move in the direction of a reinte-

grative model, the social work' school would be required to ii-lcrease the

level of emphasis upon administrative.skills, comm,Inity organization, and

social policy planning. With.respect tc these factors, the

role of.social work depends upon both the event -aal choice of corrections in

terms of its treatment methods, and upon the willingness of social'work pro-

'grams to adjust their areas of training emphasis. The NMS field interviews
-6-

. .

indicated that the possession of a bachelor's degree in social work may

yell beaufficient for many correctional treatment programs. The movement

. toward this degre would widen the pool of appli,ents particularly if such

programs perMitted a major in corrections in areas where the needs wovld

be most prevalentAn the future..



C. OTHER ACADEMIC PROGRAMS PROVIDING PROFESSIONAL MANPOWER FOR CORRECTIONS

The NMS study concentrated mainly on the professional area of social-

w,rk. There are, however, other areas which, although not characterized by

professional degrees, such as the MSW, do provide the kind of academic pre-

paratiOn which. contributes to the preparation of professional personnel in

corrections. The prograMs-examined briefly in this chapter include psycho-

logy,- sociology/criminology, and rehabilitative counseling. The NMS made

only a very limited study of these areas in its surveys or field interviews.

The. following pages summarize some of the available information and data on

these programs. They suggest that educational institutions engaged in such

fraduate programs emphasizing corrections may wish to re-evaluate their offer-

ings in the light of-changes in correctional needs and practices.

1. Psychology

In 1973, Speilberger, Mergargee, and Ingram. conducted an informal survey

among psychologists concerning the level of inter,,,..t in the topics of crime,

delinquency, and"corrections They concluded that, while a considerable

leVel of interest existed, there was relatively little progress in this area

f)r.leveloping training programs. 8
This judgment w:.; consistent with-the

findings of a 1971 study Of college catalogues, by . odsky and Heider, in °

which they found only 11 American universities offering 14'different courses

directly related. o crime.and delinquency in department of psychology.

Table-X-10 lists the schools in which Brodsky and Heider found coursexiTk

related to crime and delinquency. The courses offered by these Schoole-in7

cluded forensic_psychology-and ethics, legal and criminal psychology,

ticum of lawenforcement, psychology of criminal_ behavior, ctirrectional.

psychology, juvenile delinquency, delinquent children, psychology in law°
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TABLE x-ip

AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES OFFERING COURSES IN
CRIME AND DELINQUENCY IN D2PARTMENTS OF PSYCHOLOGY, 1971

Institutions

Adelphi University

Michigan State University"

Middle Tednessee State University_

North Dakota State University

-Ohio State University

Saci4mento State College

Number of
Courses .

St. Johns University 7 1

University. nf Colorado 1

University of Kentucky 1

University of Southern California 1

University of Tennessee 2

' 14

Source: Stanley L. Brodsky, Psychologists in the Criminal Justice System
-. (American Association of Correctional Psychologists,. 1972),-p. 120.
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enforcement,' and social psychology of delinquent behavior.
9

In addition to

these programs, Speilberger et. al. identified four programs that provided interdis-

ciplinary training in law enforcement and corrections in which psyChologist4

participated as instructors. These programs were located at Florida State

University, the University of Alabama, Southern Illinois University, and Mid-

dle Tennessee State University.

A final aspect of programs in ps7chology concerns those that provide in-

ternships in correctional or other criminal justice agencies. as a part of the

professional training of graduate students. Speilberger et al.. found such

programs at the University of Hawaii, the University of West Virginia, Eastern

Michigan University, and the University of Montana. In addition, graduate

students at Stanford University, the University of.Buffalo, and the University

of Texas were brought in to work with offenders in correctional agencieS,

Certain criminal. justice agencies provide.internships for graduate psychology ,

-students. These included the Monmouth (New Jersey) Child Guidance Clinic,

the Federal Bureau of Prisons, and the Wisconsin Division of Corrections.

Finally, the Johns Hopkins.University offered a broad range of internships-
.

for graduate psychology ;:tudents,including placement in various corrections

and law enforcement agencies.
10

The number of graduates in psychology entering correctional

year is not known. However, indirect evidence suggests that the number. i

nd.Clarge, nor is it a significant proportion of. all graduate students .com-
.

pleti-ng.4Wees in psychology. According to the, 19.75-Hip6rf;of the National.
.../ --.7 so ...

...,

.

.
.

.Center_4by,.Education EtatistiCs,-54,870..ma#eF!ible4eidegrees.and 2,150 doc--..
.,,.-

. .

,-- tOral level dec-,7eesweth,4w4rded-in psychology in 1975. To these mus 2. be
i
.,-

.

.

.

. . .
.. .

.

added an additional 54,690 undergraduate degrees a.,.. added inpsychology-- a
. . . .

. .

. . . .

'"....._ .

supply from which correctiona frequently driws. 11
By'contrast, in 1968 the

^
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Greenleigh RepOrt prepared for the Joint Commission of Correctional Manpower

and Training dicated that there were an estimated 374 persona employed as

psychologists in adult corrections institutions.
12

In 1971, the census

of juvenile detention and-correction agencies found.:,that there were 280 psy-

Chologists employed in those institutions.13 Even presuming that there has

since been a substantial increase in the number of psychologists in the cor-

rections system, it is apparent that only a very small proportion of psychology

`graduates enter correctional practice.

The potential for a Contribution by psychology programs to the supply of

curieccions manpower, according to Speilberger et al., depends in large part .

upon the willingness and ability of such programs to expose-graduate students

to corrections-related materials and experiences. The authors conclude that

graduate psychology students Seldom enter corrections work despite

openings, and that those few who enter are generally unprepared to deal

with the particular problems of offenders. The reasons suggested.for this are

the lack of exposure to the correctional area and a lack of training in those

aspects of psychology relevant to corrections. As a result, stud "-s who enter

corrections practice tend to rely upon treatment. techniques- -designed for middle

1ciasseUrotics or-serious-vsychotneither of which,is appropriate for

the bulk of the offender population.
14

2. Sociology /Criminology

During the past century the academic discipline thathas supplied the

largest proportion, of professionally trained personnel to Corrections had 'been

sociology. Criminology' has been 'and is a major specialty within sociology:

the study of causes of-criminal behavior. In recent years a number of separate

criminology departments lave been established, but in most instances, crimin-

ology bag ramained an area of concentration within sociology.

V-43i
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The number of graduate programs in criminology/sociology has apparently

remained quLte stable for the ldst five years. Table X-11 shows the institu-

tions listed in the 1971,-76 IA:P Directory of Law Enforcement and Criminal

Justice Education that offer graduate degrees in criminology, or sociology,

or that have criminal justice-related programs located in departments of socio-

logyAn. criminology. Thirteen of the 19 schools report an emphasis or sub-

stantial course offerings in corrections.

A second source of information regarding the number 'of programs in elite-.

inology/sociology is an analysis of the number, of criminology programs receiving

funds under the Law Enforcement Educational Program (LEEP). Table X-12 pre-

sents the results of that analysis, indicating the number of graduate orim7
akr

inology programs receiving such funding between,1972 and 1976. Moreover, the

) numbers agree in relative magnitude with the number Of programs reported in

7rthe 1975 IACP Directory.

The number of students receiving graduate degrees in sociology/eritinology

is known for the two academic years 1971-72 and 1973-74 from a forthcoming'

report by CuzLis Baker, of.the'U.S. Department of Health, Education,and Welfare.

There were 100 master's degrees and 12 doctoral degrees awarded in criminology'

. in the academic year 1971-72. In academic year 1973-74, the numberafmas-

ter's degrees awarded in criminology increased 40, percent -to 140, and the

number cf Bottoral degrees increased 58 percent to 19.15

The contribution of criminology/sociology graduate programs to Correc7

.tions Manpower can only be .estimated from the avaiile data. In 1968,

Karacki and Ge.vin reported upon a survey of 83 coil;.; co and universities

9

offering coursework in criminology andHcorrectiops..in which they examined

.

..the-eMployment patterns of graduates of thosaprogrems. Aiong 66,, graduate

students whose post7graduate eMployment could be traced, -the:authors in-
.
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TABLE X-11

GRADUATE PROGRAMS IN CRIMINOLOGY/S0tIOLOGY RELATED TO
CRIMINAL JUSTICE: ACADEMIC YEAR 1975-76

f

II&

olliforn1A State College at StaniSlaus*

California State University at Fresno*

Eastern Midhlgan University*

Florida State University*

Indiana State University*

Indiana University of Pennsylvania*

Lincoln College

New Mexico Highlands University*

Sam Houston State University*

Southern Oregon College

Temple University*

. University of Alabama at Birmingham

University of California at BerkPley*

University of Maryland

University of Montana

',University of Pennsylvania

University of South Dakota*

University of Wisconsin aOledisan*.

Westerr Kentucky University*

*Indicates special emphasis 1 correctioits.

Source International Association of Chiefs f Police, Law EnfOrcemeni
and Criminal Justice Education (1975).

. e

.0
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TABLE X-12

NUMBER OF GRADUATE CRIMINOLOGY PROGRAMS RECEIVING
LAW ENFORCEMENT EDUCATION PROGRAM FUNDS

ACADEMIC YEARS 197276

Year Total Master's Doctoral
Programs Programs

1971,-7-264- 18 13_ 5

1972-73 T 18 13 ill 5

1973-74 18 13. 5

' 1974-75 16 11 5

1975-76 14 12

Source: NMS: Analysis of LEEP Applicetion Forms, 1968-1976.1



dicated that 24 percent were employed in probation and rarole agencies,-24

.percent were employed as teachers Outside the criminel justice system,

jkpercant entered institutional, treatment positions, 8 percent entered cor=-
a-

rections in an administrative capacity, 8 percent entered a research posi-
J7.

tion, 6 percent entered corrections as an inatitutioual corrections officer,

and the remaining 20 p'ent
*

entered corrections in some unspecified capacity.
-.

-
Because this analysis was based on students in both criminology and ,correc-

i
1

tions programs, caution must be exercized invrojetting the probable contri-

butionof criminology programs alone. The authors suggest that relatively.

larger nuMbers of corrections program graduates Actually entered criminal

1

/

! , .

------
I

'-. ,/' ,

justfce'positions than graduates of traditional Criminology/sociology. i /!

. i.
.1.A

- ! 17 ,

,

-'
1..

graviTe . Nevertheless, it does appear that the Contribution-of criminology /' j

I

, -

sociology programs, corrections staffing is significant, especiailylor

professional- treatment posit.,.,y,t,L.
1 Variations in. emphasis in criminology/sociology'programnare diffiCult/

,

I

-to *ssess, given the Variations in structure typical of acadeMic programs./
!- _

°. In the 1968 survey cited above, Karacki and Galvinlound that 37 directors
,

. e !

f CriMinology,programs indicated seven areas of practice for which their

vo
r

. \

graquates vere bes.t prepared. The frequency distribution-was as follows:

49 percent-of directors indicated that their graduates.wereAlese
piepared for the area of'probation;

16 percent indicated best preparation for insf4tutional-cUttody
positions;

14 percent indicated correctional,adm nistration,
,

-- 11 per :'indicated inititutionai treatment;

8-perwnt indicated research;

8 percent indicated teaching, -al
r

-- 3 percent indicated parole.
18
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Even given this distribution in opinion, however, it would be diffifult

to assess programs in criminology/sociology in terms of their relevance to

corrections-treatment practice. Such programs typically teke a histori.:al-

theoretical approach to the voblems and issues of crime. Unlike psychology,

they%re not-normally designed to teach basic job skills.

A relevant onestion at this point is whether additional training provided
Ito students in these rograms would-ecessari3y-increase the level of rele-

vance to treatment pcv;_ti-ins. Examining, the 'rograms listed:in Table X11,

12 of the 19 programs cu-7ently provide field placement in criminal

justice agencies. These schools are: 'California State University at Fresno,

VFlorida State University, I.Aiana State University,/Indiana University of

Pennsylvania, Sam Houston State University,, Southern Oregon College, the Uni-

versity of Alabama at BirmInghath the University Of California at Berkeley,!
.

/ !

°the University of Maryland, the University of Montana, the University of
; i

South Dakota, af:d the k5University . sconsin a Madison,
I I. -- -/.

/The final emphasis in criMI inoloOsociology to be considered is the leVel,

eperationgiven to graduate criminology/sociology students in'the/area
1

! 1
.

,

,

.

/of research. Of the 19 schools listed in 'retie X-11, 11 offer courses in
c

--aresearch' methods or the.applicationsref research in directed-studies courses.vi. ..
!

i

The graduate curricalaof an additional four Schools are not specified, and
.

.

the remaining four show, no preparation in research whatsoever.
P.

:The schools offering research-related coursework are: California State
L

niversity at Fresno, Indiana State University, Indiana jniversitY! of Pennsyl-
A

,

.;
, .vania, Sam Houston State University Temple University, the University of 'Ala-'

. , - . .

.Jhama at Birringham the Univeraity of California at-Berkeley, tin UniversityJ f'

/
. .

.

. ,

_ .

'------
of 'Ma

/

ryland, the University ofIliontana, the University of Pennsylvania, and
1

che'llpiversity of Wisconsinfttrilfadisbn.

. _ _________F____________ _, ---, '
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The number of professional treatment personnel with graduate degrees in

sociology/criminology is not precisely known. Apparently the primary contri-

bution of sociology/criminology is in providing bachelor's-level treatment

personnel. According to the Joint Commission, 23 percent of corrections spe-

cialistshold a bachelor's degree in sociology, and an additional 3 percent

hold degri!es in criminology. This is the largest single category of academic

preparation found in these positions. However, among treatment specialists

holding a master's degree, a degree in sociology oil corrections was held by

9 percent and 4 percent respectively--subEtantially lower than the propor-

tion of master's degree holders in social work (28 percent), education (17

percent), and psychilogy (29 percent). The highest proportion of persons

holding Master's d3grees in sociology/criminology is filund in adult (as opposed

to juvenile) agencies. Oyhese, the highest proportion is found in. adult

probation and parole agenciea (20 percent) as compared with juvenile probation

and parole (11 percent).
20

These figures are consistent with the findings of

Karacki and Galvin with respect to the postgraduate employment of sociology/

criminology graduate students, of whom the largest proportion enter probation
0

work, and the judgment of. program directors, who indicated in almost half the

responses that probation is the area of practice for which their students are

best prepared.
21

The future of sociology/criminology programs,to corrections manpower

may depend upon several factors: their responsiveness to correctional needs
/

as corrections redefines its treatment efforts, their ability to reflect

these needs in appropriate graduate.program offerings, and their ability to

attract and place students in positions which fulfill these needs. The dil-

emma of the sociology/criminology contribution is endemic to the whole pro-
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blem of what real support can the variety of professional academic discip-

lines offer in the future to the changing correctional treatment efforts.

Speilberger et al. suggest that in the development of interdisciplinary,;

crime-related programs in which faculty and subject matter are drawn from a

variety of appropriate academic disciplines, such as psychology, criminology,

and sociology, the boundaries between these disciplines have not been clear.

Consequently, the dispute over the development of courses and programs in such

areas as crime and delinquency has continued. 22
Foster suggests that the

increase in the number of graduate criminal justice programs was motivated

in part by the inability of the traditional academic disciplines to produce

sufficient numbers of persons with the appropriate preparation t6 enter crim-

inal justice practice, and the reluctance of these disciplines to move from

a theoretical and academic orientation toward a practitioner-oriented program. 23

Given the fluidity of the current correctional treatment efforts and the prob-

lems of responding to needs, criminology and sociology may no longer be the

dominant force in gradUate preparation for corrections treatment. A

newly defined nd trained career correctional treatment occupation may

emerge.

3. Rehabilitation Counselor

Volume III of this report considered the problem of delineating the role

of counselors in corrections and concluded that national commissions and pro-

fessional associations have not examined in any detail the multiple roles of

counselors., The National Advisory Commission suggested'that for the Posi-

tion of counselor supervisor, the educational requirement should be a bache-

lor's degree with training in social work, group work, and counseling psycho-.

logy. #

The Greenleigh Associates report !opted a more stringent definitio

a professional counselor. The report indicated that there were at least eight
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separate categories of counselor recognized by the American Personnel and Gui-

dance Association: Each of these areas was found to have varying qualifica-

tions for full professional status, but the most common requirement was a

master's degree, or one or two years of graduate-level education. The report

also noted that, in the counseling field in general, this standard was not

met in the majority of cases.
24

This chapter, since it foruses on professional personnel, will cover

briefly one of the separate professional counseling categories--the rehabilitation

counselor. One reason for brief identification of this field is to provide

some suggestion for directing attention in corrections to counseling activities'

which can be more precisely identified.

Volume III of this report reached the conclusion that the term counselor

has been used loosely in corrections to refer to professionals asmell as to

those individuals without formal educational preparation in counseling. Re-

habilitation counseling which perhaps can be, best identified with needs in a

correctional r,-.ting has approximately 80 graduate and 60 undergraduate pro-
"

grams soppOrting its training efforts. The number of programs related to the

correctional field was not determined by the NMS study. However, Appendix P

of this volume.contains a list' of institutions supporting graduate trainee

programs in rehabilitation counseling. This list is suggestive of the poten-

.tial resources available for an increased correctional emphasis in this field,

particularly during the period of a redefinition of treatment programs

adult and juvenile institutional and community-based activities.

Emphasis on this. field Of rehabilitation'counseling originated with the 1954

Federal Vocational Rehabilitation Act, which highlighted the need for job train-

ing for persons with physical disabilities. Later, the concept expanded to in-

corporate other types of handicaps, sucl
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and emotional stress affecting employment. potential. As a result of their

focus on therapeutic work with individuals, and groups, many of these pro-

grams were originally aligned administratively with psychology or'social

work departments.

Rehabilitation counseling programs now are designed to prepare individuals

for employment in state and federal vocational rehabilitation activities, as

well aspublic and private rehabilitation agencies. These programs provide

treatment personnel for organizations, such as correctional institutions, which

serve persons who are mentally, emotionally, socially, or physically handi-

capped. Programs of this nature are highly diversified in charactzt, aad often

contain courses designed to develop a broad u2derstanding of human behavior, as

well as techniques of individual and group counseling, inter-professional- re-

lations, vocational appraisal and adjustment, and use of community resources in

facilitating rehabilitation of handicapped persons.

Thus, graduates can and do enter corrections from this area of study, in

addition to social work, with the main difference being this program's emphasis

on the rehabilitation of individual clients with disabilities. Many group

counselors are products of such study, and more can he expected to enter cor-,

rections now, since greater emphasis is being placed on those offenders who

are handicapped in-terms of employability and cultural. and educational back-

grounds.

Perhaps the greatest need for such personnel for the future will be in

juvenile services for both those remaining in institutions and thOSe in

community-based correctional activities where. the emphasis will be on more

intensified efforts toward community reintegration. Such integration can best

be achieved through educational and vocational readjustment and the overcoming

f other handicaps to which community resources can respond, This would suggest
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overall that a.tighter definition of what a professional counselor must do

in a correctional setting is necessary and that the professional rehabili-

)ii,

tation counseling service may be one place to Legin such re-evaluation.

A
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D. VOLUNTEERS AND PROFESSIONALS,

In concluding this presentation on a selected group of professionals servi

the correctional programs, it is important to recognize briefly the role of

the volunteer.in relation to professional services. For example; the Americ n

Bar Association's standards covering probation officers proposes in its standard

6.5; that:

"(e): While the core of any probation department should be professionally
educatra-nd trained personnel, it is desirable that the staff includes
individuals who may lack such professional qualifications, but have
backgrounds similar to the probationers themselv's. In addition,*

citizen volunteers nhould be used to assist prcbation.officers."-44

Volunteer work in the courts area has largely'centered on juvenile probatipn.

In'the broader corrections field the use has been more wide-spread covering

counseling of offenders in institutions and activities, service in work-release

and jail programs, institutional and community based tutoring programs for

*illiterates and educational marginals as well as other activities.

In developing the relationship between the volunteer and the professional

the Florida Probation and Parole Commission publication, The Volunteer Handbook,

put thcrelationship in these terms:

Parole and Probation officers are often regarded by indiViduals
under supervision in such a way as to hamper rapport, develop-
tment of friendship and guidance in certain areas. The volunteer

...A
pis in a position to offer more recognizable friendship, accompanied
by interest, concern, and warmth necessary tg feel gaps which might..
exist between offender and the professional.45

Florida further_ reports that its citizen volunteeWare recruited from all

walks of life-including: businessMen; policemen, laborers, teacherS, house-
.,

wives; ministers, attorneys, truck drivers, psychologists and retirees.

With respect to. the relationship of prOfessionals to such volunteers one

recent study on court services rendered by volunteers Concluded that many
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volunteers are capable of providing some of the same Jervices.as professionals.

This means that many volunteers, with appropriate training and supervision can

. serve a/a "substitut-e for the professional and should no longer be viewed in

the context of simply augmenting or Complementing the work of the agency staff. "26

-The key to such success is understood to be in careful screeni.7,g of the

entry level of skills and attitudes and in good training programs. The skills

and attitudes necessary must be matched with the type of professional work and

4ek

client with which the volunteer will work. Thus, a volunteer serving, for ex-
to

ample, as a recreation 1,4ader may need to know more about how to work with
,

groups and_i2ss aboet counseling than the volunteer working with. a prOfesSional

rehabilitation counselor. All need to know, however, about the organization-

17
of which they are a part.

116w.well do volunteer priograma perform? A most recent evaluation of 250"

research reports on the effectiveness of volunteer' programs (most were inpro-

bation--especially the juvenile area) indicated the following:

-o More research is needed on the-cost effectiveness of alternative

recruitment programs for volunteers.

There is a need for more objective, reliable, and valid screening

Procedures.

There is an absence of a systematic model which spells out-the specific

format .in which methods are to be-ombined into a training package.

There, is little empirical evidence of the effectiveness of alternative

training procedures.

o . There.was no- evidence in courts and corrections which demOnstrated the

necessary linkage between Program effectiveness to bolster an argument

that the program.would not be as effectial without dig: training com7

0
ponent. More testing of alternative training. procedures is- needed

since the bodrOf evaluative research here is too thin:
28



--The-stddy ccYEEnded:

"In gen al terms, we would advocate the adoption of an experi-
mental attitu toward volunteer programs. That is each voldnteer
program be cqgceived of as an experiment to develop effective rehabili=,
tative treatment. . . It is not enough simply to assume that volun-
teer programs are "good" simply because people donate their timi-andt-
or energies. . The need is to identify volunteer prograMs that are
demonstratively effective based on hard evaluatiVe evidence." 29

The NMS did not undertake a separate study and evaluation of volunteer.

programs. Consequently, the above diacussion is meant to direct attention

to the problem of future volunteer utilization in relationship to future pro-

fessional manpower needs. By reference to a limited numbeeof'studies it
A

calls' attention to the potentialities and the.limitqltions particularly with

respect to training programs.

A recent LEAA study estimates that in .approximately 2,000 court systems

in the United States some 200,000 volunteers are engaged in supportive acts -

.vities alone.
30

Thus the program is undoubtedly here to stay. Rapid turn-
.

over, problems of supervision, and appropriate utilization of talents create

changes in the maintenance'of a viable work force. However, with the rapid

A
gowth in the needs of probation and parole officers, for example, it would

appear that volunteer programs in this area could be intensified, Given the

rather am*phous counseling situation throughout. corrections as emphasized

in Volume III of this report, it would further appear that a proper selection

of professional counseling categories which have discreet professional

education backgrounds, such as the rehabilitationnselor, be accomplished
6

as Corrections modifies its treatment programs. .Vo]unteer-programs, with

theinappropriate'training and education components, could then. be associated

with these professional counseling categories in order'';., provide more

discreet services.

U
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0. In reality, if corrections .qpntinues,lb have dIfficulty-in recruiting pro-
' .°1(

,... -
. . I,; ,,, ..: .. ,,

fevionalS
tor the reasons stated in the-discussion on%social wcfri&above, the.t

role of the better screened and recruited volunteer, properly trained, may

become more Important in the, correctional process-.

The discussion with respect'to volunteers applies with equal effectto

the paraprofessionals whose assistance to professionals can be equally, if

not' -more direct..:. This would suggest a more aggressive move to develop educa-

tional programs for paraprofessionals at the associate degree level for the

acquisition of those skills which would complement the' need of those profes-

siona. s in the c.)rrectional activities.

CONCLUSIONS AND 4.ECOMMENDATIONS
.

1

Approximately 5 percent of all social work student placements in 1974
a

were in criminal JustiCe. Such placements were higher among those schools

offering an area of specialization.in corrections.

The.curriAulum patterns in social work have begun to shift away from

direct services -- client- oriented approaches to those involving preppegfinn in

community organization, planning, and development. Such changes (although the;

0
brill- of student interest is still in direct client services in terms of course

pursuits) Could fit more closely the future correctional needs,as programs
%

shift to more community involvement.
) '

Patterns in current educational attainment of correctional personnel tend,

to'indicate that the gradtate social work degree may no longer be the genera1V-
,

recognized prerequisite for certain positions in correctional practice. SoCial
a

-work degree holders may be continuing to avoid the)field or shifting to other
i

.

activities where the salary, employment setting, and the ability to exercise

4professional judgment in a more rewarding environment, are more"f orable.



Correctional institutions also may not. be making any.concentrated efforts to=-

---..---

----Iweid seekingsoefa l orkl -graAuates-as indicated :by the NES interviews with

officials of schools of-social wOrk. .,

1
.

i

.,

The future direction Of offe der management May further influence the

4degree to whibh the social work profession contributes to correction activities.

If more emphasis is place upon the reintegrative model or some variation, then

those with social work training mayloOk-MOrafavorably upon positions in such

areas as community resource planning and utilization, offender management in

the community setting, and social policy planning. However, if institutions

begin to house more career criminals for long periods with limited treatment -

programs, social work graduates will continua to avoid such institutions,_

The future utilization of the psychology profession involves some of the

same correctional issues and directions affecting social workers. The former

group will need to be trained more precisely in the skills necessary to operate

.

in these new or revised correctional settings.

Criminology and sociology may liiewise no longer dominate the area of graduate

,preparation for corrections in the/future, except, for their contribution in

term6 of conductihg research and providing research- oriented personnel.

The professional counseling programs in corrections remain rather amorphous

as Volume III Indicated. Since there is a need to delineate professional

counseling roles, tasks and responsibilities, one approach. might.be to focus on

the4professional rehabilitation cdunselor. This occupation since it is closely
V

associated with the reintegrative process of the offender to the,community,
.

,
. k 4

could serve as the bate point for a much-needed reexamination of.counseling.
i...,

crfunctio4 withfn the.correctional setting.

.

Given the correctionalmanpower, training and educatinal-issues cUscussed

6
in Volume III. of-this report-7-involving such matters as the future of imprison,



ment and treatment; ana changes in. juvenile service systems -the fUture,prepara-
.-

tion_for the disciplines discussed in this chapter tally call Lor some changes in

course content. New patterns in educational preparation may be required due

-
. to the deinstitutionalizatl,on

,

Of"juvenile correctional services; the.increase.
in parole and probation intensity for adult offenders, and the acceleatediij&

and?mmunity ir.volvement programs for juveniles. At the same time, the de-
.

manA. Ilpr other skills will be increased for work in maximum security prisons

where.long7term and dangerous inmates are faced with more lengthy periods y

incarceration and modified treatment and education programs. *
43

o If the current disciplines do not prepare persons for new or.modified

functions, the corrections system may need to look-elsewhere for help-..--This

might suggest the training of a professional correctional generalist and a pro-

'\bation/parole generalistboth new occupatioxs obtaining their composite of skills

from a variety-of disciplines, but only in the amounts needed to perform precisely"

the defined tasks for the specific correctional settings. Such occupational

creations may further suggest challenges,to criminal juSticeeducatoie and

correctional agencies to explore the possibilities of 'such new position

identifications in the evolving programs and corresponding.edUcational efforts

to train for these new positions.'
.00

During the extended interim period.until major issues about correctional
41 ,

system treatment are resolved,, it can beexpected that professionals will con-
-

tinue to 'he trained according to present theories and practices. The executive's

_position remains critical in this situation in terMs.of coordinating and in-

tegrating the various individual practices into a cohesive poli67.. Oftentiffer-

.

encrs,in:prrfessional approaches have affected the-quality of treatment programs:
.

.

For this reason, the role of the executive becomes more important in imfiraving.-

treatment activities through professional staff selection, career deyeiopment,

and an interdisciplina.y utilization, of talents'.
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NMS field interviews and panel d cussions often raised questions about

adversary relationships between professionals themselves, between professionals.

and Managers, andber-men prucessionals and other staff. The work environment

inevitably produces conflicts, and there is a two-fold challenge to the ed-
.

ucational community: clue in the training of administrators in the management

of professionals; and secondly, in the training of professionals to work effect-

-ively in interdisciplinary environments. Given better correctional program

r
definitions, the educational challenge posed by these two goals might bear.

increased attention' in order to close this gap Aexecutive limitations in

nrpgram management and professional cooperation and effort.

Finally, while the study showed progress made in increasing tha correctional

options in institutions awarding professional degrees, the range of options,and

number of institution remain limited. One discunsion with educators indicated

that the two-way street problem remains. The professional student and educator
le

remain skeptical about the availability of substantive and challenging positions

in corrections or, in some cases, indicate their reluctance in a correctional

setting to move too far from the generic and general theories and.priorities

of the discipline: The executive, on the other hand, often questions the

contribution which, the discipline can make; particularly when the weight against

the efficacy of the current treatment programs in which professionals are involved

grows heavier. This would suggest that any future decisions about new directions

in treatment programs might -.Jellinclude simultaneous consideration of the pro-

gram capability of the educational community to reflect new needs, and to

provide--and the manager to acceptnewly trained prOfessionals who could, move

. .

promptly into the new offender management systems. Any lag in the availability
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of trained personnel and the designated start-up time of new thoroughly revised.

programs could lead to reoccurrence of failures inherent in previous treatment.

efforts.

Finally, the proper recruitmSftp,,seleCtion, and training of volunteers

(and paraprofessionals) is essential to the functioning of professionals in

the correctional setting. Given the limited number of professionals avail-

able and the changing patterns of correctional treatment the volunteer car.

Play more.precisely defined roles, if properly trained, o augment the personnel

assigned t treatment functions. While volunteers serve many. functions in the

correctional process, their responsibilities with respect to professionals ap-

pear to be the most important in their contribution to the treatment, probation,.

and parole activities.

Several approaches are recommended:

(1) LEAA should organize a professional education readiness committee

which will work closely with correctional treatment program developers and

with experimental programs now in progress (e.g., Butner) and with probation

and parole groups. The purpose of this committee would be to develop ocCupa-

tional requirements.tind corresponding educational programs to fulfill these

needs for professional personnel in the light of the anticipated changes.

This process would bring together leaders of the professions currently sup-

porting correctional programs, the executive practitioners, and criminal

justice educators.

(2) The, study committee effort should also include consideration of the

training and utilization of volunteers and the ,Iducavlen of paraprofessionals

in new or modified correctional programs, in order that roles and tasks auxi-
');:-

liary,or complementary to professionals can be developed at the same time.

There appear to be two training and education objectives: the entry train-
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.

.

ing ancLin-service training programs for volunteers and the technical edUca-
,

tion programs for paraprofessionals perhaps at the associate degree level..

(3) LEAA.L-ould fund a study to determine the feasibility of developing

the professional correctional generalist and the professional probation/

parole generalist whose training would draw from the contributions of many

disciplines ink whose repertoire of professional talents would be developed

exclusively for the unique needs of the correctional system.

It is further recommended that in all consideration-for revised ethics-

tion and trairing programs for the above professional or volunteer efforts

that priority be given to thelraining in those professional or volunteer

services which will be concerned with juveniles. Such efforts will be in

keeping with the intent of the recent juvenile services legislation.
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APPENDIX A

EDUCATION AND TRAINING CONSULTANTS

Dennis W. Catlin
EduCation and Training Coordinator
Supreme Court
Lansing, Michigan

ti .

Alvin W.' Cohn

'Prisident, Administration of Justice
itdaviile, Maryland D

George T. Felkenes \
Chairman, of JuStice
'University of. Alaba00
Birmingham, Alabama

William Mathias
Dean, Graduate Program of Criminal Justice
University:of South Carolina
Columbia, South Carolina

Services, Inc. '

ti

Gordon°Misner
Director,Department of Administration of Justice.
University of Missouri
St. Louis, Missouri.

M. Robert Montilla
Potomac Justice Foundation
Bethesda, Maryland.

J.P,,fMargan

President, Public Safety Research. Institute, Inc.
St. Petersburg, Florida

RiChard:Myren
Director, Center for Administration of Jusiide,
School of PUblie Affairs

The American, University
.Washington,

Vincent 0%0:my
Dean, School of diiminal Justice
State University of-New York at Albany
Albany,,New York

LorenAta ton
Director, Training .Center, National Council on
t:lie'ati Delinquency

.Hackenaank New Jersey
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Appendix A .(continued)

David Saari'.
Center for__ Administration of Justice,

--.4nma---Amemicari,University

Washington; p.d.

E. Preston She.4-V
Professor, Department of Administration of Justict

: and Public Safety, School of Community Services
Virginia Commonwealth University
Richmond; Virginia'

James D. Stinchcomb'
Chairman, Department of Administration of
Justice and PubliC.Safety

Schonl'of-Community Services
RichMOnd, Virginia

Victor Strecher
Professor, DepartMent of Criminal Justice
Michigan State University

A

East Lansing, -Michigan.
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Appendix A (continued)

MANAGEMENT TRAINING PANEL

Morris W. H. Collins, Jr.
Dean, School of Public Affairs

The American University
Washington, D.C.

John V.'Cozzi
Manager, Staff Training Administration
First. National City Bank
-Long Island, New York

fester. Digman .

Andy Management Engineering Training Institute-
Rock.Island, Illinois

Donald Favreau .

Professor and Director, Center for Eiecutive Development and Public Safety'
,

State Univeraity of New York at Albany .
.

Albany; New. York

Robert F. Friend
Traffic Instituta:_
Northwestern University -- (Illinois)

Phillip Marks'
Executive Assistant to the Police Commiesioner.
Boston, Matisachusetts

William Wilke
National Institute for Correttions
Washington, D.C.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT ACADEMY .TRAINING PANEL

Leo A. Culloo
Executive Secretary
Police Training Commission
Newark, New Jersey

Preston Horstman
. ExecutiVe -

National Association of State Directors of Law Enforcement Training
Gaithersburg,' Maryland

Phillip'Marks
Executive Assistant to the PoliceXommtssioner
Boston, Massachusetts

Howard Rasmussen _.
-Ditector,.Criminal JustiCe Institute.
Miami7Daoe CoMmunity College
Miami,. Florida
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.CORRECTIONS ACADEMY TRAINING PANEL

George Fosque
Director, Staff Developmezt
Massachusetts 'Training Academy
Framingham, Massachusetts

Jess 4aghan
Director, Illinois State Correctional Training Academy
St.Xavier College
Ch-itagoi-

Thomati.Rosazza
AssiStant.Executive Director:
Maryland Correctional Training Commission

Maryland
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LEGAL EDUCATION PANEL

Lynn Edwards
Staff Director, Section of Criminal Justice
American Bar Association
'Washington, D.C.

George T. Felkenes
Chairman, Department of Criminal Justice

..University of Alabama
Birmingham Alabama* ,/

Joel Henning.
Staff Director, DiVision of Professional Education.
American Bar Association
Chicago,-Illinois

Peter Jaszi
Research DireCtor, Standards and Goals on Terrorism and Civil Disbrder
American University Law Institute , 4

Vaehington,,D.Ci

Arthur Konopka .

Division of Advanced Productivity Research and Technology
National SCiencnFoundation
WashingtonD.C.

Donald Maclay
Assistant Director, Joint Committee of American Law Institute
and the 'American Bar Association

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Cheryl V. Martorana-
Office of Regional Operations
LEAA
Washington, D.C.

Norval Morris
'Dean,College of -Law`
UniveraitY of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois

RobertD..Peckham
Legal Aid and Defender Society
Athens, Georgia-

. Geoffrey Peters' ,..

Aiiinciate Professor of Law
drei&h.ton University
Omaha,: Nebraska
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Legal Education Panel (continued)

William Pincus
President,. Council on Law'Enforcement
Nati York, New York

Millarudd'
Executive Director; Association of American Law Schouls
Washington, D.C.

.Murry Schwartz
Dean, UniVeysity of:Pennsylvania LaW School
Philadelphia, PenndylVania

Michael Starr
Association of Trial Lawyers of. America
CiMbridge, Massachusetts

James C, Swain
Head, Adjudication Division

WashingtOn, D.C.
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COMMUNITY COLLEGE - CRIMINAL JUSTICE EDUCATORS

\

Vern L. Folley
Director, Police Training Institute
Champaign, Minas

Lander Hamilton
Chairman,-PoliCe:Science.Department-
Northern Virginia COmmunity College
Annandale, Virginia

Lee 0. Henley
Associate Director; Florida Institute of Law Enforcement
St, )fttersburg_Junior Community:O011ege

a St. Petersburg, Florida.

Preston HorstMal
ExecUtive Director, National Association
of State Directors of Law EnforCement Training

Gaithersburg; Maryland

Alex Pantaleoni
'Coordinator, Criminal' Justice /Law Enforcement Department
.RioRondo College,"
Whittier, California a *-

N.;

James b.'Stinchcomb
'-'-,-ChpirmanDepiartMent,.pf,AdMinistration of Astice

'._and-Public Safety'
-Virginia:CoMmonwealth bniVefeity
Richmond, Virginia

PANEL

n ZuMbrun
Ch man, Criminal Justice Department
Un versity of Baltimore
Baltimore, Marylansi

ti



Appendix A (continued)

EDUCATION PANEL

George Felkenes. .

Chairman, Department of Justice
University of Alabama
BirminghaM, Alabama

William Mathias
Dean, Gr uate Department of Criminal Justice
UnPiers y of South Carolina.. .

ColuMb a, South Carolina

Gordon .Milner
Director, Department of Administration of Justice'
Universitycflestiouri
St. iouist:Misqduri

-Donald Riddle
As.'hancitlior, UniversityOflIllinoia .

_Chicago, Illinois

a

. .

James Stinchcomb
-Chairman, Department of AdMinistration of

Justice and Public Safety
Virginia Commonwealth University
Richmond, Virginia

Para. Whisenand
Chairman, Department of. CriMinology .

CaliforniaState-C011ege
Long Beach, California

CM
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APPENDlit

TYPICAL. ASSOCIATE OF .'SCIENCE DEGREE IN LAW ENFORCEMENT
/

./

First Year

General Education Courses: 0

English /Technical .Report- writing

. PsychOlogy

Soriology/Criminy.ogy'

Amernment

,General Ed cation Courses:

/ Math

Second Year

frHumapities/SOcial Sciences
)

c

Most typical additional specialized courses

'Traffic AdmiaiitragtnICOOtrOl/RegulattOci

Administration of Justipo (Emphasis on CoUrta anclIagal ProcesS)
0

Technical, Specialized Courses:

Introduction to taw Enforce-
men/Criminal Justice

Police Organization/Admini=.
stration/Operations/
Procedures

Juvenile Delinquency Pre- /(

vention/Procedureg/Control

Criminal Law

Technical, Specialized Courses:

Police Supervision

Critinal Invaitigation

Law of Evidence (Procedure)

Police Community Relations/
Human Relations 0

Introduction to Criminalistica

Internship/Practicum/Field
Mhthoda/geMinar

include: y

NarCotics/Drug.Abuse/Inveatigatioa

Minority/Race/Ethnic Relations

,

HMS Catalog Review'of.AssoCiate Courses



APPENDIX C.

TYPICAL ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE DEGREE IN CORRECTIONS

First Year

General Education Courses: Technical, Specialized Courses:

English/Technical Report-writing Introduction, to Corrections

Psychology Correctional Institutions
o

Sociology/Penology Juvenile Delinquency/Procedures

Government Criminal Law/Judicial Process

'Second Year

General Education Courses: Technical, SpecialiZed Courses:

Math Correctional Administration

Humanities/Social Science LntehewIng/Counseling

Abnormal PsycholOgy/Collective or Community-based Corrections/
Deviant Behavior Treatment/Rehabilitation

Probation and Parole

Internship/Practicum/Field
Methods/Seminar .

Jail Operations /Management

Most typicrl ,dditionAl specialized courses include:

Administraticn of Justice (Emphasis on Courts and Legal Process)

Source: NMS Catalog Review of Associate Courses 1975-1976.
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APPENDIX D

THE NMS-FIELD INTERVIEWS OF SELECTED COLLEGES

(Methodology)

A. SELECTION OF UNITS

.
The selection of methodciogy used by the National Planning Association for

the study of criminal justice academic programs was. pragmatically oriented for

several reasons. Although a random sampling technique would have enabled the

projection of survey results to the broader popUlation of criminal justice pro-

grams, NPA had access to information on that total population through its analy-

sis of data provided on LEEP application forms. .Therefore, the emphasis-of this

survey was placed on obtaining more quaiitative information, particularly the

judgments of educational administrators concerning major problems and expeCted

trends. With this to mind, a conscious effort was made to include primarily

those institutions identified-as-rgliiively innovative and with a history'of

involvement in criminaljustice higher education. In this way, it was intended.

to maximize the value of the survey results, inasmuch as other operating con-

straints (e.g., time, distance, funds) limited the total number of institutions

that could be visited. It was felt that programs with previous experience in

criminal justice higher education could logically be expected to hake developed

A
a perspective that would better qualify them to identify the-prevailing academr

is issues-in this field.

In addition, NPA staff decided that the survey instrument should be as

cluaive mvpOssible, an4 the Utilization of such a lengthyinstrument necessi-
.

-tilted on -site administration rather than a mail survey. The participat!,on of

which would be both receptiveto the interviewer and Iodated in-

relatively accessible aregNasa further Consideration. The on-siteadmini=--

7A-7----'tration of this survey uss advocated as a means of insuring greater accuracy



and reliability of responses. Thus, it must be acknowledged that the value

of a large sample size was sacrificed to obtain the personal insights of a small

group of selected respondents on a case study basis.

In view of the differing philosophir, clientele, and mission of 2- and 4-

year institutions of higher education, an effort was made to obtain a balance

hecween the numbers of community colleges and universities included.

The following institutions were finally selected for participation in the
]

survey of criminal justice higher education programs:

Community Colleges:

Community College of Baltimore, Baltimore, Maryland

Catonsville Community Collage, Baltimore, Maryland

City College of. Chicago, Chicago, Illinois

El Camino College, Torrance, California

El Centro College, Dallas, Texas

Forest Park Coimmunity College,' St. Louis, Misaouri

Harrisburg Area Community College, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

Jefferson State Junior College, Brimingham, Alabama

Ocean County College, Toms River, New Jersey

Penn Valley Community College,ICansas.City,IlisSoUri

Tarrant County Community College, Forth Worth, Texas

Triton College, River Grove, Illinois

William Rainey Harper College, Palatine, Illinois

iver\shies
I

- University of Alabama, Brimingham, Alabama

Unversityof Baltimore, Baltimore, Maryland

ersity of Illinois at Chicago Circle, thicago, Illinois _

Cali. ornia. State University at Long Beach, Long,Beach, California'
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Minot State College, Minot, North Dakota

University of Missouri at St. Louis, St. Louis, Missouri

University of Pittsburgh,' Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Rockhurst College, Kansas City, Missouri

Rutgers University, Newark, New Jersey

Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Towson State College, Towson, Maryland

West Virginia State College, Institute, West Virginia

University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WiscOnsin

B. QUESTIONNARIE DESIGN AND ADMINISTRATION

The survey instrument was prepared through a series of drafts and pretests

conducted by NPA staff and consultants: It was designed with the awareness that

the National Manpower Study would simultaneously be coding and analyzing the

information provided on LEEP appliCation forms by the total universe of crimi7

nal justice higher educational programs. Thus, the data obtained from this

survey represent only one component of a comprehensive data-lathering process,

and this survey was envisioned as more valuable for its solicitation of insights

from criminal justice program administrators than for the numbersto be obtained.

A complete copy of the 79-item survey instrument is'part of this appendix.

During, the summer and fall of 1975, consultadts and staff of NPA condUcte&

approximately 20 on-site interviews, with the reaminder-of the surveyi adminis-

tered by mail due to ttme4n1dLdistance constraints. (It should be noted,

.

ever, that the mailed surveys were completed by program administrators well

-

faMiliar with the NaticinakMahOdwer-Studygnd briefed via telephone regarding
-

the-- significance -of- -this- aspect of the NMS.) Since Survey participates had been



Carefully selected with receptivity as one criterion, no difficulties were en-

countered in obtaining interview time with the target,respondents (criminal

justice program administrators).

L. DATA ANALYSIS

to reviewing the findingsof this survey, it is important to note

certain limitations with regard to data interpret!Ition. As a result of the

pragmatic selectionAestribed previously, the results are descriptive rather

than inferential in nature, and.care must be taken to avoid projecting the

findings to the broad'r population of criminal justice programs. The_programs_

describedand judgments presented herein are those of a select groups of insti--

tutions of higher education, diatinguished by previous experience and/or nation-,

al reputation in this field. They are, therefore, somewhat unusual, and, while

their participation in this survey has yielded valuable insights, one cannot

infer that the findings presented herein are typical of,criminaljustice_aca-

demic programs in general.

In view of the relatively small number of units (26) and the fact that the

instrument-was not designed with computer tabulation in mind, survey data were

hand-tabulated. The number was insufficient for the results ,to be.insignificant

on a geographic-basis. But, because of the considerable differences between

2- and 4 -year institutions, it was determined that inforMation should be calcw-

lated separately for these two types of progrins.-Since 13 community colleges

and 13 universities were included in the 26 cases, this deciiion presented no

statistical difficulties. Alowever,the reader is cautioned not to attempt'io

make comparative, qualitative judgments between-thesetwo types of-institutions

on the basis of the data described herein. Differences in the results reported



from these two types of programs are likely natural reflections of.the differing

nature of their emphases and should not be interpreted as reflectihg either

positively or negatively on one or the other.
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Accreditation--its implications for criminal justice education

by

Gordon E. Misner

I. Introdudtion:

In 1931, the first degree-granting program dealing with

police science in a collegiate setting was established at San Jose

State University. In the 'last ten years, "criminal justice" has_

become probably the fastest growing ,ield of study in the history

of American higher education. There are now nearly ,onethPusand

such programs, enrolling more than 100,000.studenti. The rapid

growth, and the mutations and permutations which h°ave evolved

,since those early beginnings in San Jose, have created some

horrendous problems fat the criminal justice practitioner, for

college and university administrators, and for the faculty and

studcnts enrolled-in programs. These same problems have also

created difficulties for various governmental officials and agencies

which have had some direct relationship to criminal justice education,

e.g. the Veterans Administkation and L.E.A.A.

It is time to explore the' natter of speCfalized accrediting

for criminal justice. First, however, we need to take a brief

look at the whole matter of accreditation. There are various deft-
?

- I -
nitions and explanations of the process and the tundtions of, accredi-

tation. Dickey, for example, offers the following concAse definition:



Accreditation is a process by which schools are
evaluated and recognized aq having met specific standards
of adequacy or excellence.1

The Council on Postsecondary Accreditation (COPA) explains the

function and process in the following manner:

Accreditation denotes that there has been a third-
party examination and evaluation, usually by peers,
through some mutually agreed-upon process in order to
arrive at a quality determination of. that which is being
examined. The results of that assessment are then made
publicly available as an indication to all interested
parties of the quality that was perceived and attested
to by disinterested parties.4

COFA and others emphasizes the fact that accreditation in the

United States is voluntary and non-governmental. These are impor-

tant elements to bear in mind in any consideration of accreditation;

so are. the. elements of quality determination, peer evaluation and,

judgment by a set of,aecific standards.--William Selden puts the

matter in perspectivev.however, when he says, quite simply'and quite,

emphatically,

"Accrediting is basically, a struggle over standards in
higher education."

Dickey and others maintain that accreditation of the sort

we are talking about is unique, found only in the United States- 4

\

This is the result of the 'unusually high degree of autonomy which

institutions of higher education have in this country, operating'

as they do in .a nation which lacks. any centralized, governmental
\

control over the educational\enterprise. )Kaplin refers to the

governing of post secondary edu ti8p-in4he following Way:



"/ft is characterized bil...a dispersed conglomeration of
governmental And private activity_Which Harold Howe once
called a 'non-system to the second power'."5

In addition toits uniqueness to this nation, accreditation is a

complicated process which actually involves theierformanges of a

triad. This triad consi ederal and State governments, and

approximately fifty regional or specialized non-governmental

accrediting agencies.

Neither the Federal northe State governments accredit

institutions or programs. 6 Rather, each essentially relies on

private accrediting agencies to perforfa this task. Essentially,

the function of, the Federal government in thissfield is three-fold:

1.) the establishment of national spending priorities; 2.) the

performance of some "consumer protection" functions; and 3) the

provision of some technical assistance and the exercise of leader-

ship.7

The functions of State governments are quite different.

Normally, the. States perform the functions of incorporating or

chartering higher education institutions.- In addition, many State

governments provide a licensure function, and in many cases there

is' a direct and regular relationship between licensure and'accredi-

tation. State governments are often involved in providing varying

degrees of consumer protection;in the field of higher education.

Finally, most states have established and oftraie their own systems

8of postsecondary education.,



The actual work of accreditation is performed, however, by

a variety of regional and specialized accrediting agencies. As

Kaplin points out, "...no uniformly applicable statement of accredi-

tations' purposes and functions is possible."' Kaplin goes on to
/

postulate that,

Although greater-consensus is likely to develop under the
leadership of the new Council on Postsecondary Accreditation,
differences among agencies will continue to exist and an
understanding of accreditation's purposes and functions will
depend.as much 9n identifying differences as upon defining
the consensus.1°

Itu

ac

as

As

is

Th

Essentially, there are two types of accreditation, "insti-

ional"' and "specialized or programmatic. ull Institutional

ieditation is performed by one of the six regional accrediting

ociations which divide the nation, for example, the North Central

ociation of Colleges and Schools. Institutional accreditation

directed exclusively at the evaluation of a total institution.

re is no emphasis on a particular department or set of individual

departments or disciplines.

Institutional accreditatipn does not validate a specialiZed
program in the same manner nor to extent as does
specialized accreditation.12

Specialized accreditation does, on the other hand, focus

its attention on particular programs or sets of departments within
0

an institution. Medicine, law, engineering are classic examples of

yields of study which operate under specialized, accreditation pro-

cedures.

The unit accredited may be as large as a college or
school within a university or as small as a curriculum
within a disCipline.13
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The more one becomes familiar with accreditation, the xore
1

inclined one is to understand the complexities of the meter, and

to appreciate the controversies which have understandably arisen

in debates over the matter. For the general citizen,'or for even

the educator who is operating peripherally to accreditation, however,

there is a tendency to take accreditation for granted, something

which has always e sted for the "common good,"

Actually, ccreditation as an evalu ve process is re4tively

new to higher education, dating essentially to the turn of the
0

century. In the profesLions, accreditation dates back only to early

interest on the Ipart of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement

of Teaching, and the Foundation's support of Abraham Flexner's study

of medical education. Even the serious member of the general public

may feel the ma,-ter of accreditation is a neutral topic, that only

the worst of the institutions, and practitioners would be opposed

- hto evaluation. Actually, debates-ov0 accreditation have given

rise to some of the 'stormiest qghtroversies in higher educgtion.

In this regard, Selden quote President F.O. Pinkham who said of
f7."°"'

accreditation:

i

/It is7...an elusive, hehulous, jellyfish term that means
different things to different people and different things
to the same people. In trying to bring representa ives of
various points of view together, it has been most difficult
to mediate differences among people who do not agree on what
it is on what they do not agree, and I might add on which
they disagree violently,, emotionally, and dogmatically.
No one, it seems, can be dispassionate about accrediting.*L

1 %



Accreditation came into being as a response to the disorder
4

which characterized the early growth and development of higher edu-

cation, particularly the development of education for, the professions..

Noble in purpose, accreditation was a specific response to various

pressures: to protect the consumers, to guarantee honest adver-
o

tising, to assist in transfer of academic credits, and to aid. in

/raising the quality of professional education. Inevitably, accredi-
t

ration has been linked with the overall-iiprovement in the quality
6

of life in the United States. Some would make the point that the

high quality-meical service, high standards in general health_care-,

and excellence in engineering and architectural service, etc. are

directly attributable to the rigors of Self-policing and accreditatiOn.\

1,
The recognized_ accrediting bodies perform a variety of func-

tiona. 0-Some of these functions are .commonly shared by a number of
9

agencies, but some'are unique to only a small number of accrediting

groups. In 1971, the Office of Education listed nine specific'func-:,
17

'r.ions.of accreditation. These were, as follows:

Certifying that an institution has met established
.standards:

.

2. Assisting prospective students in /identifying accept-
- able institutions;

3. Assisting institutions in determining the acceptability
of transfer credit;

. .

4. Helping 'to identify institutions and'Programs for invest-
ment of public anal private fundri;

5. Pr ecting an institution ajainst harmful internal Ind
external pressures;

6. Creating goals for self-improvement of weaker ,programs
and stimulating ageneral raising of-standards among
-educational institutions':



Invo/ving the faculty and staff comprehensively in
institutional evaluation and planning;

8. Establishing criteria for professional certification,
licepsure, and for upgrading courses offering such
preparation'i and

Providing one basis for determining eligibility for
federal assistance.J5

In .a recent study,'Zerry Miller surveyed the stated goals

and plilosophl; statements of ,all of the then existing recognized

accrediting°,groups. From this examination, he abstracted what he

believed the, two b4sic, primary functions of accre itation. These,

he stated in the following" way:

Public function

mroidentify for public purposes educational institu-
tions and programs-of study
of educational quality."

I.

Educational function

which meet establi ed'standards

"To stimulate improvement in educational standards an
in educational institutions and 'programs of study by in-
volving iacUlty and staff in required self-evaluation,
research, and planning ."16

/

_One of the 'outstanding features Of highe4education in this

nation is its reliance upon a, system of extra- ural evaluation.

Earlier, the point wjas made that accreditation/ in the United States

is troluntari and non-gow!rnmental. This is*lechnically correct, but.

Miller ogfers a caveat.

The institution of nongovernme4a1 accreditation is
decreasingly' referred to as d voluntary endeavor. Its
influence in education and societyfis so encompassing
and pervasive...that accreditation is virtually mandatory
for the successful operatj,on of educational institutions and
their programs of study.-"
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Ir. The Need for Accreditation of Criminal Justice Programs,:.

The author has previously called for the specialized accredi-

tation of criminal justice programs.18 The rationale for such a

:recommendation is found in both the history of criminal justice

educatiln's development, in its current status, and in its future

needs. Although its growth has been much more meteoric than other
( ,

fields of academic study, criminal justice education is faced with

many of the same problems as other prcfesiional End career-oriented

fields have been.19

Elsewhere in this volume, data about the growth of criminal

justice education is given. No one disputes the incredible and

sudden increase in the number of programs or the number of studenti

enrolled. The, author has estimated that in 1975, more than one

hundred million dollars of direct Federal support was being given

to criminal justice education programs and their students.2° When

the author'entdred the teaching fieleat San Jose in 1956, there were.

no more than 30programs nationally, enrolling less than 5,000 studdfiti.,

Now we have an, estimated 1,000 programs - -of varying quality--and

have more than 100,000 students enrolled in classes.

In addition tc'the changes in the magnitude of the numbers,

there have been equally important other changes. The original

piogram at San Jose was entitled "The Police School,"and very clearly'

its preoccupation was the training of in-service and pre-service

police students. The bulk of the programs throughout the nation
-

even, today, still place a primary emphasis on the-policingaspect

_off-cr4minalj-ustice although probably less than one quarter of the

programs have as narrow an orientation as the first San Jose program

in 1931,
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Although some prograiii retain such titles for their opeia-

tions as "P lice Administration" or "Law Enforcement," it is obvious

that at east lip service is now being paid to system-wide criminal'

7justic problems and issues. It is difficult 'for many programs to
,

\
develop substential interest in the non-police aspects of criminal \

N

.\

,justide. This is due to, narrow faculty interest, inadequate faculty

,preparation, the isolated lodele of some programs, or the primary
1

interest of-both in-service and pre- service students. In addition,

quite frankly, the source of outside funding and-other supp6rt for

many programs is clearly linked to a continuing and exclusivexfocus

.Upon the Pdlide.

We agree with Selden and his propounding of 'Gresham's Law'

on Academic Quality." What he stated was as f011ows:

...AS A SOCIETY PLACES GREATER VALUE ON THE ATTAIN--
MENT OF ACADEMIC DEGREES, THE DEGREES FROM COLLEGES AND-'
UNIVERSITIES WHOSE ACADEMIC DEGREES ARE SUPERFICIAL AND
SHODDY WILL UNDERMINE THE VALUE OF SIMILAR DEGREES FROM
INSTITUTIONS WHOSE EDUCATIONAL OFFERINGS ARE EXCELLENT.21

The authbr knows of no other field of academic endeavor. which

Selden's "Gresham' Law" is as apt and descriptive!

We are deluding ourselves if we think' that the rapid gkowth

of criminal justice education is directly linked with some grand'

plan or as part of an overall program of sustained and thoughtful

interest in briminal justice systems improvements. In this writer's

opinion, large numbers of programs would vanish soon after the

evaporation of Federal support. Although the beginnings of the field

were clearly not tied to enticements of Federal largesse,_recent

spectacular growth clearly has been San"Jose'State, Michigan State,

California, Washington State, Indiana, and others, all developed
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'programs which antedated Federal involvement iii the field by at

least a decade. They were "old timers" by the time the "Safe

Streets Act" was passed in 1968. In the case of community colleges,

the pattern of development is less clew. and less well known.

Probably,, however, the prime motivation for their becoming involved

was Federal support through vocational education funding. On the

other hand clearly part of the explanation for community college

entrance into the field was their attempt to icspond to actual

community training needs.
, .

The point to be made is that criminal justice as a field

of academic endeavor didn't have a single origin, but a series of

origins. This explains, in part, something of the problems we now

find existing in the. field. There was a defensible and legitimate

interest on the part of some academic administrators to serve

criminal justice, as an important or crucial governmental sector

of society. But these administrators and the\criminal justice

faculty whoM they hired were seldom met'with open arms by other

academics. Often, pioneers in criminal ustice had to spend a sig-'

nificant portion of their time attempting 'to legitimatize their very

existence:on campus.
.

Unlike e-political science, public admisistration, psychology,

sociology, and many other "traditional" disciplines, criminal justice

as a field of study did not spring logically from a single existing'

body of knowledge, or academic f discipline. There seldom were common

allies in already +thriving academic fields. In each of the early

cases, criminal justice arrived ;on the campus as a suspeOted

"outsider." "Its arrival on camus was the result-of a-peculiar set
I
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of idiosyncratic circumstances. For example, Berkeley Chief of

Police August Vollmer was able to convince San Jose State President

Thomas MacQuarrie that police administration and police science

were legitimate fields .of academic endeavor, that San Jose State

could pioneer-this important educatic6a1 development. President

MacQuarrie "bought" the idea! The actors may have changed, but the

scenarios-were similar at. California, Michigan "State, Washington

State and a few other early schools.

Having arrived in this fashion, however, meant that

-criminal justice could not have sprung from the same intellectual

well. ,The early faculties of criminal justice-type programs had

diverse training, seldom possessing graduate-degrees. Most came

from political science or from vocational education; almost all

had accumulated "street experience" in the police field.- To the

-^,author's knowledge, none of these early instr. ors had any

career objective in collegiate teaching. .ather, their arrival

on campuses was the result of fortuitous personal circumstance;

rather than conscious preparation. The nirpose here is not to

denigrate these honorable beginnings, out to place the development

of'the field into some sort of historical context. To ignore

these beginnings is to overlook an important and crucial point

in understanding the development of criminal justice education.
*

Until recently, there was no eras- vor to engage coopera-

tively in a' systematic development of the field. ,Until the mid-

1960's many of the existing four-7year programs accepted transfer

credit from community colleges without any real regard to their
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"fit" into an educational philosophy. One-Califoiniamlunibr

College, for'examplel. offered a total of 95 credit hours in police

Science
,

Many junior college programs were nothing more than

decelerated police academies, accomplishing in two years what the

better academies were able to do in sixteen weeks!

By 1960, many unsuspecting junior college students, seeking

to transfer their associate degree credits to four-year programs,

were confronted witih loss of as much as a full year of academic work.

Long Beach State University.led the way in California for four-year

program resistance to over- concentration ,of. work.in the major field.

In an attempt to bring some sort of Order to junior college

programming in the field, the American Association of Community and

Junior Colleges sponsored the development of a set of guidelines pre-

Pared by Crockett and Stinchcomb. Myren's "California Study" was

the first statewide attempt to bring some semblance of order into th

academic marketplaces of criminal justice.22

The application of vocational education funding to law enforce-
.,

mentstraining turned criminal justice education into a real "enter7

prise." Anything passing as either criminal -justice education or -.

police vocational training became suddenly very attractive financially

to some college administrators, This environment almost guaranteed a

ditany of horrOp stories. In 1969, the sudden availability of L.E.A.A.
.

institutional development grants and educational assistance funds for

students guaranteed the perpetuation of the situation!

The horror stories in criminal justice are legiOn; most
members of the Academy [of Criminal Justice Scilence] can
surely 'tick off' ten or so instances of their own
knowledge.. .2J
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.

Many of',Us are aware that this field--as with.any
Other fast - growing, Federally7funded enterprise--has
its share of hustlers, fast-buck artists, and educatiOn-

.

al charlatans.24

At this point, it is appropriate to recall .a point made by Miller

-in speaking. generally about the need for accreditation.

ilihe alternative (to accreditation] is cOmpleie reliance
upon ,open competition among institutions and programs'
of study, restrained only by the concept of caveat em tor,
a philosophy. disdained bycontemporary society.
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A classic contemporary example is a brochure distributed
t

in May of 1976, -arthouncing a 250-hour "Polygraph Examiner Course,

conducted for an accredited college by a private consulting firm.

Among other things., the advertising brochure contained the follow-
.

ing information. \

[The college]...gwards twelve (12) semester units of
academic credit for the successful completion of all
course requirements. These units are in the 400 series
and can be used for, graduate as well as undergradpate
credit. -[The college] is fully accerdited [sic] through.
the Master's Degree by the Western Association of Schools
and-Colleges.

-

Both [the consulting firm] and [the' college]_: are
approved by the [state] Department of Education and G.I.
benefits are available.

At the present time no formal education beyond high
school graduation is required. A thoroE6EEICkground in-
vestigation is conducted of all applicantS. They are given
a written test, a ofpolygraph examination, and are screened

. by .a special board to dete ne the r fitness to benefit
from the instruction offered and to represent [the consult=
ing firm] as polygraphers. Commission of a disclosed or
undisclosed felony, or. misdemeanor 4Dvolving moral turpi-
tude, will disqualify aiiiTFTEFETE."

One of the more interest3ng facts is that _almost the 'entire instruc-

tional staff for this course is officially affiliated with a

neighboring public institution which does not grant academic credit!

Diversity is surely one of 'the great strengths of American

higher education, but -.it also guarantees a wideyariatiOn in stan-

dards and in quality among various, competing institutions! It is

important to re-emphasize a point made earlier about the function

of. institutional (or regional) accreditation.

[Institutional] accreditation makes no public distinction
in the_quality of any single institution's individual pro-
grams of study.:..Regional accreditation is never intended
to imply that all programs are equally strong or that all
individual. programs have attained minimum quality.27
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The example of the polygraph course is surely a good

example of some of the abuses which can^and have taken place in

the criminal justice field. 'It iys cited only because of its

ourretit occurrence and its blatant mockery of academic standards.

As an example., it raises a series of justifiable concerns about

the appropriateness of academic credit being granted. Surely,

however, this is not the only example. Academic credit is being

granted by'some institutions for everythini from "night-vision"

and "threshold inquiry" to "electronic surveillance" and "fire-

arms maintenance." In the polygraph example, the fact that

graduate credit is being granted fora course of instruction

requiring only alligh school education is particularly puzzling

and novel! IL

The emergence of interest in "non-traditional education"

and credit of "life experiences" is only the latest gambit to

muddle the concerns 'of criminal justice education. Without

denigrating -"non-traditional" approaches to the granting of

collegiate credit, one can easily cite abuses which have resulted

.from over-zealous indulgence of this new delivery system. Many

institutions now grant credit for completion of police academy

courses of instruction. In some cases, as many as '24 semester

hours of credit have been granted for 200-400 hours.of academy

instruction despite the fact that many academies admit that their

instruction is geared at- the eighth-grade level! In addition,

academy instructors often have no affiliation--nor indeed are

eligible for affiliation=-with an accredited institution. One

institution, to the author's knowledge, grants as many as 36
z--
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credit hours for "life experien " Interestingly, the number of

hours of academic credit given4or "living" seems directly propor-

tional to the applicant's rank /or other political considerations!`

Obviously, in the case of these sorts of abuses, legitimate, let

-us even say traditional, academic standards are thrown to the

lc winds.

Who are the losers in the current chaos? Only the
students, who invest their money and time in obtaining
an 'education,' and the general public which--directly
or indirectly--foots the bill for the 'educational in-
vestment.128

It seems that we should at least be able to insist On honesty

in labeling the educational product. Unfortunately, we can not

even do this under the present circumstances.

'III. Recurrent Support and Opposition to the Notion of

/ Accreditation:

It has been suggested here that the notion of accredita-

tion was as virtuous,and as socially, necessary as the function'of

motherhood. After all., who could quarrel with the concepts of

publid accountability, quality control,'and the maintenance of

high standards in higher education? Actually, in the history of

the movement toward accreditation, a succession of argUmenta have

been used to oppose not only the extension but also even the very

existence of accreditation efforts. On the occasion of its tenth

anniversary in 1965, J.B. Hefferlin, the Assistant Director of

-_the National Commission on Accrediting traced the .history of the

accreditation movement. Hebegan by 'pointing out that the

Commission "...was conceivedMay dissatisfaction, born put of chaos,7-
3011

and reared in confusion." --A so-called"Presidential Revolt"
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over the notion of monitoring by outside groups began-inthe

old Association 'of Land Grant Colleges and University and the

National Association of State Universities. Eventually, this
.

resulted in the formation of the National Commission on Accredi-

ting, actually one of the historical antecedeilts of the new
31

Council on Post-secondary Accreditation.

Essentially, arguments against the notion of aceredi-

tation have centered.around three basic themes: 1.) the old

traditional arguments centered on natural tensions between the

liberal arts and the newer professional fields; 2.) suspicions

about the vested interest of many professional accrediting groups;

and 3.) arguments which view accreditation efforts as mere
32

"barnacles" to any educational experiment ion and innovation.

The dispute between the "traditionalists" in the liberal

its and the emerging professional groups needs no particular

reiteration here. More effective criticism centered around the-

alle d "guild protectionism" of. some of the early accrediting,

groupdin the professions. Harkening back to some of the earlier

..

argument , Miller states that there are still some residual feel-

ings, "... he agencies are often accused of starving private and
33

-professional interest to, the detriment of the'sOcial,good."

Dickey maintai however and Miller would surely concur that,

These ab ses of accrediting have generally disappeared
as a res t of sharp public criticism and of the recog-
nition by accrediting groups of their larger social
responsibirties.34

B. and large, the we of thi_s_pa-rt-icul-at- -et of arguments

ayainst accreditation have as the result of public



pressure focussed through the National Commission on Accrediting

and C.O.P.A., its successor organization. Furthermore, case law
35

now provides some important public.and. due process protections..
36

The "barnacles" argumeni: is perhaps a More serious

problem, for it is much more difficult to challenge and refute.

However, with increased, governmental monitoring andthe likeli-

hood of 'judicial scrutiny in "unusual" cases, accrediting agencies

will probably be extremely cautious in attempting to impede

"progress."

nue process would basically require that accrediting_
agencies utilize fair prodbdurea which afford inbtitu-
tions and programs a reasonable opportunity to defend
themselves against adverse accrediting decisions, and
that accrediting-decisions not be arbitrary, irrational,
or capricious.L

It would seem, therefore, that safeguards now exist which would

prevent accreditation from becoming an impedence'to non-traditional

approaches to curriculum development, instructional techniques,

and other attempts at experimentation and innovation. Disclosure,

notice, review; and hearing are key elements of the ac editation-

process; they provide safeguards against the-inCrustations of

unjustified traditionalism.

Perhaps the most serious argument afgainet a'cc tation,

particularly specialized 'accreditation at the cumulative

imposes an unnecessary paperwork burdeneffect of multiple re

itutional administrators. In the case of large, complex

institutions, as many as thirty different accrellitation processes

in a span of three years is entirely possible. ]or example, it

is conceivable that a large institution could undergo accreditation
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Ream visitations in clinical psychology, medicine, engineering,

chemistry, law, and so forth during a relatively short span of

time: enlipoiato administrators contend that the paperwork and

the-{direct and indirect cost of such extra-mural reviews is

reaching monstrous proportions. There is collective resistance

to increasing this potential drain on resources, to put a stop

to the recognition of additional specialized accreditation agencieb.

The. weight of this set .Of arguments must. be recognized

as a legitimate institutional concern. Wherever possible,
.P

1

specialized groups should surely work together to teduce this
.

burden on'institutional resources. In the case of1 the Academy
.

I

Of C,Aminal Justice Sciences, conscientious efforts are being
i

.

,

pada to adopt a set of uniform institutional rAyiew instruments,
.c.

'4-

thereby reducing unnecessary paperwork. 'Arrogant insistence on
17

the use of a unique set of forms is not only uncnscionable;\

.itisalsoself-defeatinafortheaccreditationprocess. Insti-
ts \

tutions have justifiable concerns, particularlyoas new governmental
-

scrutiny in-several aspects of institutional affairs seeems to

be increasing in alarming proportions. Hopefully,.as.,resistance

to outside regulation increases, so will the

unnecessary duplications of effort., Selden,

others recognize the justified criticisms of

necessity to resolve

Miller, and countless

.earlier accreditation

efforts. ,COPA is also sensitive to these criticisms. At the

same ti e appeals tb-a returnoto the completely free, unregulated

marketp ace .of higher education found in an earlier-era have

Virtually disappeared, because of their lack of realism.38
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In discussing the necessity of accreditation endeavors,

Miller cited a poll taken some years ago, involving more than
39

1,000 college and university presidents. They were almost

unanimous in their oinion that some form cf institutional

accreditation was desieable. Miller quotes the , "Preamble" to

the By-laws of the old
\

National Commission on Accrediting:

...aCcrediting a encies have ofteh been instruments
for the maintenan e of high educational stfmdards;
they have protect d society against inadequately pre-
Pated,professional and technical practitioners; thay
have' aided licensi5 authorities and facilitate&-the
transfer of students; they have been helpful to...ki
students and parents seeking to identify sound i y.:-..

tutions;-they have aided institu ions in withstanding,
improper political-and other nbn educational pressures;
and they have stimulated broad consideration of educa-
tional problems and issues of more than lbcs1 Concern.40

Miller, contends, and this writer would concur, that accreditation

is the "single most important indicator of'quality",in higher
,41

education in this country. Accreditation as aprotection to.

the public falls short only to'the extent to which'its valuation

of an institution or programs within' that institution is faulty

or.incomplete.

IV.' AdJS Ince est and Endeavors in Accreditation:

cl The /Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences is the only

nationwide/prafessional organization composed of persons holding

full-time faculty appointments in criminal justice-type"collegiate

- programs. Only persons holding full-time academic appointments in

accredited institutions at the tithe of application are eligible
42 . -

for member Ship.., Members of the Academy' belong 'td other profes-

sional organizatiOns, of course. Being an eclectic, multi-disciplinari
9
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field of study, many members of the Academy also belong to such

groups.as the American Political Scienc Association, the-American

Bat" Association, the American Society of Criminology, the American

AcadeMy of Forensic Science, the American Sociological Association,

the American Psychological Association, etc. The important dis-

tinction of ACJS is its primary focus on criminal justice education

and research, despite the particular disciplinary bc.,.-:;kground of

the individual members.

Throughout its relativelyshort thirteen year history,

some would say that the-Academy has been "preoccupied" by the

matter of accreditation. Certainly, the matter of accreditation

and standards has been an central issue at most of its annual

meetings. Because of its sudden emergence as a legitimate and

-...
,-----t,,-

serious field of study and endeavor, thossiOf us in criminal
c..

justice found it necessary to spend/a ion4_period of, time "working /.
zr /

ou t" various ideaS, edudational phijosophies;iand curricular
''s-----------1.,--{ , P

issues. From approximately 1967 to 1970, many of us--the writer

included- -felt that the appropriate focus for our interest should

- be through the six regiOnal accrediting bodies. Many of us were

reluctant to for the Abademy to take on the arduous chore of

:-
accreditation-.

To some extent, some of ,ou\members were used effectively,

principally by the Neiff ',York Board of Regents, by the SOuthern

AssoPiatiOn, and occasionally by one of the regional. L.E.A.A..

offices. To a greater extent, however, many of us saw the abuses

in the field grow, with obviously more and more unprepared insti-

tutions entering a temporarily lucrativ
,

field. In many cases,
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our members resented the extent_to-which-som-institutions

exploiting them; frustrating them in efforts to build sound and

needed academi,. prograMs. In a few cases, the person in charge

Of a criminalAustice program was nothing more than an appropriately

vcredentialed "hag man!"

Interest in accreditation was initiated in earnest in

1974 with the appointment of a stadning committee on Accreditation

and Standards. Headed by Larry Bassi of New York State's Niagara

Cipty Community College the Accreditation Committee began the'

complicated and time-consuming task of putting together a set

Of Guidelines, as the first task in seeking recognition as an

agency. The Committee, consisting usually of fifteen

active, participants, was broadly based an' :onsisted of members

repreSenting the_entire spectrum of criminal justice--polioe,

prosecution, corrections, etc. --as well as members from private

as 'well as public iristitutions. Junior colleges, four-year

programs,, and graduate institutions were_al-se---repre\sente. The

practitioner field as well as-the academic field was also repre-
I

43
sent'ed on the,committee.

, .

The methodology. involved both a division of labor among

membersof t\ committee and the sy4ergistic amalgam of ideas
N,

froM the tot): me ership of_ the-committee during the drafting

phase of the gnd avOr. The resulting document appropriatelyCan,

be said to bel e collective work of the entire committee. In

addition, th final Guideline document took into consideration

the ideas of
/
any outside groups which were asked for comment.

7/
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Apparently, the membership of the Academy respected the worth of

the document. It was overwhelmingly approved as an official

statement of the Academy, at the March, 1976 meeting in Dallas.

Only thee members cast dissenting votes!

The document addresses a series of separate issues in

criminal justice., education. In addition to establishing a set

of guidelines for the achievement of standards, the document

is implicitly directed at achieving parity for criminal justice

education. The underlying philosophy of the statement is that

criminal justice is every bit as legitimate a field of academic

study as are more traditional disciplines such as philosophy,

chemistry, mathematics, political science, etc.

[Why do;Nhave to justify our tikistence] similar
demanas-are not made of chemists, historians, philosophers,
sociologists, etc....We should be prepared to defy anyone
from proving that any other subject is more imperative in
the general education of undergraduates than a familiari-
zation with the 'criminal jsutice,process, a social process'
which impinges, 'directly or indirectly-/-on the entire
adult lives of all of us.44

Throughout the document, we were saying essentially that we wanted,

to-be treated no differently than anyo\ne else on the campus. We

.

want our faculty-student ratios to'be no larger than any other

comparable field of study; we wanted the s me proportion of full-

time and part-tiMe staff; we ;anted our studentp to have as many

advantages--no More and no less--than the student'sNin other fields

of study. We were saying that we were tired of being orced to .

N.
whore in. order to support an important and legitimatefielkof

academic endeavor.

IThe guidelines, themselves, focus specific attention on
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a series of related matters. The concept was directed at pro-

pounding a set of minimum standards, hoping to "generate
45

spirit of quality consciousness" among,criminal justice educators.

Rather than discouraging experimentation and innovation, the

guidelines seek to encourage institutions to exceed the standards

in every respect. No attempt was made to concoct a uniform,

universal set of program objectives. Instead, the guidelines

provided that every criminal justice program should have a

"clearly defined purpose and should incorporate this definition

into a statement of the program's educational and social role."

It also suggested that there be a periodic review of this

statement, with broad faculty involvement. TI point is that

most programs around the nation came into being without a clear

set of educational and social objectives. The Academy statement

is emphatic on declaring 'the need for,eh a set of obiectimes

without seeking to specify what those objectives should be,

46

.thereby recognizing the diversity which does, and should, 'exist

in the field.

The guidelines proVide that the administrative identity.

of the criminal justice progl-am should be on a parity with other

similar programs, and consonsant with:the-organizational mode of

that Particular institution. Criminal justice, should not, for

example, have "Program" status while other similar units have been

given "Departmental" status. Irrespective of. organizational

mode, the prograM should have "at least one full- timefaculty

member. or administrator whose,primary responsibility is the .adminis-.

,,tration and direction of the'Criminal Justice program."47 This

\--
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may seem a strange and unnecessary provision

__realizesthat ere are literally dozens of programs around the

nation which do not have a single full-time member of the faculty!

Instead, reliance is often placed exclusively on part-cime

instructors, one of whom is honorifically called the "Director!"

There are some programs--in both two-year and four-year institu-

tions--where. the Director is actually a "recruiter" or "developer,"

/ being paid strictly on a per capita basis. If that person can

convince enough unsuspecting students about the worth of the

program, he (she) gets paid; if not, there is no loss to the

institution. Obviously, this provision of the guidelines assists

in evaluating the actual long-term commitment of the institution

to criminal justice education; without a "hard-money" investment

in the'form of at least one full-time staff member, there obviously

is no institutional commitment!

In regard to curriculum matters, the guidelines direct

attention at the process of curricular design, the necessity for

involving students, faculty; and outside experts in a continuing
48

. process of updating. The statement recognizes the multi-disciplinary

character-of: criminal justice, as well as the fact that at least

portion of the curriculum should be professionally oriented.

The statement also cautions against Overspecialization in criminal
\

justice and on the mix between junior College and senior college

credits, declaring'that, "...at least one-half of required major.
. 49

field courses should be in the upper division." It then attempts.

/ to address the thorny issue of granting credit for basic academy
/

/ training.

_ _ _



Credit should be given only when the instruction
is under the direction and control of a degree-granting
institution. Instruction must be given by persons
holding academic appointments by accredited institutions.
Quality control criteria for the granting of credit in
Criminal Justice should be no different than those in
other fields at the institution.50

In the area of faculty qualifications, the Academy

statement attempted to be realistic in terms of the current needs

for faculty as well as the present availability of qualified

faculty. On the associate-degree level, the possession of a law

degree or a master's degree was considered minimum requirements.

The Same qualifications were spelled out for baccaluareate

programs, with the added specification that a ".,.majority of

faculty must hold an earned doctorate appropriate, to their teaChing
51

areas:" .For.graduate programs, the specifications'were.for the
52.earned doctorate "appropriate to their teaching/research are s."

In all cases, the statement specified the same requirements. or

Part-time as'it 'did for full-time faculty. The statement also

provided an uescape".or "grandfather" clause:, putting the' bUrden

on the institution to explain and justify departure from those
.

faculty standards: Committee members recognized the fact that

there were many' capable faculty, both part-time and full-time,

who did not meet these technical requirements. There did not seem

to be any particular difficulty in "qualifying these demonstrably

capable persons to an evaluation team.

At the same time, the. members felt strongly that we had

approached the time when qualified faculty were available, if an

_institution made a real effort to find them! There are too many

ij

instances wheke'the laissez faire attitude_of some in criminal-



justice education allowed "market demands" for credentialling to

exceed institutional resources. There are ln the nation, for

example, so-called graduate programs with enrollments of 200 to

400 master's degree students without a -single doctorate on the

faculty! That we felt was an absolutely unconscionable practice,

incapable of justification. The alternatives for the institution

are clear, either hire-sufficient qualified faculty for graduate

teaching, or reduce the number of students to be served! We knew

of no one who could reasonably defend some current practices irk

the field.

Educational institutions, the same as other enterprises,

also had a responsibility in terms of their own internal manpower

development obligations. Qualified, and potentially qualified

faculty are deserving of certain institution support for their

professional development. Therefore, the guidelines addressed
53

these issues.

Joining the issues of parity and faculty workloads, the

'guidelines provided that, "The number of full-time Criminal

Justice teaching faculty members shall be determined in the same-

manner as are other full -time teaching faculty in other disciplines....

The guidelines provided that the maximum ratio of full-time

equivalent faculty to students should be 1:60 for undergraduate
55

programs and 1:20 in graduate programs. For the person outside'

academe, this may seem like a classic case of "feather-bedding."

Actually, those figures are probably,more than reasonable limits,.

ii.one considers the duties other than teaching which are directly,
1



related to the tching function, i.e. class preparation, student

advising and counseling, professional reading etc. In the case:

of graduate instruction research presumed to be another duty

direclty related to teaching.

The guidelines also-address the issue of balance between

full-time and part-time staff. There are numberous instances

around the nation where programs with more than 400 enrolled

-majors have only a single full-time faculty member. The bulk

of teaching is obviously performed by part-time 4nstructors. Even

presuming their dedication and competence, part-time fadulty have

a limited utility in terms of a total educational program. With

-few exceptions adjunct or part-time instructors are hired solely

for the performance of instrP,7tion duties; they do not share in

the other chores which go into the toal departmental educational

program, e.g. career and academic counselling, committee work, etc.

There is simply no way in which a single full-time faculty member

can even begin to-service 400 or more students!

The Guidelines set some standards for .the mix of full-time

and part-time faculty. .In associate degree programs, they provided

that no more than fifty per cent of the annual creditjmur produc=

.tion should be taught by part-time staff; for baccalaureate programs,

no more than thirty per cent, and for graduate program no more
.7:than'twenty-five per cent. 56

Faculty quality, of course, depends on much xnor than mere

credentialing. In the minds of many persons in the.Aca emy, quality

also involves the concept of "renewal" through the "curr ncy" of

their experiencecin their fields. A number of years ago Richard Myren,,



SUNY- Albany's Dean of Criminal Justice advanced the idea of "self-

destruct" degrees in criminal justice--not only for students, but

also for faculty. In other words, the mere attainment of a parti-

cular level of competence does not assure continued competence, in

criminal justice or many other fields. Without constant, deliberate

renewal, the criminal justice faculty member--and practitioner- -

begins operating with sets of obsolete skills. Variations of this

same concept, of course, are common place in fields as diverse as

teacher education, law, business administration, and the medical

sciences.

Although the Academy Guidelines do not explicitly address

this issue, this feature is implicitly provided for in the sections

dealing with factilty qualifications and development.

The Guidelines addressed other issues such as student

services, "learning resource centers, and related facets of the

total educational program. Reference to these matters is not, how-

ever, germane to the present discussion of the document. Suffice it

to say that the Guidelines have attempted to address every possible

issue which affects the quality of postsecondary programs in criminal

justice. We recognized that experience with application of. the

Guidelines to specific institutional settings would probably demon-

strate need for minor additions.

Making the assumption that the Guidelines would be adopted

MP-rch, 1976, the Committee prepared a PERT planning document

outlining,7ado4tional steps which needee to be taken in order to

become recognized as the official, national accrediting agency in



criminal justice. The timetable provides the followinmaajor

milestones:

April,. 1976 -- official organizational liaison begins
with COPA

July, -1976- -- draft-Instruments for institutional
1 evaluations prepared and reviewed

Sept., 1976 -- initiate regional training sessions for
potential ACJS evaluators

-- submit review documentation to COPADec., 1976

Dec., 1977 IMO establish an ACJS organizational struc-
ture specifically for accreditation
matters

June, 1977 receive official COPA' recognition as the
criminal justice accrediting agency

It is anticipatedIttherefore, that it will take the Academy

IN= 01.

approximately two years to obtain the necessary review and approval

from%the;Conncil on Postsecondary Accreditation. During that time,

of course, a number of different but related activities will still

be going on, namely, the design, testing, and modification of evalua-
.

tion instruments, the encouragement of a limited number of institu

tional self evaluations, and the development of a large resource pool

of evaluators. Throughout this phase and for the foreseeable future

it is to be hoped that members of the Academy involved in accredita-

tion matters will remember words of caution offered by Jerry Miller:

evaluation of educational institutions and their
prpgrams is an art, not a science, and is therefore heaiff
dependent upon the expertise and subjective jUd4dents. of
PrPfeasionala.57

writtan statement by the North. Central Association i

of emphasis, namely:



.. it is easy to understand why our evaluative geisonnel

...have come to see themselves as educational consultants
rather than inspectors of minimum educational standards.

A primary goal of accreditation, after all, is the improvement of

quality in higher education.

V. Relevant issues in the future of criminal justice education:

Kenneth W. Thompson wrote recently that since World War II,

serious thinking persons in the United States had been engaged in

"three great debates."

The third great debate, interlinked with the first
two, hasleen-joined on the educational front as all of
us have struggled to answer the questions: Education
for what? For whom? How and where 59

Since World War II, we have been unconsciously and probably '131'r"I'

deliberately working through pragmatically the educa Tonal issues

posed by proulist vs. elitist ideologies. Perhaps a cidentally,

the post-World War II G.I. Bill gave rise to the eatest populist

surge in higher educational endeavors in the history of the nation.

The primary increase in collegiate enrollments, after all, took

place among the sons and.daughters of blue collar and unskilled

workers. The children of middle class and wealthy parents probably

were destined for college educations even without the subsidies pro-

Arided by the Veterans Administration.

Despite the obvious personal and social benefits derived from

the G.I. benefits, the rguments still rage over the advantages of

higher education for the masses. The'arguments are no longer confined

to esoterid discussion's in seminars and foundation board rooms. Since

Governor Ronald Reagan's disputes with theCalifornia system of

-502
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higher education, the setting for the Arguments has moved to the

living rooms and the. t3verns of middle America. And still the

battle rages. Skirmishes will probably continue to be fought so

long as governmentsState and National--make signifNant financial

contributions for the direct cost of higher education. There` can

be no consideration of issues in criminal.justice.educatibn without

some reference to these larger policy issues--both governmental and

educational.

Policy at the Federal level is central to any discussion of

criminal justice education. As was pointed out earlier, the Federal ,,,P
\

government has been importantly 1 volved in- upporting some aspect
/ .

. .
. .

of criminal justice training and'education 'rice the mid-1930s,
. ,

beginning then underthe rubric of giving support for vocational

-education." FedeI ral subsidies under the gmith-Hughes-George-Dean
,

Acts gave the first big extra-mural impetus to the development of

college-level poliCe education programs.
.

/Beginning in the mid-1960t, a succession of PieiidentialAor
/

other national commissioned studies. pointed to the critical need for

tigher education fbr criminal-justice practitioners, especially for

the police161In fact, it was the work of the i,resident's Commission

which broughtligrbeing the'-.Law,Enfordement AssiStance Administration.
\.and its .L.Z.E.P. monied. toiSupport student:i enrolled in .such .educa-

,

tional programs. Subsequeptiy, it was, the National.Advisory Commis-

sion on Criminal Jfistice Stiandards and Goals which recommended that,_

Every police a*icy should, no late$ than 1982, re-
quire as a condition of initial employment the completion
of at least 4 yearspf educatiOn..:at an accredited college
or univerSity.62 I
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The Federal(goverftment,.therefote, has played the dominant leader-'

ship role in the development and continued support>for criminal

justice -training and edication. It is difficult to imagine a s3gni-.

ficant reduction in Federal support, given this history and the
--', ,

'

Standards and Goals recommendations. T...E.E.P. funding would be a.

classic example of what Boyercalls "mission-oriented" support of

higher education.63

Discussion,of governmental support or assistance lelads

logically to the. question of'Which level-of government is the most

feasible source of the support. Frederick Rudolph makes a compelling

ca,,e for the locus being atGthe Federal,level.

...because of the increased mobility ofithe American
people, a good case can be made for more federal and
less state support....Since,some of ourlstates export
many cullegegraduates, while others import many grad-
uates,,..a larger-amount of,federal assistance would
seem to be the only way of distributing the cost fairly
to all who are likely to. profit from' #.64

/

Boyer links large Jscale support to specificlaissions, identified. as

naticieal policy concerns.

What'I can-endorse...is an arrangement whereby public
monies are-provided...institutions for explicitly identi-
fied public missions, under ground riles clearly under-
stood by both the public agencies an the...institutions....

Based on this principle, a whol new pattern of public
support for.both public and' private universities could
emerge in this country. -I can envi ion a plan in which a

.s
state identifies as clearly as poss le the special
tional tasks. it wishes to see unde taken andets the
accountability standards that must be met...65

The Standards and Goals endeavor. presumed hat there was still roqm

for much improvement 'in thetiistice deliv kir system. Rightly or

. .

wrongly; they also concluded that crimin justice educatir was

arectly keyed to some ofthis improv eme t
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The, Nixon administration made clear that the recommendations

of the Standards and Goals

States. At the same 'time,

message" that there. was an

offibials to make progress

Comm.:ssion were not binding upon the

many local and state officials."got.the,

intent on the 'art of some Federal

toward Standards and Goals a pre: condition

to continued Federal" funding under L.E.A.A. In many--if'noit most

cases--neither lcical or state officials feel they have the resources ,

to replace federal academic assistance, should the L.E.E.P. program

bediscontinued.

The role of state governments is related, but distinct from

111 that of the Federal gowernment..From eftegal point of view, states

-perform essentially three functions: 1.) chartering or incorporating
,

institutions; 2.) establishLug licensure requirements for various

and vocations; and 3.) serving as the "State Approving

the

)

Veterans. Administration. 66
Clearly, however, state

profesiions

Agency" for

governments ar preqluded from becoming involved directly in matters,

of-ao6reditation. Except for the unique case of the New York Board

of Regents, the Na4bnal Commission on Accrediting adopted.a policy

statement years ago opposed to recognizing any state agency as a
i -

specialized accrediting agency, even within-its own jurisdiction.6 7

Similar to the Federal government, vtai6 can and do involve

themselves in the setting of priorities for higher education. They

do this automatically every budget year when they appropriaternionies4\
'for the direct support of their, ,ownssystemsof higher education.

They also, do this whenever ey assign particular functioni to coordi-
'

natici boards...In ition,\ of course, are the special education areas*
-+ ],'

n



when states establish specific programs to encourage the development

of a particular field.

Another function which is properly within the realm of state

government responsibility is the insistence upon formal articulation

agreements'between segments of public higher education. Dozens of

s6
statep have accomplished this, either legislativoly or through d;screte\

pressure on their state universities and collejes. Finally, of par-

ticular importance in the criminal justice field, forty-five state

governments have established minimum police/corrections training

W-Andards. In man; :.,:res junior colleges and other institutions

often serve a.i,L :AA:As, or have state recognition as an

auxiliary training program.

'Important educational policy questions also become issues in

any serious discussion of criminal justice education. We have already

touched on some of these.. One of the first of these is coping..

With alternative answers to the question: "Is college far everyone?"

Philip E. Mosely has said that there are two great mainstays of

American-higher education: the liberal arts 'tradition and the

utilitarian tradition 68
. The present writer would add an equally

important third, namely the egalitarian traiditon. These three

strains from the same cultural melting pot have_ given American higher

education a unique \thrust. In this regard, perhaps the answer to ,

the question posed above should be, "Yes, college should be made

available to anyone who has the ability and the desire-to go!"

Inexorably, the universal availability of education had been extended
\\ /

from the elementary grades in the nineteenth century to at least the
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/
fourteenth grade in the present time. Whether this-has }been a satis-

.

factory public policy is really very difficult to judge:

A second-educational policy issue can be state quite simply:

"If criminal justice practitioners benefit professionSlly'from

collegiate education, what sort of educational progrnn should be

designed?" The design of a single model curriOulumior even a set

of model curricula, should be riesisted, if the objeCt is to impose this

model upon others. The desigI model curricula can be a challenging,

!exciting, and beneficial undertaking in its own right, but to inflict

this arbitrarily on others, should be strongly resisted. Fortunately,'

I . //,
accrediting agencies and iniStitutions would take a very dim view of

,
I

such a pro edure. The reaSons
_
are quite simple; we don't know enough

about "whalt is best"! Th presmt writer's bids is strongly., in

favor of a curriculum strongly based on the li eral arts and
I

behavioral sciences. It is only a bias, howelier, and has to be

recognized as such, for t ere is precious little irrefutable evidehce

on the subect. I

Anther educations policy issue revolves around reconciling
1

1

the legit+te role of iuni r colleges in this field.
.'

1

The increasing t ndency for the community colleges
to' e, identified wit higher education makes more diffi-
cult the fulfillment f its commitment to those-purposes
andfunctions not generally regai1,6d as being related to
college work....The dahger lies in the yossible overshadow- co
ing of those services fdr students!not destined for transfer. u'

/

The communi y colleges have leg timate roles not only in the provision

of vocational training, but also in the general scheme of liberal
1

education. n many states,.comm ty colleges ape mandated to 'pro-,

vide vocatio rk al training in field desired by its community clientel
I.

,'



group. The epurt in junior colleges involving tliemselves in police

training and education in the post-World War Ii period was caused

not only because of the availability of training funds, but also

because of the desire of police officials for this training!, All of

the problems have not been solved with formal articulation agreements,

as important as they are in their own right! But how else could it

be in as vibrant and dynamic a field as criminal justice. The point

is, the legitimate interest and goals of the community colleges must

be protected;7° it can be done without undue intrusion on the

interests and aspirations of baccalaureat 'programs.

Other educational policy issues revolve around the matters

of continuing education and non-traditional study. There seems

little doubt that there will be a general, public-wide increased

participation in continuing education in the future. 71
Many insti-'

tutions are already preparing for this "new surge." The same applies

to various endeavors under the rubric of "non-traditionr1 atudy."

Despite the'obvious "faddism" and gimmickry which marks some current

approaches to non-traditional study, probably this is an educational

approach whose time has come. The Commission on Non-traditional study

puts the matter into an appropriate context:

non-traditional study is posing new, problems, but" It
is primarily accentuatirig long-standing issues...Thus,
non-traditional study may well be the instrument that
stimulates solutions to these pioblems, not only for, new
and unconventional programs but for, traditional institu-
tions as wel1.72

Neither the criminal justice practitioner field nor academic field

need to panic in the face of developments in continuing education or

non-traditional study. Rather than posing a threat to sacrosanct
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standards, these two related and often joined dtveloOments may

'actually improve our capabilities to deliver important and'new edu-'

catidnal services.

Finally, there is another policy issue which must be addressed,

namely the view of some that educational,assistance in criminal justice

should be limited'to persons holding positLons as planners and other

administrative assignments. This view wild result in denying academic

assistance to pre-service and to entry-lev 1 persons. This is really

an elitist argument. which should be strongly resisted. Again, the

populist thrust of the L.E.E.P. program should be emphasized. Despite

its. apparent problems, in the last analysis an historical study of

L.E.E.P. may reveal that it ranks second only to the G.I. in'

opening up educational opportunities for an otherwise excluded class.
.

One of the real "beauties" of the L.E.E.P. program has been it's en-

couragement to many persons Who would not have ptherwise considered

going to college. 'Difficult-to-measure,'one could speculate that'.

this one endeavor has done more to raise the self-esteem of police-

men than any other development. Politically, it would be difficult

to 'express this. as a manifest objective of the program; nevertheles,i

it has probably been the program's most important latent consequence. 73

VI,. Conclusion:

The sensational rise'of criminal justice education as an

acceptable academic offering on nearly one thousand 'collegiate campuses

has astounded many obseivers. Despite its rapid and steady. growth

over the past eight years, inspite of its current size in terms of

student majors, few outside the field are really aware of the issues'

which this dynamic field of study poses for higher education. Fewer
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still are aware of the problems which this rapid growth poses

of recruitment of faculty, development

quality control, etc.

The arguments'for specialized

in terms

of educational objectives,

/-
accreditation for criminal justice

programs are compelling. For a number of years, many expressed the.

view that specialized accrediting was unnecessary, and that this..

function should be left to the six regional accrediting bodies.

Some even argued that L.E.A.A., the Veteran's Administration, or

State governmentsor all or some of these in combinationshould

be looked to as the-"primary: accrediting bodies in the field.

For understandable reasons, the regional accrediting bodies have

apparently been reluctant to "specialize" in criminal justice any

more than in any other field of study.

There are still some who apparently feel that "accreditation"

is an. appropriate, function _of-L.E.A.-A. This is a curious view,
.

particularly- when -one considers that we have a strong national

tradition against direct involvement of the Federal government in

accreditation matters. Why L.E.A.A. should be involved in this

when all other Federal agencies have been traditionally ,excluded

from such involvement has neVer been articulated. Why L.E..A.A.

should be presumed to have this particular expdrtise has never been

satisfactorily expAined. Why L.E.A.A.-as a Federal agency should

be expected to have some special immunity while entering this real

political thicket has also not been satisfactorily explained.

Perhaps these suggestions for L.E.A.A.'s direct involVement were
0

only meant to be provocative, and not meant seriously. One can

imagine, howeyer, the storm which would develop if any Federal
e



agency--L.E.A.A. or others - -.had a serious intel to take it upon

themselves to make final qualitative judgments about educational

programming.

This is certa4.nly not to say that L.E.A.A. is without a

voice,in these matters. That agency--as a rap:esentative of the

general public and as an educational "investor " -- surely does have

a stake, and hence a rationale for involvement. But the involvement

is legitimately an indirect involvement. As with medicine, engineering.,

chemistry,-and any other educational enterprise, the qualitative

judgments should be made by persons clearly conversant with the

particular subject matter field being- judged. L.E:A:A. and-other

Federal agencies should seek these professional judgments from

outside, third-party groups, rather than attempt to build this

competence within their own bureaudratic ranks.

There is an obvious need for recognition of specialized

accreditatiOn for criminal justice educational programming. In

keeping with the logic which underpins accreditation i. this-country,

and in keeping with thu traditions which have developed this. should'

be done by qualified,,third-party, non- governmental groupings.

Criminal justice eduCation should not be the first_specializea field:

of study to invite or to encourage direct Federal involvement in these.

.matters. With other fields of study, specialized accreditation and the

decisions which flow from accreditation judgments involve a-vaftiety

of groupings: peer group evaivators,.academiC:administrators the-

general public, and governmental agencies. The same should a true

in criminal justice.
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I APPENDIX F :

. MANAGEMENT COURSE OFFEgINGS ----.

(from baccalau eate and gradUate.catalogs in criminaljustice programs)

Administration Concepts. for! Law Enforcement

Middle Managemene for Law Enforcement: Practices and Problems
-1. . :

. .

--

._ Special Topics in Correctional Administration

,

I
_ .

Personnel Practices iniLewEnfercement/Corfectione Management
I. . !

Seminar in Adrainistra4un Of Criminal Justice*.

H '.
,

Seminar on, Public Administration
. .44-

.._ .

i

,,,..
'7....

Excautive Behavior in.theriMinal Justice Ag4Ity
1

'Crialinal Justice Adrii.1161tion

v. OrganiEstional Change
1

.

Strategies of innovation and Change.
1 ..

Promotion

\

Innovation In.Criminal Justicie Administration

Administration of Correction41 Institutions-

Administrative Concepts in LaW Enforcement and Public-Safety

of.:Management\in theAdministratiOn of justice'

. Correctional Management

Police Policy Development\



APPENDIX G

MANAGEMENT TRAINING COURSES OF THE
U.S. ARMY MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING TRAINING AGENCY, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS

a. Advanced Management CoUrse (40 hours)

The Role of the Executive
The Human Variable
Increasing Executive Effectiveness
Improving Organizational Effectiveness
External Impacts Upon:Organilational Performance
AdministratiVe and Police Implications
Trends and Issues on the:Horizon

b. Management of Managers' Courses (80 hours)

The Functions, Skills and Abilities of the Manager
Managing other Managers and Supervisors
Achieving Organilationallffectiveness
Improving your Abilities
Managing by Objectives
The. Central Fluktion\
Optimizing the Use of Scarce. Resources
Special Considerations for the Public Sector
Perceiving Cle Environment
Developing-hanagers
The' Future

c. Emerging Trends in Management Technology (24 hours)

Performance Effectiveness
Analysts Techniques
Environmental Trends



'APPENDIX H

FEDgRAL EXECUTIVE INSTITUTE OF THE U,S. CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION

A.: The Senior Executive Program_(7 weeks)

. \ .

B. the Executive Leadership and Management Program ,(3, weeks).

C. Short Courses (1 eek) e.g.,

Organization Development and Multi,TeaM Building
Management by Objectives, National Needs and-riorities
Program ManageMent and Evaluation

\

Top Management Seminar

FEI Alumni Follow on COnferences (2 1/2 days)

To assist graduates of SeniorExecutive
continued. learaing.

Education Program in

The above courses are designed'overaP to facilitate executive improvement

in the follawingareas:

1. Environment of Federal, Executive Effectivenese: -National Needs
and Goals;'the Governmental System

A., External Environmerit of Administration:

1. Social, political add-govern rental forces
2. Public policies and missions
3. Executive manpower systems

B. Internal Organization Environment of Administration:

1. Administrative organization, processes, an2 behavior
2. Alternative organization and management models and analysis
3. Federal exeChtive roles

2. Management systems and proceases:

A. AdMinistrative management

. _

1. FInandial management
2. Manpower. management)
3. Property management

_4.. Information management



APPENDIX R continUed)

B. Program/Project Management:

1. Objective setting, planning, resource assembly, priorities
allocation

2. Program/project design, implementation, tracking and
evaluation.

3. Personal Management Skills

A. Self-assessment and self-renewal
B. Leadership styles-afid skills
C. Commhnicating skills
D. Counseling and Coaching skills
E. Organization change and development'skills

I-.
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A. Goal of Program
.

The goal.of converting singlefunctiOn managers into executives having
multi - functional knowledges and capabilities implies the need to develop
selectees as decisiontaakers, prdbleril-solvers and administrators; They
should be knowledgeable about the environment in which decisions a.- : nade.
The program emph:sizeathe nanageme4 prove s and what executives do.

, .

Specific blocks of time are devoted to this pect in the field and some
attention.given-to it in the National! Office.

APPENDIX I

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

(23 weeks)

2. Most selettfes,hsve experience in Only one.function Execntiveg with
multi-functional capabilities need to haves at loact ur,d,1..A.gc f thc
work and programs in each of the principal unctions of therService and
knowledge of certain broad pmeral topids:talich are applicable to all
executives. ,The program provideg instruction in required-functional .'
knowledge and specified general topics. 2FUnctional knowledge about major
:-7ograms and the nature of the wort? in Districts and Service Centers can be
ls.rened best in the field, where they can be observed in action. Brost;
general topics lend themselves to centralized training.

B.°. Components of the Course
r ,

.SUBJECT MATTER

1). Ofientation-=6.-month work through
and discuroinn of the selectees'
training needs which will be en-
tered in his development plan.

2). Group Development -- Finalizing
of individual developMent plan;
All development plans of all
selectees are considered for group
development activities.

1 . Subject Matter-7decigion-naking
at executive_ level, problem.

solVing,management.ptOcess,
environment in which decieiona
are made, what executives do:

V-523

L0'...AlION AND METHODS '

Home office and Region and
National Office--meetings,
discussions with exeuctives.

*Rome Office or region-- attendee
meets with his agency or re-
gional chief to disduss his
development plan, which sets
pattern for his training needs.

Field Activity - -Field executives
act as trainees, participants
accompany an executive for one
week, exposure to diversity of
situations. Return to national
office for analysis and critique.



APPENDIX I (continued)

4). Subject Matter- -union relations,
tax laws, police, long-range
plans, budget process, media.

- EEO..

-5). Subject Matter -- Processing of work
at Districts and Service Centers.
Planning and control of work, eva-
luating performance.

6). Subject Matter -- National ffice
objectives, plans relationships,
trends, decision-making, problem-
solving.

7). Subject Matter- - Broad view of Federr-1
-Executives.' Role: Forces which iM----
patt on IRS:- relationships. with
Other agencies, status of women,
changes in. urban enviornment, or7

ganizational-develoOment, contacts
with elected officials,:t7.-ends in
labor force, revenue -sharing..

8). Subject MatterExamination of all
remainingdelecteesi needs as In-
dicated in development plan. May
inclnde: management training sem-
inars, actompanyingirant line em-
ployees, staff meeting attendance,
review otprograte documents-and
management literature,.attendance
at special events.

National office--total group
sessions with specialists and
guest speakers outside IRS.
Field: officials integrate
topics into management and
functional matters.

Designated. Districta Servite
Centers, and Regional Offices- -
Determination of how many in
group need training ipt.audit,
collection, taxpayer service,
intelligence, processing,
administration (at various .

levels), Attendees.only part!-
cipate in areas indicated in
their development plans. Fraxna
are Branch and Division-Chiefs
observation and discussion on-
site with supplementary reading.

National officeTwo -selecteea
accompany a designated division
director for one or two days.
Process repeated for different
functions. Commissioner and
Deputy Commissioner meet to
discuss how various efforts
support current goals, factors
which influence uajor decisions,
preparing for future.

rational office7-1,ecture-semlnar
sessions. Field: eecutives
who train asked to illegrate
into their activities.

Rejdonal office Districts
and Service Centerin home re-
gion underguldante of Rcgional
ComMissioner.'



APPENDIX J

Corrections Strategic Management Program
Wharton School of Business Administration

University of Pennsylvania

Sponsored by the National Institute of. Corrections

/-
/ I. Unifying Concepts (Three phases)

A. Defining problem (1 day)

-- Outline of an adaptive, learning system

B. Exploration of strategic management concepts (7 days)

1. Surveying environment to identify forces, predicting their
impacts °clthe organization, and identifying those,forces
which pose problems for the organization.

2. Setting criteria for decision making.

3. Determining alternative means for meeting or countering a
problem.

4. Identifying the resources required for implementing each.af the
means, selecting and implementing aMeans.

5. Evaluating means after implementation and making changes as
necessary.

C.' Planning for and implementing a strategic management capability in
an orgenilation (2 days).

1. Kinds of personnel involved and roles.

2. Policies to be followed.

3. Personnel organization and evaluation.

4. Control mechanisms.

II. Organization for Program

A. -Five groups--eight each (by background-adult vs. juvenile, iild vs.
institutional)

o

B. Selection by group of pertinent probleM to be tackled by means of
. 0

strategic management process:
.

How can program mix best. be. achieved in a correctional system?

7; .What should be'Tciope about employee uniciniiation.t'.7ends?

HoW can an organization best be struocured to.react effectively
to cr.l.ses?



APPENDIX? (continued)

WPrk. Group Deyelopment (Aniasested Appxoach/

oncept Area

Setting goals and.objectives

Assessing enviornmental forces and
their impacts

4

Determining' alternatives

Determining resoirce requirements'
and avaiLaxility.

Eialuation and-dele2tion

V -526

Group Activity

a) Discuss\the goals and object-
Imes of their organizations,
how they were and are set, wtlo
sets them', and conflicts be.,-
tween them.

b) Focus in on the'goals and
objectives relating to their
problem topics and cheir inter-
relationships.

Staff Person - a) Public sector
case study input.

b) Topic discussion.

a) Discuss environmental forces
affecting their organizations,
trends,'hoW.the forces are
recognized and identified,- and.
how they are acted upOn.

b) Focus in on the forces acting
on or relating to their problem
topics.

Staff Person - a) Methodology-
oriented input.

b) Topic disculs-
ion.

Determine alternative. solutions
for their problem topics; explore
how goals and objectives and en-
vironmental forceC affect the
alternatives,

Staff Person - Topic discussion.

Focus on problemtopits.

a) Discuss how to evaluate--
trade-offs, value judgments,
etc.

b) ,Explore how they would go about
evaluating alternative solo-

. Zions for'theirp2obledi topics
(emphasis on process).



APPENDIX J (continued)

Implementation and control

ul

Staff Person - a) Methodology-_

oriented input.

b) Topic discussion.

a) Discuss hot* ti implement and

controlcommunication, feedback,
fine - tuning, etc.

b) Explore how they Would go about'
implementing and controlling
one grAMitne of the alternative
solutions for their problem-
topics (emphasis, on process).

Staff Person - a) Methodology-
oriented input.

0.

b) Tapir dimael;gairolo



APPENDIX K

CORRECTIONS MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE

(Center for Criminal justice, California State University, Long Beach, 1972)

This appendix lists the principal topics covered by the Institute (17 days).

Intermanagement Awarenesa-and Communications

Management Evaluation

Goal Setting and Problem Identification

Role Playing - Styles of Leadership

Individual Problem Identifiation

Role of Government in CortectiOns

flanagement Strategy: Crisis Management, Management by Objectives, Program

Management

.Organization Theory: 'Institutional Change

Organizational Development

Organization and Community Awareness

Planning and Development: An Application of Decision Making
404.

Public Policy Making

Decision Making.

Unions aneCollective Bargaining

Corrections and Prisoner Relations o

Finance and Budgeting' .

,

Corrections -and. Race Relations

Legal ImpliCationa in Corrections

Future of Corrections: Implications of Research

/I

Source: liationa Institute,of Corrections.

J



Programs

APPENDIX L

MANAGEMENT TRAINING ROGRAMS

FORD MOTOR COMPANY

Purpose

General Management Program. To broaden participants' perspective 'of

Company operations and improve ability

to analyze and resolve complex situations

from a' general maTtgemant-viewpoint,

Advanced Management

Seminar

Supervisory Effectiveness

andilterpersonal Skills

Development

Problem Anallysis

4 and De:ision Making

N

To help managera and supervisors become

more,effecive by focusing on methods and

techniques designed fo maximize organi-

zational output,

To improve management competence in' dealing

with conflict situations and, to increase

understanding of various maniiemeat meth-

Ads.

To improve management problem-solvitb

and decision making skills.

.Oral Communications To provide personnel with skills devel-

Skills opment in oral presentation techniques.

iiritten,CommuniCations To inform managetent personnel on cam-

Skills mon problemi in written business commun-

ications and provide specific techni-

ques for improving the clarity and

effectiveness of their business WriLig.

Eligibility

Selected middle and

high level manage-

ment personnel.

Experienced and newly

appointed middle level

management personnel,

5 days

3 days

Managers and supervisors and 1/2 days,

of salaried and hourly

personnel,

Apex for members of, mid- 5

days

ile' add hip level man-

agement,.

Personnel required to 24 hours

present' proposals, studies

or operational reports to

groups.

Middle *high level

management personnel.

13 hours

571
1 '



APPENDIX M

REPRESENTIVE UNIVERSITY
.J EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMS LARGELY BUSINESS ORIENTED

University andPrograd

Banff School of Fine Arts
Executive beyelopmdnt Course

University of California
Executive Program

Carnegie-Mellon University,
Program for Excmitives

University of/Chitago
Management Development Seminar

2 Weeks

4 Weeks

9 Weeks

3 Weeks

Columbia University
Executive PrograM in, Business 6 Weeks

Cornell University
Executive Development Program

Emory UnfVersity ,

Advanced Management\Program
\

,Harvard University
Advanc2d ManagementProgram

4.

5-Weeks. '

6 Weeki

13 Weeks
14 Weeks

University. of_..Hawaii

Advanced Management Program 6 Week's
1

. University otAiouston:
Executive Development Progran

University' of Ill-idols .
ExecutiVe Development Program

Indiana University
-ExecutiVe _Development :Program

-M.I-.-T: -- -- a i

Program:for Senior Executives
...

'University of Michigan.
Executive Development Program.

4 Weeks

5 Weeks over 2 yrs
on 3.72schedule

3 Weeks for 2-L-
socceasivesuMmers'

9 Weeks

4 Weeks.



University and Program Iiuration

Northeastern University 6 Weekd spread
Management Development Program over 5 months

Northwestern University
Institute fci.. Management fi 4 Weeks

.

f
Ohi6,State tniVersit7 ,_2 2 Weeps each summer.
EXecutive Developme Prograll for 2. Years

Oklahoma'State University
Management .Development Course

. -

Pennsylvania State University
Executive Kanagementyro&am

University"of Pittsburgh
.

Management.Program for Executives

Unive sity of Southern California,
Summer Executive Program

Stan ord University o
,

'Exe utive Program

iini+sity.,)f Texas at Austin
Manegement Development Program

3 separate weekS
over 2 months

4-Weeks

/8 Weeks

4' Weeks

8" Weeks

5 Weeks_



APPENDIX N

MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAMS IN SELECTED STATES

(AS REPORTED IN STATE PLANS)

State
Law Enforcement

Maryland (1976)
Maryland Police Training Co issioh has develled

a program of 'management and supervisory training

for police agencies in the state, and trained the

first group of managers and,supervisorii.

New York (1976)

Pennsylvania (1975)

Oregon (1976)

During 1975, executive' seminars were conducted

for newly elected sheriffs and,for newly ap-

pointed chiefs of police.

An advanced police management workshop arranged

through the Criminal Justice Training Center

of Harrisburg Area Comunity College, This

Criminal Justice Training Center Workshop

consists of five twelve7hour Advanced Manage-

ment and Supervisory progr,ms for the chiefs of

police and top level management personnel in

the region.

I)

0.
Under authority of the Oregon Police Standards

Act, the Police Academy gives. specialized courses

in addition to the mandatory training requirements,

These include.nanagement and executive courses of

one to five days in length.

'11L1
'Massachusetts (1976)

New England Institute of Law Enforcement' Manage-

(NEILEM) is. the key management training

'resource f9r police.. It sponsors seven one-

In 1975the Maryland Correct-

ional Training Comission, was-

granted funds to train appiOxi-

mately 250 correctional managers

and administrators in the fol-

lowing areas: middle management

?development, effecti management

communications, labor relations

and conflict resolution, trans-

ectional analysis, aLd genetal

management'and mid-pnagement

techniques.

In December 19/3, County

Correctional Academy was eat -,

ablished at Amherst Campus of



APPENDIX N (continued)

Massachusetts,(1976). week seminars on such subjects as budgets y the University of Massachusetts'.

(continued) planning, police personne4olicy, and police- It consists of eight:,comPonents,

community relations, one Of which is pre - supervisory

training--a acadeMy

sponsored cours in management'

techniques for potential super-

visors.

a

576
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APPENDIX 0

This appendix includes several tables that were presented in Chapter VI

of Volume II and which are particularly relevant to the finding in Chapter VI

of this volume.

t"



TABLE 0-1

INCIDENCE OF CHANGES IN DURATION OF
-FORMAL ENTRY-LEVEL TRAINING OFFERED BY
POLICE AND SHERIFF'S AGENCIES BETWEEN

1970 AND 1975

Type of Agency All
Agenties

Length of Training

Increased Decreased
Stayed
Same

Police: Agencies

JUrisdictions with
17,000 or more
population 100.0 85.2 1.8 13.0

Jurisdictions with
populations of
fewerthan 17,000 100.0 75.8 .4 23.8

Sheriffs' Agencies

100.0
,

85.8 '.3 13.8 .
10 employees or more

Fewer than 10 employees 100.0 74.0 .5 25.5

Note: Detail may not add to totals due to rounding.

Source: NMS Executive Surveys, 1975.



TABLE 0-2

SWORN. LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL ATTENDING
POLICEACADEMIES, BY SIZE OF AGENCY, 1974

I

Number
Size of Agency of '-

Personnel ,

All Law Enforcement

Personnel Who Had
Attended a Policcadelly
Number Percent

Agencies 502,254 389,451 77.5

0-24. employees 83,005 43,497 52.4

25-149 138,073 94,l18 68.2

.150-399 54,788 41,229 75.3

400-999 1'52,453 45,267 86.3

1,000 or more 173,935 165,340 95.1

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Criminal Justice. Employee Characteris-

tics Survey, 1975.

f

1,7536

580
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TABLE 0-3

PERCENT OF SWORN LAW ENFORCEMENT AND INCUMBENTS WHO HAVE
RECEIVED ENTRY-LEVEL TRAINING BY CENSUS REGION AND STATE

]974

Census Region and State

U.S. Total

New England
Maine
New Hampshire tZ.6
Vermont C4.5
Mawaichnsetts L7.8
Rhode Island
Connecticut 60.2

rercenc .10 nave
Received Entry -
Level Training

77.5

f0.3

Middle Atlantic C3.1
New York 91.4
New Jeisey 78.3
Pennsylvania , 67.0

East North Central 74.4
Ohio 79.3
Indiana 68.1
Illinois 4 76.1
Michigan 82.9
Wisconsin 48.4

West North Central 72.7
Minnesota 66:6
Iowa 65.6
Missouri 84.2
North bakota 77.8
South Dakota 53.1
Nebraska 4., 70.1
Kansas 63.2

South Atlantic
Delaware 85.3

N Maryland 87.6
District of Columbia 94.2
Virginia 80.4
West Virginia 53.6
North Carolina, 52.7
South Carolina 69.5
Georgia 77.8
Florida 7S.9

East South Central 66.3
tentncky 62.9
Tenn 71.4
Alabama 64.8
Mississippi 62.8

West South Central 78.1
Arkansas 75.1
Louisiana 69.2
-Oklahoma
Texas 83.6

Mountain
Mont ins

Idaho
Wyoming
New Mexico
Colorado
Arizona

'Utah-,
Nevada

Pacific-
Washingto.1

Oregon.

. California
Alaska
Email

81.6
80.5
64.4
77.5

84.7
90.43

73.3
75.2

87.1
83.1
83.1
88.1'
75.6
7,5.7

o

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Crf,minal. Justice Employee
Characteristics Survey,' 1975.
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POLICE

TABLE 0-,4'

SHERIFFS' AGENCIES PROVIDING FORMAL ENTRY-LEVEL TRAINING,

BY TYPE AND SIZE OF AGENCY, 1975

Type and Size
of Agency

Percent of Agencies Providing

. Entry-Level Training

Police Agencies, Total

1-24 employees

82.2

69.2

25-74 95.1

75-399 98.1
,

400 or more 100.0

Sheriffs' Agencies, Totil 82.6

1-24' employees a
77.6

25-74 93.1

75-399 99.1

400 or more 100.0

80mrce: NMS Executive Surveys, 1975.



Length of

Entry-Level 1-24 25,7 75-399 400 orlon
Training Total Employees Employees Employees Employm

TABLE 0-5

MSEIBilION .07 Rot OF FORMAL ENTRY45131 TRAINING PROVIDED BY POLICE

AND sows' AGENCIES TO NEW REMITS,

,BY SI2/ AND TYPE OF AGENCY) 1975.

Police De artments Sheriffs' Departments
Size A not Si.zontALy....1c

1.24 25-74 , 75-399 400, or More

Total Employees Employees EtFloyees ..Eiployea

(n2412 (1.1490Liv) AIL In361

All Dapartmenti

No Training

41 Provided

o i-159 hours

160-399 hours

-400499 hours

800 or more ham

ni1723

100.0 100,0

17.8 30.8

5.0 7.1

43,7 43.8

31.6 18:0

1.9 .3

100.0 100.0 100.0

4.9 1,9

2.5 3.5

51,1 39.1

40.6 63.0

r .9 2.5

100:0 100,0

0 1741"

0 9,3

9.3
.44

. 61.1

63,9v 11.4

269 14

,Nommo.lonsPliommemOmmsuumommilmall,

22.4

1.8

60.3

7.0

100.0 100.0

6,9 .9.

8,3 7,4

68.9 56.4

15.7 35.1

40

0

5.5

22.2

66.7.

.4 * 0 O. 5,5

bra

Note: Detail may not add totals due to rounding.

pounce: Nit Executive Surveys, 1915,

a 5S4



TABLE 0-6

PATROL OFFICER TA$11 TWAT WIWI LEARNED PRINARII,Y OW TOE JOS

110 PRIMARILY 'dill WOWS TIAIKINO1

INCM10fre APPRAISALS,

o yeillstercuyeley firsfyild to injui or,ailing persons.

I

0 Week.phiecel' force indifotaCtift.eqUiPlent such as WiOlver,

J4411;lilidilffes,lhot-ite;,Andieer glegiii:noceagy to "Odle o

resistance, priventigfa4, or piOtict "elf or public.
,, ; .

, ,o
WO I

.4'.

'= -47eInformrsi-irreited,perota-or-chargel -ad -ligil-fightc

, .,
,

)111Segtege oi ehtfluPlIcitionindividuillond cria and accident \ e

.\ scull,

\ I
'arches; for, collect', ids's, sod picky' physical 'evidonis fad

at Crill1 ad accident.

4 Tasks learned Primarily on tbe Job

I usigned Patrol area and its citissu, busies'',

and ,crux problui, and identifies, potential. trouble spots, o

,

, TOM Learned Primarily On the Job -- Continued'

Searches for, identifies, and 'recover" lost or etolinlroperty.

Assists people with problau or refers thee to public service agenciii;

Enforces laiiitultioully, exerd'ingludinatind diarstia u to the

wiriffeCtileIline,fff tatiolling"or usolving:probleas.

hit" cluing guspects or fugitive by vehicle or on foot,

ArrestOurChel,"ind' secures supefte and. fugitive,

o 'participate' in booking 'arrested persons.'

OriVei vehicle or walks in alignepotrol.usi *litchi, for un-

aufliirsuipicial events and irregularities,

o leopondi to falls ,for service or help and tokifection to, allaittt

Or control situation,

Interview aspect!, cosplainati;. witnesses ad victim of ail to

iiiiinformitia on; current unresolved cues.

Enters and conducts proper search of :prestos' specified is warrant

fol swing Hbot.pursuie of iipect or full:tbs.

Sotabli+f4iitiOI:out

Ivsluttu circumstances ad 'irreltod persona on $ citation rather

' than taking into custody when unsaid.

.

Recruit, inforiants on ctisiail activity and solicit' information from'tbia.

r

, ..

o Acairal. ad update" infolution on crime and,,other police utters by .

raiding' station; log and repOrti, 'exchanging information with fella officers

aff other knowledgable petrol's, chatting with dtiseni, ad eoliciting

guidinge fru' superiors. ',. ,,.,..

/
p , p, P

Reports feriodigindliily,ictivitialabillyism4 in,Wri40" aperviaor.

o Operates Voice ,fadio'...eiuipment:co rains and give:info:I/41On.

s hard' fiel6ctiOlOnd:Oblitainplin-notobak trinipoielinfor-

144040.1iI*4000i(0:,griveal'eftidafts,,,OrIthor activities and

action Oil, ,

i 'Testifies it jgdifieriprOces.
,

o ,Iirects tunic intense* or:point' toepstios ad,

lunge traffic citations °turning notfits to atorieta,Iindlodea, v T
Walk

i0 o wailer lo,build:rooptct,for la.

si'.nr(iefiptiblOfheint, aftrediatria:ActivitY.

iefyinflplaitalovi'40:10voiontelo(onapaOotaisto or

Oetamieillgfee of` drug',



TABLE 0-7

MOST PROMINENT KNOWLEDGE PJi SKILL DEFICIENCIES
REMAINING AFTER PATROL OFFICER RECRUIT TRAINING,

1975

Interviewing and Eliciting-Information

Investigation of Specific Crimes: e.g., Arson, Burglary, Rape,
Homicide

Information SourCeS end Informants

Local Jurisdiction's: Laws and Ordinances

Courtroom Procedures,-DemeanoramALPresentation.of Testimony

Collecting, Recording, Analyzing Information

Crisis Intervention, Dispute Settlement

Laws of Evidence

Preparation of Clear, Concise Reports

Juvenile Justice System: Laws and Procedures

Hot Pursuit and - Defensive Driving',

Use of-Physical-Force, Lethal and Nonlethal Weapons

Source: NMS Field Job Analysio, 1975.

5
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TABLE 0-8

PERCENTAGE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES PROVIDING REGULAR IN-SERVICE TRAINING,

BY TYPE AND SIZE OF AGENCY, 1975

Type and Size
of Agency

Percentage Providing
In-Service Training

Police Agencies, Total 69.2

1-74 personnel 63.4

75-399 personnel 88.0

400 or more personnel 96.1

Sheriffs' Agencies,-Total 67.8

1-14 personnel 63.0

75-399 personnel 86.1

400 or more personnel 94.3

Source: NMS Executive Surveys, 1975.

TABLE 0-9

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIONS OF POLICE AGENCIES BY THE PROPORTION
OF OFFICERS ATTENDING FORMAL IN-SERVICE TRAINING

WITHIN THE PREVIOUS YEAR,1975

Percent of .Personnel
Receiving In-Service

Training :

Agencies with
Fewer than 15') -

, Employeesa'

Agencies with
Between 150 &
399 Employees

Agencies with
400 or more
Employees

,

All Responding Agencies 100.0 100.0 100.0

Less than 25 86.2 82.9 91.7

25-49 11.7, 8.1 2.4

50-74 1.9 5.7 1.2

75-100 0.2, 3.2 4.8

a
In ju5isdictions of 17,000 or more residents. Only agencies that offer

in-service training are included.-

12.

Source: NMS Executive Surveys, 1975.

V-542 5'33



TABLE 0-10

TASKS PERFORMED BY LINE SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL THAT ARE-NOT NORMALLY
PERFORMED BY PATROL OFFICERS, 1975

Discusses charge and circumstances of arrest with arresting officer to
insure that they are in accord with law'and departmental policy.

. vi Evaluates circumstances and releases arrested person on a citation rather
:than taking into custody, when warranted.

Conceives, plans,-and recommends improvements, innovations, and changes
in department policies objectives and procedures for coping with crime
or providing pubp.c service.

4.!!

Responds to scene of major occurrences, provides advi-e, and assumes
leadership as heeded.

ReceiVes, reviews, revises, and forwards_keports-snd files on daily. ac-
tivities (crime, accidents, and cther-incidents).

Prepares, reviews, approves, and forwards summary and'statistical reports
on crime and police activity.

Inspects police personnel and equipment fok conformity to regulations.

Assigns police and related personnel to duty.

Monitors and supervises police operations and 'Per?canel.

Investigates reports and takes action on complaints against, police
personnel ''.unit operations.

Plans., -organizes. 'end, staffs Bmii: operations utilizing available

resources

Performs-zeksonnel actions'suchas hearing grievances,
evaluating jab perfc,=:Ace, takii4; dlsciplinary action, recommending
awardS, approving prootions, dlrectivei, and counseling
subordinate personnel.

Source NMS jobtalysia,-1975.

V-543



TABLE 0-11

PERCENTAGES OF POLICE AND SHERIFFS' AGENCIES OFFERING
SUPERVISORY TRANINC, BY SIZE OF 1975

. Size-and Type Percent of Agencies Offering
of Agency Supervisory Training

Police Agencies, Total 36.8

JuriSdietions of less than
17,000

Jurisdictions of more than
17,000 population-, 'total

48'8

Fewer than 150 employees 47.5

150-499 employees 48.5

500 pr more employee0 63.0

Sheriffs' Agencies, Total 29.0

Fewer than 10.employees 16.3

10 or more employees 47 .39.7

Source: NMS Executive Surveys, 1975.



TABLE p -12

MOST PROMINENT KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL DEFICIENCIES OF NEWLY APPOINTED
SUPERVISORS: INCUMBENTS' APPRAISALS, 1975

Patrol Supervisors

Planning and, Decision Making

Personnel AdministratiOn

Issues Requiring Legal Interpretation.

MOtiVation,' Morale, and Police Productivity

Crowd and Riot Control

-InvestigatiVeServices Supervisors

'4Preparation and Execution/Issuance/Processing of a Warrant or Subpoena

Investigation of Specific:'Crimes:* e.g., Arson, Burglary, Rape,
Homicid,;

Leadership and Supervision

Information Sources.and Informants

Crime Strike/Task Forcei

'Criminalistics/FoiensiC ScienCe

Visual and Audio Surveillance

Release. of Information

Protection /Analysis of Crime Scene

Source: NMS Job- Analysis, 1975.,
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TABLE 0-13 . .

PETERSON COMMISSION' RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING THE PERCENTA0t DISTRIBUTION
OF TIME AMONG COURSE TOPICS COMPARED WITH THE ACTUAL DISTRIBUTION OF

TIME IN LAW ENFORCEMENT ACADEMIES IN. 1975

Training Topic

.Peterson
Commission .

Recommends-
tions

Distribution of
COUrsework in.
Surveyed
Academies&

.100' 100All Topics

/
1. Patrol and Investigation.

Procedures. 33 39

. Human Values and prob-
lems 22 7

POlice.Proficiency 18 28

4.-Law 10 14

5.' Administration 9 6

6. 'Introduction to the
Criminal Justice System

aThe categories in the NASDLET Survey that correspond to those that the,
Peterson Commission uses are (1) traffic, criminal procedures, juvenike
detention; (2) community and human valued and problemS; (3) "eapons;
(4) legal subjects; (5) agendy policies and-procedures; (6) orientation and
introduction to criminal_ justice system.

Source: Notional Advisory' Commission on Criminal Justice Standards
and doals, Police (1973), p. 394; NASDLET SurVey of Law,Enforeement Academies
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APPENDIX P

GRADUATE TRAINEESHIP'PROGRAMS
IN

REHABILITATION COUNSELING.

---Assien4

Connecticut University_of Connecticut

Maine No Programs..

-Massachusett.a Assumption College

New Hampshire

Vermont

Region 2

New Jersey

New York

.Puerto RiCo

irgin IslandS

Region 3

'Boiton University

Springfield College

No Programs

No Programs

:Seton Hall University

State University of New York at.Albany:

State,Univeraiti'of New YOrk at Buffalo

,

Columbialiniversity Teacherd'College

HOfStra University.

Hunter College

Syracuse University

New York UniversitySchOof-Education

Unikrersity'of Puerto Rico.

No Programs 2.

Delaware No Programs

1



(Region.3 Continued)

District of
Columbia George Washington University

Maryland._ 'University of Maryland

CoppinStatc'College

. Pennsylvania Pennsylvania :State University

Temple University

-University of Pittsburgh

University. of:Scranton

"Lincoln University

\-" Virginia Virginia Commonwealth University

WestVirginia West.Virginia University

Region 4

Alabama University of Alabama

Auburn University
.

Florida Florida:State University-
,

University of Florida

. Georgia GeorgWState University

-University of Georgia.

Kentucky Univbisity of Kentucky \

Mississippi _Mississippi State University

NOrth-Garolina East Carolina University

University, of North Carolina

South Caro' ina University of SouthCaraina

University of South Carolina

Memphis State UpCrersity

University of Tennessee'

Tennessee



Region?.

Illinois
I

Indiana

Michigan

Illinois Institute of Technology.

Southern Illinois University

University of Illinois

No Programs

Michigan State University'

,Wayne State University

Minnesota P University of Minnesota,'

Mankato StrAt college

St. Cloud State College

Ohio Bowling Green State University

WisConsin

Region 6

Arkansas

Louisiana

.Kent State University

University of Cincinnati

Wright State University.

iversity of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

0

ersity of Wisconsin

Arkansas State University

of Southwestern Louisiana.

Northwestern State University

New Mexico UniVersity of New Mexico

Oklahoma Oklahoma State University

Texas TeXas Tech University

UTHealth.pcienCe Center.

University-of Texas at Austin

ro



:Region 7 a.

Iowa University of Iowa

Kansas Kansas State Teachers College

University of Missouri - Columbia

Nebraska

0

University 1Nebxaska at .Lincoln

77-Nezion-8.

Colorado University of Northern Colorado

MOntana Eastern, Montana College.

North Dakota No Programs

South Dakota. No,Programs

Utah University of-Iltah

Wyoming 'NO Programs

2.Eithaii

Arizona

California

University of.Arizona

California State University- Sacramento

.

-California State University. of San 7rancisco

University of $outhern California

California. State.University-Los.Anielea..

San Diego State University

California State University- Fresno

Hawaii University of HaWaii

No ProgramsNevada

GUam No Progra0O

No'Programs

No Programs



egion 10 Continued)

Oregon University. of Oregon

Washington University of Washington_

Source: National Rehabilitation Counseling Association, Washington, D.C.
Regions refer to the Association's classifications.

-.4
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